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Introduction.

The spirit of co-operation has contributed more than anything else

to the preWt^highly developed stage of civilisation. The gigantic ex-

Per""®nts "l.popular government and the huge economic organisations

spreading over the whole world, have made the modern age what' it is.

The corporate activity to which they owe their origin and the present

high level of success, may therefore be justly looked upon as the dis-

tmrtive element in the culture of the day. It is rightly believed that

ho nation that lacks in this, essential element of culture can hope to

Reep pace with the progress of the "world. .

In consideration of this high importance of the corporate life to a

nation, I need scarcely offer any apology, for the subject matter 1 have

chosen. India at present is very backward in this particular aspect

of cujture, hut the following pages are intended to show that things

were quite different in' tha past. The spirit of co-operation was a

marked feature in alcnost all fields of activity in. ancient India and was

manifest in, social and religious as well as in political and economic life.

The well-known yati'_( caste ) and the Samgha ( the community of the

Buddhist monks ), are the most notable products of this spirit in the

first two spheres of life. Xhe same spirit, however, played an equally

important part in the remaining ones,and its effect may be seen typified

in.Gana C political corporation )"and Sreiii( guild. ).,

Besides throwing light upon the corporate activities in public life iri

ancient India, the following study V'also calculated to broaden our

views,io
;
another respect. The account of the remarkable achievement's

' in the various spheres of life will enable us to take a true perspective

view of tb^e activities of the people In ancient India. It will establish

beyond doubt that religion did not engross the whole or even an undue,

proportion of the public attention and that the corporate spirit mani-

tfested in this,connection was by no means an isolated factor, but merely

one aspect of that spirit which pervaded all other spheres of action.

So far as I am aware, the subject as a whole has not been .hitherto

treated by any writer. Separate topics like 'Saihgha' and 'Gana'

have, no doubt b.een dealt wjth by scholars but their mutual relation

from- the point of view I have indicated above has wholly escaped

tb«m_, „ Very . little has, however, been done even with respect to

these: isolated, subjects. ^ very i
r complete account of the ancient

''iSrea-is'.. has been given by Hopkins in his latest book 'India,

$£aifd.$ew', but a detailed historical account of the jnstitu-
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tion is given for the first time in the following, pages. The other forms
e of corporate activity in economic .ljfe.desfrjbed in Chapter I hive not

even been noticed by any body else. In regard to Chapter II,. I have

availed myself of incidental' notices of different items of information,

to which full reference has been given in the footnotes. The systematic

treatment of the subject and specially the, study^of the village institu-

tion in southern India, is, however, entirely new and original. A
general view of the non-monarchical states, which forms the subject

matter of the third Chapter, has been furnished by Mr Rhys Davids

and Mr. K. P. Jayswal. I have freely acknowledged my indebtedness

to them in the footnotes, but a historical account of the rise and

development of these institutions from the earliest to the latest period,

is, I believe,' given for the first time in the following pages.

The characteristics of the Buddhist church organisation have been

noticed by several scholars, specially Oldenberg. But a detailed account

of this institution with special reference to its corporate character,

and a general view of the religious corporations of ancient India such as

has been attempted in chapter IV, is not to be found in any pther

work. Much has been written about the origin of the caste system,

and various theories, too numerous to mention, have been propounded

on the subject ; but the study of the 'caste' as a social corporation, and

a historical account of the rise, growth and development of the institu-

tionj from this point of view, is attempted for the first time in Chapter

V of. this work. I have derived considerable help from the

collections of original texts on the subject contained in vol. X. of

Weber's Indische, Studien \ Collectanea xnber die KastenverkMtnisse in

den fir&hmana und Sutra ), Senart's illuminating article
e
Les Castes

Dans tjinie' and the two German reviews on the latter work by Jolly

and Oldenberg in Z : D. M. G. Vols. $6 and 51. My indebtedness

is however confined merely to the data tbey supplied on the

subject, for my conclusions are different, and the treatment of the

subject, as already indicated above, is entirely hew. I have simi-

larly used Fick'.s work "Die Social'e Ghederung lm Nor.d6stlichen

Indien Zu Buddha's Zeit" as a source of information for the Buddhist

period, but I have also gathered fresh data, and the collection of

Buddhist texts on the subject of caste, included in the last Chapter,

may claim to be the most comprehensive of its kind. My theory of

the origin of Brahman caste may appear to be singular in some respects

and although I do not claim that it can be said to be a conclusive

one, it appears to me to be the best, with regard to the evidence

at present at our disposal. The acceptance or rejection of the theory'
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does not, however, affect the general development of the subject,

which is the more important point at issue. I have refrained from all

discussions on the merits or defeets of the caste system, as that would

have involved me in one of the most controversial questions of the day

which I have, as a rule, tried to avoid as far as .possible. There can

be hardly any doubt that the caste organisation assured the advantages

of a corporate life to its members, although it may bs difficult to

support the system as it exists at present. I have not offered any

suggestions for its modification as 1 have avoided, on principle, all philo-

sophical disquisitions throughout this work. It has been my aim rather

to simply present the facts in a connected manner, with a view to

illustrate, as far as possible, the gradual development of the various

institutions from the earliest to the latest period. In doing so, I have"*

always indicated the sources of my information in order that my con-

clusions may be tested with reference to the original authorities on

which they are based.

A few words must be said regarding the dates of the various literary

authorities which have supplied the materials for this work. I have

avoided all discussions about it in the body of the book, as that

would have disturbed the harmony of the subject matter dealt

therein. As will be noticed, I have principally relied upon two

classes of works, Brahmanical and Buddhist, The principal Brahmani-

cal texts besides the Samhitas and the Brahmanas are the Dharma-

sutras and the Dharma-Sastras. No specific dates' can be proposed for

the former which command general acceptance,but they may be roughly

placed in the second millenium before the Christian era. As regards

the relative chronology of the latter I have been guided entirely by

the latest pronouncements of J. Jolly in his famous work 'Recht und

Sifts', His ideas on the subject may be summed up in the following

tabular form :—
/Texts arranged Probable date Reference to

in order of antiquity Recht und Sitte

Dharmasiitras

Dharma'^stras

I. Gautama 5th or 6th C. B. C. pp. 5-6
2." Baudhayana

_ ;

.... ... ... ,
, ; p 4

3. ipastamba 4th or 5th C. B. C.
>% 3

4. VaSisthai ... .... „ 7
5. Manu Smyiti Not later than 2nd or 3 rdC.A.D.'„i6
6. Vishnu Smriti Not earlier than 3rd C.A.D, „ 7

7> Yajfiavalkya 4th C. A. D. ,,21

8- Narada : C. 500 A. D. - '
' „23

g- Bsihaspati 6th or 7 th C. A. D. ,,27
10' Katyayana ... ... '^
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This chronological seheme has gained general acceptance 2 and has

been adopted in the present work with only a little modification

about the date of Manu Srariti, the composition of which I have placed,

on the authority of Biihler, between 2nd C. B- C. and 2nd C. A. V.

( ?. B. E. vol XXV. p. CXVII ).

Of the other Brahmanical texts, the B%ihaa\ra\\yakopanishad

has been placed before 600 B. C. a
, and Arthai&stra has been referred

by competent critics to the time of Chandragupta Rtaurya s
( c. 330

B. C. ), The kernel of the R&mayana was composed before 500 B. C ,

although the, more recent portions were probably not added till the

second century B. C. and later *
, while Mahi.bha.rata, very much in its

present form, existeiat about 350 A. D. B As regards the date of faninj

\ accept the views of Dr. Bhandarkar who places him in the 7th C, B.

C.6 Of the Buddhist texts, the Jata/fca stories have been laid most "under

contribution. The allusions which they contain to political 'and

social conditions have been referred by Fick to the time of Buddha

and. by Rhys Davids, even to an anterior period 7
. Oh the

authority of these two scholars, I have assumed yih and 6th Century

B. C. to be the period represented by the ,]&takas. The canonical

Buddhist Texts like the Vinaya and the Sutta Pifyikas, have been

referred by Oldenberg and Rhys Davids to about 4th C, B. .C. *.

I have not thought it necessary to reproduce the arguments by whicU

these different opinions are sustained but have merely adopted the

conclusions, which, I believe, command general acceptance.

I beg to remind my readers that the various topics in this book

have been treated from a single point of vfew alone, viz the light which

they throw on the corporate life in ancient India, Institutions like

Jati and Samgha, for example, have many important characteristics

. ( 1 ) Quite recently Mr. K. P. Jayswal has propounded an altogether different

scheme, in course of his Tagore Law Lectures. 'Thus he places the texts of Gautama,

Baudhayana and VaSisfcha, as we have them at presept, respectively at 350 B. C.

200 B. C. and 100 B. C, referring their first forms to about 500 B. C. The lectures

are not yet published and I have as yet had no opportunity of examining the grounds

of hi s theory in detail.

( 2 ) Macdonell—History of Sanskrit Literature p. 226.

( 3 ) See Jolly's article in Z. D. M. G. vol. 67 pp.; 49-96 specially cf. pp. 95-961.

( 4 ) Macdonell ( op, cit ) p. 309. . ,

\'

*
' ( 5 ) Ibid. p. 287. Biihler peaces it between 300-500 A. D. ( Bvihler and Ktiste,

contrib. to the Hist, of the Mhb. ).

-,. ( 6 ) Bombay Gazeteer.t 1896 ) Vol. 1. part 11 p. 141.

(7) Fick p. VI-VII; Buddhist India p. 207. (8 )S. B. E, Vol. XIII, p.

XXIII., Ibid Vol. XI, p. X.



besides those referred to in the text, but these have been entirely

omitted, as they do not throw any lighT on the point at issue.

Many other apparent omissions in other instances will, Ihope,be found,

on closer examination, to be due to similar causes, .

The method of transliteration followed in Indian Antiquary has

been adopted in this work, with the exception, that V at the end of

a word denotes visarga. Owing to the paucity of types, diacritical

signs have baen omitted in capital letters and such well-known names

as 'Kautilya',' Himalaya' 'Pitaka' &c. The printers being unaccustomed

to handle them, these signs have alsD been o.Tiitted through mistake in

many places which, I hope, will not offer any serious difficulty to the

readers. For these and other printing mistakes I can only crave the

indulgence of my readers.

In conclusion I bsg to point out that I hive indicated in footnotes

my indebtedness to all previous writers, and if there is any omission

in this respect it is due to oversight. As a general rule, I have not

referred to the standard translations of the following works, although

I have reproduced verbatim or nearly verbatim quotations from them.

I wish it to be distinctly understood that English renderings of

passages from the3e works, unless otherwise stated, are to be attributed

to their learned translators. These works are :

i. The Translation of the Jatakas,by various scholars published by

the Cambridge University Press.

2. The Translation of ipastamba, Gautama, Vas'isbtha, Baudha-

yana, Manu, Narada and Brihaspati Samhltas in S. B. E, Vols. II,

XIV., XXV, and XXXIII.

3. The translation of the Vinaya Texts and the Buddhist Sattas

in S. B. E. Vols. XIII, XVII, XX, and XI.

4. The Translation of Kautilya's ArthaSastra by R. Shama*

sastry B. A.

I take this opportunity of thanking Professors D. R. Bhandarkar

M, A., Radhagovinda Basak M.A., Ramaprasad Chanda B. A. and

Sunitikumar Chatterjee M.A.,forthe occasional help they have rendered

me, as noted in the text, and also Babu Surendranath Kumar
Superintendent, Reading Room of the Imperial Library, for his kind

help in supplying, me with books and magazines which I required

for this work.

Calcutta }
> R. C. Majumdar.

3lst October, 1918 )
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ABBREVIATIONS

A. L. » Altindisch.es Leben by H. Zimm»r, Berlin 1879.

Api = Ipastamba Dharma Sutra.

A. V. = Atharva Veda.

Av. = Avadana ( of the Avadana Sataks ).

Brih. = Brihaspati Sutra.

C. A. I, = Coins of Ancient India by Cutmin^am.^

C. V. = Chuliavagga ( of Vinaya Pijaka ).

Ep. Ind. = Epigraphia Iftdica.

Fick. - = Die Sociale Gliederung Im Nord«rtKchen Indien Zu

Buddha's Zeii by Richard Fick, Kiel, I897.

Ga» = Gautama Dharma Sutra.

•• Ep. R. = Government Epigraphist's Rep*brt.

Hopkins-Caste= The mutual relations of the iour aastes according

to the MiLoavadharma Sxstrawi, by E. W. Hopkins.

I. A. = Indian Antiquary, -

Ind. Stud. = Indisthe Studien..

Ins. = Inscription. "

Jat. — Jataka.

Kern-Manual = Manual of Indian Buddhism by H. Kern.

Lud. = Luder's List of Brahmi Inscriptions in Ep. Ind.

. Vol X. Appendix.
M. = Manu Samhita.

Mbh. , = Mahabharata.
Mc. Crindle= Invasion of India by Aletfaiader the Sjreatby M'c. Crin^Jft

M. St. = Muir's Original Sanskrit Texts-2nd Edition.

M. V- —
(

Mahavagga ( of Vinaya Pitaka ).

Nar. = Nara^a Samhitf, Edited by J, Jdily ( Bib; Ind.Series ).

R. Ic. _ = Indian Coins by E. J. Rapsofe.

Rv. = Rigyeda.

S. B. E. ' = Saciel Books .6$ 'the East Strles*

Senart-Castes= Les Castes Dans L'inde by E. jj$ji*rl, Paris 1896.

S: P. Br. = Satap^tha Brahm'ana.

T; S. = Taittiriya Samhita.

V. = - Vishnu Samhita.

V. Cat. = Catalogue of Coins in the Indian Museum by V.A.Smith.

y. I. = Vedic Index by Macdonell And K*ith.

Viram; '= ViramitroJaya Edited Sty jrranan^a Ajidyasagar,

V. Rtn. = Vivada Ratnakara { Biblothsea Indica series ).

Vs. «= Vajasaneya Samhita.

Vt. = Vas"ishjha Dharmasutra.
W. A. V. = Atharva Veda translated by Whltjney (H. O. Series ),

y. =b Yajfiavalkya Sari^ifca.
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

P. 9. Footnote ( 12 ) at the bottom of page 9, has been continued

at p, ii, instead of at p. 10.

P, 34. Add after L. 16. v/i

'The newly discovered Damodarpur Copperplates of Kumaragupta

and BuJhagupta throw fresh light on the position of the Sresh.thin.

The following passages from these plates have been supplied by Prof.

Radhagovinda Basak M. A, who is at present in possession of .these

plates and will shoitly edit them in Ep Ind. It would appj-r. from

these that the Nagara BreshtV farmed a part of the royal tribunal in

a city, probably as a representative of the mercantile community,

The passages are ;
—

,;j

1. [ Damodarpur inscriptions Nos. 1 and 2 of Kuaaarae*Qpta' i's

time ( 124 arid 129X}. E. ) ]

x*tm *nre3fe—\2fr™M-3ri2hn?-3»|f?rernww|if%«jfufaftra-mm1
-.

2, [ Damodarpur inscription No 4 of Budhagupta's time— ]

^fe^nffarsl ^ ?tf^^% [^]^i^^f-^r \y[ ?]^ ^ff^^i^T

P. 45. Add after L. 9,

'The Kasakudi plates (South Indian Inscriptions Vol III Part 1 1

p, 349 )" also inform us that the Pall'ava king Nandivarman was

elected by the subjects ( ITI'.^rTW', )
|'

p. 53_L. 13. Read '37' instead of '36'. ! . .

p. 65. Add after L. 2i .,«, r

'Reference may be made in 'his connection to such expressions ag

'Panchi-rnandali', 'PafichalV and 'Panchalika' which occur iff

inscriptions. Fleet took then to be "the same as the Panc'nayat of

modern tim.2;, the village jury of five ( or more persons), convened to

settle a dispute by arbitration, to witness and sanction any art of

importance, etc' (C. I. I. Ill p. 3 2- f- n. S )•

P. 84. Add after L. 27 'Other examples have been referred to in

P. 64.'



CORPORATE ACTIVITIES IN ECONOMIC LIFE.

§ I. In primitive days the co operation among trader3,who had to tra-

verse long distances through insecure ro ids, was almost a necessity forced

upon them by instincts of self-preservation. Single-handed they were

no match either for the highway robbers, or the hostile tribes who

were ever ready to seize their goods, but united in a body they were

able to oppose a' successful resistance to the Incursions of these black

marauders. So we find in the Jatakas references to the organisation

of traders into a corporate body with an eider or headman (II. 295 )

The danger to whicb it owed its existence was probably the organised

robbery which is frequently referred to in the Jatakas. Thus we rea^d

in Sattigurhba Jataka [ IV. 430 ] of a village of robbers, inhabited by

500 of them with an elder at their head. The organisation of the

robbers was thus met by the counter-organisation of the traders who

often employed an armed force to protect their joint caravans.

The co operation of traders due to instincts of self-preservation is

thus as old as the time depicted to us in the Jatakas and the general

consensus of opinion refers it about 7th Century B. C„ if not earlier

still. But the institution may probably be traced back to a still earlier

The term Pani which occurs several times in the Rigveda has

been differently interpreted by different Scholars. r The St. Peters-

burgh Dictionary derives it from the root pa n "to barter" and explains it

as merchant, trader. Zimmer 2 and Ludwig 3 also take the word

in the sense of merchant,

Now the gods are asked to attack the Panis who are referred

to as being defeated with slaughter. ( V. I, P. 471 ) Ludwig thinks

that these "references to fights with Panis are to be explained by their

having been aboriginal traders who went in caravans—as in Arabia

and Northern Africa—prepared to fight, if need be, to protect their

goods against attacks which the Aryans would naturally deem quite

justified." If we accept this meaning we shall have necessarily to

(1) See V. I. P. 471

(2) "Schon Von Yaska Nir, 2, 16 wird das Wort (Vanij) mit Pani, das ebenfalls

Handler bezeichnet, in verbindung gebracht'' A. L. P. 257.

(3) Der Rigveda, 3; 213—215.
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presume a corporation of merchants, strong enough to defy their oppo-

nents, and carry on fight against them. Thus the institution of which

the existence at about 7th Centry B. C is proved by the Jatakas may
be traced back to the period represented by the hymns of Rigveda *.

The Corporate activity was also manifested, possibly in a far

greater degree, among the artisans. The frequent reference to the

artisans' guild, contained in the Jataka stories, vouches for their exis

tence in the 7th or 6th Century B. C But the institution fs possibly

to be traced back to a still earlier period.

The word f
Sreshthin' which is used in later literature to denote

the headman of a guild, occurs in several passages of the Brahmanas 5.

After what has been said above, it seems probable, as Macdonell

remarks "that the word may already have the sense of the headman

of a guild."

The following passage in Vrihadaranyakopanishad furnishes a

clear instance of the corporate activities in the economic life in ancient

India.

The comment of Sankaracharya elucidates the meaning of this

passage.

W^irnfa ^5TTftTfsT, ^TTO fas! V X& ^ergTTf?t$?T \3T?h WW. *[*'

tit' TOrorft wra^r *[*mm f% fan: I mifa *tan f% fWtmwbi

Thus according to the most celebrated commentator, the gods of

the Vaisya class were called ganas'ah on the analogy of their human
prototype because they could earn money, evidently by trade, industry

and commerce, not by their individual efforts but only in a corporate

body. No other meaning of the word in the original passage is possible

or has been offered, and as such it is safe to presume that the corpora

tion of traders and artisans was a well-known factor of society in the

age of the Vrihadaranyakopanishad.

(4) But as already noticed, the meaning of the term which is here given is not

unanimously accepted.

(5) Aitareya Br. Ill 30, 3. Kausitaki XXVIII-6, Taitttriya Br, HI; 1, 4, io,

See, V. I. P. 403.
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it is thus quite clear that the corporate activity of the tradersj

merchants and artisans was a factor in. Indian society, probably from

the early Vedic and in any case certainly from the later Vedic period,

and we shall not be far wrong if we place its origin before 800. B. C.

§ 2, The corporate activity seems to be quite a. common feature in

the ancient economical system. A close study of ancient literature

seems to indicate that men following similar means of livelihood usually

formed themselves into a corporation with definite rules to guide them-

selves. Thus we find it stated in Gautama X. 49 ( 5. B. E. II. P. 232 )

that the additional (occupations) of a Vaisya are, agriculture, trade, ten-

ding cattle, and lending money at interest. This list must be takenJ:o

include at least all the important occupations of the people at large,

that were within the purview of the writer, and so it becomes signi-

ficant when he says in the very next chapter (XI, 21) that "cultivators,

traders, herdsmen, moneylenders and artisans ( have authority to lay

down rules ) for their respective classes. Having learned the ( state

of ) affairs from those who in each case have authority ( to speak he

shall give ) the legal decision" ( XI—20-2I S B. E II. 237. ) This

would mean that practically all the different branches of occupation

mentioned above had some sort of definite organisation. This organi-

sation must be looked upon as an important one inasmuch as its rules

were recognised as valid in the eyes of the law and its representatives

had a right to be consulted by the king in any affair that concerned it.

The particular term used to denote the corporation of tradesmen

or mechanics is Sreni This is defined as a corporation of people, belong-

ing to the same or different caste but following the same trade and

industry. This organisation corresponds to that of the "Guilds" in

mediaeval Europa and may bj freely rendered by that term. The

ancient literature both Buddhist and Brahmanical as well as ancient

inscriptions contain frequent references to those guilds, and this corro-

barrates the inference we have deduced from Gautama that nearly all

the important branches of industry formed themselves into guilds,

Their number must hive differed considerably not only in different

periods but also in different localities. In the Muga pakkha Jataka

(No 538) the king, while going out in the full splendour of state, is said

to have assembled the four castes, the eighteen guilds; and his whole

army. This would indicate that the conventional number of different

kinds of guilds in a state was set dowa as eighteen, (cf. also Jat.VI, 427)

It is not possible to determine what these conventional 18 guilds were

butwe get a considerably greater number by collecting together all the

scattered references in literature and inscriptions. The following list
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compiled in this way shows at once the widespread nature o£ the

orginisation
,

1. Workers in wood (The carpjnters, including cibinet makers,

wheel wrights, builders of houses, builders of ships and builders

of vehicles of all sorts.) (Jat. VI-427)

2. Workers in metal, including gold and silver, ( Ibid )

3. Leather workers (Ibid)

4. Ivory workers.

5- Dyers.

6. Jtwellers.

7- Fisher folk.

8, The butchers,

9. The barbers and shimpooers.

fo. The garland makers and flowar sellers ( Ep. Ind, I. P. 285 Jat

No, 415.
)

11. Sailors.

12. The rush workers and basket makers.

13. Painters. (Jat, VI 427)

14. The ciravan traders
[ Jat. II. 295. ]

15. Forest police who guarded the caravans
[ Jat", II. 335. ]

16. The weavers [ Nasik Ins. of Ushavadata Lud. u33. ]

17. The potters [ Kularika
] [ Nasik Ins- Lud. 1137. ]

18. The workers fabricating hydraulic engines [ Odayamtrika ]

[ Nasik Ins. Lua, 1 137. ]

19. The oilmillers [tilapishaka ; Nasik Ins. Lud. 1 137,] [Tailika'Ep.

Ind. I. P. 160. ]

'So. The Bamboo workers [ Vasakara ] Junnar Ins. Lud. 1 165 .

21. The Braz Ters [Kasakara]
[ Junnar Ins. Lud. 1165 ]

22. The Corn dealers [ Dhamiiika ] Junnar Ins. Lud- 1 180.

23. The Cultivators [ Gaut XI-21.
]

24. Moneylenders [ Ibid.
]

25. Traders [ Ibid.
]

26- Herdsman [ Ibid.
]

27. Workers in stone-

28. The robbers and freebooters ( Jat. IV-430
)

6
,

( In those cases where no reference is given, the list is based

upon the authority of Rhys Davids. (Buddhist India. P. 9off

)

§ 3, The paucity of historical materials makes it impossible to des-

cribe the constitution of the above guilds in detail. There is however

( 6 ) Viram, adds two more Viz. liorsedealers and betelleaf-sellers ( P. 38 ).
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sufficient evidence to show that there was a definite organisation among
each of the above groups which makes the term corporation applicable

to it. We shall try to trace this organisation through the successive

periods of History.

§ 4. Regarding the earliest period represented by the jataka
Stories (7th and 6th century B C) the point has been fully dealt with

by Dr. Richard Fick in his "Sociale Gliederung im Nordostlichen Indien

zu Budbha's 2eit" (pp 177-183^. He observes that there was a clear

difference, so far as organisation is concerned, between the traders and

merchants on one side and the artisans on the other- As regards the

former, the hereditary families pursuing certain branches of trade, no

doubt formed themselves into a corporation with a Jetthaka (alderman)

at its head, but there is nothing in the jatakas to show that there was

a highly developed organisation among them. Far different, was,

however the case with the artisans. Here the heredity of the profession,

was a more marked feature than in the case of the traders and

merchants j the son was apprenticed to the craft of his father from

his early youth, and the manual skill and talent for a particular indus-

try was thus an inheritance of the family from generation to generation.

The adoption by an artisan of any occupation other than his heredi-

tary one has never been mentioned in the Ja'akas while they contain

frequent reference to the son of an artisan following the occupation of

his father. The localisation of iridustry was another important factor

in this respect. Streets in the town and sometimes whole villages

were inhabited by one class of artisans (cf, dantakara vithi in Jat. 1. 32o,

H> x97 ; maha vaddhakigamo IV. 159, Kammara gamo III, 281).

These villages were sometimes quite large, the Mahavaddhaki-, amo, for;

instance consisted of 1000 families of dealers in wood and the Kamma.
ragamo, the same number of smith's huts.

Lastly there was the institution of 'jetthaka' (Alderman) also among
the artisans, Cf. Kammakarajetthaka 111, 281, V, 282

;
the malakara

jetthaka III, io$, vaddhaki Jetthaka IV, 161, These three circums-

tances, viz, the local i station" of different branches of industry, the

heredity of profession, and the institution of Jetthaka (Aldermen)

appear to Dr. Richard Fick to be conclusive evidence for the exis-

tence of an organisation that may be fairly compared .with the guilds

of the Middle Age in Europe.

Several passages in the Jatakas indicate the importance of these

institutions during the period. Thus Jatakas Nos, 154 and 387 show
that the heads of guilds sometimes held high posts in the state and
were favourites of the king, fich and of great substance. Reference is



also made to a state officer, the Bhandagarika (Treasurer or Superin-

tendent of Stores ) whose office carried with it the judgeship of all the

merchant guilds" ( Sabbi Seninam Vicharariariham bhandagarikattha-

nam) (Jataka No. 445.) 7. We are expressly told that no such office had

existed before but that there was this office ever after. As already

Observed, two of the Jatakas refer to eighteen guilds ( Nos. 538 and 546 )

and though the numb:r must be taken as a purely conventional ' one it

clearly dempnstrates the wide-spread organisation of these institutions

during this period .-

'

I 5. We next come to the Period represented by the early

Dha.rm%sutras ( 5th Ceatury B. C. to 3rd. Century B. C. )' Tne

verse 21 of the nth Chapter of Gautama Dharmasutra, quoted above,

authorises the "cultivators, traders, herdsmen, money lenders, and arti-

sans" to lay down rules for their respective classes and we are further

told that the king shall give the legd decision after "having learned

the ( state of ) affairs from those who ( in each class ) have authority

(to speak)" (S, B, E, II. 234).

This represents a further stage in the development of the guild organ-

isations. The corporations of traders and artisans are now recogaised

by the constitution as an important factor in the state, and invested

with the highly important power of making laws for themselves. Their

spokesman, corresponding probably to the Jetthaka of the Jatakas, is

an important personage, having the right to represent his class in the

royal court.
*

The extent of the hold which the guild possessed over its members

at this period, is best illustrated in Vinaya Pitaka IV- 226 in which it

( the guild ) is referred to as entitled to arbitrate on certain occasions

between its members and their wfres (
J. R. A. S. 190I, P. 865 )

A passage in the same canonical text leads us to infer that the guilds

already possessed at this time some executive authority. Thus it is enjoi-

ned that a thief woman [ cori ] should not be ordained as a nun without

the sanction of the authorities concerned—'rajaaam va samgharh va ga-

nam va pugarh va senirh va anapaloketva.' The old commentator remarks

upon this passage .-—raja namayattha raja anusasati raja apaloketabbo,

seni nama, Yattha sepi anusasati sept apaloketabbo, This certainly

(7) Mrs. Rhys Davids remarks "The first appointment to a supreme headship

over all the guilds doubled with the office of treasurer ts narrated in connection with

the kingdom of Kasi at the court of Benares. Possibly the quarrels twice, alluded

to as occuring between presidents ( pamukha ) of guilds at Savatthi in Kosala may

have also broken out at Benares and have led to this appointment ( J. R. A. S. 190!

P. 665.)
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refers to the executive and judicial authority of the guilds and places

it on the same footing with that of the king and other political corpora-

tions.

Kautilya's Arthasastra, 8 which is now acknowledged by the

generality of scholars to have belonged to the period under review throws

much interesting light'upon the guild-organisations of this time. Thus

the Superintendent of Accounts had to regularly enter in prescribed

registers, the history of customs, professions and transactions of the

corporations ( P. 69 ) and three Commissioners or three ministers enjoy-

ing the confidence of the guilds were appointed to receive their deposits

which could be taken back in times of distress. (P, 253 ) Special con-

cessions were made regarding the lawiuits between trade guilds, (P. 190),

and special privileges were accorded to a merchant belonging to a trade-

guild ( P. 228. ) The importance of the guilds in those days is further

indicated by the fact that in an ideal scheme of a city place? are reser-

ved for the residence of the guilds and corporations of workmen ( P. 6.1
),,

and that the taxes paid by them are included among the most impor-

tant sources of revenue [ P. 66. ] The Village-gu'lds were protected

by the regulation that no guilds of any kind other than local Co-opera-

tive guilds ( Samutthayikad-anyassamayanubandhah ) shall find en-

trance into the village { P. 54. ] The reputed wealth of the guilds and.

the way in which they were sometimes exploited by unscrupulous kings

may be gathered from the Machiavellian policy unfolded In Bk. V. Ch.

II. We are told that in case a king 'finds himself in great financial

trouble and needs money' he may employ a spy who would borrow from

corporations bar gold or coined gold and then allow himself to be rob-

bed of it the same night [.P. 305. ]

The power and influence of the guilds at this time also appears in-

directly from Bk- VII. Chap. IV. where the point is seriously discus-

sed, whether the troubles caused by a guild ( srenl ) or its leaders are

more serious. Kautilya, in opposition to his predecessors declares in

favour of the latter, because a leader, bicked up by support causes op-

pression by injuring the life and property of others
[ 4O3 ] These scat-

tered references throughout the book hardly leav.2 any doubt that the

guilds were already an important factor in the state fabric in the 4th

century B. &.

§ 6. A further stage of development in the organisation of guilds

is observable in the Period represented by early Dharmasastras.

(8) Kautilya's Arthasastra Edited by E. Shamasastri, The pages refer to the

]?n|Ush translation of the vyorl? by the satne scholar,
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(2nd. Century B. C to 4th. Century A. D.) Thus Manusamhita (VIII 4I)

not only reiterates the statement of Gautama quoted above but express-

ly refers to SrenlJharma or/usages of the guilds' as having the force of

law * It further lays down that

"Ifa man belonging to a corporation inhabitting a village or a dis-

trict ( gr&ma des'a Saihgha ) aftef swearing to an agreement, breaks it

through avarice, ( the king ) shall banish him from his realm 10
. VIII-

319)

The Yajnvvalkya Samhita also prescribes that if a man steals the

property of a guild or any othsr corporation or breaks any agreement

With it, he shiH be banished from the realm and all his property, conns

cated ( II. 187, 192)

Similar injunction also occurs in the Institutes of Vishnu ( V. 168 )".

These injunctions in the successive Smritis hardly leave any doubt

that shortly after the Christian Era the 'guild organisation had develo*

ped into a highly important factor in state politics. Not only is it now

recognised as a definite part of the state fabric, but its authority is up-

held by that of the state, and its prestige and status considerably en

hanced, by the definite proclamation of the state policy to guarantee

its successful existence by affording it all timely need and assistance.

The result of this happy state of things was a further development

of these organisations on the one hand and aa increised confidence of

the public in their utility, on the other. This is fully evfdenced by a

number of inscriptions belonging to this period, to which reference may
be made in some greater detail.

There are altogether five inscriptions belonging to this period which*

distinctly refer to the guilds, and their activities.

It will be well to begin with a short summary of each of them.

1, An inscription in a cave at Nasik ( Lud. 1133 ) dated in the

year 42 (= 120 A.D ) records the donation of 3000 Karshapanas by

Uihavadata, son-in-law of the Saka Chief Nahapana. The gift was

intended for the benefit of the Buddhist monks dwelling in the cave,

(9) anftOTra^rq ^3lT5[ ^^tes'ftfaci I

«nV^ f'•raster «Wnf?raT^^[ u

(10) The following verse ( VI 1 1-220 ) further lays down that su£h an offender

should be fined and imprisoned, apparently, if the two verses are to be held as con-

sistent, before his banishment from the realm. ( or should the latter be looked upon

as an alternative punishment ? ) Both Medhatithi and Kullukabhatta include Trade

guilds under 'Desasamg/ia'

(u) Tra^owmii fm*\



and the entire sum was "invested in the guilds dwelling at ,Govardhana

in the following manner : . ,..

rf

20Q6 in a weavers' guild, the rate of interest being one per cent -per

month
}

"

"iooo in another weavers' guild at the rate of f P. C. per month',

it is clearly stated that these Kahapanas are not to be
,
repaid, thfir

Interest only to be enjoyed. The object of thi gift is also laid down,

as follows. r

'The 2000 Kahapanas at I P. C. per month are the cloth moneys
but ofT;hern is to be supplied, to every one of the, twenty monks who
keep .the Vassa or retreat in the cave, a cloth money pf 12 Kahapaaas ;

out of* the other thousand is to be supplied the money for Kusana, a

term the precise significance of which is uncertain."

In conplusipn we are,told that all, this has been proclaimed (and)
registe,iecl at,the town's hall, at the record office, according to custom.

(IP. Ind. yillP. 82 ff)

-2. Another Inscription at Nasik ( Lud, 1-137.) dated in the 9th

year poking Is"varasena, who ruled in the 3rd, C. A. O. ( Rapson

Andhra coins P. Cxxxiv ) records the investment of a similar perpetual

sndowmenf with the guilds dwelling at Goyardhana, as follows.-

,

(

"In the hands of the guilds of Kularikas ( probably potters ) one

thousand Karshapanas. of the guild of odayantrikas (probably work-

ers fabricating hydraulic engines, water clocks or others ) two thous-

and. The last portion of the inscription is mutilated, but enough re-

mains to show that an amount was also invested with the guild of oil-

millers, and the sum of 500 Kahapanas with another guild. The ob-

ject of this endowment was to provide medicines for the;.. sick of jjthe

Samgka of monks dwelling in the monastery on mount Trirasmi .( Ep.

[nd
r
yill. p. 88)

,

3. An inscription at Junnar ( Lud. 1162 ) records the investment

)f the income of two fields with the guild at Konachika respectively

or planting Karanja trees, and banyan trees12
.

(12) The inscription runs as follows :

v Biihler-Burgess translated H as follows in Arch; SurV. W. India. IV. "By'

.duthuma, the Saka an Upasaka of the guild of the Konachrkas ( a gift 'of):, 20

ivartanis in vadalika, near the karanja tree and -in Kataputak i, 9 nivartanas

?ar the. banyan tree.", Pischel has shown that Vadaoi^la' and 'karajamula'. really.

iean'"cost of planting 'these trees'* ( Nadir, Gott. Qes, Wigs. Ph.il. liist,

2
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4. Another inscription at Junnar ( Lud. 1165 ) records the invest,

ment of money with the guild of bamboo workers and the guild of

brazie/s.

5. A third inscription at Junnar ( Lud, 1180 ) records the gift of a

cave and a cistern by the guild of corn dealers.

There are besides, a number of fragmentary inscriptions which seem

to record similar investments with various guilds, but as their purport

has not been made but with certainty no reference is made to them.

The five inscriptions quoted above are however calculated to throw a

flood of light on the function and organisation of the ancient guilds,

Thus Nbs. 1-4 conclusively prove that the guilds in ancient days

received deposits of public money and paid regular interest on them.

The Machiavellian policy of exploiting these guilds as laid down
in Kautilya, and quoted above on p. 8 bears testimony to the

fact that they also lent out money. Roughly speakingi there

fore, they must be said to have served the functions of modern banks.

The Inscription no. I shows that the rate of interest which they paid

varied between 12 and 9P. C, The guilds, which thus operated as a

net-work of banks throughout the length and breadth of the country,

must have possessed a coherent organisation, sufficient to induce the

public to trust large sums of money with them. They musjt have been

of long standing, and their operations characterised by honesty and

fair dealing, for otherwise men would searcely have made perpetual

endowments with them. The concluding - portions of No. 1 seem

to prove also that they were recognised as an important factor in the

municipal government of ancient cities, and were responsible to the

corporations of the town for the due discharge of their duties as trustees

of public money. They received not merely deposits in cash, but also

endowment of property as is proved by the Ins. No. 3.

The objects with which these endowments were made are manifold,

and due performance of them must have required extra-profess-

ional skill, Thus some guild is required to plant particular trees,

while several others, none of whom had anything to do with medicine,

were to provide it for the sick monks of the pave. The inscriptions fur-

ther prove that there were several craft-guilds at one place, and some-

times more than one guild belonging to the same profession, as for

example, there were two weavers' 'guilds at Govaidhana. ( cf. No, 1. )

In general the guilds are named after the professions to which they

belong but in one case thereference is made simply to the "guild at

. Konachika." It migh tmean that here was only one guild at the

village, so that no special designation was accessary to denote it, or
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that the whole village formed itself into a guild, being inhabited by One

class of artisans alone, for as we have seen above, the Pali Literature

contains reference to such villages. The last inscription no. 5 is inter-

esting at it shows that the guilds were not merely the receivers of.

other's gifts but made gifts themselves in the nam: of the corporation.

Some injunctions laid down in the early Dharma Sastras' afford us

an interesting glimpse into the working of these guilds. Thus Yajiia-

valkya Samhita (Chap, II) contains the following,

TO^TT^' ^T tf *rertf%q3rHJ$c( II ^
Jt^rcr faqfta: ^n^ <s ^Ttri: iron ?wj iu-c

s*fgriil srrcnrn*! qnwn^n^ fas^t^ i

<a CTftfflqqvrc ^f^3T *retaf?i: 11 ?*£.

^fnr-^TJi-qTeiftf Ji^siTJTtijtf fsrfa : 1

$3W ^qt '*$n ^ifa^ m^ci II ?£.^

It follows from the above that the guilds could possess corporate:

property, and lay down , rules and regulations
,
corresponding to the

'Articles of Association' pf the present day, which it was high treason

to violate. Their representatives often transacted business with the

court in their name and were held in high respect there. Some pure

and virtuous men were appointed as their executive officers ( karya

chintakah. ) Their relation to the assembly is unfortunately not

quite clear, Though it is not clearly la'd down whether they were

appointed by the king or elected by the members themselves the latter

seems to be very probable, from the tenor of the whole passage. Then
again it appears, from the line "Karttayyarii vachanam tesham samu-

Kl, 1895 P- 2i6. ) Liiders thinks that the investment was made with the guild

and not by a member of the guild ( Ep. Ind. . X. App. P. 132 )
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hahitavadinam" that these officers possessed executive authority over, the

members of the corporation and could visit with punishment anyone who

disobeyed- their decision. They were bound, however, by the laws and

usages of the corporation and if they violated them in the exercise of

their authority and there was dissension between them and the. gener-

al members, the king had to step in and make both parties conform to

the established usage. The executive officers, though vested with

considerable authority could not thus be autocrats by any means, and

their ultimate responsibility to the law and custom was assured,

by the instrumentality <|f the assembly. 13

" Although no mention is mads.hepe.of the President of the guild, the

frequent reference to Sresthin in the contemporary inscriptions shows

that there was one ; but the real power seems now to have devolved

upon the executive officers, Thus the constitution of the guild during

this period presented a, very modern appearance with a chief and other

executive officers responsible to the assembly. The corporate spirit

of the guild is most- strikingly manifested in the verse I90 which lays

down that everything acquired by a man, while engaged in the busi-

ness of the guild ( apparently including even gifts, from king or other

persons ) must be paid to the guild itself, and anyone failing to do this

of his own accord, will have to pay a fine amounting to eleven times

its value. The importance which was attached to xguilds and other

corporations at this period is best illustrated by the tw^ following facts.

1. The 'violation of agreements laid down by the corporations,

( Sarhvidvyatikrama ) is: already recorded in Yajfiavalkya and Manu as

one of the recognised titles of law ( ;
M, VI II. 5, Y. II § I5, )

2. Yajfiavalkya iays down the. general maxim ( see verse 186 ) that

the duties arising from1 the Rules and Regulations of the corporation

( Samayika t4
), not inconsistent with the injunctions of the sacred

texts, as well as the regulations laid down by the king must be observed

with care, thus placing the duty towards the state on an equal

footing with that towards the guild.

It appears from the last line quoted above that discussions and

differences between the different guilds were not unknown. In such.

(13) This point is made quite clear by the commentators. Mitra Misra, for ex-

ample, quotes Y. II 187, in support; of the fact that, the Assembly, gqu1<|- pnnish the.

Executive officers. ( Viraffl. P 448 ) This point has been treated in detail later on.

(14) 'Sa'maya' is defined in the Naradasmriti as the aggregate of the rules settled

by the corporations. Hence the meaning of the Samayika, I have assigned above,

Narada X. >i,. •»<
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ca,ses,,thR king had to step in and make, each party conform to the exist-

ing rules and usageg. - !

'

.

,»A few passages may bs quoted1* from Mahabharata whose litest

redaction may be referred to the period under review16 to indicate

thg high importance that the guilds enjoyed in general estimation.

Thus, sowing dissensions among the heads of guilds or inciting them

to treason is looked upon as a recognised means of injuring the enemy's

kingdom i( Santiparva§, 59 verse 49
17 also § 141, varse 6418

) The

guilds are. described as. one of the principal supports of the royal power

( Asrajnavasika parva § 7- verses 7-9
19

) Duryod'hana, after his defeat

by the Ga,ndharvas^ refuses to go baclc.to his capital, for humUiated as

hgiwdSi he dared not face the tfjads of the guilds, "What will the heads

ofguilds^ and others ) say to me and what shall I tell them in reply?'

( Vana parva§-248, 16. ?° ) Last but not of the least importance, is the

vejrse intSanti Parva ( § 36 verse X921
) which lays down that no amount

of.expialbn can remove the sins of those who forsake their duties-

to the gqild to which they belongs

,
The activity and importance of the guilds in the 4th and 5th C. A.D.

Is clearly proved by, a number of clay seals unearthed at Basarh, the site

(i'B) References* are to the Calcutta Edition

(16) See Macdonell-HistoTp of Sanskrit Literature P. 287

(17) srfailjki^Nr ufawtr wre«: i

^f^g^tqsnasi lte*r*i^i ^ 11

(18) ^r^«f|qan^| «nR«n^>i%9 * 1

(19) ^rr^rf qq T.vsn^4 fira^ am i

^K^tesT wfi ^N <raT ^farsra' nwt 11

^fn^ra* ^cV ^ Q*m qtfa % |Rf?r: 11

fif'jrt s^fa far' ^Tfa nffcranfirfliTOf

«

(2D *nf?t'3<Qfotqt*t grera&re *4rr. i

I ..." '

! > , . '
' '

( :

mhifm 1 § q&; %m y*$
t
* f£re$ 11
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of ancient Vaisatf The late Dr. Bloch who has described them in

detail, refer to the clay seals of the guilds as follows.

"The most numerous among the seal-inscriptrons is that referring to

,

the corporation or guild (nigama) of bankers (Sreshthin), traders (Sar-

tthavaha), and merchants (Kulika). It is invariably combined with

other seals giving the names of private individuals, only in one instance

it is fouad together with the seal of the Chief of Prince's Ministers. The

list of private names is fairly conspicuous. A great many of them are

distinguished as merchants (Kulika). One person Hari by name styles

himself both Kulika and Prathama Kulika. Two persons are called

bankers ( Sreshthin ), and one Dodda by name, was a sartthavaha or

trader. Generally two or even more of the seals of private individuals

are found in combination with each other or with the seal of the guild

of bankers etc, of which evidently most of them were members. It looks

as if during those days, something like a modern Chamber of Commerce •

existed in upper India at some big trading centre, perhaps at*
1

Patali-

putra," ( Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey 1903-4 P. 104 )

• It may be remembered that the < clay Seals were mainly used for

closing letters. The seals found at the site of the ancient VaisSatf clear-

ly prove therefore the briskness of the correspondence carried on by the

ancient guilds, and this in itself is a positive testimony of their activity

and importance in those days.

§7. We now come to the period represented by the later

Dharma sastras. like those of Narada and Brihaspati ( $th to 7th

C. A,D ) The progressive advancement of the guild organisations is

continued during this period. In Narada as well as in Brih. separate

chapters are devoted to the title of law arising out of the transgression

of compact (Samvid vyatikrama ) . Narada explicitly states that "the

king must maintain the usages of the guilds and other corporations "
.

"Whatever be their laws, their (religious ) duties, (the rules regarding)

their attendance, and the (particular mode of ) livelihood prescribed for

them, that the king shall approve of" (x. 2, 3) We are further told that

"those who cause dissension among the members of an association shall

undergo punishment of a specially severe kind ; because they would prove

extremely dangerous, like an (epidemic) .disease, if they were allowed to

go free ( X. 6 )
" These injunctions of the DharmaSastras show in a

general way the high importance attached to the guild-organisations

as an important factpr in society.

The literature of this period throws interestng side-light on : the

nature and origin of the guild-organisations. Thus, regarding their

raison tfetre we find the following in Vrihaspati (XVH-5-9)
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sreraif q *t srtStt g^ra rw? ^ n

?rafoniR*' ^ffT'Sr ^r^^f^i ^iftn 11

The translation of this passage by Jolly noes not commend itself to

me. Thus he writes

"A compact formed among villagers, companies ( of artizans) and

associations is ( called ) an agreement, ; such ( an agreement ) must be

observed both in times of distress and for acts of piety:

"When a danger is apprehended from robbers or thieves, it is (consi-

dered as ) a distress common to all ; in sucha case, ( the danger ) must

be repelled by all; not by one man alone whoever he may be." ( S. B. E.

Vol. 33 P. 347 )

''' Now the rendering of Jolly
!

'such ( an agreemment ) must be obser-

ved both in times of distress and for acts of piety" hardly offers any

satisfactory meaning. The real significance of the passage seems to be

that such convention is to be executed (ka>yah) to provide against dan-

gers and for the purpose of discharging their duties.22

In the next passage J oily renders 'chata chaura' by robbers and

thieves. The sense of robbers and thieves is covered by the Sanskrit

term 'chaura' but 'CMta' remains untranslated.

The word occurs in "a chata-bhati-praveSya" and other analogous

technical expressions that occur frequently in the land-grants of this

period, arid both Dr. Biihler arid Dr. Fleet have taken it in the sense

of ' "irregular troops" ( Ind. Ant. Vol. V. P. 115 and note. Fleet

Gupta Inscriptions P. 98, F. N. 2 ). Then Jolly's translation ' of the

last portion is also not satisfactory. It means a strict injunction upon

a particular individual not to repel the common danger. The rea

meaning, however, seems to be.- "it is the united body, riot a single indi-

vidual, whoever ( i. e. however great ) he may be, that is able to repel

the danger"

We are now in a position to understand the general purport of the

whole passage. In the first two lines the author lays down the reasons

[ 22 ] ,. "The Saptami in 'Vadhakale' and 'Dharmakarye' is to be explained by the

rule "Nimittat Karmma Samavaye" cf. the explanation of
,

by Vachaspati Mis'ra in Bhamati
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why a compact shculd bei entered into by the members of a guild and

other corporations. These are said to be ,(i) prevention of danger and

(2) proper discharge of their duties ( religious and secular ).

The last two lines mention specifically the dangers referred to,above

viz those from thieves, robbers and irregular troops ( who probably

infested the country after they were disbanded at the conclusion of a

war, ) and justifies the recommendation for a compact by seating that

^uch dangers can be repelled only by the co-operation of all, and not

by a single individual.

.

;

It was thus fully realised that the value of co-operation lay iin the

facilities it affords for preventing common dangers and perfoYflifng

common good. It must be a 'deep rooted consciousness in the c
public

mind about this utility of co-operation that accounts for the growth

and development of these guild —organisations.

_ We also learn from. ,the same texts some qf the formalities which

accompanied the formation of a new guild.

Thus Brihaspati says

fasum 'irari aefT wk: wrtsrHwriw 11

It thus appears that the first step towards the organisation of a

guild was to inspire mutual confidence among the intending members.

This was done by one of the following means.
,

(1) Kosha, . This no doubt refers to the ordeal described in detail

in toarada 1. 326-33 1 and Yajflayalkya II. 1 14-1 15. The person to be

tested was to drink three mouthfuls of water in which ( an image of )

the deity whom he holds saored has been bathed and worshipped.

I? he should meet himself with any calamity wfthin a week or a fort-

night ( after haying undergone this ordeal) it shall be regarded as

proof of his guilt, 2* otherwise he wo^uld be considered pure and of

course a worthy member of the guild,

(2) Lekha-kriya. This probably refers to a Convention or agree-

ment, laying down the rules and regulations of the guild, to which

all must subscribe.

(3) Madhyastha. It is difficult to understand what this really

means. It may refer to the practice of a well-known man having stood

guarantee for the faithful conduct of another.

After having inspired mutual confidence by one or other of these

means they set themselves to work. The list of works included various

^3) S,B.E. JCXXIII. 1 16,
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other things besides the strictly, professional business ft and these

were , 'probably inserted in a document to which, each of the intending

members had to subscribe. Brihispati preserves a specimen of these"

works in the, follpwing lines

.

asniT^ftsroT ismrt v^fam 11

sfrrifff%tf s*^ ( cii* ) q$n\ m mmfaw 11

Thus the activity of the guilds was extended to a variety of objects

of public utility such as the construction of a house of assembly, of

a shed for (accommodating travellers with) prater, a temple, a pool,

and a garden ;

;
They also helped the poor people to perform the

"Samskaras" b or sacrificial acts enjoined by the sacred texts.2*

All these were written in a formal document, which was a

valid agreement in the eyes of law. This aspect of the activity of

guilds is borne witness to by the" inscriptions. Thus the Junnar ins-

cription already referred to (P. 9) mentions the excavation of a cave

and ths construction of a cistern By the guild of corn-dealers. The

Mandasdr inscpiption (Fleet's rio. 18) .describes how a guild of silk-

weavers built a magnificent temple of the sua, in the year 487 AD.

and repaired it again in 473-4 A, D.

The executive machinery which enabled the guilds ; to perform these

(a) This of course would differ with different guilds and is referred to in general

terms as follows by Katyayana.

. ,,; , ,
, (quoted in Vivada ratnakara. P. 180.)

(b) Jolly translates the 'passage as "reliefto helpless or poor people." But' as

'Samskaras' is placed along with "yajanakriya," it must refer to the 12 or 16 Sams

karas mentioned in the Smritis.

(24) The duty specified by the expression "kulayanam nirodhascha"" is difficult

to understand, jolly translates it as ''a common path or defence" This is not however

in keeping with the view of any of the commentators like ChandesVara or Mitra

mi^ra. The former explains the passage as "kulayanam kullnasya ayanani (anaya-

nam) Nirodho durjja'na-prave£a-va.ran.arn" i.e importation of good men and the prohi-

bition of had ones! (Vivadaratnakara P. 182.)'

Mitramis'ra explains it as "durbhikshadyapagarmparyyantasya dharaaam"

which probably means the maintenance of people till the famine &c. is over, Mitra-

mis'ra also notes a variant reading "kulyayan'anirodhah" and explains it as

"kulyayah pravartana-pratibandhau" i. e, the excavation of tanks, wells &c. and the

damming of water-courses. (Vjrarof
P. 425)

3
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multifarions works is also de9eribid in some detail in Bslhaspati. There

was a chief or President, assisted by two, three or five executive officers

(XVII 9, io). j5 Brihaspati says that only the persons who are honest,

acquainted with the Vedas and duty, able, salf-controlled, sprung from

noble families, and skilled in every business, shall b i appointed as the

executive officers26 (XVII-9)

These executive officers, however, seem to have exercised consider-

able authority over individual members in their official capacity.

Thus according to Brih. if an individual failed to perform his

share of the agreement, though able to do the same, he was punished

by confiscation of his entire property and by, banishment from

the town. For the man wha falls out with his associates or neglects

his work a fine is ordained amounting to six Nishkas of four Suvanias

each. Banishment from the town is also the punishment of one who
injures the joint stock, or breaks the mutual agreement.

The executive officers could deal with the wrong-doers, in whatever

way they liked, beginning from mild censure and rebuke and culminat-

ing in any punishment up to expulsion (XVIII. 17). In administering

these their hands were unfettered, for Brih, states explicitly that

"whatever is done by those (heads of an association), whether harsh or

kind towards other peoples, in accordance with prescribed regulations,27

must be approved of by the king as well: for they are declared to

. be the appointed managers (of affairs)28 (XV J- 1 8.)

The king however could interfere in specified cases. Thus the next

(«5) The inscriptions of the Vaillabhatta svamia Temple at Gwalior ( Ep. Ind.

I. -P. 154 ff.) refer to the executive officers of several guilds. Thus, for example,

while referring to the oilmiller's guilds, it at frist mentions the names of the Chiefs

of each guild (Tailikamahattaka) and then adds "and the other members of the whole

guild of oilmillers." The number of chiefs of the three guilds of oilmillers. is

respectively 4, 2, and 5.

(26) Persons, not deserving of these posts are also mentioned in detail.

(Brih. XVII 8)

(27) This phrase is to beladded to Jolly's translation of the passage in S. B. B.

xxXIII P. 349, For the original runs as fowllows.

(28) fwwrV, is explained by Mitra MiSra as "4|«Jt?RI m*ft\" (Viram.P. 43c,)
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Verse tells us "should they (heads of an association) agree actuated b}i

hatred, on iojuring a single member of the fellowship, the king must

restrain them; and they shall bs punishsd, if they persist ia their

conduct." It seems thit any person punished by the President

could appeal to the king, and if it would appear that the conduct of

the latter was not in accordance with prescribed reguhtions but

s Jmply actuated by personal feelings, the king could rescind his reso-

lutions. These two passages seem to indicate that while the inde-

pendence of the association was respected by the king, the security

of a person from the occasional autocratic fury of a democratic assem-

bly was duly safe-guarded. It was probably by these means that a

reconciliation was sought to b3 made between the contending claims

of individual and corporate rights.

Inspite of this high exercise of authority by the Executive Officers

the democratic element was a quite-distinguishing feature of the guild.-

organisations of this period. There was a house of assembly z9where

the members of the guild assembled to transact public business from

time to time. According to Narada regular rules were laid down for

the attendance of membars, and the king had to approve of them,

whatever they might be 3°, It appears from Mitra mis'ra's comment on

the passage that the sound of a drum or other instruments was a sig-

nal for the attendance of members in the guildhall for the transaction

of the affairs of the community a. Regular speeches seem to have been

made in the assembly, and the idea of 'liberty of speech' was probably

not unknown.. Thus Chaudes'vara quotes the following passage from

Katyayana in his Vjvadaratnakara.

and adds the comment q\ sf srt? 3fr*fJ^*fT%5 ( Bib. Ind. P. 179 )

This seems to imply that the executive officer who injures, another

for having said reasonable things, interrupts a speaker ( Lit. gives no

opportunity to the speaker to continue) or speaks something improper,

is to be punished with 'purvasahasadaiida.

Several minor regulations also clearly bring out the democratic

feeling that pervaded these institutions. Thus it is ordained by

Brih. with regard to the executive officers or other persons deputed

to manage some affairs on behalf of the guild, that whatever is

acquired [ such as a field or a garden acquired in course of a boundary-

(29) Vrih XVII II, (30) Narada X. 3, (31) Viram p. '430
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dispute in a law court] or preserved [from a thief] by them and

whatever debt is incurred by them [ for tha purpose of th? guild
J

or

whatever is bestowed.upon the community as a mirk of royal favour

—all this is to be divided equally among all the members 32 '. If'hqwever

the money borrowed by the executive officers was spent by them for

their own individual ends and not for the interest of the guild, they

were to make good the amount 33
.

It appears from some comments 34 f Mitra Mis'ra that the inclusion

of new members in a guild and the exclusion of old members from its

fold depended upon the general assembly of the guild. He also quotes

a passage 34 from Katyayana to show that the new member would at

once share, equally with others the existing assets and liabilites of the

guild and enjoy the fruits of its charitable and religious deeds, whereas

the man who was excluded from the guild, will have absolutely no

interest in any of these things. Chandesvara
(
35
) the author of V. Rtn.

also quotes'the same passage an! informs us that It required the cbnsent

32
?ra: uth* *fira' *i i^w si m*t' ma' i

Viram, P. 432. The bracketted portion is taken from the commentary

*n*n£ fafap? wi *N ^^ fiitf^fa 11

34
5* § ^s^ranprcraswfa* mm: ^ ^ sr^fa^imf^i Weft

wf%wrrt^ri^ s<ar? ^r [ vremro ] <t* i

( maii^r )..ura!?ra «rw rotor. *£ *?%fa «

(Viram. P.^32)

V. Rtn . reads gTrRT^T for trr^Kf^. in line 2. 3W5TJ for mm in line 3.

and tnra for Trrrcra in line 4, (P- i87),

35
if HsSrarajsn *p*n%?rainfast #fter^ ijjlrai^i^w 1

«ri**ntWf: (V. Rtn. P. 188)
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bf all 'to become the member of a guild, but on? might give up' the

membership of his bwh accord.

The 'passages quoted above also indirectly bear testimony to the -

fact that the guilds possessed some of the p6w:;rs and functions' of a

democratic assembly. Thus it is clear that

1 the guild was recdghised as a corporation in a law court where it

was 'represented by selected members to contest the possession of 'a'field',

gafdeV Etc.

2 the guild possessed corporate immovable property like field,

garden Etc,

3 The executive officer could contract loan on behalf of the guild.

4 Charitable artd religious deeds were celebrated on behilf of the

corporation each, indfviduil msmber'of which was supposed to have

enjoyed the benefits thereof,

5 One could cease to be a member of the guild of his own accord.

But the most charact :ristic democratic element in the whole system

was the ultimate responsibility of the Executive Officers to the assembly.

This point is fully treated by Mitra Mis'ra in Viram. ( P. 42S )

He takes Y. II 187, to refer to the Mukhyas, and recites the following

text from Katyayaria as an illustration of the doctrine giij ^rs^ ^rfl"?

Thus any of the Executive Officers who was guilty of any heinous

criminal act, who created dissensions or who destroyed the property ofthe

association, could be removed and the removal was only to be notified to,

but not nscessarily sanctioned by, the king. As the Executive Officers

possessed great power it might not always have proved an easy affair

to. remove them if they assumed a defiant attitude S6
- In such cases

: the matter was to be brought to the notic; of the king as Is said'by

Brih. in the following verse.

The ting would hear both sides and, of course decide in such

cases according to the special rules of the guilds, as already neticed

above (P. 3)
i1

. He would then give his decision and enforce his decree.

36 Cf the passage in Atthasastra quited above on P. 7

37 See also Narada X. 3 and Jagannatha's comment, Upon it, Nar. T. J 84 ,
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Mitramis'ra is quite explicit oq this point. He says that the removal
of the Executive Officers was the proper function of the assembly

( samuha ) and the king would step in to punish these men only when
the assembly found itself unable to do so "OTT^TSTrfit ef^f ^l^t *n?T
ftfcr.'

38
*

,
The above Circumstance furnishes a most striking illustration of

the royal interference in the affair of guilds. That the king could

uphold the cause of an individual if he thought that he was a victim

to jealousy or hatred, has already been noticed before. Some other

cases of state intsrference may be gleaned from the following verses

of Narada.

m^wm g^ftit ?mwft fafipnrafai us

fire: «qi?nrc* *rf r?t wwiotj i

^n^rd^Tfrg ?taf ttstt i nvft^ 11*

Thus the king could forbid a combination of different associations

(possibly of a hostile nature), arming of those bodies without due

(38) As an illustration of this, he quotes M, VIII, 219-221, referred to above I',8

wh«re it is enjoined upon the king to banish the person who violates his agreement

^with a corporation, Mitra Mjsra here takes the whole passage as referring to

'mukhyas' or executive officers alone,, He also similarly explains the following

passage of Brihaspati with reference to 'mukhyas' alone

[ An acrimonious or malicious man, and one who causes dissension or does violent

acts, or who is inimically disposed towards the guild, association or the king ; shall

be instantly expelled from the town or the assembly ( of the corporation
,

)

* He then adds the following comment,

" wqjr wnftwhrt sif^faSto: ^ ^ s*j*sr '^wwtf si-

f^wmcx «lffrr^^^tiMTgaifjTfa ^ratsi* i giftmrrarraiiroi«f

[ to be expelled from the place of the assembly i. e, by the assembly itself,

It can not be argued that this interpretation is wrong inasmuchas the assembly has

no right to award punishment, For the passage quoted above from Katyayana
conclusively proves that it is the assembly which has the right to punish the execu-

tive officers, ] Viram. P. 429
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causes, and the conflict between them, He cou'd also prevent them

from undertaking such acts as were either opposed to his wish or in-

terests, or of contemptible and immoral nature.

The extant commentary 39 on these passages of the Narada

smriti which, though of late date, may be assumed to have' been handed

down from more ancient timesi throws new light into the relation of

the king and the corporations like guilds. It runs as follows, "asr??^

w§ g ^ Trgr ^^rra^r ^r^Tn? ^nrr' ^t^tt ^rcsra sfa ^^rrfo'. ^?j-

*n*rofarfirf?t pet* "^rftsraw sfa ^vnf wrfsrarm 5% ttstw^it* «n^w sfo

What the commentator means to say is this. In the previous sutras

( X 2-3-see above ) it has been laid down that the king must m lintain

the rules and usages, settled by the guilds and other corporations wha-

tever thy might be. Now they might form such regulations as "We
shall ask th« subjects not to pay taxes to the king" 'We shall always

go naked" "We shail gamble" "We shall visit prostitutes" "We shall

drive at excessive speed along the pub'ic road" "We shall worship at

those places where sakhotaka grows" Etc. Inthatciseit would obviously

be the duty of the king to maintain even these regulations. In order

to safeguard against this danger, the above exceptions have been laid

down. This proves, as nothing else could have done, the supreme

importance attached to these corporations. A king could only interfere

with them in some specific cases, but otherwise they were free to act in

whatever way they liked, and the king was bound to accept their

decision.

. §8. We have already seen that the guild . as a whole possessed

considerable executive and judicial authority over its members. The
passages quoted above to illustrate this must however bs taken to

signify that the authority extended over, and covered, only those rela-

tions in which they stood to the guild. In other words, the guild

could only interfere in cases which did, or had a tendency to, affect

its transaction of business. The following passages in Brih. (1-29 ff)'

seem to show, however, that the guild also formed part of the ordinary

tribunals of the country. *

"Relatives, companies ( of artizans ), assemblies ( of co-habitants
)

and other persons duly authorised by the king, should decide Uwsuits

ammg men, excepting causes concerning violent crimes ( sahasa ),

39 Nar, P. 164 F, N.
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.
When a, cause, has not been ( duly ) investigated by ( njeetings of,;

kindred,, it should, be decided after due, deliberation by cpmpanjes ( of

artizans ); when it has no.|t been (duly) examined by companies '( of

artizans, it should be decided ) by assemblies, ( of.cohabitants ) ; ;
and

when it has not been (sufficiently) made, out by such
;

assemblies; (it

should be triedi) by appointed (judges),(cf also tyar. 107, P. 6. The word

sYertf hasbeen translated above as companies of artizans.)

-It would certainly follow from the above, that the guild formed the .

secotid of the four ordinary courts of justice, from each of which an

appeal lay successively to the next higher. The chapter in which these

passages Occur deals generally with the constitution of the court of

justice and there is nothing to show th^t the judiciaj, functions of the,

guilds noticed here related to its members alone or simply with reference

to its own proper business. The very fact that Brih. has noticed

thsee latter functions; separately in a later chapter, seems to prove that

in- the passages, quoted; above, reference is: made to the guilds as ordi-

nary court* of; law. The exception noticed; in verse 28, viz causes con-
,

cerning violent crim9S also proves that, the writer^had.ir^Vjiew only

the ordinary cases to be tried by ordinary courts pf justice. ;

§ 9. One other aspect of the guilds remains to b2 noticed. 40 It appears

clearly from scattered references in Kautjlya's, Ar.thasa.stra, that the

guilds in rthose days were also great military pawersi Thus in Bk IX-

chapter 1 1 Kautilya includes "Srenivala" among, the; various classes of.
^

troops which the king m'ght possess ( P. 340 )*} It was sqmatjmes quite

sufficient both to defend the country and -to march against the enamy
and when the enemy's army consisted mostly of this class of soldiers .

the king had alsp. to enlist them in his service. (P. 34.1), Again

in BkV-chapter III dealing with "Subsistence to Government Servants''

the pay Of "Srenimukhya"s ( chiefs of guilds ) is set down as equal to.

hat of the chiefs of elephants, horses and chariots and then follows the

remark: "The amount would suffice for having'' a good- following in

their Own communities" (245). Further in Bk VII chapter 16 Kautilya

mentions, among the dubious ways by which 1 hostile party is to be kept

down that a 'srenivala' is to be furnished with a piece of land that is

constantly under troubles from an enemy, , evidently for keeping them

too busy to interfere in the affairs of the state. In Bk VII, Chapter 1,

,40 The idea was first suggested to ms by. Prof. : D . p, Bhandarlfjr in

course of conversation. He however, takes 'Srenivala' to mean. 'soldiers maintained

byjthe guilds'
'

;
;

'

4 1 Th« pag«s refer to the original text edited by E. Shan\a Sastry<
;
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Hhe sSreni' is classed along with soldiers as means to repel the invasion

of enemy.

Kautilya also refers to a class of Kshatriya guilds which lived upon

both trade and war. "Kambhoja-surashtra-kshatriya-Srenyadayo

Vartta-Sastropajivinah" (Arthasastra P. 376)Evidently -these were

special kinds of guilds and they were mostly to be found in Kambhoja
and Surashtra countries. '

That the guilds adopted military profession might at first sight

appear strange enough but the following considerations not only

support the view but prove the continuance of this state of things in

later periods.

Some verses in Mahabharata quoted above in P. 1 3 enjoins upon a

king to avail himself of "Srenivala" which is said to be equal in impor-

tance to hired soldiers (Bhyitam ). Ramayana(a) also refers to 'sayodha

rfrenL' while the military aspect of the guilds is clearly evident from

, the Mandasor Inscription^, and Narada X- v. quoted above in

which we are told with reference to guilds and other associations

that confederacy in secret«, resort to arms without due causes and

mutual attacks **, will not b2 tolerated by the king.

There can be no question that 'Srenivala' refers to a class of fighting

forces, for, as already observed, Kautilya tells us that they were

sometimes quite sufficient both to defend the country as well as to

march against the enemy. But even conceding this there is room for

differences of opinion, B. Shamasastry has translated the term as

"corporation of soldiers" thereby ignoring the idea of guild. Professor

Bhandarkar takes it to mean "Soldiers maintained by the guild", I am
disposed however to look for the true explanation of the term in the

'Kshatriya Sreni' of Kautilya referred to above. This seems to me to

refer to a class of guilds which followed some industrial arts;and carried

on military profession at one and the same time. That this is quite

probable is proved beyond all doubts by the Mandasor Inscription,
1

to

which detailed reference will be made later on. We learn from this

interestlng«record that some members of the silk-weaver's guild took

to arms, and these martial spirits valorous in battle, "even today...

effect by force the destruction of their enemies," It is not a little

.( a ) Kamayana ( Ed. by Gorresio ) 11. 123, 5.

( 42 ) For full discussion see below.

( 43 ) The original words are "mithah samghatakaranam". Jolly translates it as

"mixed assemblages." S. B. E. XXXIII P. 154,

( 44 ) Jolly translates "mutual attacks between those persons." The context,

however, clearly shows that the reference is to associations and not persons.
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curious that this silk-weaver's guild originally belonged to the Lata

province which is just on the border of the Surashtra country, which

according to Kautilya abounded in these /Kshatrya guilds. But what-

ever view may be correct, the interesting thing remains that in addition

to their proper activities, some of the ancient guilds also possessed

military resources of no mean worth and that they played no insigni-

ficant part in, the internal' polity of ancient India. This naturally

reminds one of the Italian guilds of the Middle Ages. i

§, io Some interesting side-light on • the organisation- of guilds is

furnished by inscriptions of this perio I Thus the Iridor Copper-plate

Inscription of Skanda Gupta ( Fleet's No. 16 ) dated in the year 146

i. e. 465 A; D, records the gift of an er dowment, the interest of which

is,to be applied to the maintenance of a lamp for the' divine Sud which

has been established in a temple. We are further told that "this gift

of a Brahman's endowment of ( the temple of ) the. Sun ( is ) the per-

petual property of the guild of oilmen, of which Jivanta is the head,

residing at the town of Indrapura, as, long as it continues in complete

unity, ( even ) in moving away from this settlement" ( C. I. I. III. P.

7I. ) Several interesting points are to be noted in this short reference

to a guild. Besides the custom of designating a guild by the name of

, its headman, it distinctly .points to the mobility of the body, and more

importance is evidently attached to the unity of ih; guild, than the

place where it settles. This is a conclusive evidence of the high

state of guildroraanisation, for hone but a fully organised body cdtild

thus shift from place to place and yet retain its inherent unity and

public confidence.

By far the most interesting account of a guild is that furnished by

the Mandasor stone Inscription of Kumaragupta and Bandhuvarman

.( Fleet's, No 18. ). It relates how a guild of silk-weavers, originally

sttled at Lati, immigrated into the city of Dasapur, attracted by the

virtues of the king of that place. • Here many of them took to different

pursuits, Some learnt archeiy and became good fighters, others

adopted religious life, and discoursed on religious topics: The

prudent among them learnt astrology and astronomy while a few

gave up all wordly concerns and took to an ascetic life Various

other professions were also followed, while a number of them adhered

to the hereditary profession of silk-weaving, Thus the guild *5 flourished

( 45 ) In his Introduction to the Inscription fleet remarks as follows "It ( the

Inscription ) narrates, in the first place, how a number of silk-weavers immigrated

from the Lata Vishaya, or central and southern Guzerat, into the city of Dasapura

and how some of the band took up other occupations while those who adhered to
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at Dasapura, and built in the year 436 A. D. a magnificent temple

of the Sua out of the accumulated richer In course of time the

temple fell into disrepair, and was repaired by the same guild in

the year 472 A, D.

This highly interesting inscription couched in verses that recall the

best days of Sanskrit Kavya Literature has preserved for us a vivid

account of one of the best specimens of the ancient guilds that constituted

such a remarkable feature of the ancieat Indian society. It invalidates

the notion, too generally entertaineJ, that guilds were stereotyped close

corporations of craftsmen, busy alone with their own profession and

little susceptible to culture or progress. It portrays before us the picture

of a guild of silk-weivers, proud of their own profession, and true

to their own organisation 4S
, bjit displaying within these limits an activity

and keenness for all Tround progress that is really surprising. There

were among them martial spirits.valorous in battle who "even today

effect by force the destruction of their enemies ; while there were others,

unassuming in their modesty and devoted to discourses of -religion,

men who overcame the attachment for worldly objects and were cha-

racterised by piety and goodness,—verily the god^ in an earthly habita-

tion." The science of astrology was cultivated by them while the finer

arts like poetry were not neglected, as is abundantly evidenced by the

brilliant poem before us -, for it is only among men who have the

sense of appreciation for poetry, that such literature can flourish. The

guild in ancient India was thus not merely the means for the .develop-

ment of arts and crafts, bat through the autonomy and freedom accorded

their original pursuit constituted .themselves into a separate ;ahd flourishing guild"

( C. I. I., Ill p. 80 ) The verse 19 however makes it quite clear, that the jjuild included

all the members described in yerses 16-19. For, after referring.to them in detail in

the.above verses, the author concludes "adbfkam = abhivibha'ti Srenir-evarh prakaraih"

( verse 19 ) which certainly signifies that the guild flourished through all these •men.

Fleet also translates the passages to the^same effect "( Arid so ) the guild shines

gio'riously all around, through those who are ofthis sort and throughathers ,$ho "

including thereby, within the guild, men following different pursuits as described

above. '-Now, they were all. silk-weavers when they were in Lata, and took to different

pursuits while at Mandasor. If then this mptley body is sfill called the guild of silk-

.
weavers, it musf follow that they constituted a guild while at Lata and' that the orga-

nisation continued although some of the members gave up the hereditary pursuits in

their new abode. That' the wole body of a guild could thus remove to another place\

has been proved by the Indor Oopper-plate mentioned' above.

(46) Thus when the temple of the Sun is built, or is again repaired, jt is said

to be done by the orders of the guild ; and Vatsabhatti composes the inscription at

the command of the guild, cf. the last verse.
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to it by the law of the land, it became a centre of strength, and an

abode of liberal culture and progress, which truly made it a power and

ornament of the society.

§iii The permanent organisation of guilds represents the corporate

activity in the ancient economic life, at its best. The same activity

was however displayed in other forms which require to be noticed

in soma detail, in order to gain a comprehensive idea of the whole

thing. Trade carried on on Joint Stock principles, may be mentioned

first under this head. This form of corporate activity seems to have

been very ancient and definite examples of it are furnished by the

Jataka stories. Thus we read in Chullaka^etthi Jataka, ( Jat.

I. 114 ) how a young man purchased the contents of a ship, which had

just touched at the port, by the deposit of his ring. Shortly afterwards

ioo merchants from Benares came for the same purpose, but having

been told of the previous transaction they paid him a thousand each,

and obtained a share of the merchandise along with him. Later, they

paid him another thousand each, and got the whole merchandise for

themselves, the young man having gone away with 2oo,ooo.

Again in Kutavanija Jataka ( No 98,4. 404 ) we read of two mer-

chants who entered into partnership and took five hundred waggons

of merchandise from Benares to the country districts. The Suhanu

Jataka ( No 158, II. 30 ) refers to 'the horsedealers of the north' who

apparently carried on their business jointly, In the Introduction to

'Kuta-Vanija-Jataka No 2 ( No 218. II. 18I ) we read of two traders

of Sravasti who joined partnership and loaded five hundred waggons

full of wares, journeying from east to west for trade.' The Baveru-

Jataka ( No 339, III. 126) refers to merchants who jointly carried

on their trade, and sold strange Indian birds, at fabulous price,

in the kingdom of Baveru. The Maha Vaaija-Jataka ( No 493, IV. 350. )

relates the story of a number of merchants who entered into

a temporary partnership. Thus we read.

"Merchants from many a kingdom came, and all together met.

Chose them a chief, and straight set out a treasure for to get,

( Jataka, IV. Translated by Rouse P. 222. )

These incidental references in the Jatakas unmistakably point towa-

rds the system of joint transaction of business and shed a new light

on the corporate activities of the traders and merchants in ancient India.

Kautilya has referred to this system in his Arthasastra ( P. 185 )•

The ancient Dharmasastras47 have also laid down regular rules for

(47) Nar. Ill i-9j Brih. XIV. 1-82. Y. II-262 ff.
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'*paf 4j4|U'c%lH' which is the Sanskrit technical term for it. Narada ek-

pounds the fundamental principles of this system in the following

verses.

tR^fat^qT^I 5JPH Ting! 1W?!W I

WiW^t rtm itWS rT^ET rfSTTfaWT: II ^

(Nar. P. 133)

The essence of the system thus consisted in the transaction of

business, for the purpose of gain, jointly by a numbsr of persons, each

of whom contributed towards the common fund that served as the

capital of the Company. As this individual contribution formed the

real basis of the whole system, Narada declares that the 'loss, expenses,

and profit of each partner are proportioned to the amount contributed

by him towards the Joint Stock Compaay. Brih. also endorses this

view but Kautilya and Y. lay down that the profit & may be either

in proportion to the amount contributed by each or^as originally

agreed upon among the partners. It thus appears that an agreement

was drawn up among partners, intending to carry on business together,

in which the general principles upon which the business would, be

managed were clearly
i

laid down. By virtue oft lis agreement some

of the partners, probably on account of their greater skill and special

knowledge, might enjoy a greater share of the profit, than was

warranted by the amount of money contributed by them.

It is interesting to note that these essential principles of partnership

were also fully understood in the period represented by the Jataka

stories. Thus it is related. in Kuta Vaaija"Jataka ( No. 98, I, 404 )that

two merchants called respectively 'Wise' and 'Wisest' entered into

partnership and took five hundred waggons of merchandise from Bena-

res to the country districts, There they disposed of their wares, and

returned with the proceeds to the city. When the time for

dividing came, Wisest said, "I must have a double share" "Why so ?'.'

asked Wise, "Because while you are only Wise, I am Wisest, and Wise

ought to have only one share to Wisest's two" "But we both had an
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equal interest in the stock in-trade and in the oxen arid waggons.
Why should you have two shares ?" 'Because I am Wisest."

And so they talked away till they fell to quarreling. The rest

of the story shows how the W'sest tried to impose upon the other

but failed, and at last, the two merchants made an equal division

of the profit. The story thus clearly shows that while it was recognised as

a general principle, that profits should be proportionate to the share one

contributes to the stock-in-trade, the idea of awarding special share for

greater skill in business was not altogether unknown.

As the success of the joint-stock business depended upon the

individuals that formed the company the Smritis have laid down clear

injunctions for the selection of partners. Thus Brih, lays down,

"Trade or other occupations should not be carried on by prudent

men jointly with incompetent or lazy persons, or with such as are afflic-

ted by an illness, ill-fated, or destitute.

"A man should carry on business jointly with persons of noble paren-

tage, clever, active, intelligent, familiar with coins, skilled in revenue

and expenditure, honest, and enterprising." (S. B. E. XXXIll-XlV-1,2).

An idea of the corporate spirit with which the business was carried

on may be formed from the following;

"Whatever property one partner may give ( or lend ) authorised by

many, or whatever contract he may cause to be executed, all that is

( 'considered as having been ) done by all."

The relation of the individual to the corporate body was also clearly

laid down.

"When ( a single partner acting ) without the asseat ( of the other

partners ) or against their express instructions injures ( their joint

property ) through his negligence, he must by himself give a compen-

sation to all his partners. (9) ,*

"When any one among them is found out to have practised deceit

in a purchase or sale, he must be cleared by oath ( or ordeal ) (7).

"They are themselves pronounced to be arbitrators and witnesses for

one another in doubtful cases, and when a fraudulent act has been

discovered, unless a ( previons ) feud should exist between . them," (6)

Brih. Sec. XIV.

Thus the individual was responsible to the corporate body for his

negligent acts and his other partners sat in judgment over him or gave

evidence in the case. If a charge of fraud was brought against any

person, he must be cleared by an ordeal or other tests ( Brih. XlV-7 )

and if his guilt was established he should be paid his capital and

( 48 ) also cf. Nar.iIIl. 6 ; Y II. #3.
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etfpellgd from the company—his profits being forfeited to it (Y, II. 268.),

On the whole the matter wai decided by the corporate body itself, and

the guilty individual was not liable to the jurisdiction of any outside

authority for his riv'sdeeds. On the other hand his virtue was also

rewarded by the same corporate body, for says Brih.

"That partner, on the other hand, who by his own efforts preserves

( the common stock ) from a danger apprehended through fate or the

king, shall be allowed a tenth part of it ( as a reward y
9 (XlV-io).

The corporate body also looked after the interests of the individual

even after his death. According to the same authority,

"Should any such partner in trade happen to die through want of

proper care, his goods must be shown ( and delivered ) to officers

appointed by the king." ( Brih. XIV-II js°

It also appears from the comments of Chandesvara on the fourth

verse df Narada quoted above, that a partner, if necessary, could

draw from the common fund, the amount of course being regulated

by the share he paid. 5l

Tillage of the soil and various arts and crafts, such as the

manufacture ,qf articles made of gold, silver, thread, wood, stone

or leather, were also carried on by the workers on the same

principle of partnership. Unlike trade, however, the basis of partner-

ship in these cases consisted, not of the capital money contributed

by^ach, but of the skill and. technical knowledge which each brought

to the work. As this naturally varied in different persons the share

of profit which each enjoyed was also different. Thus Brih. says ;

"When gold-smiths or other (artists) [ ie. workers in silver, thread,

wood., stone or leather
]
practise their art jointly, they shall share the

profits in due proportion, corresponding to the nature of their work"

(XIW28), On the same principle "The heidman among a nunib r of

workmen, jointly building a house or temple, or digging a pool or

making articles of leather, is entitled to a double share ( of the remu-

neration)" (Ibid XI V-29), and among the musicians "he who knows
how to beat the time shall take a share and a half, but the singers shall

take equal shares" ( XIV 30 ), The same principles also applied even

among'thieves and free-booters who brought any thing from a hostile

country. ''Four shares shall be awarded to their chief ; he who is

(specially) valiant shall receive three shares ; one ( particularly) able

(49) alsocf. Nar. III. 6; Y.il. 263.

( 50 ) also cf. Nar. III. 7 jiY. II. 267.

(9.0 ^TWSTTIS 5^TctlT^*fastaTSTwfol\V. Kbn. P. 112).
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shall take two ; and the remaining associates shall share alike". (XlV-32)

On the other hand if any of them is arrested, the money spent for his

release is to be shared*y all alike, (Katyayana quoted in V. Rtn. 126).

It is worthy of note that the priests carried on sacrificial acts and

ceremonies on the same principle of partnership. 52 Thus it is ordainedl

that of the sixteen priests, the first group of- four, would receive about

the half, and the second, third and fourth"group's, respectively half, one-

third and one-fourth of that. The commentator explains that if, for

example, the sacrificial fee consists of 100 cows, each of the first group

would recsive fe and each of the succeeding groups, respectively 6, 4,

and 3 53.

§ 12. There was another kind64 of corporate activity in the economic

life in ancient India which can be best rendered by the term

"Traders' League." As already noticed above, there was no doubt some

sort of corporate organisation among the traders,during the early period

( P.I. ) but both Mrs. Rhys Davids 55 and Richard Fick » who

have studied the economic conditions in ancient India deny the exis-

tence of any such definite and close organisation which could make

the word 'League' applicable to it. These scholars, however

confine their attention exclusively to the Jataka stories or for the

matter of that to the Buddhist Literature, but the data furnished by

these sources interpreted in the light of other evidences leave no doubt

on the point.

Several Jataka stories refer to the organisation of sea-going

merchants. Thus the Valahassa Jataka (No 196, II. 127) relates the

story of Five Hundred merchants, with a chief at their head, who

chartered a vessel fjr trading in Ceyloa. The Pandara-J&taka (No. 518.

V-75) also refers to the chartering of a vessel by 'five hundred trading

folk. We also read in ihe Supparaka Jataka ( No 463, IV, 136 ) 'how

709 57 merchants got ready a ship and engaged a skipper, and the trea-

sure that was gained in course of the voyage was divided amongst them.

( 52 ) Y. II 268 ; also JMar III 8, 9 :
Brih, XIV-15.

' '(53) Viram. P. 387.

(54) I have already included 'Traders' in the list of guilds [P. 4]. A separate

treatment is necessary not only because the guild of traders is in many respects

different from ordinary craft-guild, but specially as its existence is denied by

Mrs. Rhys Davids. ' .

(55) J. R. A. S. I90I-P, 869.

( 56) Fick. i'. 178.

(57) The number is not definitely stated but we are tolct ftat there were 700

souls on board the ship, evidently including the sailors.
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Other Jataka stories refer to the concerted commercial action of i,

trades .in land„' The Jarudapana Jataka (No 256, II; 294 ff both the,

stoj-y itself as w.ell as the Introductory episode (pachckuppanna vatthu)

refer to a large caravan consisting of a number of traders at Sravast*

(and Benares) who set off together under a chief fletthaka), with ca#>

loads of wares. The traders, referred -to in the Introductory episode,

came .back,together with their treasure trove, and went in a body to

pay respects to the Buddha, as they had done on the eve of then?;

journey. The Guttila jataka (No. 243, II. 248) refers to certain traders

of Benares whoimade a journey to Ujjeni fjr trader That this was a

concerted action on their^part, appears quite clearly from the, fact, that

they! lodged in the same place and amusedthemselves together.??.

• The above instances clearly prove that the traders undertook;

commercial activities' in an organised : body. There are other consi-

derations which seem to show that the organisation was sometimes a

permanent one.

The term sefthi which occurs frequently in the Ejuddhist Literature

should be taken to mean the representative of the communities of traders.

Thus, in Ohullavagga VI. 4, 1. we are told that 'Anatha-Pino^ika was
:

the husband of the sister of the Rajagaha Setjhi58.

(

Evidently here

the, )term Rajagaha Sejfchi, was intended, to convey the sense of a .dis-

tinguished particular individual ; it could not mean a merchant , in

general. Again, in Mathayagga VIII-1-16 ff. sa reference ,is made to

the .illness of the; ,'Se|}hi at Raj agaha.' When the physicians declared

that he xw,QuId dle: hi course of a . week, one of the merchants thought

of
, \\yz. good^services, don&^bft him "both tou the, king and to .th$ iu

merchants' gu^d1
? ^fxRfttt- %^r?o ^C %RWF5 TJ and jipproached^

king Bimbisf ra for asking,his physician to cure the Setthi, Tne prayer

«

was granted and the sett.hi was cured by the royal physician.: The,
latter asked for, and obtained, as his, fee, two hundred thousand

Kahapaiias, to be diyided equally between himself and his royal

master. ThjSn'ncident illustrates the wealth and status of the 'Setthi',

and seems to show, that he was the representative of the merchant
class in the royal court. This view is. supported by the fact, that

Sreshthin, the Sanskrit equivalent for s.tth'V is always used in later ,

literature, to de/jote the .headman of a guild. Fick takes the term

as denoting a royal officer, though he does not deny the fact that

he represented the mercantile community in the royal cDurt. The
translators of the Jatakis also have taken the same view and have

( 58 ) S. B. E. XX. P. 179
^

(59) S. B. E. XVII. P. i8 f ff

5
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used the synonym 'treasure*,' for it. The main ground fat this

view seems to bs that the Jataka Stories frequently refer the sSetthis

as waiting upon the king 6o
. This is however readily explained, and

the real nature of the Setthis clearly demonstrated, by the passage

in Gautama, quoted above viz. v

"Cultivators, Traders, ( have authority. to lay down rules) for

their respective classes. Having learned the (state of) affairs from

those who ( in each class ) have authority (to speak he shall give)

the legal decision." ( Ga. XI-21-22 )

We have already referred to the instances of organised activities

of the traders, and the above injunctions of Gautama clearly demons-

trate that the organisation of the traders was recognised by the law

of the land. They had their own representatives whom the king was

bound to consult, before giving decision. This readily explains why

the Setthis, whom we look upon as these representatives, had to fre-

quently wait upon the king.

Apart from the question of the real nature of the s'etthis, the

instances quoted above from the Jataka Stories, read in the light of

the injunctions of Gautama, hardly leave any doubt about the perma-

nent organisation of the traders.

Referring to "the trade of the trader,dealer, or middleman/' Mrs

Rhys Davids remarks: "there is no instance as yet forthcoming

pointing to any corporate organisation of the nature of a guild or

Hansa league" 6l

:

She no doubt cites the instances of the Jatakas,

but apparently regard them as mere temporary union and remarks,

in one instance, as follows; "Nor is there any hint of Syndicate or

federation or other agreement existing between the 500 dealers." 6l

She, howeve?, completely loses sight of the fact, that in a legal code

of ancient India, belonging almost to the same period as that repres-

ented by the Jatakas, the organisation of traders is distinctly referred

to as having the authority to lay down rules ior themselves, and, as

such a definite place in the constitution of the state. In my opinion,

it is impossible, in view of the proximity of the period represented

by the Gautama Dharma Sutra and the Jataka Stories, not to look

upon the instances quoted from the latter, as mere illustrations of the

corporate activities of that permanent organisation of traders which

is contemplated by the former.

. A : r—^-
* t

( 60 ) Jat. 1, 269, 349 . Ill, 119, 299, 475 ;
IV, 63.

( 61 ) J- R- A ;
s

;
I9° I PP' 868-869.
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The corporate organisations of traders had a rapid growth and it!

course of two centuries they displayed activities which have a surpris-

ingly modern appearance. Thus Kautilya in his Arthas'astra, refers "to

traders who unite in causing rise and fall in the value of articles

and live by miking profits cent per cent.62 This activity seems to be

very much like the "corner" or ''trust" system which is only too

well known at the present day.

The corporate organisation of the traders survived to a late period

in ancient India. An inscription in a temple at Tirumuruganpundi

refers to a union of traders in the tims of . Vikram-chola. The organi-

sation almost extended throughout Southern India and consisted of

5oo members.63

fw iwaifi*s" san^tafa i ( *r**n^i P. 33 1 ).

. . (63) G. Ep. K. 1916, P. 121.
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CORPORATE ACTIVJTIES IN POLITICAL LIFE-

The corporate activities of people in political life would vary
'

ac

cording to the form of government under which they lived. In i

kingdom they would bs directed towards controlling and assisting the

sovereign in the discharge of his duties, while in a non-monarchical

state, they would be called forth for performing all those tasks that

are'necessary for the administration of a state. Accordingly the sub-

ject may be divided into two parts, dealing respectively with the king-

doms and the self-governing states.

§i. The form of activity which requires first to be mentioned and

was undoubtedly the most interesting to the people themselves, : is the

election of the king. Almost all the scholars agree that the system of

electing the king was not unknown to the people of the Vedic period.

Thus Zimmer says that there is definite' evidence that in some states

kings wf re' elected by the people' 1
^. This view is supported by Weber (i)

and Bloomfidd^ but opposed, by Geldner (4) who argues that kings

were accepted by subjects, not chosen by them. Macdonell (5) thinks

that the view of Geldner is more probable, but he admits "that the

latter's argument does cot exc'ude the hypothesis that "monarchy was

sometimes elective".

The passages in support of the view that kings were elected,' may

be cited not only to demonstrate the force of argument employed "by

Zimmer and others, but also to give some idea of the keen competi-

tion which sorhetimes characterised this election cairipaign.

, ( I ] J'Wir haben sichere Zeugnisse, dass auch Wahlmonarchien bestanden, in

denen die Konige yon den Gauen gewahjt warden ( A. L. P. 162 ).

( 2 ) Thus Weber comments on A. V.III, 3-4 ( quotted'beiow ) '"Es haiidelt sich

hier um einen Wahlfursten der durch bestimrnte hocto gestellte Perso'rilicKReiten

gewahlt wurde. . Ein soldier lag dann mit seinem Wahlern, resp. mit den ihm 'durch

diese iiberwiesenen unterthanen oft genug'in Zwist. ( Ind. Stud. vol. XVII. P.' 189 )

,

. , ( 3 ) Hymns oflAtharva Veda P. 330.

;,( 4 ) Commenting upon Kigveda X, 124, Geldner remarks ' Viso na ta-ja'iwm

vriaanah' ist kaum anf die Wahl des Koaigs "durch die Gaue" zu beziehen (Alt-indis-

chen Leben P. 162 ). Mit Av» % 4, 2, tvam viso vriaatam rajyaya ist zu v^rgleichen

visastva sarva vanchhantu RV. 10, 173, 1.' Vri ist zu h'iernach wesentlich Vanchh, :

Sambhajantam, ayam evasroakam rajastviti Kamayantu" (Vedische Studien II, 303)

(6) V. I. II. P. all.
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t, "Like subjects choosing a king, (6> they, smitten with fear, Qti

from Vritra. Rv. 10,124,8.

2,3. The two following passages from Atharva Veda III, 3, and

III, 4, used in Kaus ( i6.3o )in a ceremony for the restoration 'of a

king to his forcer kingdom point unmistakably towards the system

of election.

(a) "'For the waters let king Varuna call thee
;

let Soma call thee

for the mountains ; let Indra call thee for these subjects ( vis ) ; be-

coming a falcon-, fly unto these subjects (3)

"Let the falcon lead hither from far ( para ) the one to be caljed,

living exiled in others' territory (kshetra); let the ( two ) Asvins

make the road for thee easy to go ; settle together about this man,

ye his fellows. (4)

"Let thine opponents call thee ; thy friends have chosen ( thee )

against them (? prati ) j Indra-and-Agni, all the gods, have main-

tained for thee security ( kshema ) in the people ( vis ). (5)

; "Whatever fellow disputes thy call, and whatever outsider— making

him go away ( apanch ), Indra, then do thou reinstate ( ava-

gamaya ) this man here. (
f
) (6). W. A. V. P-88.

(b) "Unto thee hath come the kingdom ; step forward with ma-

jesty as lord of the people, sole ruler.... ;.(i).

"Thee let the people choose unto kingship. (2)

"Hither hasten forth from the furthest distance. ..,..(5)

TO Indra, Indra, come thou to the tribes of men, for thou hast

agreed, concordant with the Varunas. He here hath called thee from

his station ( thinking ) he should sacrifice to the gods and make the

people submissive. (6)

"The goddesses of welfare who assume various forms and are

present in all places, all assembling have made thy path clear- Let

all in concord call thee 8
(7).

(6) "Ta Im vis"o na rajanam vrin.ana" which Zimmer translates as "wie die Gaue

sich den Konig kuren" ( A. L. P. 162 )

,,(7) Bloomfield translates the last stanza as follows,

"The kinsman or the stranger that opposes thy call, him, O Indra, drive away
j

then render this ( king ) accepted here. ( Hymns of the Atharva Veda P. 112 )

(8) The translation of this passage offers great difficulties. I have consulted the

.translations given by Bloomfield, \Vhitney and Zimmer, and adopted the last, of which

the portions quoted above run as follows ( A, L. P. 164 )

'An dich ist die Herrschaft gelangt mit Herrlichkeit, tritt hervor als Herr der

Gaue, unumschrankter konig. (i)

"Dich sollen die Gaue [ visah] erwahlen zum Konigfhilm, (2)

"Eile herbei aus entferntester Ferns. (3)
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• 4. The following passage of Atharvaveda 1, 9, used by Kalis',

( 16-27 ) f°r the restoration of a king also refers to the election of a

king from among several candidates ( belonging to the same family

according to Zimmer. op-cit. p. i63 ).

"At his direction ( pradte ) O Gods, be there light, sun, fire or also

gdld ; be his rivals ( sapatna ) inferior' to him (2),

fl With what highest worship ( brahman ), O Jatavedas thou didst

bring together draught ( payas) for Indra, therewith, O Agni do thou

increase this man here ; set him in supremacy ( sraisttbya ) over

his fellows ( sajata. ) (3)

"...0 Agni j be his rivals inferior to him...". (4) (W. A. V. pp. 9-I0).

5. The following passage of Atharva Veda, iV. 22 used by. Kaus.

( I4. 24) in a rite for victory in battle and again (17-28) in the

ceremony of consecration of a king, also refers to the elective system.

"Increase, O lndra, this Kshattriya for me ; make thou this man
sole chief of the clans ( vU ) ;

unman ( mis-aksh ) all his enemies
;

make them subject to him in the contests for pre-eminence* (1)

"Portion thou this man in village, in horses, in kine
; unportion

that man who is his enemy ••(2)

"In him, O Indra, put great splendours -

}
destitute of splendour

make thou his foe" (3)

"I join to thee Indra who gives superiority ( f uttaravant ), by

whom men conquer, are not conquered
;
who shall make thee sol,e

chief of people ( jana ), also uppermost of kings descended from

Manu. (5)

"Superior (art) thcu, inferior thy rivals, whosoever, O king, are

thine opposing foes
;
sole chief, having Indra as companion, having

conquered, bring thou in the enjoyments (bhojana) of them that play

the foe' (6). ( W. A. V. P. 188-189)

''O Indra 'Indra geh zu den menschlichen Gauen, du wurdest erfunden mit den

Varuaa [ Varuaaih ] iibereinstimmend ; er da ( Agni ? ) rief dich auf seinem Sitz, er

soil den Gottern opfern. er soli die Gauefiigsam machen. (6)

''Die Gottinnen der wohlfahrt, die aller Orten und verschiedengestaltig sind, alle

karaen zusammen und schufen dir freie Bahn
;

sie alle sollen eintrachtig ,dicH

rufen" (7)

The scholars differ a great deal in the interpretation of stanza 6. The first is

translated by Whitney as 'Like a human Indra go thou away.'* In the next sentence

the word 'varunena' has been differently explained. Zimmer as we have seen

takes it in the sense of 'gods'v Weber suggests that it is equal to 'Varana', elector.

[ Indische Studien XVTI, 190 ] while Whitney takes it in the sense of 'Varna 'caste'.

Whitney himself admits that his emendation is a desperate and purely tentative one.

Weber's meaning seems to be the most appropriate here, as the election of the king

by the people is clearly referred to in Stanza. 2.
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6. 'King makers! are referred to in th^ following passages.

(a) "The metres act as attendants about' him (Soma) ; even as

the non-royal kingmakers, the heralds (suta) and headmen (Gramani)

( attend upon ) the king, so do the metres act as attendants about

him ( Soma)" (Satapatha. Br. II J. 4,1,7 ;
S. B. E Vol. XXVI P. 87).

(b) "Even as the non-royal king makers, the heralds" and head-

men, are to the king so those paryangas ( animals* encircling the main

animal) are to the horse" ( Satapatha Br. XIII, 2-2-I8, S- B. E.

Vol 44 P. 303 ).

( c ) "They that are kings, king-makers, that are charioteers and

ttOopleaders falJUSTP,) ^subjects to me do thou O pdrna make all people

roundabout. ( Atharvaveda III. 5. 7. Whitney op dtp. 92. This

verse occurs in a passage in Atharvaveda which is used by KiuS.

( 19-22 ) to accompany the binding on of an amulet for general

prosperity, including, as is appareat from the context) the success of

a king.)

I have collected together all the important passages that bear upon

the question. I am not a Vedic scholar and cannot vouch for the

correctness of the interpretation of the Vedic passages given above.

But if the translations in the main are correct;—and their correctness

has not been so far challenged—there can scarcely be any doubt' that

kings were sometimes really elected by the people. Apart from the

general tenor of all the passages qubted above, election*" of king is

specifically referred to in passages 1, and 3, the rival candidates for

election, in 2, 4 and 5, and the electors, in the 3 passages quoted

under 6. Prayers and ceremonies are freely resorted ' to for success

in the competition and the God Indra is solemnly invoked to hurl

down destruction upon the rivals. The use of the theme by way of a

simile, as in passage 1, seems to show that the election of a king was

not,a rare occurrence, but fairly well known to the publie- \t large.

The, keenness with which the competition was sometimes carried, is

vouched for by the belief in the efficacy of charms to bring round the

voters to one's side (6, c) and the repeated and almost pathetic prayers

to God that one's rivals may be inferior to him ( Nos. 4 and 5 ).

The view of Geldner that the above passages refer to the acceptance

and not selection, of the king by the people, can hardly explain the

"contests for pre-eminence" (passages) and the keen sensitiveness,

about the success over rivals that is breathed throughout in the, above

(9), This should rather be taken as 'headmen' on the analogy of the passages in

Satapatha Br. quotefl above,
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passages. It must also be remembered that the acceptance of a king

by a people, has generally been, as in the case of Rome, the residuum

of the power once enjoyed by the people of electing their ruler, and

that it is difficult to explain the origin of the custom in any othe'r way.

Even Geldner's view, therefore naturally presupposes the system oi

election in ancient India, a fact to which, according to other scholars,

distinct reference is made In the passages quoted above. 10

Of the classes of Electors, the gatapatha Brahmana and A. V. as

we have seen, agree in mentioning only two, the charioteers and the

village chief, and thess two may very well be looked upon as fairly

representing the military and civil sections respectively of the people

at large. We read in Mahavagga ( v. i ) that Bimbisara had the

sovereignty of 80,000 villages, and called an assembly of their 80,000

chiefs ( gamika ). Apart from the "legendary number, the assembly

consisting of a reprsentative from each village within the kingdom may

thus be the reminiscence of an older Institution, faint traces of which

are still to be found in the Vedic Literature. < This popular election of

kings in Vedic period readily explains the significance of the following

passage in Satapatha Br. V. 4-4-11,

"Thou ( the king and Indra ) art Brahman, Thou art Indra, mighty

through the people ( or he whose strength is the' people i. e. the Maruts

in the case of Indra, and the subjects or peasantry in that of the king )",

(S. B. E, Vol. 41. P. 109)

It further explains the importance of the assurance, held out to a

newly elected king that "Indra and Agni—all the gods, have maintained

for thee security in the people" ( See passage 2 quoted above ). It is

also to be noticed in this connection that reference is frequently made

to the people and not to the country. Thus prayers are offered that

10. A passage In Aitareya Brahmana ( VIII-2-7 ) may be looked upon as a

direct proof of the election of kings. We are told in connection with tfye coronation

ceremony. *j|ftfer *f S^f^ft ^aumrfut^rp' q S^ff ?%$ *& Vjg£? 3&SJ *r

SF^g ftl*pf 3TS*rf?OT 3T tJtjrjV, ^rftfa 1
Th's passage, according'

to Mr. Jayswal indicates that different mantras were to be pronounced

according as the coronation was to take place for the life -time Of the

king-elect, or for two or. three
v

generations (Modern Review 1913, II P. 80)

Haug, however, explains the passage differently "If the priest who sprinkles the king

wishes him alone to enjoy good health ( Lit that he may eat food ) he shall pronounce

( when sprinkling ) the sacred word bhur." But why the symbolical 'taking, of food*

should be taken- with reference to health and not the coronation ceremony, which is

the 1 immediate object in view,.it is difficult to understand. On the whole { am in-

clined to accept jnr. Jayswal's interpretation,
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the king may be the "people-lord oFpeopleV"sole chiet ot the clan

( vis )", "sole chief of people" ( Jana ), and that "of lion aspect he might

devour all the ( hostile ) clans''' ( Atharvi veda IV-22 ) In Rig Veda

( VII. 6-5 ) we are toll that the mighty Agni "having coerced the people

by his strength, has made them the tributaries of Nahusha" ( Wilson's

Translation Vol IV. P. 42 ) In Satapatha Br. ( XII-93 ) the expelled

king Dushtaritu Paumsayana was promised the "dominion over the

Spwyas" ( S B. E. Vol. 44 P. 269. ). In A. V. ( IV-23-1 )

Agni is said ^o have entered (
pravis ) into clans after clans ( vis ) ( W.

A- V. P. I90. ). In Atharva Veda (VI- 88-1 ) the king is referred to

as "this king of the people ( visam )" ( W. A. V. P, 346. ). Such

examples may be multiplied still. They clearly indicate the import-

ance of the popular element in the Government, at the time the

hymns were composed. The full significance. of these passages will be

readily understeod by those who remember, that in 1830, when the

popular .element became very strong in the Government of France.

Louis Philippe was raised to the throne with the significant title of

"king of the French"

There is no clear evidence that the elective system was in vogue

in post-Vedic times. There is however a remarkable passage in

Ramayana which shows that the popular voice was still a powerful

element in the selection of a king. Thus we read in Ayodhyakanda

( Chapters I -II ) that when king DaSaratha intended to consecrate

Rama as the crown prince, he called the chief persons of cities and

villages within his kidgdom into an assembly,

That this assembly consisted of Brahmans and representatives of

the military is clear from verse 19, Chapter II, to be quoted later on.

It alio included a number of subordinate princes (verse I7 Chap. II.)

After the assembly had duly met the king formulated his proposal

before them and added :
—

Thus the king reserved the final decision of the question to the

assembly, and even authorised it to suggest new measures^ if his own
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proved to them of little worth: He forewarned it not to decide the

question simply according to royal will but with a view to the real

welfare of the kingdom. Then the assembly conferred on the subject,

and came to the unanimous resolution that the royal proposal be

accepted:

situ^t srag^re cfrcsromt: *re 11 ?t

^1^ TT1HT VISIT '?« WW &&[ ll'V

The king was however not satisfied with this. He told the ass-

embly that probably their resolution was made solely with deference

to the royal will, and this suspicion would not be removed from his

myad till they gave in detail their reasons for accepting Rama as the

crown prince. The assembly then proceeded to describe in detail

the qualities of Rama which made h'im, in their opinion eminently

fit for the post, and'the old king was at last gratified at their decision,

which he accepted, "with folded hands," in return to the similar com-

pliment offered to him by the assembly ( Chapter III verse i }.

The above account furnishes a striking instance of the constitu-

tional power still exercised by the people, in selecting their future

king. Reference is made to the same power in other passages in

the same Epic. Thus we are told in II, 67-2, that after the1 death of

Da^aratha the "king-makers" assembled together to select a king.

Some of them suggested that, one= of the Ikshaku family should

be ^appointed king on that very day ( V. 8 ) but Vasistha ; the royal

priest told in reply that as the kingdom has been given to Bharata,

they must send for him at once and wait till his return ( II. 68-3. ).

This was agreed to by the "king-makers" and so 'Bharata was sent

for (II. 68
; 4-3). Again in I, 1,33, Bharata is said to be '^9X^5^!%^;

Further we have in Ramayana 1, 421.

'qrranrir' *& xm ^^ uafasriT: i

TT3Ttf ftTOT9TV<*PT*Pl wf'Nl

«

' When king, Sagara died the subjects selected the pious Ams'um|n

as their king"
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Mahabharata also furnishes several instances of the power, exercised by

the people in the selection of king. Thus we are told that when Pratipa

made preparations for the coronation of his son Devapi, the Brahmans

and the. old men, accompanied by the subjects belonging to the city

and the country, prevented the ceremony. JThe king burst into tears

when he heard the news and lamented for his son. The subjects alleged

that though Devapi possessed all virtues, his'skin-diseasc made him unfit

for the position of a king. The voice of the people ultimately prevailed

and the brother of Devapi became king.

ft sriu^ra aw tftarmi*: ^w i

tPSWflSto^fsn q^l^t^fl ^I3T5J*f II \^

fto: uarnimfa * w^tfra ^fira: n i»

feat* vferftqro' Titipi^fai fym: i

%fH obit vraw' raroi firaravn: n ^a.

Again while yajati wanted to install his youngest son Furu on the

throne, the people objected to the supersession of the eldest prince.

Yayati then assigned reasons for his decision, and entreated the people

to consecrate Furn as king ( ¥T^tSgf5IT*q 3* ^ TT^Sf+rfw^rcirJJ: ) I

The people having expressed their consent, the ceremony of

consecration took place.

These instances prove once more that even in the "Epic age" the

system of election had not completely died out. There were still

the king-makers ( ^t«nffrfr. ) as in Vedic times and they still exercised

the right of selecting a king, when necessary, and could sometimes even

override the nomination of the king.
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Reminiscence of this power of election may also be gathered from'

the. inscriptions of later "period. Thus the Girnar Inscription of 150 A.

D. refers to Rudradaman as "^^cum^inT^ T^TET nfs^T ¥^l" i. e.

one who was elected king by all the castes, for their protection.

Again the Khalimpur Inscription informs us that Gopala, the foun-

der of rhe Pala dynasty was elected king by the people, in order to

get rid of the prevailing anarchy

:

w^^R^qtf^g'
1

Jnjfhfir^^n: src:' *Tf%ci: 1

Ep. Ind. IV. P 248

It may be noted in this connection that according to the account

ofYuanehwang (Beal's Translation vol. I, p. 2n ) Harshavardhan

was also elected to the throne. Thus we are told that when Rajyavard-

hana was killed, the ministers assembled together and one of them

Bhandi by name, proposed the name of Harshavardhan. "Because

he is strongly attached to his family, the people will trust in him. I

propose that he assume the royal authority : Let each one give his

opinion on this matter, whatever he thinks". The proposal was

accepted and the throne was offered to Harshavardhan.

§2 The Assembly ( Sabha and Samiti ).

The 'Assembly' of the people afforded an extensive scope

for their corporate activities in political field. There is abundant

evidence in the Vedic Literature that it was a powerful body, exercising

effective control over the royal power. The numerous references to

it hardly leave any doubt that/it formed a well known feature of public

administration in those days. Unfortunately the paucity of materials

makes it impossible to precisely determine its power and organisation

but enough remains to show its general nature, and importance.

That the Assembly was no mere effete body but possessed real

control over the king, appears.quite plainly from the following curse

which a Brahman utters against a king who injured him ( by probably

devouring his cow ) ( A.V. V-I9).

, A king who thinks himself formidable (and) who desires to devour

a Brahman—that kingdom is poured away, where a Brahman is

scathed". (6)

"Becoming eight-footed, four eyed, four-eared, four-jawed, two-

mouthed, two-tongusd, she shakes down the kingdom of the Brahman-

scather. (7)

It leaks verily into that kingdom,, as water into a split boat (nau)
;

where they injure a Brahman, that kingdom misfortune smites, (8)
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''The Kudi which they tie on after a dead man,. ..that verily

Bruhmin-gcather, did the gods call thy couch (upastaraiia) (12),

"The tears r 1 one weeping (krip) which rolled (down) whsn Ije was

scathed, these verily O Brahman scather, did gods maintain as thy

portion of water- (13)'

. "With what they bathe a dead man, with what they wet (ud) beards,,

that verily O Brahman-scather did the.gods maintain as thy portion of

water. (14) ,

"The rain of Mitra-and-Varuna does not rain upon the Brahman-

scather ; the assembly (sumit%) does net suit him
;

, he wins no friend to '

his control'«. (15). W. A. V. 253-254,

In this long string of un-mitigated blasphemy it is impossible to

minimise the significance of that which is hurled forth in. th? last stanza.

It is only when we go through the list of terrible indignities v/ith which

the king is threatened in the previous stanzas as well as in the preceding

hymn (W. A. V. P. 25b) that we can thoroughly realise the real nature

of the dread which the prospect of a disagreeing assemb'y would hold

out before the king, The author of the hymn pours forth all sorts of

maledictions against the king and, gradually increasing in degrees of

violence, concludes with the threat, which he no doubt thought to be

the gravest of all. Verily indeed was a king to be pitied who could not

ksep the assembly under control ; and to the kingdom the calamity

would be as great as that of a long-drawn drought, when Mitra-and-

Vaiuiia withhold the life-giving rain. -

The importance of the assembly is further established by Rigveda

X, 166,4. The hymn, as Zimmer suggests, was probably the utterance

of an unsuccessful candidate for the royal throne,who wishes to usurp it

by sheer force.

"Superior am I, and have come here with a force capab'e of doing

all things. I shall make myself master of your aims, your resolutions

and your assembly (Samiti). l2 ''

The fifth or the last verse of this hymn, is probably a later addition,

as is held by Zimmer on the ground of its metre. In that case, here
>

too, the last thing the rival king is threatened with, is the possession of

his assembly

1 1. Bloomfield translates the Italicised portion as follows.

"The Assembly is notcomplacent for him (.the king who oppresses the Bra-

hmans); he does not guide his friend according to his will." Op. cit. ?. 171,

12. A, L
(

F. 175. "Ueberlegen bin ich hierher gekommen mit zu AHem
fahiger Schaar (VisVakarmena dhamna.)

;
ei:rer Absicht, eures Beschlusses, eurer

Versammlung (samiti) bemachtige ich mich".
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Again in Atharva Veda, VI-88, the last thing prayed for, in order

to establish a king firmly on his throne, is that there mignt be agree-

ment.betWeen him and the Assemb'y.

"Fixed, unmoved, do thou slaughter the foes , make them that

play
1

the foe fall bilow (thee); ( b; j all the quarters ( dis") like-

minded, concordant ( Sadhryafich ); let the gathering ( samiti ) here

suit thee ( who art ) fixed". (3) W. A. V. P. 346.

Having thus realised the importance of the assembly in the machi-

nery for public administration we may next proceed to consider its real

form and character.

Zimmer holds ( P. I72-174 ) that 'Sabha' was the Assembly of the

villagers, , while 'Samiti' dontes the central assembly Of the tribe,

attended by the king. Macionell however pointed out that it is

quite evident from gatapatha^Br. Ill, 3, 4, 14; and Chhandogya

Upanished, v. 3. 6, that the king went to the Sabha just as much as to

the samiti^ and accepts Hillebrandt's contention that the Sabha and

the Samiti *.cannot be distinguished. (V. I. II. P, 427) But, besides

the philological argument adduced by Ztmm:r (p. 1Y4 ) it may be

pointed out that Atharva Veda VII-12-1, really distinguishes the two.

'Let both assembly ( Sabha ) and gathering ( samiti ), the two

daughters of Prajapati, accordant, favor me" ( W. A. V. P. 3o6 )

Sabha is also distinguished from Samiti in A. V. VIlI- I05 and 6.

v There is thus no, doubt that these two bodies were quite different

although the exact nature of the distinction between them cannot

be ascertained. The fact thai Sabha was also used as a place for

amusement may indicate that it was originally la village council,

which, as Zimmar suggests ( p. i7^ ) 'served, like the Greek Leskhe *

as a meeting place for social intercourse and general conversation ajb'dut

cows and so forth, possibly for debates and verbal contests'. The

references in the Chhandogya Upanish6d ;&c. may be explained by

supposing^ either that the significance of the term had been extended '

in, later times, or that it was1 not unusual for the
(
kings even to visit

these local councils. It is also a noticeable fact that in all the three

instances quoted above to establish the importance of the assembly

it has been denoted by the term Samiti, while Sabha is mentioned

in connection with villagj in two passages in Vajasaneya Simhita.

( III-45 ; XX- 17 ) Without therefore attempting to be too precise abSfut

terms, we may^ in general, take Sabha to mean the local and

Samiti, the central assembly.

In th; Samiti ( as well as in the Sabha) the parly spirit

ran high, giving rise to debates and discussions such as
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has scarcely been witnessed in India during the thYee thousand years

that have followed the Vedic period, Before proceeding further "it

will be well to collect together the more important passages from the

Vedic Literature bearing upon the subject. *

I. ( The following hymn in Atharva Veda ( 11-27 ) is used by

Kaus' ( 38-l8-2i ) in the rite or charm for overcoming an adversary

in public dispute ; one is . to come to the assembly from the
7
north-

eastern direction, chewing the root of a particular plant, to have

it in his mouth while speaking, also to bind on an amulet of it and to

wear a wreath of seven of its leaves ).

"May ( my ) ;foe by no means win ( ji ) the dispute ( « ) ; over-

powering, overcoming art thou ; smite the dispute of ( my ) counter-

disputant ; make them sapless, O herb, (i)

"The Eagle discovered ( anu-vid ) thee ; the swine dug thee with

his snout ; smite the dispute etc. etc. (2)
/

, "Indra put ( ksi ) thee on his arm, in order to lay low ( str ) the

Asuras : smite the dispute etc. etc. ( 4)

"With it will I overpower the foes, as Indra did the S&l&prtkas
;

Smite the dispute etc. etc. (5)
f*0 Rudra, thou of healing (?) remedies, of dark ( nila ) crests,

deed-doer ! smite the dispute etc. etc. (6)

"Do thou smite the dispute of him, O Indra., who vexes us [ that is

hostile to us, Bloom iield op, cit. p. l$y] ; bless us with abilities (ssikti)';

make me superior in ths dispute. (W. A. V. pp-67-68)

II. ( The following hymn of Atharva Veda ( VII. i2 ) is used in

KauS ( 38-27 ) in a ceremony for gaining the victory in debate or in

the deliberations of an assembly)

"Let both assembly ( sabha ) and gathering ( samiti ), the two

daughters of Prajapati, accordant, favor me
;
with whom I shall come

together, may he desire to aid ( ? upa sikth ) me ; may I speak what

is pleasant among those who have coma together, O Fathers. (1)

"We know thy name, O assembly; verily sport ( narishta ) by

name art thou ; whoever are thine assembly-sitters, let them be of

like speech with me. (2)

"Of these that sit together I take to myself the splendor, the

discernment ( vijnana
) ; of this whole gathering (Samsad) make me, O

Indfe, possessor of the fortune ( bhagin' ). (3;

"Your mind that is gone away, that is bound either here or there

—

that of you we cause to turn hither ; in me let your mind rest."

( W. A. V. pp, 396-397 )

( 13 ) IJloomfjeld uses the terra' debate' throughout, op. cit. pp. 396-397,
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III. ( The following hymn ofAtharva Veda ( VI-94 )< was proba-

bly used in a rite for harmony ).

"We bend together your minds, together your courses, together

y'Our designs ; Ye yonder who are of discordant course*, we make you

bend ( them\) together here. (1)

"I seize ( your ) minds with ( my ) mind ; come after my intent

with (your ) intents ;I put your hearts in my control; come with

( your ) tracks following my motion. (2)

"Worked in for me ( are ) heaven and earth ; worked in ( is ) divine

Sarasvati j worked in for me ( are ) both Indra and Agni
;
may we be

successful here, O Sarasvati." (3)

( W. A. V. p. 35o ) \

IV. ( The following passage occurs in a hymn of Atharva Veda

( V-3 1 ) which is 'quoted in Kaug. in a ceremony for counter-acting

magic. )

"What ( witchcraft ) they have made for thee in the assembly

( sabha )—I take that back again. (6) (W. A. V. p. 279 )

V. ( The following verse in the celebrated hymn to the Earth'

( A. V. XII-i ) is by Kaus ( 38-30 )
prescribed to be repeated as one

goes to an assembly
( parishad ).

' ''I am overpowering, superior by name on the earth ( bhumi ) ;
I

am subduing, all-overpowering, vanquishing in every region." ( W,
A. V. p. 670)

VI. ( The following .verse in the same hymn, is, according to KauS,

(x
24. 14 j 38. 29 ; ) to be recited by one who desires to please the-

assembly
;

he addresses the assembly-hall with the mantra, and looks

at it. Bloomfield op. cit. p. 206
)

"What I, speak, rich in honey I speak it ; what I view, that they

win ( ? van ) me • brilliant am I, possessed of swiftness ; I smite down
others that are violent ( ? dodhat ). (58). (W. A. V. p. 671 )

VII. ( The following verse also occurs in the hymn to Earth. )

"What villages, what forest, what assemblies, ( are ) upon the earth

( bhumi ), what hosts, gatherings—in them m*y we speak what is

pleasant to thee" (56) ( W. A. V. p. 671 )

VIII. ( The following hymn occurs in Vratya sukta and refers to

VrStya
J.

"1. He moved out toward the tribes.

2. "Afteif him moved out both the assembly and the gathering

and the army and strong drink" ( A. V. XV. 9 ) (W, A. V. p. 783.)

IX. "As the Hotar proceeds to the house which possesses sacrificial

animals, as a just king proceeds to the assembly, so the purified Soma

7



enters into the pitcher, and remains there, as a .buffalo in the fiqrest".

( Rv - 9, 92, 6. Zimmer op. cit. p. 174 )
.

, j

" C XI, (The following passage occurs in a hymn to Agni A. V. XiX-

55,)''<3 thou of the assembly, protect my assembly ( sabha), and

( them ) who are of the assembly, sitters in the assembly ; having

much invoked thee, O Indra, may they attain their whole life-time.

The passages quoted above are calculated to throw a flood of light

on the nature and workings cf \he "assembly" It will be impossible

to trace in, minute detail the various bearings they have upon the

question at issue, but prominent features of the 'assetrftly' may be

gathered from them. It appears from No. VII that the assembly

was originally the assembly of the people at large ( Vis ) and they

.retained their influence over it, however nominally, down to the late

Vedic period represented by the Vratya Stjkta, ( Cf. Zimmer op. cit.

p. I94 )

. It has been already demonstrated that the assembly played an

important part in the political administration of ancient India.
c

. It

-appears from No. VIII that it was so cjossly interwoven with the

apolitical system of the day that a king, without a samiti, was not even

to be thought of. What forest was to a buffalo, what a pitcher was

to the Soma drink, what a sacrificer was to the priest, so was the

Samiti to the king. In other words, the Samiti was the main prop,

without which the royal power could not be conceived to have

subsisted, *

Suchbeingthecase.it is no wonder that a sanctified aspect was

..given to the assembly by religious ceremonies and prayers ( No. X ).

Sacrifice was offered on its behalf ( Hillebrandt's Vedische Mytho

logie 2, 123-125 ) and Agni was solemnly Invoked, as a patron deity of

the. assembly, to protect it and its members. The last hymn of the

Rig Veda contains a good specimen of cne of those solemn outpour-

ings of heart that probably preceded the session of an assembly.

"Assemble, speak together : let your minds be all of one accord,

As ancient Gods unanimous sit down to their appointed shares

The place is common, common the assembly, common the mind,

so be' their thought united.

A common purpose do I lay before you, and worship with your

general oblation.

One and the same bz your resolve, and be your minds of one

accord.

United be the thoughts of all that all may happily agree,"

( Griffith's Translation p. 609) , , i;
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i, j(And well indeed might such a solenn prayer for uflion and concord

be uttered in the assembly. For never did debate and dissensions

run so h :gh, never was the supremacy in public assembly so keenly

contested. I do not believe, the world's literature can furnish a speci-

men of the anxious thoughts and earnest desires for^gaining preeminence

in an assembly such as is depicted to us in the passages quoted above.

Never was a more solemn prayer offered to the God above for, obtaining

the fi'st position in a council than that which was poured forth to the

divinities of Vedic India ( I, u, vii, x ). Nowhere else probably in

the world were such regular religious ceremonies (i, II,) elaborately

performed for attaining the same end. The stalwart politician of Vedic

India did not, however, rely upon the divine help alone for his success :

charms and magical fqrmulas ( iv, v, yi ) were liberally invented, and

ffreeJy taken recourse to, all for the same end. Belief in the efficacy of

charms, counter-charms (, iv ) and exorcisms,-^the amulet, chewing the

root of a plant, and wearing wreath of its leaves (i)—gained ground

among a people, too eager for the promised fruits to be alive to their

absurdities Whatever we might think of tha credulity of the Reople,

trhere can be no doubt that they topk politiqs seriously, and that the

society in Vedic India was characterised by ^a keen, sense of public life

and an animated political activity.

rQne prominent feature in the corporate political activities in

ancient India extorts our unstinted admiration. Keenly alive though

the people were to the necessity of gaining ever the assembly, the only

means by which they eyer sought to directly achieve this end, was indeed

|he mostrfaonourab'e one viz the persuasion of its members by supre-

macy in debate. All the prayers and ceremonies, charms and counjer-

charms, were directed to one end alone—to get the better of one's rivals

ir>; debate, to induce the members; present to accept his view of the

ease, tc weaken the fprpe of his opponents' arguments, to make his

speech pleasant to the members and to bend the mind qf those who,

are of different views, Thus to the credit of the political leaders must

it be said that amid the contests and conflicts of the corporate political

life, they never violated the cardinal doctrine of the supremacy and

independeneefof the: a^secnbly at large, and to the honour of the

people who graced that assembly be it ever remembered that such was

their honesty and sense of responsibility, that friends and foes alike

recogniHed, that the only foree before which they would yield is the-

iofce^ofrjeasonand argummt.

Such were the great political assemblies of the Vedic period.

Though the literature oT the succeeding ages does not throw much
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light uopn them, enough remains to show that the institutions did not

die on the soil. I have already quoted instances from Ramayana

( P. 42 ) and Vi'nayapitaka ( P. 41 )• In the first case, however,

the only item of business before them was the selection of the king

or the crown prince and it does not appear quite clearly whether

they played any important part in the ordinary administrative

system. In the second case we possess no account of the business for

which the assembly of eighty thousand village-chiefs was called

by Bimbisara. The true representative of the Vedic Samiti

seems to be, however, the Mantriparishad ( Privy council) referred to

in Kautilya's Arthasllstra ( Bx 1. Chap XV ). This institution is

clearly distinguished from the council of ordinary ministers, for the

king is enjoined, in cise of emergency, to call both his ministers as

well as this Privy council (mantrino mantriparishadam cha )• That it

sometimes consisted of large numbers is apparent from Kautilya's

statement that "one thousand sages form Indra's Privy Council" ; for

these fanciful statements about things divine must have their founda-

tions in actual mundane things. Besides, Kautilya further maintains

against the schools of politicians who would limit the number to 12, 16

or 20, that it shall consist of as many members as the needs of domi-

nion require. As regards the power of this Privy council Kautilya

expressly lays down that they had to consider all that concerns

the parties of both the king and his enemy and that the king shall do

whatever the majority ( bhuyishth^h ) of the members suggest or

whatever course of action leading to success they point out u
.

The legal position of th fs body also appears quite clearly from the

injunctions of Kautilya that.the king should consult the absent members

by means of letters. ( ^sn^ra
-;^ TTTOHf^TriifrT ^Ifd P. 29 )

The following verses from Mahabharata furnish a detailed account

of the constitution of th? body and indicates its relation with the

ordinary ministers.

14 Kautilya's Arthagastra—Translated by R. Shamasastry P. S3. R. Shatnasastry'

translates 'Mantriparisad' as assembly of mimisters but for reasons stated above I

have used a different term viz the 'Trivy council".
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$te *&F[ fsmtrite *%$(*{ srSifw $4%' ii
c

«rei*reroraf xurerwi^a^ 11 c

TOT fa^*IT1T*lf TOHl«KfrgiRl- n ?°

( snfaroar c^ *wra

)

Thus 4 Brahmanas, 8 Kshatnyas, 21 Vais'yas, 3 Sudras and 1 Stita.

formed the Privy council, The representative prihc'ple had thus full

recognition in the constitution of this Privy council, and this betrays

its popular origin. Out of this body of 36, the king selected eight

ministers for: the transaction of ordinary business

It is interesting to notice how the executive machinery in the

Indian constitution develops on parallel lines with that of England.

As the great,National council of the English gave rise to the Permanent

council which subsequently dwindled into the Privy council out of

which the king selected his confidential ministers and formed the cabi-

net, so the Samiti of the Vedic period gave place to the Mantriparishad

out of which the king selected a few to form a close cabinet. The
Samiti, however, did not, like the great National council, bequeathe

any such Legislative assembly, as the Parliament, to the nation. This

function devolved ; upon the Parishad which consisted at least of

the ten following members viz. four men who have completely

studied the four Ved is, three men belonging to th« ( three ) orders

enumerated .first, (and) three men who know (three) different

( institutes of ) law. ( Ga. XXVIII-49 ; also cf, M. XII-uo ff ).

Greek writers also bear testimony to the existence of similar

institutions. Thus Diodorus has referred to 'a city of great note',

with a political constitution drawn on the same lines as those of

Sparta. As regards the detail of the constitution he remarks that "in

,
this community the command ia war was vested in two hereditary

kings of two different houses, while a Council" of elders ruled the whole

state with paramount authority. « Now in this Council of elders we

(16) Diodorus chap. CIV. The passage is translated by Mc'crittdle in his "Invasion*

of India by Alexander the Great!*.—P. 396.
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have surely a remimiscence of the Samiti.of the Vedic period. The

express stafemeat of the Greek, writer that it 'ruled the whole state

with paramount authority* seems to corroborate the view I have

taken about the supreme importance of the 'Samiti' in the public1

administration of the time. It alio illustrates the principle laid down^

by Kautilya that kings were b und by the decision of the majority.

Mr. V. Kanaka=abhai has proved the existence of similar institu-

tions in Southern India in the early centuries of the Christian Era.

The study of the Tamil Literature bearing upon the period has led him

to the following conclusions :

" The head of the Government was a hereditary monarch. His

power was restricted by five councils, who were known as the "Five

Great Assemblies." They consisted of the representatives of the

people, priests, physicians, astrologers or augurs and ministers. The,

council, of representatives safeguarded the rights and privileges of the

people : the priests directed all religious ceremonies; the physicians

attended to all matters affecting the health of the king and his

subjects ; the astrologers, fixed auspicious times for public ceremonies

and predicted important events : the ministers attended to the collec-

tion and expenditure of the revenue and the administration of justice.

Separate places were assigned in the capital town, fat each of these

assemblies, for their meetings and transaction of business. On
important occasions they attended the king's levee in the throne hall

or joined the royal procession The power of Government

was entirely vested in the iking and in the "Five Great Assemblies."

It i* most, remarkable that this system of Government was followed

in the three kingdoms ,of the Pandya, Chola and Ghera although they

were independent of each other. There is reason to believe therefore

that they followed this system of Government which obtained' in the

country from which the founders of the "three kingdoms" had

originally migrated; namely, the Magadha Empire."

. f
!: ;jl ( .Tamils.Eighteen Hundred Years Ago. pp. io9-UO )

.,I,t< appears to me that the so-called Five Assemblies were really

the five committees of a Great Assembly. The writer has traced

the«n to the Magadha Empire but they seem to me rather the modi-

fications of the Vedjic Samiti which left its reminiscence in, every part

of India, In any case the: representative character of: these bodies,

and the effective control whjchi they exercised over the administration

'

is clearly established; It is interesting to note also that the 'ministers'

formed one of the assemblies. The assemblies, taken together, may
justly be compared with the, "Privy Council" referred to above, the'
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assembly of the ministers corresponding with the 'cabinet' coffljiosed

of a selected few. On the whole I cannot help thinking, that we
have in the Tamil Assemblies, a modified type of the ancient Samiti,

:3uqh as js met with in the post-;Vedic Literature e. g. in Mahabharata

and'ArthaSa^tra.

An inscription of Travancore (
16
) of the 12th century A. D. refers

,tp the subordination of thetemple authorities to the "Six Hundred of

Vpn^d and the district officers and agents." Venad was the ancient

name for Travancore. The editor of the inscription remarks "Venad,

it would appear, had for the whole state an important public body

under the name of ''the Six Hundred'' to supervise, for one thing, the

working of. temples and charities connected therewith. What Other

powers and,privileges this remarkable GorporatiorTof ''the Six Hundred"

was In possession of, future investigation can alone determine. But

anumber so large, nearly as large as the British House of Commons
..could not have been meant, in so small a sta,te as V&i&d was in the *2*h

century, for the single .function . of temple supervision, , May not

this be something like a state council, the remnant of the old Samiti ? ,

§3. So far as regards jthe central assembly, the Samiti. We
may next take into consideration the local assembly which, was

originally denoted by Sabha.

The, village Js lppked upon as a ucit as early as the earliest Vedk

age. The Gramani or the leader of the village is mentioned in the

Rigveda ( X. 62. ;i;i •, 107 5 ) and often in the later Sa&hitas and the

Brahmaiias "fl. It is quite clear, from the passages" quoted in, p. 41

above that he had voice in the election of kings. According, ,to

Zimmer he presided over the village assembly (18
', but

(

Macdone^l

does not accept this view (

x

". The assembly was a meeting spot of

both the rich, and poor. The rich men went there in full splendour, as

.Rigveda 8. 4. 9. informs us. ~

"O Indra, thy friend is beautiful and rich in horses, chariots and

cows- . He is always provided with excellent food ; majestically .goes

he to the Sabha" ( Zimmer p. 173 ).

;
One of the favourite topics that was discussed there turned about

cows. "O Ye cows ...•••loudly is your excellence talked about in the

(16) lnd. Ant. XXIV. Tp. 284-285.

( 17 ) See the references collected in V. I. I p. 247 F. N, ,26.

( 18) "Der, in der Sabha Versammelten Gemeinde prasidierte wohl der grama-gj

,( vrajap^ti ) op, oit, p. 172 ;
'

(X9) V.I. p. 427- " "'
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SabhS," ( Rigveda 6. 28, 6. Zimmer p. 173 ). Serious political discus-

sions were also carried on in the Sabha, and an expert in them was an

object of great desire;

"Soma gives him, who offers him oblations,. ...... ..a son skilful tn

the affairs of house ( sadanya ), Sibha ( sabheya y° and sacrifice '( Vida-

thya )" Rigveda 1, 91, 120. ( Zimmer p. 172 ).

A curious penitentiary formula repeated twice in Ihe Vajasaneya

Samhita ( III. 45 ; XX. i7. ) throws an interesting side-light on the

working of the Sabha. "We expiate by sacrifice each sinful act that

we have committed, in the village, in the wilderness and the Sabha."

The commentator MaWdhara explains the sinful act in Sabha. as

"Mahajana-tiraskaradikam enah" in III. 45, and "pakshapatadi

yadenah" in XX. 17. The former certainly refers to improper langu-

age used in the course of debate against great persons and this in

itself is some indication of the nature of business in the council. The
latter explanation is probably to be taken in connection with trie

judicial copacity of the assembly meaning 'any partiality in deciding

disputes that might have been committed in course thereof.

That the Sabha, exercised judicial functions is also proved by

other references. Thus Ludwig (
2I

) infers it from the word Kilvi-

shasprit' in R. V. X-71-10. for the word can only mean 'that

which removes the stain attaching to a person by means of accusation."

The fact^ that 'Sabhachara' is one of the victims at^the Purushamedha

sacrifice also leads to the same conclusion. For, as Macdonell observes,

"as he is dedicated to Dharma, 'Justice', it is difficult not to see In him

a member of the Sabha as a law court, perhaps as one of those who
sit to decide cases," Macdonell also takes 'Sabhasad' to refer to the

assessors who decided legal cases in the assembly. He further remarks.

"It is also possible thit the SabhasadS, perhaps the heads Of families,

were expected to be present at the Sabha oftener than the ordinary

man j the meetings of the assembly for justice may have been more

frequent than for general discussion and decision." It is also possible

( 20 ) The context seems to disprove' the hypothesis of those who would infer from

the term "Sabheya", a restriction in the membership of the Sabha. There can be

scarcely any doubt that what is wanted here, is not a son that would have requisite

qualifications to become a member of the Sa.bha, for this sense would be quite

inapplicable to the two other cases viz. house and sacrifice.

(21) Es scheint, dasz in der sabha auch gerichtliche verhandlungen vorkamen •

aa der breits citierten stelle X. 71.ro. komt der auszdruck 'Kilvishasprit' vor, was

nur 'entferner des vorwurfes, des [ durch die anklage jemanden angehefteten 1

flecken" heissten kann, ( Per Rigveda 111, 554 ).
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as ,MacdoneU suggests, that the judicial functions were exercised, not

by the .whole assembly, but a standing committee- of the same, (*?

)

The organisation of the village as a political unit under a headman
is also referred to in the JrataJca stories. Thus we learn from Khara-

tasara Jataka ( No 79, I. 354 )i that it was the duty' of the headmaln

(gamabhojaka ) to collect revenue, and with the help of the losal

anen, to secure the village against the inroads of robbers. In the

'.particular uistance the office was conferred upon a royal minister who
-wasi however shortly after punishejd! by the iking for his secret league

with a band; ofsrobbers who looted the village-. A similar story is ,told

in the introduction to the same Jataka iwith this difference that

the headman was here degraded and another headman put in his

place. Further light is thrown upon ithe organisation of the village

ibytsKulavaka JaJ-aka ( No(3i, I, 198 ). Here we are idisimetly itold

dbfeat Jthe toien of the village itranfsactgd the affairs of the locality.

aFhere was aheadman, who seems to have possessed the power of

riroptosing fines and levying dues on spiritual liquor ; for -he exclaimed,

when the character of the .villagers was reformed h^p the efforts of

Bodhisattva, ^When (these men used to get drunk and commit
murders and; so forth, I used ;to make a, lot of money out \ of them' not

only on the price of: their ^drinks but also by the ifines-,a«d tdvies they

Tpaieh*^nT.Qiget, rid of the Bodhisattva and .bis followers he falsely

faoeu/sed! them(before 1 the king as fa band of robbers' but his jVyillainy

was detected by. the king who made, him the slave of the falsely

accused persons and gave them all hisywealth. riWe do ©Qtlhear in > this

tfase theiappofatmei if a new headman by the king, and , as flwe are

-exlpfessly, told that 2 -villagers transacted the ; affairs of theij >own

tillage, it is just po Je that the head-man was also selected by them-

Jn.the,U(bhatobhattha Jataka ( No. 139 : 1. 482 ) reference is made to

the judicial powers jof the headman ( gamabhojaka ) who .fined : a

.fisherman's wife:for stirf/ingup a quarrel and *'she was tied -up and

•beaten ta make, her pay the fine."

In the iEaniya Jataka ( No 459. IV. 14. )two, 'gamabhojakas' ja

Jtherkingdom off Kasi respectively prohibited the slaughter of animals

*rid the- sale of .strong drink. The < people, however, represented that

ihesewere time-honoured customs, and had the orders repealed in botih

instances. In the Gahapati Jataka (, No 199 11. 134) we read how
"

during a famine the villagers came together and besought help
( of

Jtheir headman who. provided them with .meat . on condition that Itwo

(.23) V.. h I L p., 427:3?

% *
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months from now, when they have harvested the grain, they will pay
him in kind.' These instances from the Jatakas leave no doubt that

the organisation of the village as a political unit was a well known
feature of the society during the period. Sometimes the headman was
directly appointed by the king but that: does not seem to be the

•universal practice. In any case the essence of the institution was, as

•we are expressly told in one case, that the affairs of the village

were transacted by the villagers themselves. The headman
possessed considerable executive and judicial authority, as is well illus-

trated in the above instances, but the popular voice operated a great

and efficient control ovar his decisions.

The technical names pUga and gana seem to have denoted the

local corporations of towns and Villages during the post-Vedic period.

Thus we find in Viramitrodaya "ga&agabdah pagapary ayah" and again

"pugah samuMh bhinnajatinara bhinna vrittinam ekasthanavasinaiii

gramanagaradisthanam". Vijfianesvara, also, in his commentary to

Yajnavalkya. 2, I87 explains gana as 'gramadijanasamuha'. Both
these terms no doubt denoted, in general, merely corporations but they

were sometimes technically used to denote corporations of particular

kinds, as in the present, instance, the commentators explain them as a

village or town corporations. This interpretation of.puga is supported

by Kasika on Panini V. 3. 112. "arPTMldW; *|f>Nttq
,

Ttir. mv<»W wmi
*Nr. TntT." The word 'gana' was however used in Other techincal

senses as well and these will be noticed in due course, \<

The word 'puga' used in Vinayapitaka (Chullavaga V^S, 2. VIII. 4,

1 ) seems to have the sense of a corporation of a town or a village. We
are told that at that time it was the turn of a certain 'puga (an&atar-

assa piigassa ) to provide the sarhgha with a meal." This sentence occurs

. frequently and it is certainly better to take puga in the seose I have indi-

cated than as an indeterminate and indefinite multitude, as Professors

Rhys Davids and Oldenberg have done (S. B. E vod. XX pp, 74, 284 ).

For, as already noticed above, the 'Puga' is clearly explained as a town

or village corporation by the later commentator, and what Is more

important, Vinayapitaka elsewhere ( Bhikkhuni patimokkha, sarhgha

disesa 2 ) expressly refers to puga as a corporation with executive

authority," whose sanction was required to consecrate as nun, any female

thief within its jurisdiction. It is thus permissible to take 'puga' in

Vinayapitaka as referring to town or village corporations, (**) and thus

( 24 ) Reference is made to 'Annatara puga' of a town ( Vin. IV, 30 ). Thi?

would indicate that there Were sometimes several corporations in a town.
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we get trace of the existence of these institutions in the early

Buddhist period. <

!

The organisation of the village as a corporate political unit is referred

to by Kauttlya who lays down the following rules in Chap. X. Bk. Ill

of his Artha Sastra.

-" ''When the headman of a village has to travel on account of any

business of the whole village, the villagers shall by turns' accompany

him.

"Those who cannot do this shall pay 1\ panas for every Yojana. If

the headman of a village sends out of the village any person except a

thief, or an adulterer, he shall be punished with a fine of 24 panas, and

the villagers with the first amercement (for doing the same.) (R- Shama-

sastry's Translation pp. 2I8-19 ).

Again
1 "The fine levied on a cultivator who arriving at a village for work

does not work shall be taken by the village ftsel
r
.

"Any person who does not co-operate in the work of preparation

for a public show shall, together with his family, forfeit his right to

enjoy the show (preksha). If a man, who has not' co-operated in pre-

paring for a public pla'y or spectacle is found hearing or witnessing it

under hiding, or if any one refuses to give his aid in work beneficial to

all, he shall be compelled to pay double the value of the aid due from

him"( Ibid P. 220). <

These injunctions give clear hints of a close organisation of the

villages. There was a headman' who transacted the business of the village

and could command the help oPthe villagers in discharging his onerous
;

task. The headman, together with the villagers, had the right to

planish offenders, and could even eXpfel a person
f

from the Village/

The fact that the headman' and the villagers were both' punished for an

improper use of this right, seems to show that? it was exercised in an

assembly of the villagers presided over by the headman. It may also

be concluded from this, that the rights of the individual were not alto-
^

. .. ......
gether subordinated to those ; of the corporation, but here too, as in the

case of the guilds. (See P.~2o ) the ultimate right of supervision by the

king was looked upon as a means of reconciling the two. The village

had a common fund which was swelled by such items as the fines.

levied upon the villagers and the cultivators who neglected their duty.

It had also the right to compel each person to do his share of the

publiq work. Corporate spirit among villagers was encouraged by such

rules as follows.

"Those who, with their united efforts, construct on roads buildings
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of any kind (setubandha) beneficial to the whole coufrtry and who not

only adorn their villages, but also keep watch on them shall be; shbwia

favourable concessions by the king." (Ibid P. 221)

\
.The ^llage continued to be regarded as a corporate political unit

:

throughout the post-Vedic period. Thus in tne Vishnu 25
) and Mariu

smritis (?
6
) the village is reckoned as the smallest political unit in the

state fabric and reference is made to the 'gr amika* or the viliage

headman. ,

Manu distinctly lays down that the king shalli banish from the

realm any one who breaks the agreement of a village community (
27

).

The Dharma Sutras and Dharma Sastras contain frequent references^)

to; gana and puga, both of which terms seem to have denoted

the town or village corporations. Besides the quotations from Vifami-

trodaya and Vijnanes'vara's commentary given above on p. 58 there are

other considerations also to support this view. In the first place, a

comparison between Y, II, 31 and Narada, Intioducation 9. 7,

clearly establish the fact that puga and gana were used as synonymous

words, and the on|y sense in which these can ; possibly be used, .there

is a corporation of the inhabitants of town or village. Then whereas

itjis laid down in Manu that one should not entertain at a Qfladdha

»those who sacrifice for a Puga (II ;I, 151) ora gana> (in,,i54) we find-

similar injunctions' inj Gautama XV,, 16 and Vishnu, LXXX 11-13,

against those who sacrifice for a gr&ma or village.

, A careful study of Y. 11. i85?-iq2,i quoted- above on P. ir,

would also lead to the same, conclusion. Here the author begins with

a.reference to royal duties with regard to a city (Pura) viz, that the.

king should establish there good Brahmanas (; v- rSjri). He
then -refers to the royal

;
duties towards the gana viz. that,

the king should punish those who steal the property of the gana etc.

and concludes with the remark,, that the king, should follow similar,

rules with regard %o guilds, corporations of traders ( naigatoa) arid of.

followers of different religious sects, It would appear therefore thatr

gana here refers to corporation of cities or villages (Para ), for other-

wise the reference to *pura' is. irrelevant. The commentator Vijnane-

s"var has as already observed, accepted this interpretation:

(25) III. 7 and it: (26) VII. n<; n6,

(27) Manu. Ed. Biihler VHI-219 and note, "also VIII-221.

(28) Gautama XV-16. 18, XVII, 17. Apasiamba t-18-16, 17. Vt: XlV-ib/

V. Li-7, LXXXII-iS, Manu III, 151, I54, 164; IV-209, 219, Y. [.161,361,11.31,

190-195, 214, Narada Introduction-7. Brih. I, 28-30, < :

•



, The:two following injunctions. also prove that. the village was looked

upon as a corporate body in the age of the <Dharma Sutras and 1

Dharma Sastrast . .
>! >

( 1 ) The king shall punish that village where Brahmanas unobser-

vant of their sacred duties' and ignorant of the Veda.subsist by begging ;

foriit feeds robbers" ( Vt. III. 4 S. B. E. XIV- P. .\?<) ,

(2) "When cows or other (animals ) have been lost or when 1

(other ) property has been taken away forcibly, experfenced men shall:

trace it from the place where it has been taken.

"Whereverthe footmarks go J:b, whether It be' a village, pasture*'

ground or deserted spot (the inhabitants or owners of ) that place must?

makergood the loss. )
[

• ,

"When the. footmarks are obscured; or interrupted! the nearest

village or pasture-ground shall be made/ responsible." ( Nar<

XIV. 22^24 ). ,,.
-

,>In both these instances ithe village or the inhabitants of a. villager

are held responsible. Such responsibilities. are, however, out of question'

altogether if there were not corresponding rights vested in the villagers.

It is. indeed worthy of note that no officer or officers are mentioned;

but the 'whole, responsibility is attached ta the village itself, It must}

bei held therefore that the village was looked: upon as a corporate?' unit

ol'the state possessing distinct rights: arid.duijies/ and accountable to/a:

higher authority for due discharge of them,

The inscriptions also .confirm the testimony of the literature regar-

ding the existence of these institutions., Apart from the numerous South

Indian, inscriptions of a late period; which give & detailed account of their

or|p<nisatic<n,.and will bs shortly dealt with in detail in that connection^

we have- several instances.of an earlier) period- Thus the Nasik Inscripi-

tiomofUshavadata ( Fp. Ind,;VIIIv p. 82, ) : refers to a Nigamasabha

or the' town couneiHwhece his deed ofgift was proclaimed and regis-

tejfed.agcoisding to custom. This vouches for the existence of. well

orgajnised municipal., institutions in the early paait of the second' century

A,. D..A still 1 earlier ^example/ isi furnished by the Bhattiprolu casket-

Inscriptions. The full purport; of these .interesting series of inscriptions

are unfortunately not quite clear but enough remains to show that'

seine of; them refer to a committee of 'the inhabitants of the town

(,nigama
)
&

. One of them refers to gramani 5 or village-headman which'

is also mentioned in other early inscriptions such as the Mathura Jaina

Image Inscriptions of the year 4 ( Ljider's list no 481) and the year 84

( 29) ILuder's List Nos. 1332, 1335. 'Nigamaputa* is there translated as 'inhabi-

tatft's of'the hamlet' but nigarhaf means a 'town' according to Sanskrit lexicographers.
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( Ljider's List no 69a ). The first of these refers to a lady who was
the first wife of the village headman and daughter-in-law pi the village

(headman. This would seem to imply that the post of village headman
was hereditary in the family.

We learn from the inscriptions of Vaillabhattasvamin Temple at

Gwalior dated 933 V. S. that while the merchant Savviyaka, the trader

Ichchuvaka and the other members of the Board of the Savviyakas

were administering the city the whole town gave to the temple of the

Nine Durgas, a piece of land which was its ( viz the town's ) property.

Similarly it gave another piece of land, belonging to the property of

the town, to the Vishnu temple, and also made perpetual endowments

with the guilds of oilmillers and gardeners for ensuring the daily supply

of oil and garlands to the temple' This short Inscription preserves an

authentic testimony of a city corporation with an organised machinery

to conduct its affairs. The corporation possessed landed properties

of its own and could make gifts and endowments in the name of the

whole town.

The corporate organisation of the village or town may be studied

under two heads vi2 (1) the powers and functions exercised by it and

(2) the administrative machinery by which these were carried out.

The powers and functions, as in Vedic times, may be broadly

divided into two classes,- judicial and executive. The judicial powers

of the headman of a village ( gamabhojaka ) are referred to

in the Jataka stories quoted in p. 57 above. There is no express

mention in the Jataka stories that he exercised them in conjunction

with the villagers. The Kulavaka Jataka (see p. hf) however seems to

show that such was the case at least in some villages. Here the head-

man mourns the loss of fines paid by the drunkards whose character

was improved by the Bodhisattva. We are expressly told in this case

that the affairs of the village were transacted by the villagers them-

selves. It is legitimate to hold therefore that the judicial powers, to

which distinct reference is made, formed part of these affairs. In other

cases quoted above, the story-writers simply refer to the headman as

having inflicted punishments upon the guilty. This need not, however,

necessarily imply that the headman alone had the right to dispose of

cases ; for the object of the story-writer was merely to notice the

punishment meted out to the guilty
;
he had no motive to stop to

explain the constitution of the tribunal which passed the judgment.

The Kulavaka Jataka further proves, that comparatively serious

cases had to be sent to the royal courts for decision. For, here, the

headman did not try the band of robbers, which, as the tenor of the
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story shows, he would certainly have done if he had the right to do so ;

but the accused were sent to the king for trial. It may be mentioned

here that the later DharmaSastras, while generally providing that the

assemblies of co-habitants should decide lawsuits among men, expressly

exclude from their jurisdiction causes concerning violent crimes

( sahasa ).

Kautilya as we have seen above also refers to the judicial powers

exercisad by"the headman together with the villagers. Tbey could fine a

cultivator who neglected his work and expel any thief or adulterer out

of the village boundary. We find here a furthej|step in the development

of the corporate character of the villagers. They" are expressly invested

with joint rights and responsibilities, and could be punished by the king

for illegal exercise of their power.

( Arthas&sta p. 172")

The corporate organisation of the village retained its judicial powers

during the period represented by the DharmaSastras. As noticed

above, there is mention of the judicial powers of the headman

in Manu and Vishnu smriti among others. But the Brihaspati smriti

preserves a satisfactory account of the judicial power exercised by the

villagers in verses 2S-3o, chapter 1 quoted above on pp. 23-24.

It appears from them that the village assemblies were looked upon

as one of the four recognised tribunals of the land. They were second in

point of pre-eminence, and heard appeals from the decisions of the

companies ( of artizans ). It would appear also that they Could try all

cases short of violent crimes The following passages in the Narada

Smriti seem to show that the lawgivers in ancient days tried hard to

bring home to the people the serious responsibilities that attached to

their position as members of a judicial assembly.

"Either the judicial assembly must not be entered at all, or a fair

opinion delivered. That man who either stands mute or delivers an

opinion contrary to justice is a sinner,

•"One quarter of the iniquity goes to the offender ; one quarter gOes

to the witness^ one quarter goes to all the members of the court;

one quarter goes to the king. '

"Therefore let every assessor of the court deliver a fair opinion

after having entered the court, disc .rding love and hatred, in order that

he may not go to hell. ( S. B. E. Vol. 33. pp. 38-3g )

The following passages in the Naradasmrfti further prove that the

'elders' dlayed a conspicuous part in the judicial assembly and that

the latter was presided over by a chief judge.

"As an experienced surgeon extracts a dart by means of surgical
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:iB>sfrumentsj: even so the chiefjustice must- extract the dart ( of Iniquity.)

from the lawsuit,

"When the whole aggregate of the members of a judicial assembly

declare, "This is right" the lawsuit loses the dart, otherwise Ihe .-dart

remains in it. ... . r. !., , , '.>:/: '.s

"That is not a judicial assembly where there are no eld.ers,, KiTffaey

uase.not eldensfwho do.not pass a just sentence " (Ibid. pp. 39=40)-

The significance of the second .passage quoted above is uncertain,

lit .'seems to indicate that the unanimity of opinion was necessary to

jCsfarbJ&h the guilt of th&accused.

A few actual cases illustrating' the judicial powers of the local

popular -assemblies are furnished by South Indian records of* the 10th

and 12th centuries. The summary of a few of them is given below( "b)

fl. A village ^officer (r) demanded taxes from a woman who

;deelar,ed she was not liable. T|he former seems to have put her•> through

an ordeal. The woman took poisgm,and died. A meeting, of the pople

Iroffi *'the four quarters, eighteen (districts . and the various counties"

-was;held, and it was decided that the man was liable. In order to

expiate his sin he paid 32 Kd.su for burning a lamp at a temple; :

II. A.Sftdra went a-hunting, missed his .aim and shot a .veUala.

,The agriculturists from "the seventy^nine districts" assembled :<togdther

iand declared the SOidra guilty. He was required to present 164- ;cows

rtOja temple. •••
<

i ,1 -

•III. The inscription is mutilated. But from the preserved ; portion

it appears that a man pushed his wife and she ;probably ifell down and

died' in consequence. The/one thousand, and ofive hundred men...w;bf

(the four quarters [ assembled and Q declared the husband guilty. He
was required to provide fpr, lamps in a temple. u

; IV. An -inscription in >the reign of Rajakesariiyacmau;! reports

that a certain individual shotta ( man belonging to Jus i own village « by

mistake Thereupon the governor apd the people of the district to

which the village belonged, assembled together and decided that the

culprit shall not
;
die for the offence^ committed . by ijhim through

carelessness but shall burn a lamp in a local temple. Accordingly

he proyided 16 cows from the milk of which ghee, had to be prepared

to
;

be used in burning the lamp. 30.

V. According to another inscription
(

3l
) the culprit , had gone a-

hunting but missed his aim and shot a man. The people of the

( 2<J ) The summary of No. I-IIl is taken' from G. Ep. R. 1907; sec. 42 ( p. 77 y
(30) G. Ep. R, 1900 p. 11 §?(?,

..(31) K[°. 77.of 1909.. fj?i4, ;! .
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district at once assembled and decided that the culpHt shall make

over 16 cows to the local temple. - ;

The ancient lawgivers also provide for special judicial assemblies

for deciding cases for which no rule has been given. Such an assembly,

according to Gautama, shall consist at least of the ten following

members, viz, fpur men "Who have completely studied the four Vedas,

three men belonging to the (three) orders enumerated first, (and)

three men who know ( three ) different ( institutes of ) law, ( Gautama

XXVIII-48r49 )

An actual instance of referring the decision of a criminal case to a

special judicial assembly is furnished by a South Indian * Inscription

(No 352 of 1909 from Olakkur )
32 A man was accidentally shot in

a deer hunt and in order to decide the question of expiation which

was to be prescribed for the offender, the Btahmanas of the village

assembly at Olakkur, the residents of the main division and those of

the sub-districts met together and settled that a lamp be presented to a

shrine.

Another instance is furWhed by a dispute over the right of wor-

ship in Aragalur temple» The judge referred the complicated issues

to the Mah&]anas of several agrahars and ultimately endorsed) their

decision 3
->.

The executive functions exercised by the villagers seem to have

included those of the collector, the magistrate and the municipality'

of the present day. The Kharassara Jataka, referred to in page 57

above,shows that the headman was expected to collect the revenues

on behalf, °f the king and to secure the peace of the country with the

help of local men. As we learn from Kulavaka Jataka, (see p. 57) that

though there was a headman the men of the village transacted the

affajrs of their own locality, we must assume that these functions did

really belong to them, though exercised through the agency of a head-

man. It may be noted in this connection that both these functions

for,med essential elements of the village communities down to

thejjatest .period of their existence. The DharmaSastras clearly

indicate that in addition to the above 3
*. the ancient village

organisations exercised the municipal functions. Thus Brihaspati

Smriti; lays down the following among the duties of a village

p.iai. .' '' •' ^ ;

'

'.

( 32 ) Govt. Epigraphistls Report for 1910 p. 9,5 sec. 30.

( 33 ),
Ibid 19.14. pp. 96-97,,

(34)' Cf. N&rada XlV-22-24 quoted above on p. 61 Cf. also the statement iri V,

|II-6ff
;
M. VII. 115 ff.

9
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corporation "The construction of a house of assembly; of a shed

for ( accommodating travellers with ) water, a temple, ^ a

pool and a gatodeh,. relief to helpless or poor people to perform (the

samskaras or sacrificial acts enj oined by sacred texts, the excavation

of tanks, wells etc. and the damming of water courses." S6

The cost of these undertakings was probably met out of the cor-

porate finds. The Jataka stories and the statements of -Kautilya

quoted, on p. 57 ff. prove that, the towns and villages could levy

fines and dues from the inhabitants while the Gwalior InsGripfcieta

( p. 62 ) shows that they possessed corporate properties of their own.

, We may next take into consideration the executive machinery by

which these functions were carried out. At the head of the corporation

stood the headman who is variously styled as Gramadhipa, Gramaiil

gramakuta, gramapati, pattakila of the inscriptions and the gama-

bhojaka of the Jatakas. Hei was sometimes nominated by the fcfflg

though the post seems in many cases to have been hereditary " He
was helped by a council of two, three or five persons. The constitu-

tional power of this body is given in some detail in Narada ( ch. X ) k

and B?ihaspati ( ch. XVII). These have been already described in

connection with guilds ( pp. 17-22 ) .and need not be repeated here."

What has been said there applies mutatis mutandis also to the

village assembly, it will suffice to say that though the headman

and his council exercised considerable authority they were ultimately

responsible to the people at large who regularly met in an assembly

haU.to discharge their corporate functions. They had a right to make

their bye-laws and frame rules regarding the attendance of members,

Regular discussions were carried on in the assembly and the idea cf

liberty of speech was probably not unknown.

A very interesting side-ltght is thrown on the working Of the

executive' maohinery of the corporations by the account of Megasthenes.

'

H-is (Well, known account of the administration of the city of Pataliputra

may Retaken to be applicable to the Other local corporations as well.

The essence of the. whole system consisted in the management of the

municipal administration by a general assembly and a number of

small committees thereof, each entrusted with one particular depart-

ment. JMegasthenes' account seems to be corroborated by the Bhatti-

prolu casket inscription which refers to a committee of the inhabitants

( 35 ) Cf. the gwalior inscription noticed above on p. 62.

( 36 ) The whole passage has been fully discussed in connection witlj the guilds

.

on p. 17.
,

'

( 37 ) Recht und Sitte p. 93.
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'of the town( p. 61 ). A number of South Indian records prove that

the system subsisted down to the latest period of ancient Indian

history.

Indeed by'far" the most interesting examples of the village assem-

blies occur in Southern- India. A large" number of inscriptions prove

that they had a highly developed organisation and formed a very

essential elerrient in the state fabric of old. Thii5 the fourteen' inscrip-

tions in the Vishnu temple at Ukkal published ia the "South Indian

inscriptions Vol III. Part I." ( ppi 1-22) furnish a very .
instructive

insight 'into their nature and constitution. It" will be well to begin

with a short summary of the important portions in each of them.

1. The assembly of the village received a deposit of an amount of

gold from one of the commissioners ruling over another village on

condition of feeding 12 Brahmans and doing other things out of the

interest of this sum (. p.' 3 ).
'

2. A certain person made over a plot of land to the great assembly

ori condition that its produce should be utilised for supplying the god

with a stipulated quantity of rice. The inscription concludes as

follows :

—

"Having been present in the assembly and having heard (thei/)

order, I, the arbitrator^ Madhyastha ) ( such and such ) wrote ( this )"

(p. 5)-

3." A certain person had purchased a plot of land from the assembly

and assigned it to the villagers for the maintenance of a flower garden

( P- 6 )

4- The assembly undertook, on receipt of a plot of land, to supply

paddy to various person's engaged in connection with a ciitern which

the donor had constructed to supply water to the public; ( p. 7 )

5. "The assembly undertook to supply an amount of paddy per

year by way of interest of a quantity of paddy deposited with them."

The.great men ( Peruma'kkal ) elected for the year would cause (the

paddy ) to be supplied^ ( p. 6 )

6. It refers to a meeting of the assembly, including "the great men

elected for (the management of) charities ( ? )" and "the commissioners

( in charge of the temple) of Sattan" in the village. The assembly

probably assigned a daily" supply of rice and oil to a temple. In

conclusion we are told that "the great men elected for ( the super-

vision of) the tank shal be entitled to levy a fine of ( one ) kalanju

of gold in favour ol the tank fund from those betel leaf sellers in

thidwillage, who sell
(

! betel leaVes ) elsewhere but at the temple of

Piclari. (P. 11.)
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,).. The inscription is mutilated and the sense opt quite cleat, tt

refers to "the land wh ;ch has become the common property of the

assembly" and is a notification of its sale by the assembly on.
,
certain

terms."The great men elected fpr that year" were to be fined if they fail

to do certafn things the nature of which cannot be understood. (P.- 12.)

8. The assembly accepted the gift of an amount of paddy on condi-

tion of feeding two Brahmanas daily out of its interest. (P. 13. )

,9. It is a royal order authorising the village to sell.lands, of which

the tax has not been paid for two full years and which have thereby

become the property of the village. ( P. 15. )

io. It records a sale, by the village assembly, of a plot of land,

which was their common property, and of five water levers, to a

servant of the king who assigned this land for the maintenance of

two-boats plyingon the village tank. ( P. 16. ).

11. The great assembly, including the great men elected for

the year and the great men elected for ( the supervision of ) the tank,

being,, assembled, assigned^ at the request of the manager of a temple,

a plot of land in the fresh clearing for various specified purposes

connected with the temple ( P- 18. ).

12. The village assembly grants a village, including the; flower

graden, to a temple, for the requirements of worship there., The

term of grant includes the following. ?!
. "We shall not be entitled .to levy any kind of tax from, .this village.

We, ( the great men ) elected for the year, we, ( the great men )

elected for (the supervision of ), the tank, and we, ( the great men )

elected for ( the supervision of ) gardens, shall not be entitled to claim,

at the order • of the assembly, forced labour from the inhabitants

settled in this village- . .,

''
lj

"(If) a crime (or) sin becomes public, the god ( i. e. the temple

authorities) alone shall punish the inhabitants of this- village (for it).

Having agreed ( thus ) we, the assembly, engraved ( this ) on stone," I

"We the assembly agree to pay a fine of one hundred and eight

kanam per day if we fail in this through indifference.'' ( P. 20. )

13. It is incomplete. The extant portion records a session ' of the

great assembly ''including the great men elected for this year, the

great Bhattas elected for ( the supervision of ) the tank, and (all other)

distinguished men." ( P. 21. )

i4. The son of a cultivator in the village assigned a plot of; land

in the neighbourhood, from the proceeds of which water and firepans

had to be supplied to a mandapa frequented by Brahmanas, and a

water-lever constructed in front of the cistern at the mandapa.
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The great men who manage the affairs of the village in each year

shall supervise this charity. (P. 21. )

The fourteen inscriptions, containing as they do,' the commands

issued by the assembly of a single village, during the 9th, 10th and

nth icenturies furnish the best evidence for the organisation and

importance of these institutions.

These prove beyond all doubt that the village corporations had

reached a very high state of perfection. They were looked upon as

part and parcel of the constitution of the country aud were entrusted

with the entire management of the village. They were practically the

absolute proprietors of the village iands including the fresh clearings,

and were responsible for the total amount of revenue to the Government.

In case the owner of a plot of land failed to pay his share it

became the common : property of the corporation which had a right to

dispose of it to realise the dues^8
( Nos. 9, 7. id

)
s9

. The corporations

also seem to have exercised the exclusive right of administering justice

( No. 12 ; also see ante P. 64 ).

,- A careful analysis of the above inscriptions will further show that

the corporation practically exercised all the powers of a state over its

l narrow sphere of activity. It possessed corporate property ( 3,79.10 )

which it could sell for public purposes ( 3,7.9,10 )such as providing

for the necessities of a temple ( 6,tr, 12 ) which seems to have been

looked upon as important part of its duties. It Was a trustee for public

charities' of all kinds, and received, deposits of money, ( 1 ) land

( 2,3;4,lo
;
l4 ) and paddy ( 5, 8 ) under the condition to provide, out

of their interest, the things stipulated by the donors. These included,

feeding of Brahmans ( 1 ), supplying rice to the god established in a

temple ( 2 ), supply of paddy to specified persons ( 4,5 ), maintenance

of flower garden Q 3 ), maintenance of boats (10) and the provision

of water and firepans to Brahmans ( f4 ). The corpdration could

regulate the market and assign particular place for the sale of parti-

cular commodities ( 6 ), It could regularly impose taxes ( 12 ), even

levy extra tolls for specific objects of of public utility. ' It had also

the power to exact forced labour from the inhabitants of the village

(38) Another instance is furnished by an inscription of the time ofRajendra

Qioladeva 1. The village assembly! of Ratnagiri sold by public auction a piece of

land, after having paid the taxes on it for 15 years on behalf of the original holders

who left the place to live elsewhere without arranging to pay the accumulated

dues on the land ( G. Ep. R. 1915. P. 98. ). For other instances see G. Ep. R>

1910. T. 92.

( 39 ) The figures refer to the serial number of inscriptions referred to above.
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(l2)f, Sometimes - the corporation exercised jurisdiction over other

villages and the instance furnished.by no. 12 is interesting inasmuch

as it shows, that the corporation of UJskal possessed another village

more than- 3 miles away and this- was granted away, free from all taxes

and customary dues, for providing, the t ecessities of a temple in Ukkal

itself.

Further particulars about the vill&ge ; assembly [which was the

executive machinery of these corporations ] may be gathered from other

ipscriptipns. These belong to different periods and come from different

localities. It would not therefore be quite safe to draw a single

homogeneous picture of a village corporation by utilising the data

which they supply.. Still a few characteristic specimens may be

jmen'tioned just to give a general idea of the village corporations—their

raDge of powers and the scope of activities—and the important position

they occupied in the constitution of the land.

An inscription at Uttaramallur (
40

). reports that a certain road

in the village had been submerged under water and became

unfit to bs used even by cattle. Consequently, the village corporation

decided that the road should be widened. For this purpose land

had to :be acquired by purchase from the, ryots of the village.^

The .duty of acquiring the land and Snaking the new road was

assigned to the garden supervision Committee. Ssveral Travahcore

inscriptions refer to the village corporations of that state (
4l

). A very

remarkable instance: of the powers and functions of these corporations

occurs in the Manalikkarai Inscription (
B

) of Vlra Ravi ; Ker>la,var>-

man,dated in the year 410 of the Kollam Era (= 1156 57 Saka ot 123^:-

35 A. D. ) of which the substance is given belowi

"In the year 410 is issued the following 1 proclamation after a

consultation having been duly held among the loyal chieftains ruling

at Veiled, and the, members of the assembly (Sabha) of Kodainallur

and the people of that' village, as well as Koiadan Tiruvikratnaro,

entrusted .with the right of realising the Government due'. Agreeably

to the understanding arrived at in this consultation we command and

direct that the tax due from Government lands be taken as amounting

in paddy to ( such and such measure ). In seasons of drought and

consequent failure of crops the members of the Sabha and the (people

of the village shall inspect the lands and ascertain which have failed

( 40 ) G. Ep R, 1899, p 23.

'

( 41 ) Ind, Ant. XXIV, pp. 366, 258-^59,

(
42'} Ind, Ant. p. 308 ff.



and which have not. The lands that have failed shall be assessed at

one fifth of the normal dues. Similarly the members of the Sabha,

and the people should report to the officer-in-chafge if all the taxable

lands equally failed, and after the said officer was satisfied by personal

inspection, one-fifth only of the entire dues shall be levied, if the

member of the Sabha. and the people agree among themselves and pray

10 common for the postponement ^f the payment as the only course

open to the majority amog them; this demand ( i. e. one fifth the usual

rate ) shall be apportioned over all the lands paying tape to Government

( to bs levied in the subsequent harvest ) but without interest.

An instance of how the village corporation recognised the responsibi-

lities of'maintaining their local institutions is illustrated by an Inscrip-

tion from Edayarpakkam. 4S A plot of land purchased from the

villagers by a Brahman lady and'pfesented to a temple for the main-

tenance of a perpetual lamp was found unsuitable for irrigation and

no one came forward to cultivate it. The lamp had consequently

to be i discontinued and the trustees of the temple appear to have

requested the villagers to take back into their own management.

the land which they had once sold to the Brahman lady, and to

supply instead the required number of cows to maintain the lamp,

This was 'done and the land was resumed.

An interesting information regarding the * corporate feelings? of the

villagers is supplied by an inscription from Tiiumeynanam.44 The

assembly of'Nalur. having assembled under a tamarind tree in their

village!, decided that the residents, of their village should not do any-

thing against the interests of their village nor against the temple

of Tiriiimayanani-'UdaiyS.r, and similar institutions, That if they did

so, they must suffer as the >'gr&madrohins' do, and that people Who

act against this decision*5 should not be allowed the privilege of

touching Siva &c
The village corporation seems "to have been liable for debts incurred'

by their employees. According to an inscription of the 48th year

of-Kulottuniga I ( A. D. iii7-i8) two men who had been writing

the accounts of a village in A, D. 1115-16 appear to have incurred

debts and to have left the village without discharging them. The •

village corporation, whose employees the accountants must have

been, was required to pay the debts by selling some fields.

(43) No. 258 of 1810. G. Ep. E. 1911 T. 73, § 28.

(44) No. 332ofi9io. Ibid T. 75, § 30. .

( 45 ) A similarj resolution was made by the great assemhly at Srjkantha,

p. Ep. B. 1915. P. 97-



The responsibility of the village corporations for the safety of

the village is well illustrated by two inscrIpfcions
4(

! from TirupputQr.

A temple in the village Was occupied by the encamped Mahomedans

probably in their first raid to south India. In consequence of this the

inhabitants became unsettled. At this juncture-a certain Vfealaya-

deva reconsecrated the temple and saved the people apparently from

an imminent moral and religious degradation. The villagers, of their

free will, agreed among themselves to show their gratitude to Vfealaya-

deva by assigning to him a specified quantity of corn from the

harvest reaped by each individual and to confer on him certain

privileges in the temple. The other inscription shows that the

corporation of TirupputQr had already,, two years Ago, made over

to one M&dhava-chchakravartin, the pight of 'padikkaval'. This term

probably i meas the protection of a village ( from outsiders ). It was

possibly the fear of Mahomedan invasion that induced the corpo-

ration to take this step.

An inscription at Alangudl.*? dated in the 6th year of Rajaraja

refers to a terrible famine in the locality* The villagers had no

funds to purchase paddy for their own consumption, seed grains and

other necessaries for cultivation. For some reasons, the famine-

stricken inhabitants could expect no help in their distress from the

royal treasury. Accordingly the assembly obtained on loan a quantity

of gold and silver consisting of temple jewels and vessels from the

local temple treasury. In exchange for this the-members of the village

assemb'y alienated, 8f veli of : land in favour of the God. From

the produce of this land the interest on the gold and silver received

from the temple was to be paid. . On a later occasion
, special, prayer,

had to be offered in the temple for the recovery from ill health, of

a member of the royal family. It appears as if this was done at

the expense of the village assembly which then remitted the taxes

payable by the temple on the land alie'nated in its favour. Accordingly

the land in question became tax-free. ,
:

The relation between the village assembly and the temple authori-

ties was always a close one. This was specially the case where the

village in question was a 'Brahmadeya* and assigned to a temple.

According to an inscription of Rajaraja, *8 the inhabitants of such

villages were to supply to the Tanjore temple ( I ) as temple trea-

surers such Brahmanas as are rich in land, connections or capital
;

( 46 ) G. Ep. R. 1909 PP. 82-83, §" 27,

( 47
)'

}

Q. Ep. R. 1899 P. 20, § 53.
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(a) Brahmacharins as templf servants and ( 3 ) accountants for wri-

ting the accounts ( of the temple ). The Tanjora inscriptions of this

king refer, by name, to one hundred and forty four ( I44 ) village

assemblies that were to supply Brahmacharins as temple servants *9
,

and one hundred and five ( 105 ) others that were to supply temple

watchmen 50
.

The Ukkal Ins. No. I, shows that the village assembly sometimes

served as local banks, and kept deposits of money, out of the interest

of which they fulfilled the conditions laid down by the donor. This

interesting function of the village assembly is referred to with

some additional details in an earlier inscription from a different local-

ity. The Ambasamudram inscription of the Pandya king Varaguna 81

( 9th. Century A. D. ) records that he gave into the hands of the

members of the , assembly of Ilangokkudi two hundred and ninety

'kasu', from the interest of which, the capital remaining unspent,

offerings had to be provided for to a certain temple. For this (amount)

the members of the assembly have to measure out five hundred and

eight 'kalam' of paddy per year ( as ) interest, at the rate of two

'kalam* for each 'kasu*. Out of this ( income ) the servants of the lord

and the committee of the assembly shall jointly pay for offerings

four times a day according to a scale which is laid down in' great

detail.

Seventeen instances 5a of the similar function of the village assem-

blies are furnished by the Chola inscriptions in Tanjore temple. Out

of the money deposited with them they were to furnish as interest,

either a sum of money or specified quantities of paddy to the

temple.

An inscription at Tirumukkudal 53 Temple also refers to a similar

function of the assembly. Here the village assembly received a specified

amount of money the interest on which fully covered the taxes paya-

ble on the lands which were granted to the tevnple. The assembly

in this case is stated to have consisted of the young and old of the

village and to have met in a hall built by Rajaraja I evidently for

the purpose of meetings of the assembly.

( 48 ) South Ind. Ins. II. No, 69.
"

'

(49) Ibid.

( 50 ) Ibid nos. 57,70 [ It is not certain whether the former, containing 13,

out of the io5 instances, belongs to Rajaraja or Kajendra Choladeva. ]

(51) Ep. Ind. Ix. p. 84 ft.

( 52 ) South Indian Inscriptions, Nos. 9-19, 25—28, 35,54.

(53) G, Ep. R, 1916P. 116.

JP
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The corporate character af the village was recognised" even by

hostile kings. Thus a Kumbhakonam record states that when Paran-

taka I conquered Madura, he levied an impost of 3000 KaJafiju of

gold on the members of the Kumbhakonam assembly and that they
(

had agreed to pay tlie. amount M
. An inscription fromTirupattur M

dated in the 36th yiar of the reign of Kulas'ekhara I refers to the

capture of the village by a certain Valluvanadalvan. The invader

asked the members of the village assembly and two private individuals

to submit to certain proposals. This thsy refused to do and many
left the village. Such of the assembly - as he could lay hands upon,

and the two particular individuals, he confined in the temple with

the object of, compelling them to approve of his procedure. Later on the

matters were set risjht by the king, but the very fact that an invader

found, it necessary to coerce the assembly to accept his decree shows

that the corporate character of the village was such an integral part

of the constitution that it was impossible for any person, either a

frjend or foe, to ignore it.

A very interesting account of the limitation of the powers of the

village corporations is furnished by an inscription 5? of Vikrama Chola.

The members of the assembly of Tirunaraiyur had spent on com-

munal business money in excess of the sanctioned amount and as

they could not impose additional taxes on the people they sold a

piece of land to the temple in return for the money which they appar-

ently got from the temple treasury.

As already said above, the executive machinery of these village

corporations was the "general assembly" of the villagers. At present

nothing is known with certainty regarding the constitution of this'

body, which no doubt must have varied in different localities. We
learn from the. inscription at Tiru-mukkudal, referred to abovei (P. 73)

that it consisted of 'the young and old of the village'. The Travancore.

inscription ( P. 70 ) however clearly distinguishes the assembly from the

people of the village. This shows that the assemb y was a select body

and not merely a gathering of the adult villagers. The Chola

inscriptions referred to below also indicate the same thing. For

we are told, that the committees together with learned Brahmans

and distinguished men of the village constituted the assembly.

The status of these assemblies so far as it may be inferred from

their meeting places, considerably varied, probably according to

(54) G. Ep. E. 1912 I'. 63, § 15.

(55) G. Ep. R. 1909 r. 83, §28.

( 56 ) Ibid P. 96, § 46.
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the imoprtanc£ of the villages which they represented. In sortie ins-

tances ( P. 7$ above ) we hear of halls built by the king for their meet-

ings. Generally, however, they meet in local temples, while in some
cases the shade of a tamarind tres seems to toave been considered

as good enough for the purpose 57
.

The powers which they exercised must however be pronounced

to be considerable. Their judicial functions have been adverted to

above ( P. 64 ) while ths number of specific cases, just referred to,

is calculated to give an idea of the high executive authority with

which they were vested.

>
s
The assembly discharged the high and multifarious duties imposed

upon them through committees elected from year to year. Four or

five of them are specifically mentioned In the Ukkal inscriptions.

i- Great men elected for the year (.5,7,1 1,12,13. )

2. Great men elected for charities ( 6.
)

3 Great men elected for tank ( 6,11,12,13, )

4. Great men elected for gardens ( 12. )

5, Great men who manage the affairs of the village in each year

(I4.)

The nature and duties of the second, third, and fourth of the

above committees are quite evident from their designation. The
first aud the fifth might have been different names for the same

body; who looked over general and miscellaneous affairs not covered

by the other committees. The number and constitution of these com-

mittees must have varied in different villages. Thus two inscriptions

at Uttaramallur add the names of four more committees viz. "Annual

supervision", "Supervision of justice", "Gold supervision", and "Pafieha

vara variyam"'. The first is probably identical with Nos, I and 5

above, the second probably regulated the currency and the third per-

haps supervised the work of the five committees of the village 58
.

,
, A few Chola inscriptions59 of the 10th. century A. D. found in

North Arcot district mention the names of several additional village

committees viz (1) The 'great men for supervision of wards' (kudumba),

( 2 ) the 'great men for supervision of fields', ( 3 ) the 'great men

( numbering ) two hundred', ( 4 ) the 'great men for supervision of

the village', and ( 5 ) the 'great men
f
for supervising ( i. e. looking

after) the udasinas' ( ascetics ? ). These inscriptions also throw some

( 57 ) G. Ep. E. 1910. i". 90. § 2t,

,

( 58 ) G. Ep. R. 1899 P. 23.

( 59 ) G. Ep. R. 1905, § 7 T. 49-
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light into the constitution of the village assembly for W6 are told

that 'these committees together with the learned Brahmans ( bhattar )

•and (other) distinguished men of the village, constituted the village

assembly. We also hear of a committee of justice at Uttaran-

merur whieh counted a lady amongst its members *
. The Masuli-

patam ( ? ) Plates of Chalukya Bhima n ( A. D. 934-945 )
6l refer to

"committee of Five' and,"the youths eloquent at committee assemblies

( vara-goshthi )". This shows that youngmen served in these com-

mittees and freely joined in their discussions ( Ep. lnd. V. 138 ).

But by far the most interesting and detailed account of the constitution

of these committees is furnished by two inscriptions at Uttaramallur.

The free rendering of the latter of these two records ( which is merely

an amended version of the earlier ) may be quoted here to give an idea

of the method by which these committees were formed 62
.

"This was the way in which ( we, the members of the assembly )

made rules for choosing, once every year, annual supervision,

'garden supervision' and 'tank supervision' ( committees ).

( 1 ) There shall be thirty groups ( or wards ) ( in Uttaramallur ).

( 2 -) In these thirty wards those that live in each ward shall assem-

ble and shall choose men for 'pot tickets' ( kudavolai ).

The following were qualifications which' one must possess if

he wanted his name to be entered on the pot ticket and put into

( the pot ).

/( a ) "He must own more than a quarter ( veli ) of tax-paying

land."

( b ) "He must have a house built on his own site."

( c ) "His age must be below 70 and above 35."

( d) "He must know the Mantrabrahmana ( i. e. ) he must know
it himself and be able to teach ( it to others )."

(e) "Even if one owns only one eighth ( veli ) of land , he shall

have ( his name ) written on a pot ticket and put into ( the pot ) in

case he has learnt one Veda and one of the four bhashyas, and can

explain it ( to others )."

( f ) "Among those ( possessing the foregoing qualifications )

( 1 ) Only such as are well conversant with business and conduct

themselves according to sacred rules shall be chosen ; and ( II ) those

( 60 ) G, Ep. R. 1910 Pi' 98-99, § 35.

( 61 ) Ep. Ind. V. P. 137-138.

(62) G. Ep. B. 1899 P. "23; also Arch, Surv. Eep. 1904-5 P 140.

For differences beween the two, and the improvements effected by the latter

upon the former. Cf. G. Ep, K. 1899 PP. 27-30.
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who have acquired their wealth by honest means, vvhose minds are

pure ' and who have not been on ( any of) these committees for the

last three years shall also be chosen."

(g) (O ''Those who have been on any of these committees

but have not submitted their accounts, and their relations specified

below shall not have ( their names ) written on the pot tickets and

put ( into the pot )'.

( II ) The sons of the younger and elder sisters of their mothers,

( III ) The sons of their paternal aunts and maternal uncle.

( IV ) The brothers of their mothers.

I
( V ) The brothers of their fathers.

( VI ) Their brothers,

(VII) Their fathers-in-law (?)

(VIII) The brothers of their wives.

(IX) The husbands of their sisters

(X) The sons of their sisters,

(XI) The sons-in-law who have married the daughters of disquali-

fied persons.

(XII) Their fathers.

(XIII) Their sons.

(h)(i) "Those against whom illicit sexual intercourse or the first

four of the five great sins" ( viz. (i) killing a Brahmin, (2) drinking

intoxicating liquors, (3) theft, (4) committing adnultery with the wife

of a spiritual teacher and (5) associating with any one guilty of these

crimes ) are recorded ; and

(ii) all their various relations above specified shallnot have ( their

names ) written on the pot tickets and put into ( the pot ).

(i) "Those who haVe'been outcast for association (with low people)

shall not, until they perform the expiatory ceremonies, have ( their

names written ) on the pot tickets (and) put (into the pot)".

(j) "Those who are fool-hardy, shall not have ( their names written

on the pot tickets and put into ( the pot )". [ The whole of this clause

is not preserved in the original which is damaged here
J,

(k) "Those "who have stolen or plundered the property of others

shall not have ( their names ) written on the pot tickets and put into

( the pot )".

(1) "Those who have taken forbidden dishes (?) of any kind and who
have become pure by reason of having performed the expiatory

ceremonies, shall not, to the end of theif lives, have ( their names )

written on the pot tickets and put' into ( the pot ) ( to be chosen to

Serve on ) the committees".
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,.(
m) (0 "Those who had committed sins [ here again theory

ginal is damaged ] and have 'become pure by performing expiatory

ceremonies
;

lii) Those who had been village pests and have become pure by
performing expiatory ceremonies

;

(iii) Those who had been guilty of illicit sexual intercourse and

have become pure by performing expiatory ceremonies
;

all these thus specified shall not to the end of their lives have ( their

names ) written on the pot tickets for ( any of these ) committees and

put into ( the pot )",

"Excluding all these, thus specified, names shall be written

for 'pot tickets' in the thirty wards and each of, the thirty wards in

the twelve hamlets ( of Uttaramallur ) shall prepare a separate packet

with a covering ticket ( specifying its contents ) tied to it- ( Those

packets ) shall be put into a pot. The pot tickets shall be opened in

the midst of a full.meeting of the village assembly, including the young

and old (members ),, convened ( for the purpose ). All the temple

priests, who happen to be in the village on the day in question, shall,

without any exception whatever, be seated in the village hall (?) where

the assembly shall meet In the midst of the temple priests, one of

them who happens to be the eldest shall stand up and lift an (empty )

pot so as to be seen by all the people present. Any young boy who

knows nothing' about the matter shall hand over to the standing priest

one of ( the packets from ) the thirty wards. The content (of the

packet ) shall be transferred to the ( empty ) pot and ( well ) shaken.

From this pot one ticket shall be taken out (by the young boy J ) arid

made over to the arbitrator. While taking charge of the ticket the

arbitrator shall receive it on the palm of his hand with the five fingers

open. He shall read out ( the name on ) the ticket thus received. The

ticket read by him shall also be read out by all the priests then present

at the hall. The name thus read out shall be put down (and accepted).

Similarly one man shall be chosen for each of the thirty wards."

65, "Of the thirty persons thus qhosen. those who had previously

been on the 'garden supervision' ( committee ) and on the 'tank super-

vision' ( committee ), and those who are advanced in learning and those

who are advanced in age shall be chosen for ( the committee of) 'annual

supervision.' Of the res,t, twelve shall be taken for the 'garden super-

vision' ( committee ) and the remaining six shall form the 'tank super-

vision' ( committee ). The last two committees shall be chosen after

an oral expression of opinion (?). The great men who are members of

these three committees shall hold office for full three hundred and sixty
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dajte and than retire. If any one who is on the committees is found

guilty of any offence, he shall be removed ( at once ). For appointing

the committees after these have retired, thft members of the committee

for 'supervision of justice' in the twelve hamlets ( of Uttaramallur )

shall convene a meeting with the help of the arbitrator , The selection

shall be by drawing pot tickets according to this order which lays down

the rules (thereof)".

"For the Panchavaravariyam and the ( committee ) for

'Supervision of gold, names shall be written for' 'pot' tickets' iti the

thirty wards , thirty ( packets with ) covering tickets shall be deposited

in a pot and thirty pot tickets shall be drawn ( as previously described).

From these thirty tickets twelve men shall be selected. Six out of

these twelve shall form the 'gold supervision' ( committee ) and the

remaining six constitute the paiicha vara v&riyam. When ^drawing

pot tickets for ( the appointment of ) these (two) committees next year,

the wards which have been already represented (during the year in ques-

tion) on these committees shall be excluded and the appointments

made from the remaining wards by an oral expression of opinion (f).

Those who have ridden on asses and those who have committed forgery

shall not have ( their names written on the pot tickets and put into

( the pot ).

67. "Arbitrators and those who hava earnid their wealth by honest

means shall'Write the accounts ( of the village ). One who was writing

the^ accounts shall not be appointed to that office again until he

submits his accounts (for the period during which he was in office )

to the great men of the big committee (in charge) of the accounts

and is declared to have been honest. The accounts which one has

been writing he shall submit 1 hfmself, and other accountants shall not

be brought to close his accounts."

"Thus, from this year onwards as long as the moon and sun endure

committees shall always be appointed by 'pot tickets' alone. To this

effect 1 was the royal order received
,"

The elaborate rules laid down above far the election of committees

most strikingly illustrate the ultra-democratic character of these

village corporations. It is evident that the functions of the

corporations were mainly carried on by means of these committees

and that is undoubtedly the reason why so great precautions were

taken to safeguard against their corruption. The natural evils ol a

popular- and democratic constitution were sought to be eradicated

-

without injuring its spirit and vitality, and the regulations which they

drewup forthe purpose must be pronounced tobe a remarkable pilce
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of legislation characterised alike , by sagacity and foresight. Some
of the provisions in the foregoing regulations extort our unstinted

admiration- Though ordinarily no man possessing less than a quarter

'veli'.of tax paying land could stand as a candidate for any one of these

committees, exception was made in favour of persons, possessing a cer-

tain amount of education. The regulation (g) that only those who have

not been on any of these committees for the last three years would be

chosen is certainly calculated to give every villager a chance of serving

on them and thus qualifying himself for the responsible membership

of the corporation to which he belonged. The method of electing

members, carefully eliminating as it did, all chances of corruption and

personal influence, may be fairly compared with all that we know about

the republican states of ancient and modern world. .

The inscription at Uttaramallur is a standing testimony of the

corporate activities in ancient India and no further comment is required

to show the high state of organisation of the popularassemblies in

ancient villages. It may be easily inferred that cities also possessed

similar assemblies. As already noticed above, we have, besides Megas-

thenes' account, reference to a 'ajgarnasabha' in the Nasik Inscription

of Ushavadata and something similar in the Bhattiprolu casket Ins,

while the Gwalior Ins. refer to a Board that was administering

the city.

A curious side-light is thrown on the working of the above regula-

tions by an' inscription e3 which records an agreement ( Vyavastha )

by the village assembly dismissing a village accountant who had cheated

them awl preventing , his descendants and relations from writing

the accounts of the village.
*

Some interesting details about the working of the village assemblies

may also be gathered from a large number of Chola inscriptions M from

Brahmadesam a village in, the North Arcot District. The records

show that it was an agrahara with an organised village assembly^ called

Ganapperu makkal Ganavariyapperumakkal, They invariably mention

the assembly and its activities. Many committees must have worked

under its control. One of these was a committee to manage the affairs

of the village (
ganavariyam ) and another to [manage those of the

temple ( Koyilvariyam ). The accountant of the latter committee

was named or entitled Trairajya ghatika-madhyasta Gs
f
'the arbitrator

of the college ( named ) Trairajya." The grant recorded in Ins. no

(63) g. EP.'R.rr. 27, 54.

(64) G, Ep. R r
191&P, 116. ( 65 ) For this officer! see •also Ukkal Ins, No. ?, ..
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194 Is stated to have been entrusted by the Mahasabha ( great assem-

bly ) to the great people of the ganavaiuyam doing duty^in that year

and if they failed, it was stipulated that the s'raddhamantas ( i. e. those

who interested themselves in the charity ? ) would collect a fine from

each member of that committee on behalf of the king. The assembly

also had evidently under its control, a bodyr of madhyastas ( arbitra-

tors ) who wrote the tank accounts and
,
received for maintenance

four 'nali' of paddy every day and seven 'kalanju'. of pure gold every

year and a pair of cloths. In presenting accounts for audit by the

assembly each of ttase was required to undergo the ordeal of holding

red-hot iron in his hand. If he came out safe (and hence also pure) he

would be 'presented with a bonus of one quarter o£ the surplus

(padaiSesha ?). Ifon the other hand he burnt his hand (and hence in default)

he would be fined 10 'Kalanju' without of course further bodily punish-

ment inflicted upon him. The Gaijapperumakkal who formed the

general body of the assembly appear also sometimes as the managers

of the temple. In that capacity they once seem to have given

an agreement that if they destroyed the gold that was assigned to the

temple they would each pay to ths MaheSvaras of the temple a

fine of 24 Kanam.

A few words may be said regarding the relations between

the village corporation and the paramount ruler. The: corporations

possessed absolute authority over the village lands subject to the

payment of royal revenue, and were generally left undisturbed

in the internal management of the villages. The royal officers however

supervised their accounts from time to time as is shown by the Tiru-

vallsm Ins68 . The inscription no. 12 at Ukkal shows that the

village assembly was liab'e to fine for dereliction of duty and a

Tinmalpuram inscription recites an instance where it was actually

fined by the king on the complaint brought by the temple authorities

that it was misappropriating part of the revenues assigned to them 6?
.

On the other hand the village assembly could bring to the notice

of the king any misdoings of the servants, of any temple within the

area of the village 68
. Some of the regulations which it passed

'

required the_ sanction of the king. Thus we are told at the end of

the Uttaramallur Regulation : "to this effect was the royal order recei-

ved." Again in the inscription no. . 9 at Ukkal we have a royal

charter according sanction to the village assembly to sell lands of

( 66) South Ind. Ins. Vol III i'art 1. No. 57.

(67) G. Ep. E. 1907 P, 71.

( 68 ) G. Ep. R. 1909 P. 83, § 28.
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those who have not paid taxes ( Cf. also instances quoted in G. $o.

R. lQlop.92), On the other hand any royal charter affecting th$

status 7 of a village must be sent for approval to the village assembly

'before it was registered and sent into the record office. This is
|(

proved

by an Inscription of Vira Rajendra 69
.

,

• Two Travancore Inscriptions 70 of the 12th. century A. D. als>0

strikingly illustrate' this right of the village corporations. The^ firsj

of these record's the grant of some paddy lands by the royal offjcer-s

of Venad with the object of providing for the daily offerings in a

temple-' The second inscription purports to be a charter executed

by the royal officers ;

ari'd the peop'e of the village assembled together.

It records that in accordance with the roy^l proclamation
t
they have

.made overt&e paddy lands to the servants of the temple, subject

'to minor charges and deductions, and concludes with trie remarkable

clause : "in witness whereof we the people of Talakkudi ( hereunto

affix ) our signatures/'' and the signatures follow. The editor, of these

two inscriptions remarks as follows: "It is remarkable that the peop'e

of Talakkudi had the right to execute, and in a maner to ratify, the

royal grant. The reservation as to minor
1

charges and deductions,

appearing in this ( the latter ) inscription but absent in the former,

would point to certain cesses levied by village associations, on lands

fatting within their union." Another Travancore Inscription of which the
'

snmmary has been quoted above on p. 70 also shows by its preamble

that £he proclamation which' it contains was issued "after a consulta-

tion having been duly held among the royal officers, the members

of. the village assembly and the people of the village." A number,

of Pandya inscriptions conclusively proves that all royal orders regard-

ing gifts of lands, or making lands tax : free, had to be regularly com-

municated to the assembly of the village- to which the lands belonged,

The .assembly then met together, received the official document and,

proc'aimed the particular lands to be tax-free by an executive order,

and sometimes fixed the boundaries 7l
.

^

It appears that sometimes the members of'a village assembly had
i

audience of the king on ptf&lic business. An inscription 72
, dated in

the 5th year of the reign'of Kulasskhiradava, states that the. members

of the assembly of Tir-uppu'ttur wished to pay their respects to His

^

( 69 )
Referred to by S. K. Aiyangar in Ancient India V. 177-78,

(
70'

)

Ind. Ant. XXIV. pp. 267-58.
'

(71 ) G. Ep. R. 1917 Par. 8.

(72 )
G. Ep, R, 1909 P/84, § 28
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Majesty, and' wanted money for the expenses, of the journey. The

visit contemplated being probably one of public interest the assem-

bly made certain temple lands rent-free and received 120 'kasu' from

the tenants.

Apart from the village corporation there seems also to have been

something like the union of a number .,of villages. This indirectly follows

from jurisdiction w'.ifch the general assembly of a village seems to

have exercised at times over other villages ( see e. g. Ukkal Ins.no.

12). A clear instance of such union occurs in the Tam.'l endorsement

on the Udayendiram plates of Nandivarman 73. The endorsement,

is dated in the 26th year of king Parantaka I ( 10th. C. A. D. ) and

runs as follows: "we, ( the members of ) the assembly of Kafichivayil,;

and we. ( the members of) the assembly of Udayachandramangalam

( ha've agreed as follows ) :'—we, (the inhabitants of ) :

these two villages',

havingjoined ( and ) having became one, shall prosper as one villager*

from this ( date )."

We have possibly another reference to j( the union of. villages in

an interesting record, which further informs us. how, at times it

was able to extort, from the fighting . chiefs in th<3 neighbourhood,

promises about the safety of the villagers under Its jurisdiction.

The inscription which is dated in the 12th. year of Jatavarman

Sundara Paudya" statei that the chiefs of Irandu malai-nadu gave

assurance to the headman of Kumiaudarkoyil that when they takeup

arms and fight with one another they would desist from destroying

the villages under their protection and would cause no injury to the

cultivators either resident or itinerant If however any person is so.

injured they would pay a fine of 100 parwm and if a village is destroyed

they would pay a fine of 500 panam. Doing thus they still agreed to

protect ( the villages and cultivators ) though there may be cutting,

piercing and dying ( in their communal fights ). .Here again we have

rather an instance of union of villages than that of a single

corporation.

Again sometimes we hear of the corporate organisation of an entire

subdivision or a district. An instance is furnished by the Kudumiya-

malai inscription of the. reign of Kulottu'nga I ?* ( A. D. 1005-6 ). ft

records that the' people living in Jhe district called Rattapadikoiida-

Ch'ola-Valanadu ( which seems to have comprised a considerable portion

0? the Pudukkotai state ) made an agreement with two persons ( appa-

(73 ) Ep. Indlll P. 144. ,., .
v

; ..,,,.,

( a ) G. Ep.' R. 1915 I". 103, **34 ;
No 359 of 1914 (74) G. Ep. R. 1905 p, 52 § 17,
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rently firahmanas ) that they should levy brokerage on all the betel

'

leaf imported into the said district and, out of the proceeds, supply

30,000 areca nulls- and 750 bundles of betel leaves annually to a certain

temple. The people of the district and 'the blameless five hundred,

men ( constituting ) the army ( padai ) of this district were appointed

to supervise this arrangement.

An inscription at Tirukkalakkudi ?5 registers a settlement between

the residents of four districts ( nadu ) as to the order of precedence in

which the sacred ashes had to be received, the ropes of the God's car

had to be held in drawing it and the worship and breaking of cocoanuts

before Vinayaka had to be done.

Another instance is furnished by an inscription in the Tiruvaran-

gulam temple during the reign of Kulottunga. III. In the disturbed

state of the country the assembly of the inhabitants of Valla-nadu, a

subdivision, declared that thenceforward they will afford protection to

the cultivators residing within the four boundaries of the sacred village

of Tiruvararigulam and ( its ) devadana villages. If in the course of

this protection any one of the' assembly was found to rob, capture the

cows of, or do other mischief to the cultivators, the assembly agreed

to assign two 'ma.' of wet land to the temple by way of fine for the

offence committed K
.

A further instance of similar union is furnished by an inscription

from Kamarasavalli dated in the 10th year ofJatavarman Virapandya77

It registers that the residents of the eighteen subdiyi ions of the

sevenjynine districts assembled together and set apart the income

derived by them from certain articles of merchandise to meet the cost

of repairs to the temple ?8
.

' In many of these instances it is diffi:ult
vto say whether the associa-

tion was merely for a temporary purpose or there was something like

a permanent organisation of the people of the subdivision or the

district, on the modelof that of a single village, or the union of villages.

Reference to a public body like the ' blameless five hundred of the

( 75 ) G. Ep. E. 1916 p. 125.

( 76 ) G. Ep. R. 1915 p. 99 § 27 and Ins. nos. 271. 273 of 19I4 Ibid p. 31. .

( 77 ) G. Ep. Ri 191 5 p. 104. § 36. No. 88, of 19I4.

( 78 ) [A fifteenth century Inscription of one of the Vijayanagar kings adds

another example. It registers the decision arrived at by the assembled residents of

Parantakanadu, the "valangai' 98 subsects and 'icjangai* 98 subsects regarding the

various items of taxation that had to be paid to Government or to the temple as had

been already settled by the inhabitants of other na4us. G. Ep. E. 191 5 p. 106, § 44].
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district'* seems however undoubtedly to point to the latter, and there

can be scarcely any dqubt that in some cases at least there was a

permanent organisation of an entire subdivision or district, or any such

large group of people. This readily explains the term 'headman of a

district' which occurs in the Kasakudi Plates of Nandivarman Palla-

vamalla79 and such legal formulas in connection with land grant as for

example occur in the Udayendiram Plates-ot Pr'thivipati II ; "Having

assembled accordingly ( the inhabitants of ) the district ( nadu ), having

caused ( them ) to walk over ( the boundaries of the granted ) land

&." 80 It is evident that the entire people of a district cannot be

thought of but only their representatives cm possibly be meant,

A few words may be said in conclusion regarding the antiquity and

extent of these village institutions in Southern India. The Kasakudi

Plates of the Pallava king Nandivarman undoubtedly indicate some

sort of regular organisation of the village, for otherwise the royal order

about a land grant would not have been referred to the inhabitants

and the latter would not have, in a manner, ratified the royal proclama-

ticn by publicly endorsing the same. 8l .Nandivarman must have flourished

in the first half of the eighth centuiy A. Q. 8S which must, for the pre-

sent, be taken as $he earliest period to which these village institutions

may be traced by inscriptional evidence. Their continued existence

in the gth century is provsd by the two Ukkal Inscriptions ( Nos.

5 and 8 ) of Kampavarman83
. The development of 'these institutions

in and after the tenth century A. D. is abundantly provsd by the

number of Chola and Pandya Inscriptions referred to above, and the

Masulipatam plates of Chalukya Bhima II 81
. The latter further

proves that they flourished in Telugu countries as well as in Tamil

lands further south. It appears that the whole of southern India was

covered by a network of these organisations. An idea of their widespread

character may be formed when we remember that reference is made

to two hundred and sixty six villages possessing such institutions in

connection with the maintenance of a single temple built at Tanjore by

the Chola king Rajaraja deva85.

(79) South Ind. Ins. Vol. II, Part III P. 360.

( 80 ) Ibid P. 389.

(81) South, Ind. Ins. No. 74. F. 360.

( 82
)

See the synchronistic table in South. Ind. Ins. I. P, tu

(83) South. Ind. Ins. III. P, 8.

(84) Ep. Ind.V. P. 134 ff.

( 85 ) See P. 73 above,





CORPORATE ACTIVITIES IN POLITICAL LIFE.(ii)

Non-monarchical states.

§ I. J
have hitherto dealt with the corporate activities of the

people dwelling in a state ruled over by a king. The activities were

exercised through various assemblies, auxiliary to the royal power,

and more or less subordinate to the king. There w. re however nbn-

frib'ftarchical states in ancient India, where they would naturally get

fuller play and a freer atmosphere. Unfortunately we do not kno,w,

much* 'about them but their very existence is an .unimpeachable testi

rhoriy of the supreme power wielded by the people, as a corporate body.

In the previous part, dealing with the corporate activities of people in

a kingdom, we had "to take into account the nature- of these

activities as well as of the agencies by which they were performed-

In the present case we may cmfine ourselves to the latter alone, f3r their

activities are well definde viz those pertaining to the administration

of a state in all its departments.

Years ago Professor Rhys Davids recognised the existence pi

these 'republican* states from some references in the Buddhist Liter-|

ature1
- After him the subject was treated in some greater detail by

•Mr. K. P.Jayswal* in the pages of Modern Review. The subject

has not received any systematic treatment since then
;
but though the

arguments of the two scholars mentioned above have not been endorsed

in full by others their main contention about the existence of non-

monarchical states in ancient India has now gained general accep-

tance. I shall attempt in the following pages, to sketch an account

of these states on the same plan as I have adopted in the case of the

'gu ill's.'*

§ 2. Regarding the antiquity of this non-monarchical form of

government, there are some grounds for the belief that it was not

unknown even in the Vedi'c period. Zimmer finds clear traces of the

oligarchical form of govsmrrient in the following verse in Rigvedi.?

«,
l
,^
—

: r-
; p- — ,

" l .
<ff 1

'
. . r-^_-^ .

( i ) Buddhist India pp. 1-2, 19 ff.

(,3 ) Modern Iieview 1913. p. 535 ff.

(3.) "Bei dem die Krauter zusammenkommen wie die Rajanah in der Samiti

d.^^Ut $rii geschiekten Arztj KrankheitVertreiber, DamonenvernicKter." Alt-indis •

che Leben p. 176. V, 1. however interprets it differently and does not accept the
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"As the kings ( rajaoah ) assemble together in the Samiti, the

plants ( oshadh;
) gather together in him who is called a physician,

one who haals.disease and destroys demon.* 3f-9i-6.,Zimmer thinks"

that this refers to a system of government in which the state is not

ruled over hy a single potentate but" several members of the royal

family jointly together. He also cbntends that some of the passages

in, the Atharvayeda relating loathe, election of kings ( guoted above )

refer to the contest of a member of the oligarchy for supremacy, over

others. In support of his contention he cites
:

Av. 1,9,3- where

prayers are offered to Ago! to set the candidate in supremacy 'over

his fellows' ( sajata \ Av. Ill, 4, 3, where wish is expressed on behalf

of the successful candidate "unto thee let thy fellows come/' and Ay.

IV, i%
t
1-2, where Indra is asked

r
to make the kshattriya, the sole

chief of the clan' and 'to place him, as king at the head of the royal

family ( kshatranarh ')' *. Zimmer finds in ancient india a parallel

of the' oligarchical form of government existing among the ancient

German Tribes, eg, among the Oherusci clan. ( It was at first ruled

over by Armiaius and his relatives who all bore the title of king.;

Arminius however wanted to be the sole ruler of the clan, and. there

broke out a struggle in which he was defeated ).

Zimmer's view is further corroborated by the fact that the Avesta

contains distinct traces of the~ oligarchical form of government. This

has 'been clearly demonstrated by Spiegel 5 from Yas"na 19, 18 6
.

where the ruling powers of two
T
provinces are contrasted.

,
In one ot. [

these, the sovereign authorities consisted of the chiefs of house, street

and town,'bes rdes Zarathustra and there is no mention of the 'ruler

of the land' which occurs in
r
the other case. . •,

conclusion of Zimmer although it thinks that this state of affairs is perfectly possible.

ir-2l6.
.:

(<4) "An der Spitze der koniglichen Familie ste'h'e dleser als Konig," Zimmer

Alt-indische Leben p. 165. Whitney's Translation ( vol. 1. p. 188 ) is not literal.

(5) Abhandlungen der k. bayer. Akad.. der W. I. El. 7.
vBand, 3 Abth. p. 683.

( 6 ) Professor Suniti Kumar Chatterji has, supplied me lyith the following literal

translation of the passage >n question.
. ,

.

•'Who ( are the five ) leaders ? ( He ) of the house, ( he ) of the street, ( he ) of the

town, ( he ) of the country, ( and ) Zarathustra', the fifth, ( is leader ) of those countries

which ( are ) different from those under ZorWsTrian laws ( lit. other than those ruled

over by Z. laws )
>

,

( The city of) Eagha belonging to Zarathustra is under four leaders. Who { are )

its leaders ?

( He ) of the house, ( he ) of the street, ( .he ) of the town, ( and ) the fourth Zara-

thustra ( Himself),,,
,

> ; . 1 ,

'
,
J



Mr. KJ, P. Jayswal ( ' ) has furnished another evidence for the

existence of non-monarchical form of government in the Vedic period.

He refers to a passage in the »Aitareya Brahmana ( VII, 3, 14 ) which
mentions that among the Uttara Kurus and the Uttara Madras the whole
community was consecrated to rulership and their institutions were
called 'Vairajya' or kingless states.

''

Two points may be urged against this view. In the first place the

same passage ia the Aitareya Brahmana expressly.-'locates the-
J

two
tribes beyond the Himalayas ( pareaa Himavantara ) and as such their

institutions cannot be taken as types of those prevailing in India.

Zimmer8 has, however, shown good grounds for the belief that both
thes tribes are to be located in India proper, in Kashmir and its

neighbour hood, and contends, not without reason, that to the pedple

living in Madhyadesa Kashmir- might very well appear
;

a's "pare^a

Himavantara', .
_<;;,•

1
i
v "Secondly the term 'Vairajya' whieh has beeri explained by Air.

Jayswal as 'Kingless states', has been taken by Messrs'.
;

Maed6hell

and Keith9 as denoting some form of royal 'authority. This hdwever
does not seem to be probable

,
when we compare the four sentences

referring to the form of government in the four directions; Thus we

have "$ K ^ in^isif *T3tiT: STOISTTrcfa 3sfafa%acT" ,

"§ ^ * qt'lT f%^Scf 511CI5T ^xTCf13 ^m TI5T xfo. ,1

The substitutions of <5RTf?r,' for '^TTPf*/ jn the last sentence cannot

be looked upon as merely accidental and lends support to Mr. Jayswal's

view that we have here a reference to a democratic form qf government.

There is one passage in the Atharvaveda ( v-18-10 ) which seems

to be a conclusive evidence for the existence of non-monarchical form

of government..in the Vedic period; As the passage has np,t been

regarded by any scholar from this point .of view l:may treat' it with

some detail. It occurs in course of a long string of imprecations for

the killing of a Brahman's cow and runs as follows ••

—

>

"t hw^ *wnnra^^ arm sr?r i

Whitney translates it as follows :
—

( 7 ) Modern Eeview 1913 p. 538. (8) 4, h, P. 102. (9) y. J, J{ p. 22f

1%
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,.;, "They that ruled, a thousand, and were ten hundred,; thqse.Vaita-

havyas, having devoured the cow of the, Brahman,, perished'*.' ( W. A.

'V- P. 26t )., .-, .,,'.: ..
;'''>•-.-.

,,, .

Zimmer10
, Muir and others translate

i
it somewhat differently as

follows.
;

», v •:,.,
"The descendants of Vitahavya, who ruled over a thousand mep,

and were ten hundqed in number, were overwhelmed after they had

eaten, a.Brahman's cow". ( Muir S. T, I. 285 ). , , ,

., But, whatever the difference, . the essential fact' remains that the

Vaitahavyas, .thousand in number, rujed over a territory and there, can

be scarcely any doubt that we have here an example of oligarchical or

republican n clan. It is also worthy of note that like the later non-

monarchical clans (Mallas, Lichchhayis Etc.) they were anti-

Brahmanical. •

§ 3, Panhtfs celebrated treatise on grammar contains clear trac.es

of the existence of political corporations. /Thus the Sutra ''^nrirw-

^crsw" (HI 3. 42 ) shows that the nature of a corporation, was,
fetfy

understood in , those , days j for here corpora!jpn , is sharply ;
distin-

guished, frpm mere collection or group, clearly., indicating thereby that

^he former was bound by some laws and regtil,atioAs. V Again, in

several sutras Panlni refers to distinct kinds of corporations under
_,

the

names of 'puga*'"*('v/'"| "112),
!

%ata' "(V. 3; H3 r

) and 'ayudhajl-

visarhgha' ( V. 3, iii ). "The 'meaning" of the first has already been

discussed above. It is difficult to determine the real, meaning of 'Vrata'

and so far as I know no satisfactory explanation has yet been offered.

The KaSika commentary explains it as '"srtTMuJtiU 'SErf^racTfrnT ^d*S«-

ffifa*! '. H*^T WTctf." The first qualifying phrase distinguishes it from

social and the second, from industrial corporations. The third phrase

I would take to mean "living by means of slaughter or killing''.

According to; this interpretation, Vrata would mean a corporation of

robbers like the 'Thuggies' of later days. This view is corroborated

fay a passage of K-atyayana, quoted iu Viranr: ''^'TT^tproWTcrn 'TO^cWsT

^tf^cfT;* J (p. 426). The ayudhajlvisamgha .' literally means a

'corporation of military men. It is quite clear from V. 3. n7, that' the

_LJ
', 'm ; : l-u u

(10) A. L. P" 200. •/ : v 1
.

'' '

(11) If we accept the translations given by Muir and Zimmer—thousand

people ruling over a thousand,— the form of Government must be republican. The

figure 10,000 must of course be .looked upon as conventional;*

( a ) Professor D. K." Bhandarkar in his first series of Carmichael Lectures

referred to a passage in Paniai as testifying to the existence of corporations. 1 do not

recollect at preientwhether he alluded to this passage,



Yaudheyas
1

were included in this category. The history of the Yau-

dheyas will be treated in detail below, but such examples scarcely' leave

anyidoubt that the term denoted independent political corporations or

non-monarchical states. !< . ..

.:i § 4. The existence of democratic forms of government during the

post-Vedic period is abundantly evidenced by a number of testimonies.

Professor Rhys Davids has drawn np a list of the clans which are

referred to by the Buddhist l2 authors as existing at the time of Gau-

tama Buddha.' These are .•
; <

. (1), The Sakiyas of Kapilavastu.

(2) Thef Bhaggas of Sumsumara Hill,

!t(3)/ The Bulis of AlLakappa.

(4) , Kalamas of Kesaputta.

(5) ..TheiKoliyas of Ramai-gama;
,

,>ip) The Majlla's of Kusinara-•
,{7) The Mallas of Pava.

/.\{J&(,. The Moriyas of Pipphalivana.

9
:
:
",(p)

' The Videhas' of MithiUt; »•}

!-..i!
•, 'j '! r ==,The vajjian.s,

"(io) The Lichchhavis of Vesali )

While It may bs generally inferred that all these; lived under ... non-

mohatchical forms of government we hardly know the detailed cons-

titution 'of any of them. The oft-quoted passage in the Maha-parinib-

bana-sutta in' which the Buddha laid down the conditions under which

the Vajjiaris would prosper and not decline, may be taken to signify

the gerierai spirit of these constitutions. Once while the Buddha

was at Rajagriha,' Ajatasatru the king of Magadha resolved to destroy

the Vajjians arid s^nt his prime-minister to take the advice of the

Blessed 1 one. When the message was delivered to the latter he addre-

ssed Ananda "Have you heard, Ananda, that the Vajjians, hold full

and frequent public assemblies f
"Lord, so I have heard" replied he. "So long,, Ananda" rejoined the

blessed one, "as the Vajjians hold the/e full, and frequent public assem-

blies, so long 'may they' be
1
expected not to. decjine, but to. prosper."

[ And in like manner questioning Anapda, and receiving a similar

reply, the blessed one declared as follows the other conditions which

wbuld ensure the welfare ofthe Vajjian confederacy.
]

"So long, Ananda, as the Vajjians meet together in concord, and

carry out their undertakings in concord—so long as- they enact nothing

( 12 ) Buddlist india p. 22. To this list must be! added ''the Mallas of Kasi" on the

authority of the Jaina literature. See Jaina Kalpasutra edited by Jacobi p. 65.



ijo| already established; abrogate nothing that has been aiready en&d-

,
ted, and act in accordance with the ancient institution of the Vajjians

as established in former days— so long as they honour and esteem and

revere and support the Vajjian elders, and hold it a point of duty to

hearken to their words so long may the Vajjians be expected not

to decline but to prospeV18."

It thus appears that both the merit and the defect of the democratic

constitution were present in these cases. On the one hand there was

the general assembly, containing both the young and the old, as the

supreme authority !n the state with power to enact new laws and

abrogate old ones, while on the other, they suffered from the want of

that stability which is the peculiar merit of a strong monarchy, and

were*always liable to fall victims to disunion and a desire for too swee-

ping changes, Yet on the whole, their constitutions were looked upon

with favour and extorted the admiration of the Lord Buddha, Thus

referring ta the Lichchhavis he said "O brethren, let those of the

brethren who have never seen the tavatimsa gods, gaze "upon this

assembly ( parisam ) of the Lichchhavis, behold this assembly of the

Lichchhavis, compare this assembly of the Lichchhavis even as an

assembly of tavatimsa gods."1*

The great Buddha was an apostle of democracy. He adopted demo-
cratic ideas in his system of church government and himself taught

the Vajjians 1
' the conditions, already quoted above, under which they

would prosper and not decline. It is also worthy of note that fie laid

down the very same condition in identical words, for the welfare of

his owri community. l6 It is obvious that he perceived the underlying

similarity between the two constitutions, working in two different

spheres of life, and naturally looked upon both as beset with same
sort of eyils.

' The introductory episode of the J.ataka stories furnish some infor-

motion regarding the constitution of the Lichchhavi clans. Thus
Ekapaiina Jataka( no 149, I, 504 ) tells us that in the city of Vai^ali,

"There were always seven thousand seven hundred and, seven kings to

govern the kingdom.and alike number of viceroys, generals and treasur-

ers." The Chuilakalinga Jataka ( No 3or, III-I
) gives the same infor-

mation with some additional details—"tradition says that the Lichchha-

(13) S. B. E. vol. xi PP. 3-4.

(14-) S. B.' E.vol, xi P. 32.1 have substituted 'assembly' ( parisham ) for
'company" (15) Ibid P. 4. (16) Ibid P 5ft :
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yis„ of the ruling family to the number of seve
(
fl

thousand seven hundred

and seven had their abode, at Vesali; and all pf them were given to

argument and disputation". The Bhadda Sala Jataka (No 465, IV. 14a)

refers to "the tank in the Vesali city where the families of the kings

get water, for the ceremonial, sprinkling." We are told that "by the

tank there was set a strong guard, within and without ; above it was

spread an ison net ; not even ahird could find room to get through''

The same Jataka relates the ^story how the commander-in-chief of

Kpsala violated the sacredness of the tank by bathing his wife in it

and was pursued by five hundred angry Lichchhavi kings.

Although the introductory episodes of the Jatakas from which the

above accounts are taken are undoubtedly of much later date than

the events which they relate, we can not altogether dismiss their

accounts as unworthy ef credit. Though we need not attach much

importance to the concrete figures which they supply, the general

system described by. t;hem may be accepted as not much divergent from

actual state pf affairs. Thus while the number seven thousand seven

hundred and seven may be dismissed as a purely conventional one,

it may be accepted that the supreme assembly of the state consisted

pfa, pretty large number of members and must as such be held/, to, be

a popular one. This is in complete agreement with the inference we

have deduced from the utterances of the Buddha in the Mahaparinivvana

sut^a. The quaint remark in the Chullakalingi jataka that the

members were all given Jo argument and disputation, seem to, prove

that the popular assembly was not merely a formal part of the consti-

tution, but had active, vigorous life and- wielded, real authority in the

state. An idea of the status and responsible position of these members

may be had from the curious anecdote of the tank in Vaisatf. No doubt

the popular imagination had its'share in building up the whole story^

hut we must be lacking in true critical spirit if we fail to find in it some

amount of historical truth. It appears that each of the members of the

supreme assembly had to pass through so^ne sort of consecration, like

the kirfe in a kingdom, arid that an important part of the Ceremony

consisted in a bath in a tank/ reserved for the purpose in the city of

Vais"atf. This sacred, ceremony by itself is an unimpeachable testimony

of the supreme trust reposed in the members and the high responsibi-

lities attached to their positions. fi

The question naturally arises, how were these members selected ? ;

Now, we learn from Ekapauua J&.taka ( I. 504 ), that Corresponding to

the seven thousand seven hundred, and seven kipgs there was a like,

number of viceroys, generals and treasurers. This would imply that
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£arjh member of the supreme assembly possessed a full suite "of oMcer£
requ'site for the administration of a state", ft would appear, therefore,

that each of thesei members was the head bf an administrative unit

In other words, the whole state consisted of a number of administrative

units, each of which was a state in miniature by itself, and possessed

a complete administrative machinery^ The business of the state as a

whole was carried on by an assembly consisting of the he'ads of these

states Who were in their turn attended by thulr p-incipal officers.

Those who^ are ' familiar with the Cleisthenian constitution of the

city state of Athens cannot fail to find ids prototype in th? city of

Vaisaii. For in Athens too there was a central Assembly, consisting of

the representatives of the smallest local units, the demes, which managed
their own local affairs,—being 'corporations with officers, assemblies

and corporate property.'
•""

The Lichchhavis are called 'ganas'. It has been 'already

pointed out (p. 6a) that this' term is .applied in 'Smriti literature

to denote the corporations of villages or cities. That this term also

denoted independent political corporations is abundantly testjfn'ed' to

by 'epigraph"c and numismatic evidences. Thus the inscriptions refer

to the Malava and Yaudheya ganas, and in $amudragupta's Allahabad

Pillar Inscription 'they are clearly distinguished from the kingdoms.

The coins issued by'triem leave no doubt that they were iridenenderit!

corporations, and the'Bijaygadh Pillar Inscription expressly refers

to the fact that the Yaudheya gana used to elect -its chief who also

served as general '",

'The Viram. ( p- 426 )
quotes from Katyayana .•

The root- meaning of the word 'ffgr': is a group, a multitudei a

community. According to this Interpretation therefore 'im' would

mean a federation of different groups or communities. This ,is fully in

keeping with the view I have pjjt forward above about the constitution

of the supreme assembly of the Lichchhavis,, on the basis of the jatika;

stories. It would follow then that each of these communities was a

state i^ miniature with a complete staff of officials, while the; supreme

assembly administering over the whole state consisted of,
; the, heads

of these communities. It may be noted that , Mahavagga' ( V, 1 )

preserves, in connection with the kingdom i©f< Magadha, an instance

( i? ) ";»rfoqJt%Wi ^T tf^lCM^^l
'^^Ttl^f Fleetjrar, slates it as"Of the

Maharaja and Mahasenapati who has been made the leader of the Yaudheya tribe"

( Gupta Ins.'p. 252 !

). No objection can possibly be made to this translation as

the lexicons give 'chosen' as one of the meanings of •j^R 3 |
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of a, central assembly consisting of the heads of the smallest admink-

trative units'of the kingdom. The assembly was held, during the iffiigO

,fif Bimbisara, the very, period rto which; the constitution of the L'ch-

chhavis under discussion.is to be referred, :. '

(iThei Jaina iKalpa Sutra refers to "sra *Tw£ T3 'i^l 3n^t *^<sf^T

^asraHK^T ft ' JH!HW<i?V
' l8 in connection with the illumination at

the, n'ghtvof Mahavira's death. The exact sense of "*m 3mx\
]V\^C

; is uncertain. It may mean merely nine of the so-called 77.0^ Lich-

i.chhayi kings who formed the supreme Assembly, but this would imply

that Jaipism was confined to a very limited section of the Lichchhavl

community and it is unlikely that Such a thing should' be confessed by

a* Jaina author; The other possible Interpretation would be to take

the term to denote nine kings or heads i. e. executive officers, of the

. Lichchfe&vi gaija. . Wehaye already seen that the. guilds appointed'

executive officers to transact their business, and it is inconceivablfe that

: the. affairs of a state could* have beenj managed by a b T

g assembly

without the heho of 'oneior more executive officers. 'The /,
«ic|mUTl4ll^'

would thus.jre'present the, whole state of the LichchhaVis, and this would

be exactly in keeping with the tenor of the whole passage.

\ We possess some information regarding tjhe method in which justice

was administered among the Liohchhavis. The system is chiefly rdfaark-

,able for the ultra-democratic spirit which characterises it, and is calcula-

ted to give us some insight into the principles: of administration, followed

in these 'hon-monarchical' statesr ! We learn from Atthakatha ^9

that a criminal wasi at first sent for trial to the officer called "Vinich-

chiya mahamatta". If they found the accused innocent they acquitted

him but if he was guilty in their opinion, they could hot punish him

but hadito send him to the next higher tribunal,that of the 'Voharikas'.

They too could acquit the accused if they found him.. innocent. > but

had t©' send him to the next higher tribunal viz. that of the Suttadhara.

if they considered him guilty. There were three other tribunals with

similar funct.io.is viz. ; those of Atthakulaka^ Senapati, and Uparaja

each of which could acquit the accused, if innocent, but had to, send

him to the next higher tribunal if found guilty. The last tribunals viz.

that of the Raja, had alone the right to convict the accused, and in

awarding punishments he was to be guided by the 'Paveni pustaka' or

the Book of Precedents, 7 The right of the individual was thus safe-

guarded in a manner that has had probably few parallels in the world,

[ 18 ] Kalpa Sutra Edited by Jacobi p. 65. .

[ 19 ] See the translation of the important' passage by
(
Tumour in J A. S, B

VII P- 993-4.
-v*-*.-'.
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He could be puo.ished only If seven successive tribunals had unanimously

found him guilty, and he was quite safe if but one of them found him
innocent'. And it is but fitting that the right of the people should

thus be safeguarded in a state where the people governed themselves.

Besides the Lichchhavis, the Sakyas are the only clan about whose

constitution something definite is known. Professor Rhys Davids

summed up the available information on the subject as follows (
a° ).

"The administrative and judicial business of the clan was carried

out in public assembly, at which young and old were alike present, in

their common motehall ( sarith&g%,ra ) at Kapilavastu. It was at such

a 'parliament, or palaver, that king Pasenadi's proposition was discussed

When Amba&ha goes to Kapilavastu on business, he goes to the

mote hall where the Sakiyas were then in session....

'; *'A single chief how, ahfd for what period, chosen, we do not know—
Was elected as office-holder, presiding over the sessions, and, if no

sessions were sitting, over the state. He bore the title of raja which

must have meant something like the Roman consul, or the Greek

Archon,..;...We hear at one time that Bhaddiya, a young cousin of the

Buddha's, was. the raja ; and in another passage, Suddhodana, the

Buddha's father ( who is, elsewhere spoken of as a simple citizen,

Suddhodana the Sakiyan ), is called the raja."

. Professor, Rhys David's views about the Sakya clan have been

challenged in some of its essential aspects. Thus Watters is of opinion

that Kapilavastu and the surrounding territory were included within

the kingdom of Kosala, and that we cannot therefore speak of a Sakya

king or kingdom 81
. So faf as I know, the only ground in support

of this view is the expression "Anapavatti tthana" used, with reference

to Kosala, by the Sakyas themselv-s about their territory in the intro-

ductory episode of the Bhaddasala Jataka ( No 46,5, IV- 145 ). The

full significance of the expression is, however, far from being definite,

and Oldenberg took it to mean that the Sakyas owed some honorary

dues to the Kosala kingdom. Be that as it may, the same Jataka

clearly shows that Kapilavastu was outside the boundaries of the king-

dom of Kosala. For we are told, that while Vidudabha resolved to

destroy the Sakyas the Buddha set out for Kapilavastu and sat beneath

a tree near the city. "Hard by that place, a huge and shady banyan

tree stood on the boundary of FzdudaMa's realms.'' (
22

) This clearly

- Urn,
.

[ 20 ] Buddhist India p. 19.

[ 21 ] "On Yuan Chwang" Vol II p. 3

£22 }
}at IV; p. 152. "crat^ifaf^% W5T^ V*H?Uuq, ,...,"
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proves tliat the Sakya territory just touched the border, but was put-

side the jurisdiction of the Kosaja kingdom/
The other objection against Prof, Rhys, David's view is, tjiaj

regarding the constitution of the Sakyas. Prof. D. R. Bhanda.rkar.

maintains the view that the Sakya territory was ruled by a hereditary

king, like any ordinary kingdom. All discussions about it must be

postponed, till thp, publication of the first series of Carmichael; Lectures

fa which the view, was first proposed, b^ut it may be pointed put

that the Introductory episqdes of the jatakas seem to prove that

the constitution of the Sakyas was not unlike that of the Lichchhavis.

The Kunala Jataka ( No 536, V. 4I2 ff. ) describes a feud, between the

Sakyas and their neighbouring clan, the Koliyas. A careful .study of

the whole, account hardly leaves any dpubt that the Sakyas were

governed on the same principle as the Lichchhavis. Thus when^the
quarrel grew serious over the waters of the Rohini River which

|r
,each

party wanted for irrigation purposes, the.Sakyas went and told the

Councillors appointed to such
(

services and they reported it to the

multitude of kings (or, royaj families ).
23

, It was then resolved,

apparently by these kings that they should fight and so the Sakjfj|s

sallied forth, ready for, the
f
fray. The number of these kings is not

definitely stated .but must be ^hqlifto have been considerable in

view of the fact that two hundred and fi
f
ty princes were,. offered as

escorts for the Buddha. \ -. <,
,

. .4, ,

Not only is there not the least reference to , any individual royal

authority in this circumstantial narrative but the chiefs of the Sakyas

are rail called kings
—"Why are ye come here, mighty kings ?*

;
Said

,the Buddha, and again we have the expression "Becoming believers the

kings said etc." In. the Samudda Vanij a-Jataka ( No 466^ IV 158 )

Devadatta laments that he was renounced by a|l the kings of the

'Sakyas' ( ^^M fi%f^ftr ). Similarly we learn from the Bhadda-Sala-

Jataka ( No 465, IV. 144 ff. ) how king Paseriadi sends his messenger

asking for one of the, daughters oj the Sakya clan, in marriage., On
receipt of this message the Sakyas gathered together and deliberated.

Here, again, thtra is ho referenqe to any king to whom the message

was ' delivered. According to t'me-honoured customs ambassadors

are despatched by one king to another, if triere be any, and the omis-

sion in ^his respect seems to lend considerable strength, to the assump-

tion that the Sakyas had no king in the sense, which we attach to

the term. It 'is true that 'Vasabha khattiy a', born of a slave woman

(23,) "gsmwr *m*«im' ^f* ( p- 413.

)

13



and Mahaoama, is referred to by the king c.f Kosala as 'daughter of 'the

S*akya king', but Mahanama is elsewhere ( P, 147 ) referred to, as

simply 'Mahanama the Sakya, and Vasabha-khattiya tells her son

"My boy,' your graridsires are the s'akya kings". The yqiing pakyas

are also referred to as 'princes'.

The above references, though they do not help us to acquire a

detailed knowledge of the constitution^ of the Sakyas seem to me
to be conclusive evidence in favour of Prof.' Rhys David's theory that

the Sakyas had a' non-monarchical constitution. Like the Lichchhavis

they had a number of rajas, who were probably members of the supreme

assembly ruling over the state. We hear also of a class of officers

called "upartjano" or viceroys
( Jat. V. P. 418 L. 15 )' arid this ma'- es

it propbabjej that ljke the Lichchh,avi rajas, the' Sakya rajas 'were

also heads of triinor administrative units. So far, therefore, as the

evidence goes, the Sakya and Lichchhavi constitutions appear to

resemble each other to a great extent. '^

We possess no detailed information regarding the constitution of

the other clans to which reference is made in the Buddhist and Jaina

texts. They probably belonged to the same type, arid oh the whole

>he states governed on these democratic principles seem to' have

enjoyed considerable prosperity. Buddha's reply to the 'ministers of

Ajatasatru is an unimpeachable testimony of the inherent strength

of the Lichchhavis, We also learn from Ekapanna-jatkka ( l^o. 149,

I, So4 ) that "in those days Vais"ali enyoyed marvellous prosperity. A
triple wall encompassed the city,, each wall a league distant from

the next, and there were three gates with watch-towers". The high

admiration entertained by Buddha towards the Lichchhavi

people has already been referred to. Mutual discord, as pointed

out by Buddha, was however the chief danger in these states",
; and

the way M " in which Vaisatf was conquered by Ajatasatru by sowing

dissensions among its chiefs is probably a typical example' of the fate

which befell many others. ,

'

The Buddhist 'Texts thus clearly establish the fact that some states

in ancient India possessed democratic forms of government, the most

notable feature of which was the supreme popular assembly, that

regularly held its sittings ' at ithe Santhagara in the capital city. ' It

has been noticed above thit the Buddha introduced the same demo-

cratic principles in his church government The' Buddhist Texts

naturally -dwell "at greater length upon the latter, and make it

( 24 ) Cf. AUhakatha translated by Tumour in J. A. S, %. Vol. VH l\

994 ff, F, N.
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possible tx> form a definite idea of the procedure by which the deliberr

ations of thfese religious assemblies were guided. Years ago Prof. Olden-

berg25 noticed some of the important features , of, this procedure.

Mr. K., P. Jayswal has since treated the subject in a sj-stematic way,

and what is more important, has deduced from it valuable infoimation

abput the, constitution 'i the non-monarchical states26.. Thus he says

"We may safely accept the procedure followed at the deliberations

of the Buddhist Sarhgha as identical with that observed by its parent,

the political samgha, in its main feaTures." Prof. D R, Bhandarkar

has, also, in his first series of Carmichael Lectures, practically supported

this view, and laid some stress on the argument, originally advanced

by Mr. Jayswal, that as the Buddha never stopped to explain the

technical terms like jnatti, pratijiia they must be...held to have

been already current and fairly well known in ' his tirr^e

This argument may, however, be at once disposed M. It is generally

admitted that the Buddhist scriptures were not put into writing till

a considerable period had elapsed since Buddha's death,,, andr as these

technical terms must have been in constant use during this .interval,
,

they were r.00 well known then to require any specific definition. It

is
1

not however quite accurate to say that these terms have never been

defined in the Buddhist scriptures, for although no logical definition

has been offered, the term natti, and the whole procedure has been

fully explained on the first occasion when we hear, of it, in connection

with the initiation ceremony. -

Thus we learn from Mahavagga I, 12, that originally the fiabbajjft,

and upasampada, ordinations were conferred on the candidate after

he repeated thrice the well-known formula "I take my refuge in the

Buddha, I take my refuge in the Dhamnm, I .tak$ my refuge in the

Sarhgha*. ... ,

Later on, on the occasion of initiating a particular Btahman, the

Buddha laid down as follows ( Mahavagga. I, 28
)

"I abolish, O Bhikkhus, from this day the Upasampada ordination

by the three-fold declaration of taking refuge, which I had prescribed.

I prescribe, O Bhikkhus, that you confer the Upasampada ordination

by a formal act of the Order, in which the announcement (; natti ) is

followed by three questions.

And you ought, O Bhikkhus, to confer the Upasampada ordination

in this way" : Let a learned competent Bhikkbu proclaim the following

natti before the Sarhgha

;

1 .

(,2^\ .
Buddha. P. 3,49. ; ,

(26 ) Modern Review 1913, P., 664 ft".
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'Let the Samgha, reverend Sirs, hear rr^e. This person N. N.

desires to receive the Upasampada from the venerable N. N If the

Samgha is 'ready, let the Samgha confer on N. N. the ^Upasampada,

ordination with N.'N. as Upajjhaya. This is tllQ natti.

'Let' the Samgha; reverend Sirs/ hear me. This person N. N.

desires to receive the Upasampada ordination from the Venerable N. N,,

The samgha confers on N. N. the upasampada ordinatiqn with N. N.

as upajjhaya. Let any one of the venerable brethre'n^who is in favour

of the upasampada oidination of N. N. with N. N.a's upajjhaya, be

silent, and any one who is not in favour of it, speak* -
|

'And for the second time I thus speak to you : Let the Samgha

( '&, as before )

'And for the third time I thus' speak to you ; Let the Samgha, &.

N. N. has received the upasampada ordination from the Samgha

with N. N. as upajjhay'a- The Samgha is in favpur of it, therefore it is

silent- Thus I understand" ( S. B- E. XIII-pp, 169-179 ).

Now this is a full exposition of the procedure, and was quite intelli-

gible to everybody even if he heard of it for the first time. If Buddha

merely copied existing institutions»and usages he might have expressed

himself more briefly. Then, again,' the string of regulations laid down

in Mahavagga IX, 3, a lso shows that the Buddha was, constructing a

whole system of procedure and not merely copying it, from that of a

political state. There is nothing, therefore, in the method of Buddha's

exposition of the procedure, to show, that it was already current, and that

he merely adopted it for particular kinds of cases arisirg in his organi-

sations- The only dther argument advanced by Mr. Jayswal in support

of his theory, is the belief entertained by him 'that, the^ Buddhist

Brotherhood, the samgha, was copied out from the political samgha,

the republic, in its constitution.' But though we may generally believe

that in forming his church, the Buddha was inspired, to,a great extent,

by the highly flourishing democratic states in hjs neighbourhood, ijt

would be too much to say that he.dehberately copied any one of these

constitutions of accepted anything beyond the general dernocratic

principles involved in each of them.

It would therefore b2 risky to accept the detailed regulations of the

Buddhist church as applicable to the pro:edure adopted by the political

assemblies of the great democratic states. Nevertheless a historian

may study them with profit in order to have a broad view of.the stage

of development attained by the latter. For, when subjected tp a careful

analysis, these regulations unfold to us a number of characteristic

features which are so intimately associated and almost organically



cphne^cte^with %^ workings, of, pop.yla/, assembles. Jhat it js, d#fifiu}tj>

nay almost impossible, to believe tha,t, their knowhjdge was confined to

only one sphere pf life . They are so indispensable to the successfulworkipg

of big assemblies, that we may accept it as a|mpst certain, that had.they

been knowq in one sphere of life they were sure to be irritated in (
others*

Thus when we read.in Chullavagga IV,ji4. 19 ff
)C
hpw a matter could

be referred, by the assembly to a committee we may he almost sure

that tfte well-known, rnpdt rn, sys^ern^of expediting businef s by referring

complicated questions to committees was not unknown, tp the ancient]

ltidijarjj^s^emblies^reh'gbus or political. Fo^ this feature^ so essentially

necessary for the succes,s|'u|
/

. wp^'ng of an assembly, audits utility sp,

obvious eyer^tp the^ common mind, that if it,had originated in the

assembly of any church i| was sure to haye, ,been copied by the political

,

assembly and, vice versa. Arguing on similar line,s, the (following; impor-

tant features of the popular; asisembly, of a democratic state may be

gathered from, the regulatipns reUting to procedure laid down in. the.:

Buddhjlstiscriptur.es *,

(a)
n

Defjnite rules were laid down regarding the fopa of moving

resolutions iri. the assembly. (For instances in Buddhist chflrch of.

c,,y. iy, ii, ? j.xui, 4 ;

)

(b) There was a rule.of quorum (Mahavagga IX,, 3,2) Y

(c) In case of a difference of opinion, the sense of the: assembly

was determinedly the vptes of the majority. There were prescribed

methods for counting the votes, and voting by ballot was not

unknown, ( C. V, IV-o ; IV- 14, 26
)

(Id-)
,
Compljijcated rnatters, were referred to, the committees, and if

they were unable to co tne to any decision, the matter was referred

back teethe assembly. ( C, V, IV, 14, 24.)

(e) ^.efinjte rules seem to have been laid down regarding)! such

ma^s.as,, votes of
,
absentees ( M, V, IX, 3, 5-6 • ) and, subsequent

legajljsa|ipn;
;

pfj acts, done by a,n illegally constituted assembly ( (Dr

v.xn^io),
§j5f^

fyext tp tb,e, Bud,dhist Literature, the writings of the Greeks

may, be^looketj; upon. aft. the most important source of information

regair/^ng, thesubjeqt^ under review. . They clearly demonstrate they

existence , of the non-monarchical-rrthe aristocratic and the, democratic <

,

—forms, of government at the end of the fourth century B, G,

when the great Maurya Empire was in the making. Megasthenes

lived for some time iff Jndia and as a Greek politician must be nfe*

sumed to have possessed definite' knowledge regarding the distinction
' f '

• ^ ' • :rf 'ft 1 " ,-
? Tn t i '

' 1 1 , 1
* "i

"'""" " "" '

' i - .i
,» .

( 27 ) Cf. Mr. Jayswals article in Modern Eeview 1913 p. 664. ff.
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beHweeri aristocratic arid deoiocratic forms of government.^We 'ougtit

not therefore to hesitate to accept" his 'statement, that most of the

cities ihliis time adopted the ' democratic ft rm of 'gtvernment (Mc'
crindle's Translation p. 40). It is in the' light of this remark that

we" ought to explain his other statements'- that "the Maltecorae,

singhae ( and other tribes ) are fcee and have no kings* ( Ibid 'p. 143-

144)" and also that "those who live near the sea have no kings''

- ( Ibid p. 156 ) Fick, however, denies that there were republican

states in the days of Megastheries. In his opinion, what the! Greek

author really meant was simply the fact, that in the immediate
;

neighbourhood df a great kingdom like Magadha, some towns or

small states preserved their independent existence, and not that

their form of governrrient differed radically from that of a kingdom28
.

I am unable to endorse Mr. Fick's opinion, as he adduces fb reason for

the same, and specially in view "of the fact that a Greek politician'

is hardly likely to commit mistakes regarding such familiar institu-

tions as democratic and aristocratic forms of government. Besides,

Megasthfcnies' account is corroborated by Quintus Curtius whb refers

to the 'Sabarcae' as
fa powerful Indian tribe where ths form of govern-

ment was demoaratic and not regal, j9
• An idea of the extent and

resources of this democratic state may be formed from the fact that

it possessed an army consisting of 60JOOO foot, 6000 cavalry arid

500 chariots. When Alexander marched against them they elected
'

three generals, a fact quite in keeping with their form of government.

It must also be noted that here the question is not of a city-state,

for we are told that the bank of the Indus was "rncst thickly studded

with their \ittages'.

The Greek writers also pr&ve the existence of states ruled by

oligarchy,'
1 Thus Arrian's Anabasis 30 leaves no doubt thlat the city-

state of Nysa had an 'oligarchical form of government, its governing

body having consisted1 of a president and 300 members of the aristo-

cracy. For we are told that "when Alexander came to Nysa, the

• Nysaiaras sent out to him their President whose name was Akouphis,

and along With him thirty deputies of their most eminent citizens'*

We further hear that Alexander "confirmed the inhabitants of Nysa

in the enjoyment of their freedom and their own laws
}
and when he

. ( a8 ) Kick P. go.

(20) Mc Crindle T. 252. Dioddrus also says of the Sambastai (who are

identiHJfl by some with the Sabarcae ) that 'they dwelt in cities in which the

democratic fotm of Government prevailed' ( Ibid, P. 292 ).

(30) Mc CrindteT, 79-81, :i -
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enqujfred- about their laws he praised them .because the government
of their state was in the hands of the aristocracy. He moreover

, requested, ithej&j to send with him ioo oftheir best men selected

from the governing body, which cocsisted of three hundred members."

v; :j /rAgain Arrian remarks, "It was reported! that the country beyond

tft
e i^yphasis, was, exceedingly fertile, and that the inhabitants were

goqd agriculturists,,
;brav.e in war,' and living under an excellent system

°fjptft™al government ; for the multitude was governed by the aristo-

cracy, who exercised their authority- with justice and moderation*^1
.

,;; )The Greek writers also mention various other tribes such as the

Malloi, Oxydrakai, Xathroi, Adraistai & who seem to have lived under

,
a npn-monarchieal constitution, either aristocratic or republican. It

is jadso a noticeable feet that .the majority iof the Indian states with
which Alexander came into Contact belonged to this category. It

maybe safely inferred, therefore, that in the 4th century B. C the

non-monarchical form of government was more prevalent in the Punjab
than the monarchical constitution.

r"§'6. A fitting commentary to the accounts of the Greek writer's

about the non-monarchical state of the 4th century B. C. is furnished

by the Artha^astra of Kautilya, the celebrated minister of the founder
of the Maurya Empire.

;i Kautilya devotes a whole chapter (Bk. XI, chap 1) on 'corporations*

and divides them into two classes.

<M^u^lQi :

g
1 ( p. 376 ) ,

!

Thus the first class consisted of the Kshatriya guilds, which followed

trade, agriculture and military profession. These have already' been

discussed in connection with the guilds. It may only be noted here

that it appears from Kautilya's tenor of 'writings that they had some-

times an independent political career. ,

, The.. 'Other class of : corporations was that of ithe Lichchhivikas,

Vrijikas, Mallakas, Madrakas, Kukuras, Kurus and Panchalas who made

use Of the epithet of king ( Raja ).
32

,--',/ ''
'

'' '.

:

"
. .

(31 )
' Mc Crindle. P, 121.

( 32 ) The word '

iHtfl&O M'gftf^*.' ' s one ?f considerable difficulty.
f^^^i

og^
»

maybe compared with such' expression as
r

^ cl '< I'sil 3X3^* in e.g. Eaghuvarfisa

rll'3^'"^gf ^T Q4i.Wti.°AWFfi' arid translated' as ''epithet, title, ( including

rank?) of a king."__But the ordinary meaning of '<3TraftfsR*,' is
,
hardly suitable
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The statement that the LichcHhivikas make use of the 'epithet of »aja

lis corroborated, as we have seen \bove, by the Buddhist lifeVaWre.

The Arthaslastru merely proves that the LichchHavfe -survived the-

attacks of Ajatasatru and that their democratic constitution existed

at least up to the end of the fourth or the beginning of the third century

B. C. I have already given some account of the constitution of the

ri.ichchhavis, and it may be presumed,that it did not alter much at the

time of Ka/utilya, and that the constitution of the other corpofatidns

mentioned by him belonged to the same type. He does not 'gfvb us

-much information oh this point but the little that he says' 'is
1
fully

compatible with this view of the case.
'''"'

i Thufe it is evident from the following passage that there was a

general assembly of the corporation, and that the executive officers

( called Mukhyas ) were subordinate to it. '
'

;
"kit ^t efNTi^Tt *rfgi§j* Wm%^ '"

^qfti^ m% 'ifp&mv&G •, era

^t ^wiVl y-siWW" tra i w^law m&rra'i'ftf ftg^F'si^' fsiW4J**i*

wsTfrstar^—"w^ ** 3^ wM *3P*f *rfn*rt fft?nc *rr sSprW 'sfa i

Here we must presume a general assembly of the corporations, for

TrtsT cannot mean anything but 'in the midst of the assembly'. As the

assembly had the right Of hearing complaints against, and punishing, the
;

'Mukhyas' they must be held to have been subordinate' to it.

R. Shamasastryhas, translated the wo'rd 'Mukhya' as. the chief of a

corporation ( p. 457, 458 ). This may be taken to imply the existence

of a supreme chief, but I do not find any'authority for this view. That

there were several 'Mukhyas* is quite cWr fidni such expressions as

•^ffH^ifa 'tforsri" (p. 377) "fo^far f^ra^'g^'W^rrs^ n

g<g......( p. 379 ) 'Mukhyas should therefore be takep as 'executive

officers. ,, !

here. Thus SKamasastry's translation : "The corp6rations»'«»live by the title of a

jaja" offers no meaning
;
for how can one possibly live by a title ? in V, S. Apte's

Sanskrit Dictionary 'to make use of is given as one of the meanings of the

root gtf ^fa
- and the following is quoted, from Mbh. in support of it, 'cJScl5TTcf

*(m
"

frfifiW H^TU c
!' This meaning is quite suitable to both the expressions

above, r In the passage of Mbh. the implied force^of 'gtr^t^;' is that the poets

not only make use of *Bharajt
l
a! but also derive materials for their books from it.

It may be hejd, therefore, that in the present case als,o the Lichchhivikas not only

made use of the epithet ,of king but this supplied fhe material or the essence (if

their corporate existence.



The members of the assembly were called rajas. This npt only

follows from the word '

TTsretm ir^fai;' but also from such expressions

as "^MUfN^nC^EirR^Tr'^T". Evidently one could be imprisoned or

rejected, thrown away ( i. e. probably exiled ) only by the orders of the

assembly. Hence 'TTsrerf^;' would denote the members of the assem-

bly or in other words each of them had the epithet '^rjsr' or king. The
democratic nature of the constitution is well hinted at by Kautilya in

the following passage

i ^*flt3^T%%^W3T&r, ii
(P. 379)

Thus the '^^Tpst was to pursue that course of action which was

approved by the members of the ^f |

The list of corporations given above is indeed suggestive. It

includes Vrijikas, Lichchhivikas and Maliakas in the east, the Kurus

and:Pagchalas in the centre, the Madrakas in the north-west" and

the Kukuras in the s,o,uth-west, of northern India. This shows that

at the beginning of the Maurya period; the whole of northern India

was studded with (these democratic states. That they possessed con-

siderable power ^admitted by Kautilya himsejf when he says that

to a /k'ngtb^ acquisition of the help of corporations is better than the

acquisition of an army, a friend or profits. Kautilya thus corroborate*

and supplements the accounts of the Greek writers whose picture of

India, it may be noted, refers exactly to the same period.

- The onward march of imperialism was, however, destined to make

a..clfan sweep of all these centres of corporate political activities, and

the way was paved by the unscrupulous dqctrines of the Machiavellian

nvin'ster of the ^bunder of, the great Maurya empire. The existence

of independent democratic states seemed incompatible with his

conception of empire, and the great minister set himself to the task

of undermining their power by any means fair or foul*

Any one who reads the chapter on 'Samgha' in Kautilya's Artha-

afcstra is sure to be struck with the stern resolve and the steady and

persistent efforts with which he proceeded to his task. His political in-

sight could not fail to grasp the cardinal fact that was hinted at by Gau-

tama -Buddha, viz. 'that the essence of the strength of a corporation lies

In the unity among its members', and all his practical statesmanship,

and the truly remarkable power of inventing ingenious devices was

employed for the one end of sowing dissensions among these corpora-

tions. Thus he lays down the cardinal doctrine that "spies, gaining

access to all these corporations and finding out jealousy, hatred and

pther causes of quar/jel among them,, should* sow the seeds of a
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well-planned dissension among them." The 'spies employed, and the Ways
and means adopted by them, were to be of various kinds. They
should incite mutual hatred by telling one in secret "this" man decries

you"
; under the guise of teachers they should cause mutual enmity

on occasions of disputations about certain points of science, arts,"

gambling or sports ; the fiery spies should .occasion quarrel among

vthe leaders of corporations by praising inferior leaders in taverns and

theatres ; and all the while the unblushing autocrat was to secretly

help the inferior party with men and money and set them against the

superior party. Nay, more
;
the Brahmin minister of Chandragupta

did not hesitate to recommend the free use of wine and women to

achieve his purpose. Thus, 'on occasions of any affray ( fa'sh*Hi3l ),

spies under the guise of vintners should, under the plea of the birth

of a son, of marriage or of the death of a man, distribute as toast

( 'Hp'ri^i* ) hundreds of vessels of liquor adulterated with the juice

of 'madana' plant. Women endowed with bewitching youth and beauty

may be exhibited to excite love in the minds of the chief of corpora-
v
tions, and then by causing the woman to go to another person or

by pretending that another person has violently carried her off, they

. may bring about quarrel among those who love that woman • in the

ensuing affray the fiery spies may kill one of them and declare "Thus

has he been killed in consequence of his love." I pass by the other

devices which are suggested to achieve a man's ruin by alluring him

with feminine beauty but there is one which is too remarkable to be

left unnoticed, It is suggested- that a mendicant woman — a spy-

should tell a chief who is fond of his wife, "this ( another ) chief, proud

of his youth, has sent me to entice your wife secret steps should

be taken against him" The consequence of course is obvious.

§7. It was by these and similar means that Kautilya sought to

achieve his grand. ideal yiz. 'that his master should live as the only

monarch of all th'e corporations' ( P. 379 ). The ideal was possibly

realised, to a great extent, for we have no positive, evidence of the

existence of these mighty corporations during the period of the Mauryas.

The corporate spirit to which they owed {heir existence was, however1

,

too deeply rooted in the soil to die merely at the fist of art imperial

master. With the downfall of the strong centralised government

established by the prowess of Chandragupta and the genius of Chauakyf

the independent political corporations reared, up their head again,

and some of them attained the highest pitch of greatness and glory.

Numismatic evidences prove that the Yaudheyas, the Malavas-,

the Vyishnis, the* Arjunayanas, the Audumbaras and the
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Kunjudas had established
/

their independence during the

century that followed the overthrow of the Maurya empire,

It is true that we no longer hear of the Lichchhivikas, the Vrijikas,

the Eurus and the Panchalas as forming republican states, but their

r<Sle is played by the M&lavas, the Yaudheyas, the Arjua^lyanas and

others. So true it is that the individual dies but the spirit survives !

It is a remarkable fact that the republican states in the neighbourhood

9/ Magadha vanish for ever. One alone, the Lichchavis, indeed appears

again in history, but then they lived in Nepal under a monarchical

form of government, The theories of Kautilya thus seem to have been

carried in*o practice with a completeness that is truly surprising.

Political ideas, however, underwent a great change in the succeed-

ing'period. The ideas which inspired the writings of Kautilya seemed

out of date when India had drunk deeply into imperialism for a few

ce-nturies. Political schools arose, outside the sphere of influence of

Kautilya, which evinced as much solicitude for the welfare, prosperity

and continued existence "of these republican states as the latter had

done for their ruin and destruction. A fair specimen of their writings

has been preserved in section 107 of the Santiparva of Mahabharata 3\

To Mr. K. P, Jayswal belongs the credit of furnishing the right inter-

pretation of the passage and explaining its bearing upon the republican

states of ancient India. He did not, however, notice ' that it .ushered

in a new epoch of political thought which was a re-action against

that represented by the school of Kautilya. It is but seldom that we

can trace the successive stages in the evolution of political ideals of

ancient India and the few instances in which we are in a position

to do so becomes therefore* invested with a special degree of impor-

tance. In the case of the independent political corporations, we*

have seen how the great Gautama Buddha looked upon them with

f«vour and how they flourished in his days. But the growing imperi-

alism of Magadha could ill brook their existence, and already in the

I,, \ j 1 , . ,

( 33 ) It is difficult to determine, even approximately, the dates of the various

portions of the great Epic. In the present case, however, the task becomes com-

paratively easier as we have independent internal evidence to show that this portion

of Mahahharata is later in point of time than Kautilya's chapter on Corporation..

It is evident, from I an^i's use' of the term, that 'sarhgha' was at first used to

denote all corporations. Later on, the term was"jrnonopolised by the Buddhist

religious community, anJas the coins^show, the term 'gar>a' was almost exclusively

employed by the post-Mauryan ' political corporations. Now Kautilya uses only the

term sarhgha to denote croporation while' 'gana' alone is used in § 107 of Santi-

parva. This -seems, to trie, to give rise to a strong presumption of the priority

the chapter in Artha&stra to the corresponding one in Mh'b.
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days of'ijautama feuddha, the minister of Ajataiatru was paving the

way fqr the ruin and destruction of one of the most important of

them. - The unscrupulous ways in which he sowed the seeds of dissen-

sion among the Vajjians are narrated in detail in the AtJhakathS, M

and may be looked upon as but practical illustration of the views of

that school of politics which found it's great exponent in Kautilya, The
theory and practice worked side by side, with the result that a clean

sweep was nade of these political samghas with the expansion of

the Maurya Empire. In the home provinces of the Mauryas the

destruction was so complete that we never hear of any political

corporation in ages to com*'. The spirit, however, which gave birth

to these political corporations was slbw to die. This is proved, first

by a new school of political thought which favoured the growth

and development of the political sajighas and secondly by the appear-

ance of a number of them as soon as the strong hands of the

ftlauryas were withdrawn,

§ 8, As I have already remarked I look upon the section 107 of

^antiparva as representative type of this school of political thought.

In view of the importance of the subject I reproduce the important

passage and add a free translation of the same.

iroii iferfa^Tfa *ftg nfttmt ij. ii ^

w\ ion: sraW 1 fifoim ^ wk?t i

?irtf^wtfpN^^stfarrrsi^ * h \\

( 34 ) Translated by Tumour in J. A. S. B. VII. l\ 994 f. n.

* The Calcutta Edition has "gfV^rqgra tfzjfiRfsftptf «S fsRI^P^". Th's <*<>«»

aot offer any satisfactory meaning;



?rarrcCT»i*i fa^ jput: ^'qirircra: i

%% titt f^^^if^ ftisn^j ^srcn: u*: 11

rninra * eft $£rf*t 81 ^nnsftri « ? *

¥ii?ft: mhrftr hrpwt: # uwrof i

nf<i*si«jprertta wrtwi^ urem: i

trarcq nffmagsnt firaw jt^ti^t: ii *« ',

Inttfiif qrortt *tb& v?M Tin: D ?£-

wpnro: wim fa?re^ »tot ym v
isNfara ^Ijcw si^'St: inqftrerif: i

arcremngB tfq?i?[ i^tt tfangfar 9 11 m
iRtyt 3$mi s^: wto ftinft are: »

: nfenqn*tfr?raiTO tks^t: trail?! : i

^tsR^ieTT HWTgTn vgtift 3g tnfw* ii ^
'

tf«?igfH: irar% TOtrftftvira i

i iht: sq^rat. *ra'; .^rUjwsfri wto ii *8

Turg?^ *J*sji wnSr ^naf%?f* fire: u ?;*

^ml: .

n«t(«^faci wrpraf w^fft ^ii m
Read ^flpw, |
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faw. qft^a: ^axk: f%n$w n*ni?r. 11 *«

jftef^I 1TW fe&fsrf JT1!3??S OTTOf II R<^

^T«J!rTt Wf TOfflreiT' ^TU<!t W^ I

'STTWJirH:' WT TT^ 1ff3lt ^«TTfa SinTfa II *£.

^s^t^' srrfawre'rT riftrrwg^rg'iw » ^°

^tsit ^ *ian: h^ «jf%?! «OTRirarT i

sf ^gtifa fsrn *t ^q^sN 5tt gsi:
11 ^ ?

3?t^ u<?T*n^ f«^ ftgf«w: I

?m\% sraraifaTfTirrsit srw *r^ u ? *

"Yudhisthira said "I wish to hear, O the most enlightened one, the

course of conduct ( ^f% ) of the ganas—(6) 'How the gangs prosper and

are not torn by dissensions, conquer the enemies and acquire allies- (7)

The destruction of the ganas is primarily caused by dissensions and,

in my opinion, it is very difficult to keep secret the^courisels of many. (8)

So I would like, O oppressor of enemies, to hear in detail everything

( about them ) and specially tell me o Bharat I how they may not be

torn by dissensions. (9) Bhishma said "O king, the best of Bhiratas,

among the ganas, the kulas, and the kings, ambition and want of

toleration lead to hostilities. (10) For when one is seized with ambition

he becomes intolerant and bad spirit is created between two such

(
persons ). (n) Mutual troubles are caused by spies, counsels ( jp& )

and military force, the triple method of sama (conciliation),

dina (
gift ) and bheda ( dissension ), and by means of threatening

with the loss of men and money. ( 12 ) It is by means of these

measures that the ganas, the essence of whose existence is

unity, are torn into dissensions, and being disunited and dispirited,

succumb to the enemy through fear ( 13 ). Disunion brings

ruin upon the ganas
;

disunited, they fall an easy prey to the

eoemies j so they should always put forth their efforts in unison

( 14 ). Money can be acquired if the ganas (
S5

) combine their strength

( 35 ) It is doubtful whether the unity rocmnmended is that of several gag.ai,

In the nature of a confederation, or merely the unity of the memberi -of a slngT*
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and fifforts • ana* when they" live in unity external powers also make
alliance with them ( 15 ). Wise men praise those who are willing

to listen to each other's advice
;
those who give up selfish interests

acquire happiness in all respects ( 16 ). The best of ganas becomes

prosperous by appointing pious men, by laying down rules for the

administration according to sa'tras, by observing them properly ( l7 ),

by chastising ( even ) sons and brothers, by always instructing

them, and by accepting them when they are rer-dered submissive ( to

authorities ) ( 18 ). Prosperous, again, are those ganas that always

devote their attention to the organisation of spies and counsels and

the accumulation of treasure ( 19 ).' O king, the ganas that pay due

respect to the wise, the valorous, the active, and the men of steady

efforts in business acquire prosperity (.20 ). The ganas that are strong

in resources, 'brave, expert in the use of arms and well-ver?ed in the.

sastras rescue the bewildered ' in times of grave dangej^ 21 ). O the

best of Bharatas, anger, dissension, fear, chastisement, causing torture

and punishment and lastly murder immediately brirg the gan?s within

the clutches of the enemy ( 22 ). So the gana leaders ( lUST^pm*. )

should be respected, as the worldly affairs ( of^he ganas ) depend to a

great extent upon them, o king I ( 23 ), O oppressor of enem'es 1

the spy ( department ) and the secrecy of counsels ( should be left )

to the 'chiefs, for it is not fit that the entire body of the gana should

hear those secret matters ( 24 ). The chiefs of gana should carry out

together, in secret, works leading to the prosperity of the gana, (25)

Otherwise (
S6
) the wealth of the gana decays and it meets with

danger ( 26 ). If, disunited, every one severally tries to act up to

his own capacity they are to be at once checked chiefly by

the learned ( 27 ). Quarrels in families, ignored by the old men of

the family, destroy the 'gotras' and thereby create dissension

among the ganas ( 28 ). It is the internal danger O Rajan ! that is

chiefly to be guarded against
;
the external danger is not of much

importance, but the Internal danger immediately saps the very

foundation ( 29 ). If through sudden anger, passion, or natural

smbitibn (the members) do not speak with one another, although

s'irriilar in caste and family,—that is a sure sign of defeat (30-31),

The ganas are torn asunder by the enemies, not by exertion

intellect or tempting them with beauty, but by creating dissensions

and offering bribes • so it is said that unity is the chief Refuge of

thegmas. ( 31-32 )

(36) I am unable to explain the phrase "u^mi^f firS^R fccicHjf"
occurring in tjiis[coYinectioij in the text,

"
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; IJhe new school thus appears to possess.genuine sympathy for these

political corporations. The contrast with the school of Kautllya to

indeed a striking one. Instead of suggesting dubious devices by
,
which

min may be, brought upon the 'ganas', it offers healthy recommenda-

tions for avoiding those pitfalls and dangers to which they are peculi-

arly liable. It is never tired of drawing particular attention to, the evil

consequences of disunion and dissensions which have been the eternal

danger 6f this popular form of government, and recommeDdsfarbearance

and toleration as proper remedies against them., Another draw-

back in the popular system was the difficulty of maintaining secrecy

ii):;counsel. In order to remove this, defect they suggest the formation

of something like a small cabinet whiph alone would deal wi^h matters

requiring secret deliberation. We can very well believe that this

suggestion was based upon actual examples and that the more import-

ant of the existing 'ganas' already possessed this cabinet system of

.government Among other things, the establishment of. a,good system ot

laws and their strict enforcement, impartial administration of justice to

/all, including sons and brothers, organisation of the spy system,

gradual accumulation of funds in the treasury
>
and proper respect tp

the more important persons—these are looked upon as tending to the

prosperity of the 'ganas'. In general, the internal, danger is looked

upon as more serious than the external one, and it was generally

believed that if there were no dissensions within, ,they were a match fo/

any powerful enemy. This idea^ it will be rememberedj is as old. as

the^tirhexii Gautama Buddha, and was , beautifully illustrated in th_e

case pi Ajatasatru's conquest of Vais'al.1. Even such, a powerful king

as A^a^ajru did not venture to, attack the Vajjiaps till he had .senjt

his miw'ster. as a spy and created mutual entrust and dissensions

amongihem by his agency. Th,e new political school. seems ,a|sn to

recommend a close unity amo^g the different ganas. It was probably

hoped that such confederation of gams would be in a better; position to

fight against their powerful enemies. ,

pther. passages of MahSbharata show equal solicitude forjthe pros-

perity of political gana or saihgha. The 'old Ifgend
r
of Visudeya

and fJarsda' recited to Yudhishthir by Bhlshma* ( Santiparva ch, 8.1 ) is

an instance to the point; Va^udeva relates tp Narada the difficulties

that have arisen in the affair, of the confederacy ( saihgha ) composed

pf the Andhakas, Vp'shnis, , Kukuras and Bhojas. The, principal

difficulty seems to have been the division of the leadiDg men into

a-number of irreconcileable groups accompanied by mutual animosity

ah(f^ recriminations. Narada tells
r

K?ishua in ,.reply that the
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real rem«dy does not consist in violent measures but a policy of

conciliation.

The idea is further developed in reply to Krishna's question about-

the *<4i
,

«iwtial'«jr' "r
J"-"~ : " * •

.*-"-'.<

^sfnrrcrort sew fMa^^inlg^ i

gWnfafsiT * »wiitJBniiro|'i *?

<*rfrit imwnrort v^nt* «ff»i w i

f»m of.rot *ts? wrrti wrtflr ^ 11 ^
itwfrgw «iffw^T»n «rreviinp( i

^if w^^ff: ^n^t *rrt «wt?r ipN*j ii *h

tot nt sn* 3tq|t%5tf *roret f? ii **

TheJast verse clearly refers to the constitution as a saihgha,vand

Krishna, the leader of the samgha, is asked to appease all parties^ b,y

tactful management. It is emphasised that 'disunion' is the root pause

of the rqin of the samghas and Krishna is specially reminded to be-

ware of it. The use of the wqrd 'saihgha' denotes 'that the episode, js

really a piece of 5(d^(4 U^tsr
-

( V. 2 ) as, ,Bhlsma describes it to

be,. If tb\e story of the Mahabharata is to be placed in the latter part

of the Vedic period, this passage may be looked upon as furnishing an

evidence for the existence of non-monarchical constitution at that

time.
v

§ 9. As the school of Kautilya brought ruin upon the political

saihghas, it is but natural that the new school of political thought

should be accompanied by their revival. As already
1

noticed above,

numismatic evidence, comes to our help and proves the existence of a

number of political saihghas, A short historical note on each of these

may not be out of place here.
4 ,

1. The Tandheyas :— As already noticed above,, they formed

an ' '5T[
ffir

^lfc W/ in the days °f Panini. Our. knowledge about

them is derived from coins and inscriptions. The earliest cla^s of
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these coins dates, according to Cunningham 37
, from aboufthV first

century B. C. Rapson 3l agrees with him and refers them to about
ioo B. C, and V. Smith a

is of the same opinion. The legend on the

coin is "Yaudheyana" and this has been changed into the next class

of coins as "Yaudheya-ganasya jaya." An idea Of the power and
resources of the Yaudheyas may be formed from the phrase in the

Girnar Inscription, "^^gTf̂ {h'd4\Tai«<^Hdl ci^'h ini^n['ift *^rprf," "of

the Yaudheyas, rendered proud by having manifested their title of

heroes among all Kshatri>as." 39 Such praises, coming from an enemy
are indeed of great significance and lend some weight to the claim

of the Yaudheyas themselves 'that they possessed the secret charm
of winning victories' 40

. Rudradaman boasts in the Girnar Ins. of

'having rooted out the Yaudheyas, but coins and inscriptions prove
that they survived the shock and existed as a powerful , political factor

down at least to the end of \he fourth century A, D. The name of

the Yaudheyas occurs in the Allahabad Pillar Inscription of Samudra-
gupta as one of the tribes that ''gave all kinds of taxes, obeyed orders

and performed obeisances" to the great Gupta Emperor 4l
. But it

is quite clear from the context of the inscription tha.t the state of the

Yaudheyas did nor form part of the territory directly administered by
the Guptas but was something like a frontier kingdom owing
allegiance and paying taxes to them 4*

.

The locality under the sway of the Yaudheyas may be determined
from their coins and inscriptions. One of their inscriptions was found
at Bijayagadh in the Bharatpur state and their clay seals were found
at Sonait near Ludhfana. Their coins were found at Behat near
Shaharanpur «, "to the west of the Satlej, in Depalpur, Satgarha,
Ajudhan, Kahror and Multan, and to the eastward in Bhatner, Abhor,

Sirsa. Hahsi., Panipat and Sonpat" 44
, The coins of the Yaudheyas, are

generally Found in the, Eastern Punjib and all over the country between

Satlej and jamuna rivers. Two large finds were made at Sonpath

between Delhi and Karnal 45
, four coins were obtained in the Kangra

District 46
arid a great many at a place called Jogadheri in the Eastern

(,37 ) C. A. I. P. 76. ( 38 ) R. Ic, P. 15, ( a ) V. Cat. P. 16?. ,

(39) Ep. Ind. VIII. T. 44-47.

( 40 ) This appears from the legend on a large clay seal discovered by Mr. Carr

Stephen near Ludhian^ (Proc. A. S. B. 1884
*>">

. 138-9) "sffSten'ri; ^nWSSRT'Jlt C
( 41 ) c. 1. 1. in r. 14.

'

( 42 ) Fleet had some doubts on this point ( Ibid note 1 ) but see Sylvain -Levi-

'Le Nepal, vol. II. P. 1 15-16.

(43) Prinsep's Essays pi. IV, 11-12.

( 44 ) C. A. I. P. 77- ( 45 j
" Ibid P. 76. ({46 ) Ibid P 79-
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-. The evidence of the findspots of coins regarding the

locality of the tribe that issued them is not entirely satisfactory.

Still in a general way, we may regard the findspots of coins as

.indicating the territories of the ruling tribe if the conclusion is, not

against general probability nor contradicted by proved facts* In

the present case the .findspots of coins, joined to the evidence of

clay seals and inscriptions, seem to indicate that the Yaudheya

, territory comprised an area that may be roughly defined as being

..bounded on the west by a line from Bhawalpur along the Satlej

aiid the Seas up to Kangra, on the north-east by a straight line

..drawn from Kangra to Shaharanpur, on the east by a line drawn

from Shaharanpur via Panipath and Sonpath to Bharatpur, and on

[the south by a line drawn from Bhawalpur via Suratgarh, Bhatner

and Sirsa, to Bharatpur.

It may be noted that the location of the Yaudheyas in this area

. is in entire agreement with the position assigned to them in the All*

ahabad Pillar Inscription, between the Madras on the one hand and

• the Malavas and Aijunayanas on the other. It must not of course

be at once inferred that throughout the period of their political existence

the Yaudheyas exercised sway over this vast extent of territory. The

area probably represents the greatest extension of their power

II. Malavas. According to the interpretation of Sir R. G. Bhand-

arkar Panini refers to the Malavas as living by the profession

of arms in the Punjab 48
. They may be identical with the, Mallqt

tribe conquered by Alexander. About, six thousand coins of the

Malavas .
were discovered at an ancient site near the modern town of

Nagar, 'situated within- the territory of the Raja of Uniy ara, who is

a tributary of the Maharaja of Jaypur 49
- The coins have the legends

"Malavahna jaya", "Malavanam jaya" and "Malava ganasya jaya",

Some of the coins bear names like Mapaya, 'iMajupa, Magajasa etc.

which are generally taken as the names of chiefs of the M&lava tribe.

.1)1 is not known with certainty whether the Malavas who issued these

coins were identical with or allied to the tribe of the same name in

the Punjab mentioned dy Panini.

There is some difference of opinion regarding the antiquity of these

cpins. Both Carlleyle and Cunningham 5° referred the earliest of these

coins to about 250 B- C. but Rapson and V. Smith bring this limit

lower down to 1 So Bi- C.51 The latter view seems to be incontestable

( 47 ) V. Cat. T. 165.

( 48 ) I. A. 191 3 P. 200.

(49) Arch. Sur. Eep. VI ?. 102. (50) Ibid P. 1&2. (51) V. Gat. P. 162.
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so far at least as the published coins are concerned, for it is certain

that none of them contains legends of so early a date as the Asbkan
period.

Ushavadata, the son-in-law of Nahapana, boasts in one of his

Nasik Inscriptions » of having defeated the Malayas. Numerous West
Indian Inscriptions prove that 'ya' and 'va' are often interchanged in

Prakrit. Hence it has been conjectured that the Malayas are identical

with the Malavas 53. In the present instance the circumstance that

Ushavadata went to the Pushkara lakes, after his victory over the

Malayas lends considerable weight to the proposed identity, for the

lakes are quite near to' Nagara, the settlement of the Malavas as

determined from their coins.

Ushavadata says in his inscription : "And by the order of the lord I

went to relieve the chief of the Uttamabhadras who was besieged ifor the

rainy season by the Malayas, and the Malayas fled, as it were, at the

sound ( of my approach ), and were made prisoners by the Uttamabha-
dras." ( Ep. Ind. VIII P. 79 ) It thus appears that like the Yaudheyas,
the Malavas too were at enmity with the Scythian hcrdes that invaded

their neighbouring country at the end of the first century A; D.
and established a principality under their leader Nahapana. It might

be naturally supposed that Nahapina was the aggressor but the reverse

seems to be the case as the Malayas attacked the Uttamabhadras,

.probably a feudatory- tribe of Nahapana, before their side was taken

tip by the Scythian chief.

^
Several expressions used to denote dates in the Vikrama Samvat

in later inscriptions seem' to throw some light on the history of the

Malavas. These expressions are

(2) WsFWUferffosiT^
55

(3) 'ttnra^T^I'^Tt IIW §\rref%3
56

Dr. Thomas and Dr. Sir R. G. Bharidarkar 57 take the word
'gana' in the sense of a "corporation" and infer from the above expre-

ssions that the era of 58 B, C. dates from 'the foundation of the tribal

.independence of the Malavas', or, as the latter would specify 'it still

more, "the formation of the Malavas as a gana or body corporate". Dr.

( 52 )
Lud. No. 1 131.

( 53 )
Bombay Gazeteer. I. I\ 28 ; Eapson Andhra Coins. P . Lvi. '

( 54 ) C. I. I. Ill pp. 83, 87. ( 55 ) Ibid pp. 154, 158.

(56) Ind. Ant. 1913 p. 161. (57) I. A. igi.3 p. 199.
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J%leet s8 and Professor D. R. Bhanda'rkar m on the other hand

look upon the expressions as simply denoting the fact that the era was

handed down by the Ma'ava tribe or was in use among them.

I am inclined to accept the contention of Dr. Thomas and Dr. Sir

E. G. Bharidarkar that the Word 'gana' denotes a corporation but I

am unable to endorse their views about the origin cf the era. There

is at least nothirg in the expressions themselves to support the theory.

The only safe conclusion feems to be th*t as the Malavas gave their

name to the province where they ultimately settled, the era which

'they used derived its name from them, leaving- undecided, for the

-present, the question whether the era dwed its origin to them or not.

The Malavas were an important political factor till at least the

4th C- A. D. Thfy Were defeated by Samudra'gupta and rccupied the

same rank in the Gupta Empire as the Yaudheyas.

Ill Arjun ayanas : A few-coins have been discovered bearing the

legend "Arjunayanaria"; These coins may be referred to the first

centufy' B. C 60
. The fiidspots of the coins are not recorded.

The Arjunayanas' are well known from the Allahabad Pillar inscrip-

tion' of Samur'ragupta. They Were defeated by the Gupta Emperor

and occupied the same rank as the Yaudheyas and the Ma'avas.

The locality of this tribe is difficult to determine, in the absence of

any record of !the findspots of coins. The only clue is obtained* by the

collocation of names in the Allahabad Pillar Inscription of Samudra-

gupta. It has been surmised that as the portion of the inscription is

written in prose, and the author was not guided by the exigencies of

.metre, the enumeration of the frontier kingdoms was made in the order

of.!getfgraphical position. ( J. R. A, S. 1897 p. 886 ; C. A. I. p. 90 '),

This is certainly the case with the Malavas, the Yaudheyas and the

Madras, and the conjecture is' not unjustified that similar might be

the case with 1 the remaining : member of the compound "Malavar-

Junayana-Yaudheya-Madraka". If this be so, the Arjunayanas would

have to be placed between the Malavas and the Yaudheyas, and we
-'must look about for their locality between Bharatpur and NiLgar. Mr.

V. Smith 61 places the Arjunayanas in the tract corresponding, to

imodern Bharatpur and Alwar States- This, however, does not a"ree

with the Bijayagadh Stone Inscription according to which the Yaudheyas
must have pushed to the southern portio'n of Bharatpur State ' not to

say. ojf Alwar which lies further north.

( 58 ) For the long disculsion on this point between Dr. Fleet and Dr. Thomas
see J. R. A. S. 1914 pp. 413-14. 745-47, 1010-1013 . J. R.> A. S. 191 5 pp. i 38.ff, so2-ff.

{591) I. A. 1913 p. 162. : (60) E. Ic. p. ii. ( 61 )
1
J. ft. A. S. 1897 p. 886.
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IV. The Audumtoaras. The Audumbaras and their country are

mentioned in Pacini, In later period, coins arc almost our only source

of information about them. These coins may be divided into three

classes :

( I ) , Those which simply bear the tribal name 'odumbara'

(2) Those which have the name of a king as well as the tribal

designation

( 3 ) Those which bear the name of the king without the tribal

designation

_,. These coins have been referred on palaeographical grounds to the

first century B. C. by Mr. R. D. Banerji 6a
. This fully agrees with

the conclusion of Rapson who refers them to about 100 B. C M The

beginning of the first century B. C. may be therefore accepted as the

date of these coins.

The coins described by Cunningham were fcund in the Northern

• Punjab beyond Lahore, one in a field near Jwalamukhi and several

in the Pathankot District M
. The hoard 'of 363 coics described by

Mr. R. D. Banerji was found in the village of Irippal in the Dehra

• Tahsil, Kangra District, Punjab es These coins are also found on

the Manaswal plateau, Hosyarpur District 66
. The coins thus cover

an area bounded by Ravi on the north and west, Kangra on the south

and Kullu on the East. This may be accepted as the {locality of the

Audumbaras specially as it fuliy agrees with the account of Brihat-

Samhita, Markandeya Purana and Vishnupurana, in which the Audum-
baras are coupled with the Kapisthalas, Traigarttas and Kulindas.

( Kapisthalas have been identified with the modern Kaithals living

South of Ambala, the early home of the Trigarttas was near Kangra,

and Kulindas or Kunindas occupied both banks of the Satlej ).

V. The Kunindas :—The Kunindas are mentioned in Mahabharata,

Vishnupurana etc. but the coins are almost our only source of informa-

tion about them. Some of these coins bear only the tribal name 'kuninda.

, but others bear the tribal designation as well as the name of a king.

There are also other varieties which need not be discussed here. It

is generally admitted that the former class is the earlier of the two (
57

).

CunniDgh m refers the latter class to about 150 B. C. 68 while Rapson

fixes their date at about 100 B. C. 69
. The earlier coins may therefore

be referred, to the second century B. C.

(62) J. A, S. B. 1914, p. 249. (63) R. Ic. p. 11. (64) C.A.I, p. 66.

(65) J. A. S. B. 1914. p. -247. (66) V. Cat. p.. 161.

( 67 ) C. A. I. P. 71. ( 68 ) Arch. sur. Kep, XIV. p, .134. (69 ) R. Ic p. 12.
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The coins of tbe Kunindas were fourd in an area that may be

roughly defined as being bounded on the east by the Ganges, tjn the

south and south-west by a line jo'ning Hastiriapur, Shaharanpur, and

Ambala, on the north and north-east by the slopes of the Himalayas

and on the north-west by a line joining Ambala to the Himalaya

slopes 70
; This area may be safely laid down as the boundary of the

Kuninda territory,.for the evidence of the co'ns is "supported in this

case by the independent testimony of Ptolemy in whose work

'Kulindrine' means the whole of the upper tract between the Bias

river and the Ganges. That the Kunindas or the Kulindas lived near

mountain slopes also appears from *the epithet 'Kulindopatyakas' in

the Vishnu Puraiia meaning "The kulindas dwelling alorg the foot of

the hills."

VI. Vrisbni— A single coin has preserved thename of the Vrishni

corporation.. The legend on it was first read by Cunningham? 1 as

."Vrishni Raja-jnaganasya bhubharasya," When I first examined the

legend on Cunningham's plate it appeared to me that 'bhubharasya'

might well be 'Tratarasya'. I found afterwards that similar'correction

was suggested by Bergny and accepted by Rapson?2
. Bergny has read

the legend as. "Vrishnir (a) jajtia ganasya tr (a) tarasya". Rajajfia, as

suggested by Bergny and Rapson is equivalent to kshatriya. The

coin was thus issued by the corporation of the Vrishni kshatriyas.

Vrishni as the name of a tribe occurs in Harsha charita ?3 while

Kautilya 74 refers to the 'Vrishni samgha or the corporation of the

Vrishnis C These however most probably refer to the classic tribe to

which Krishna belonged. )

The coins may bs referred, on palaeographical grounds to the first

Or second century B. C,

VII Sibs. In 1872 Mr. Carlleyle discovered the ruins of an ancient

city called Tambavati Nagari, 11 miles north of Chitore. He found

some very ancient coins which he has described in Arch. Surv. Rep.

VI. P. 200. That the place was Very ancient appears quite clearly

from the fact that about 117 punch-marked coins of the most ancie.it

type were found there. More interesting, however, is a class of coins

bearing the legend "jTHrffRiTsr fafasHU.^" ( "*rf*fffJT3i'PT Rl(>N«iiK*!"

according to Cunningham ).

( 70 ) For details, of the find-spot cf. Irinsep's Essays vol 1. pp. 84, 204. C, A. I,

p. 71, Arch sur. Rep. XIV. p. 134-138.'

(71 ) C. A. I. p. 70 pi. IV. (72) J. R. A. S. 1900 pp. 416, 420.

( 73 ) Transl. by Cowell p. 198.

(74>3T&irerp- II.
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,
Qrie of;the. recognised meanings of Jhe word 'Janapada' is 'com-

munity' 75
. It is used in this sense in Y. t. 361.

ararft *rR?t: **wmm *nm*tenn i

^ra*H'-tiRidi^ ttstt fMta ©Ttrifcr Ufa It"

The legend may therefore be translated as "of the Sibi community

of Majhamika." Y- contemplates the case of a "janapada" under a king

but the issue of coins by the Sibi community' shows that it formed

ari IhdepshdenJ: political corporation.

The coins shdw that the 'Sibi's belonged to Madhyamika. Patanjali

refers to this city as having been besieged by the- Greeks, and 'Madhy-

amikayas' as the name of a people occur in Mahabharat and Brihat

samhita. The identity of' this Madhyamiktl with Tambavati

Nagari seems very probable on the evidence of the coins. It is true

that specimens of this class of coins were also obtained by Stacy at

Chitbre™ . But Stacy says he purchased them at Chitoregadh and we

learn from Carlleyle that ancient coins were brought to'Chitore by

the peasants or cultivators from some other place in the surrounding

country 773
. It is doubtful, therefore, Whether Stacy's coinsi and the,

one found by Mr. Carlleyle at Chitore, really belonged to that place.

But there is no doubt that this class of coins was found at Tambavati

Nagari' as Carlleyle himself collected them ' from the r'u'ns of that

place. '8 Besides, the antiquity of the place is established by the punch-

marked cojns found in its ruins.

The coins of the Sibi may be referred on palaeographical grounds to

the first or second century B. C, '

These detailed historical notes prove the statement I have already

made, viz. that within a century '
after the downfall of the Maurya

Empire we witness a number of non-monarchical states or political

corporations in India ?9 such as those of the Yaudheyas, the Malavas,

the Arjur ayanas, ' the Audumbaras, the Ku'nindas, the Vrishni and

the Sibi. The very fact that coins were issued in the name of the tribe

(75) St. Fetersburgh Dictionary sub voce.

( 76 ) Fr'msep's Essays I. P. 1I2.

( 77 ) Arch. Siirv Rep. VI P. 207. (78") Cf. also Arch. Surv. Rep. 1915-16 p. 15.

(79) This is also proved % a passage in Avadanasataka to which Babu Rama

Prasad Chanda has drawn mj# attention. We are told in Av. No. 88 that a few

merchants from Mid India ( ;qYSJ33i;) visited the Deccan and being asked about the

king of their country replied ''some provinces are under kings while others are ruled

by ganas. ( cR fq<f*f[ IWrrsft«ir, ^fsrSTSHftlT ffcT ); ; The .

&ok ' was composed

about first century B. C. and may be held therefore to have reflected the politicaj

(condition of India after the downfall of the Mauryas.
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and not by a king, and further that in some cases rhe word 'gana'

is used along with the tribal name reaves no doubt on the point. The

real significance of the tribal name on the legend is clearly demons-

tra.ted by the early coins of the Audumbaras and ths Kuuihdas, the

lat^r classes of which bear the name of a king. Thsy evidently^how

a^transitiori from the democratic to a monarchic -d state. The second

class of the Audumbira coins described on p. 118. probably shows

ah intermediate stage viz. a compromise between the democratic feeling

and the rising pretensions of'a monarchy- h:ncd probably the scru-

pulousness With which the nr-me of the tribe is always assDciated with

that of the king. Liter on, however, we find the complete triumph

of the monarchy, and the tribal designation' is altogether omitted in'

the legends. The case of the 'Sib/ probably illustrates the political

corporation of a city-state like' that of Nysa described by the Greek

writers ( see ante P. 102).

We have seen that some of these political corporations possessed

great power and resources and extended their sway over a vast tract of

country. The Yaudheyas established their reputation as a great

political power and ruled over a considerable portion of the -tfunjsb

The Malavas too were important enough to have given their "name to

a vast province. Both these nations again stood as bulwarks against

the intrusion of the foreign invaders, the Scythian Satraps, The

struggle was probably of long duration, for we have seen that the

Malavas fought against the forces of Nahapana and the Yaudheyas,

those of Rudradaman. In both the instances the foreigners gained

the victory, It is probable that the other political corporations

also had to face these foreign invasions and met with similar fate, The

decline of these corporations and the transition of some of them into

a monarchical state "may be safely ascribed to these causes. For it is

only too well known how in times of national calamity, a successful

adventurer may grasp the power that belonged to all, and gradually

establish his own individual sway over the state. The rise of the Gupta

power is another factor to be reckoned with. We have seen, how from

the days of AjataSatru, the empire-builders tried their best to extirpate

these political c rporations. The Gupta emperors did not form any

exception to the rule, f.r the Allahabad Pillar Inscription informs us

that ths mighty corporations like those of the Yaudheyas, the

Malavjs, and the Arjunayanas had to pay taxes and make obeisance

to the great emperor Samudragupta.

Thus the two factors, invasion from without and the growth of

empires within, account for the decline and downfall of these political
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corporations.. They have been exposed to these trials, from the days
of Alexander on the one hand, and AjataSatru on the other. But still

they continued to form a distinctive portical factor of the country
down to the time of the Guptas. During this pericd the political

theorists were divided in their opinion about them. The upholders of

Imperialism, advocated their destruction and suggested means for the

same, while the other class had a sympathetic attitude towards them
and laid down regulations by which they could thrive and prosper.

From the fifth century onwards they ceased to be important factors in

Indian politics. No instances of their existence are known to history

and the political theorists ignore them altogether. No trace

of them is to be found in the Puranas or Dharma^astras to which

monarchy seems to be the only conceivable form of government. Even

a professedly political writer, like the author of Sukraniti has not a

word to say about them. Gradually things have come to such a pass

that it requires great effort to believe, even when sufficient evidence

is forthcoming, that institutions, which we are accustomed to look

upon as of western growth, had also flourished in India long long ago.



Corporate activities in religious li£e.

§ I. It is now a matter of general knowledge that the followers
of Gautama Buddha evolved a religious corporation, which is one of
the most perfect ever witnessed in any age or country, As it now
stands, the organisation is liable to be looked upon as unique in the
history of India but there are grounds for the belief that like the
religion of which it was an external symbol its roots, lay deep in the
soil of India.

The 'ascetic' is a familiar figure in ancient Indian history. The
'housejess state' is laid down as a regular stage of life with distinct

rules and regulations U) and although every one as a matter of fact did
not pass through all the stages laid down in the sSastras, there can be
scarcely any doubt that many of them actually did so. We, hoar so

frequently about a number of them living together in 'Oram's that

it is impossible not to look upon it as an actual factor in ancient

Indian life 2
.

The Buddhist Texts themselves furnish evidence for the existence

of these collective bodies of ascetics. Thus we read in Vinaya Pitaka 8

that at the time of Giutama Buddha there lived in Uruvela three

Jatilas viz Uruveta Kassapa, Nadi Kassapa and Gaya Kassapa who
were leaders respectively of five hundred, three hundred and two hund-

red Ja{ilas. There can be scarcely any doubt that the Jatilas were

Brahmanical Vinaprasthas * . Again we read in the same canonical

texts that Sanjaya was leader of two hundred and fifty Paribrajaks

at Rajagriha s
. There are, besides, frequent references to Nirgran-

thas and Ajivakas.

These evidences leave no doubt that long before Buddha's time

large numbers of ascetics used to live together under some sort of

organisation. That their organisatioa was guided by definite rules and

regulations appears quite clearly from the injunctions in the Dharma-
sutras, and the fact that the Buddhist samgha derived from it some

(I) Cf. Ga. Ch. Ill; Ap. II, 9. 2I-S3.

( 2 ) Tradition such as is recorded ;in the opening verses of Mahabharata refer

to the collected body of these ascetics living together. Thus we read of the great

assembly of the ascetics in Nairn!sharanya ( Mbh I. r. 9 ) where Saunaka was the

'Kulapatl.' The terra Eulapati is explained as 'one who maintains ten thousand'

( Mbh, I. i. I. and the commentary of Nilakaa$ha ).

( 8 ) S. B. E. XIII-II8, ( 4 )" Ibid F. N. I. ( j ) S. B. E. Xlli-^,-,^
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of their characteristic laws and usages. Thus the 'uposatha' ceremony 6

and the 'Retreat during the rainy season', two characteristic symbols

of the corporate life of the Budahist'monks were 'already current among

the ascetic orders in India 1ft the d. ys cf -Buddha and the latter

instituted them in his own samgha in imitation of them 7
.

It may thus be held that religious corporations were already a

well-known factdr of Indian society in Buddh'as time, and the cele-

brated samgha of the latter was not a new creation but merely a

development upon the existing institutions., Sufficient materials are

not at present available for the study of the latter. The corporate

activities of the ancient Indians in religious life will therfore be best

understood by a detailed account of the Buddhist samgha which was

undoubtedly the most developed tyjie of the religious corporations in

ancient India.

I propose to study the organisation of the Buddhist church under

the following heads.

1. The membership.

2. The life in the church.

3. The organisation.

4. Characteristic ceremonies having corporate character.

§ 2. The membership of the Buddhist church was open to all irres-

pective of any class or caste distinctions, The life of an ascetic is, in

the Brahmanical Books, prescribed for all the hjgber classes, but

there is nothing to show that the lowest classes, the Sudras, had any

right to it. Although the Buddha did not therefore introduce any

radical innovation in this respect he certainly carried the principle

astep further by including the Sudfas within his church 8
.

There were, however, exceptions to the general principle and the

following classes of persons were excluded from the membership of the

Church9 :

—

(1) One affected with the five diseases viz. leprosy, boils, dry

leprosy, consumption and fits. ( M, V. 1 39 ) ( 2 ) One who is in the

royal service ( M. V-, 1. 40 ). ( 3") A proclaimed robber ( M. V. I, 43 )

or one who has broken out of jail ( M. V. I. 42 ) or wears the emblems

-(6) The general assembly of the ascetic'sTon particular days, to recite dhamma.

For particulars see below.

( 7 )' S. B. E. kill—239,298 cf. also Ga. III. 13 , and C. V. X. 3.

( 8 ) For Buddhist views on this,, subject see the texts quoted in the next chapter,

cf also Fickp. 39 ff-

(9 ) The reasons for the exclusion are stated in detail in the canonical texts, cf.

the references. given against each of the disqualifications,
, ,
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of Ms deeds ( M. V. I. 41 ). ( 4 ) One who has been punished by

scourging ( M. V. I, "44 ) or branding ( M. V. I. 45. )•( S ) A debtor

( M. V. 1. 46 ), ( 6 ) A slave ( M. V. I, 47 ), ,( 7 ) One under fifteen

.years of age ( M". V. I. So)10
. (8) A eunuch ( M. V. I. 61).

( g) One '< deformad in person, or any of whose limbs was cut off

(M. V. I. 71 ).

A person who did not fall under any of the above categories ll could

be initiated into the Buddhist church by pwbbajja and upasampada

ordinations 12. The old-.-t form the ordu ation was quite simple. Those

who desired it approached the Buddha and ,he conferred on them the

pabb-ijja and upasamoaHa, ordinations ry thr fo'mu a'Come, O Bhikkhu,

-well taught is the doctrine ; lea.) a h>ly lif • fur the sake of the com-

jplete extinction of suffering," (M V I 6 3?). As the samgha greW

larger the :Buddha authorised the Bhikkhus to initiate new members.

The form of ordination was also changed a great deal. The person

who idesired to receive the ordination had his hair and beard cut off.

He then put on yellow robes, adjusted his upper robe so as to cover

one shoulder, saluted the feet of the Bhikkhus with his head and sat-

down squatting. He then thrice pronounced*, the formula. "I take

-my refuge in the Buddha, I take my refuge in the Dhamma, I take my

refuge in the Samgha."

Anew form was substituted at a later date for the upasampada.

ordination. The uppajjhaya ] J from whom the new convert—Saddhi-

viharika— received the ordination played the most important part in

'this system. He must be a learned competent Bhikkhu who has com-

pleted ten years since his Upasampada. The procedure of choosingan

upajjhayais laid down as follows ;
—"Let him ( who is going to choose

an upajjhaya ) adjust his upper robe so as to cover one shoulder, salute

the feet (of the intended upajjhaya), sit down squatting raise his joined

( 10 ) This refers to pabbajja ordination in general, although it could be conferred

on cowkeeper boys even under fifteen years of age ( M. V. I. 51 ). The Upasam-

pada oXd'-natioD could not be conferred on any body under twenty years of age ( M.

V. I. 49).'

(11) It must be remembered that these rules and exceptions were only gra>

dually introduced arid did not affect the first converts.

(12) iabbajja was the lower form of ordination. It simply denoted that the

person is in a houseless state. The entry into the Buddhist Order was solemnised by

the upasampada ordination.

( 13 ) The preceptor a*)d pupil are ,sometimes spoken of as achariya and

Antevasika. As Oldenberg observes, it is very difficult or rather impossible to draw

a sharp ;line of distinction between achariya and Upajjhaya. ( S, B. E. XIII P. I78

F.N. 1).
I:

-
'

'' ''•'"
' • '«
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hands, and say, ( thrice ) "Venerable sir, be my upajjhaya". ( If the

other answer ) "Well," or, 'Certainly," or, "Good," or, "All right," or,

"Carry on ( your work ) with friendliness, ( towards me )," or should he

express this by gesture ( lit. by hie body ), or by word, or by gesture

and word, then the upajjhaya has been chosen. The upajjhaya alone

could confer upon his saddhiviharika the upasampada ordination 14
.

Certain standard of education and moral practices l5 was

necessary for such ordination. Several other formalities were also

required Thus it was necessary that the candidate should formally

ask for being ordained and provide himself with alms and robes. Then

it would be ascertained by formal questioning in an assembly of the

Bhikkhus whether he labours under any of the disqualifications men-

tioned above and whether his parents have given their consent

to his adopting the new life. The candidate was instructed before-

hand by a learned competent Bhikkhu about the way of replying to

these formal questionings l6
. After the instruction was over, the instruc-

tor came to an assembly of the Bhikkhus not less than ten in

number l7 and asked its formal permissi n for the candidate to appear,

in the following terms t

"Let the Saingha, reverend sirs, hear me, N. N. desires to receive

the upasampada ordination from the venerable N. N.
;
he has been

instructed by me. If the samgha is ready, let N. N. come." On the

permission being granted, the candidate appeared before the assembly,

adjusted his upper robe so as to cover one shoulder, saluted the feet

of the Bhikkhus with his head, sat down squatting, raised his joined

hands and thrice uttered the formula : "I ask the sarhgha, reverend sirs,

for the upasampada ordination ; might the samgha, reverend sirs, draw

me out ( of the sinful world ) out of compassion towards me."

Then a learned competent Bhikkhu moved the following resolution

( natti) : "Let the Samgha, reverend sirs, hear me, This person N.'N.

desires to receive the upasampada ordination from the venerable

N, N. If the samgha is ready let me ask N. N. about the disqualificat-

ions", Permission being granted he addressed the candidate as follows ;

( 14) A particular individual, not the Samgha or a part of it, could serve

as upajjhaya. Several classes of persons could not serve as upajjhaya. These are

described in detail in M. V. I. 68.

(15) The details are laid down in M. V. I. 36. 2 ff, The same standard was

necessary also for giving a nissaya or oidaining novice. \

( 16 ) For details cf. M. V. 1. 76.

• (17) In border countries, the assembly could be composed of four Bhikkhus

and a,chairman ( M/V. V. 13. n.)
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"Do you hear, N. N, ? This is the time for you to speak the truth

and to say that which is, When I ask you before the assembly about

that which is, you ought, if it is so, to answer 'It is'
;

if it is not so, you
ought to answer 'It is not.'

Then followed the string of questions : "Are you afflicted with the

following diseases ? leprosy, boils, dry leprosy, consumption and fits ?

Are you a man ? Are you a male ? Are you a freeman ? Have you no

debts ? Are you not in the royal service ? Have your father and

mother g'ven their consent ? Are you full twenty years old ? Are your

alms-bowl and your robes in due state ? What is your name ? What is

your Upajjhaya's name ?

After satisfactory answers were receive'd, a learned competent Bhikkhu

proclaimed the following fiatti before the Samgha : 'Let the Samgha,

reverend Sirs, hear me. This person N. N. desires to receive the Upa-

sampada ordination from the venerable. N. N.
;
he is free from the

disqualifications ; his alms-bowl and robes are in due state. N. N. asks

the Saihgha for the Upasampada ordination with N. N. as Upajjhaya.

If the Samgha is ready, let the Samgha confer on N. N. the upasam-

pada ordination with ft. N. as Upajjhaya.

"Let the Samgha, reverend Sirs, hear me. This person N. N. des'res

to receive the upasampada ordination from the venerable N. N. The

Samgha confers on N. N. the upasampada ordination with N. N. as

Upajjhaya. Let any one of the venerable brethren who is in favour

of the upasampada oridination of N. N. with N. N. as Upajjhaya, be

silent, and any one who is not in favour of it, speak "And for th©

second time I thus speak to you : Let the Samgha ( Etc. as before ).

"And for the third time I thus speak to you : Let the Samgha &.

"N. N. has received the Upasampada ordination from the Samgha

with N, N. as Upajjhaya. The Samgha is in favour of it, therefore it

is silent- Thus I understand.

Two classes of persons had to pass through an intermediate stage

of discipline before being formally initiated into the membership of the

church. These were persons who ( i ) formerly belonged _ to a heretic

( Titthiya ) school or, ( 2 ) were between 15 and 20 years of age.

A probation is
( parivasa ) of four months was imposed upon the

former by a formal act of the Order 19 on his making the threefold

(-18 ) Exception was made in favour of the 'fire- worshippers',,, the
'
Jatilas* and

heretics of Sakya birth. They received the upasampada ordination directly and no

parivasa was imposed upon them ( M. V. I.38. 11 ),

( 19 ) I. e. the system described above in detail in connection with the upasam-

pada ordination
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declaration of taking, refuge. If he failed to satisfy the Bhikkhus by

his- .character and conduct 20 during' this period, the upasampaca ordina-

tion was refused him.

A person between 15 and 20 years of age' could receive cnly the

Pabbajja, ordination by the threefild declaration of taking refuge, and

had to wait till his. twentieth year for the upasampada. The novice

( Samaiiera ), as he was ca'led during this intermediate period, had to

live a life of strict discipline under an Upajjhaya. He had to keep the

ten precepts viz a' stinence from ( i ) destroying life, ( ii ) stealing,

( iii ) impurity, ( iv ) lying. ( v ) intoxicating liquor*, ( vi ) eating at

forbidden times, ( vii ) dprcing, singins &, ( viii )
garlands, scents

( ix ) use of high beds and ( x ) accepting gold o~ silver. ( M. V. I.

56.).. He,wa expelled from the fraternity if he violated any of the first

five precepts, or if he spoke against the Fuddha, the-Dharma or the

Samg'aa, or if he held false doctrines or had sexual intercourse with

Bhikkhunis ( M. V. I 60 ). In five other cases he was liable to be

punished ( M. V. I. 57 ). The punishment could be inflicted by any

Bhikkhu, with the consent of the Upajjhaya. ( M. V. I. 58 ).

§ 3, As soon as the ceremony of ordination was over, a prospect

of the life he was going to lead was held out before the new Bhikkhu.

The four Resources of the Brotherhood were proclaimed to him, so

that he might be pre ?ared beforehand for the worries and troubles

of the life to come. "I prescribe, O Bhikkhus," said Buddha "that

he who confers the upasampsda ordination ( on a Bhikkhu .), tell him

theJour Resources :

—

"The religious life: has morsels of food given in alms for ks.

resource * "

The religious life has the robe made of rags taken, from a dust heap

for its resource
*

"The religious life has dwelling at the foot of a tree for its

resource
"

"The religious life has decomposing urine as medicine for its

resource
"

"Thus must the new Bhikkhu endeavour to live all his life
;
better

food, robes etc. which it might be his lot to enjoy from time to time

beirg only looked upon as extr-a allowances ( atirekalabho' )''

( M. V. I. 7I
)

An idea of the stern moral life he was expected to lead was at the

same time conveyed to him in the shape of the following four Inter-

dictions.
>

l
' .-II -J—

T

( 20 ) The details are given in M. V. I, 38. 5-7.
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**A Bhikkhu who has received the up&9ampada ordination, ought

tb abstain from all sexual intercourse even with an rariimal.

''A Bhikkhu ought to abstain from taking what is nqt given

Ui him, and from theft , even of a blade of grass. 1

: "A Bhikkhu -..ought not intentionally to destroy the life of

amy being down to a wcrm or an ant.
.

,

"A Bhikkhu .ought not to attribute to himself any supeTbumaq

Condition." ( M, V. I. 78 )

A special training was necessary to accustom one to these n&w ideas

and habits. It was therefore ordained thatr-the new convert should live

fojr the first ten years in abso'ute dependence upon his upajjhaya or acha-

riya?1
. The relation b;tween the two is described in minute detail'

in the Vinaya Texts ( M. V. I. 25. J. ff. I. 32. i.ff. ) and may br
somewhat understood fro. rj the following general principle laid down,'

by Gautama Buddha.

"The upajjhaya, O Bhikkhus
;
ought to cons'der the Saddhiviharika

as a son ; the Saddhiviharika ought to consid' r the upajjhaya as a

fatheri Thus these tw>, united by mutual reverence, confidence, and

cotrimuuion of life, will progress, advance, and reach a high stage in

this5 doctrine and discipline." ( M. V. I. 25. 6 ). t
r

The Saddhiviharika was to act as a personal attendant to upajjh&y*.

'In ith? morning he will give him the teeth-eleanser and water ( to

rinse his ni3uth with ) and his morning meal. He will accompany him

iti his almsTprlgrimage, offer him water to drink, prepare his bath, dry

his robe, clean his dwelling place &c., &C He would also be b.frjpnitof

and helpmate, "If the upajjhaya is in danger of committing an -offeree

by the words he says, let ( the Saddhiviharika ) keep him bac&.'-' "If

the upajjhaya is guilty of a grave offence and ought to be sentenced

to 'parivasa/ 'manatta'," or peiaal discipline "let the Saddhiviharika'

take care that the samgha impose it upon him." Again, 'if the saiagha

wishes to proceed against the upajjhaya by the Tajjartiya K=imma

( or other diseiplinpry proceedings mentioned in the first book of

Chullavagga ), let the Saddhiviharika do what he can in order that the

saifogha may not proceed against the upajjhaya or may mitigate the

proceeding. Or if the samgha has instituted a proceeding against him,]j

let the Sad Jhiviharika do what he can in order that the upajjhaya.may
. . * .

.

(21) This was the general rule ( M. V. I. 32. 1. ) but it was prescribed on a

later occasion that a learned competent Bhikkhu. had only to live five years in

dependence (on his achariya and upajjhaya ),, and an unlearned one all his life

( M. V, I, 5"3. 4 ). ,
In some cases a Bhikkhu 1 was authorised to live without a Nissaya

( i. e. independent of achariya and upajjhaya ) ( M. V. I. 53. 5 ff ).

17
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behave himself 'properly, live modestly; and aspire to get clear

of his penance, and that the saihgha ! may revoke its sentence."

( M. V. t. 25 ).

The Upajjhaya too had corresponding duties. Hfc must look to the

spiritual and physical Well-being of his Saddhiviharikas, Thus we read:

"Let the Upajjhava, O Bhikkhus, afford ( spiritual ) help and further-

ance to the Saddhiviharika by teaching, by putting question to him,

by exhortation and by instruction. If the Upajjhaya has an alms-bowl

( or robe or other articles required for a Bhikkhu ) and the Saddhivi-

harika has not, let the Upajjhaya give the same to the Saddhiviharika or

take care that he gets one. If the Saddhiviharika is sick let the Upajj-

haya arise betimes and give him the teeth cleanser and water to rinse

his mouth with (and so on with the other duties prescribed for Saddhivi-

harika)". The Upajjhaya could turn away a Saddhiviharika for improper

conduct (
82

) but if the latter begged for pardon, he was forgiven (
!S

).

In case a Upajjhaya had gone away, or returned to the world, or died,

or gone over to a schismatic facton, the Saddhiviharikas had to choose

an Achariya, who stood in the same relation to them as the Upajjhayai

After the disciplinary period with the Upajjhaya was over the Bhikkhu

became a full member of the fraternity. Henceforth his individual

entity practically ceased and he became merely a part and parcel of

the great reli^ou? corporation. His conduct, down to the minutest

detail, was regulated by specific ordinances, even the slightest violation

of which was sure to bring down upon him the appropriate punishment.

It is a tedious task to narrate these ordinances in detail, but it would

suffice to say that these touched upon even such matters as the robes **

a Bhikkhu is to put on, the rugs (
25

) he is to lie down upon, the*

couch on which he is to sit (
a6

), the biwl he is to use (
27

), the food

he is to take ( *»•), and the manner in which he is to bathe *( 29
). -The

nature of these regulations, and the extent to which they guided the

life of a monk, may be fairly conceived by one who remembers that the

first great schism in the Buddhist church was occasioned by disputes

over no more important questions than the following :

—

—- ' : -^ , : ; - ..-
.

(22) What is understood by improper conduct is explained in detail in M. V, I.

27. 6-8.

( 23 ) M. V. I. 27. In some cases the expulsion of the Saddhiviharika and his

rehabilitation was compulsory.

( 24 ) Patimokkha ( Nissaggiya Pachittiya Dhamma. 1-10, 24-29, Pachittiya

Dhamma 58-60), M. V. VI 1 1- 13-4 ff. -
'

( 25 ) Nissaggiya Pachittiya Dhamma ( 11-15 ).

( 26 ) Pachittiya i4. (27 ) Nissaggiya Pachittiya Dhamma 21-22,

(28) Pachittiya, 31-46, (29) rachittiya 57.
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. (i) Whether it was permissible for a Bhikkhu to store sd.lt in

a horn
} (.2) whether the midday meal might be eaten when the sun's

shadow showed two finger-breadths after noon ; (3) whether curds

might be eaten by one who had already finished his midday meal

}

(4) whether a rug need be of the limited size prescribed, if it had no

fringe
; (5) whether it was permissible to receive gold and silver Sr.

It may thus be said with perfect accuracy that these rules and regu-

lations embraced the whole life of the Bhikkhus
5

and according to

the principle of the Buddhist church they could not perform even the

most insignificant or the most obviously necessary things without a

positive legal sanction. This may be illustrated by the following

passage from C. V., V. 14, 2 :

—

"Now at that time the Bhikkhus walked up and down on a cloister

on uneven ground ; and their feet were hurt,

They told this matter to the Blessed One.

"I allow you, O Bhikkhus, to make it level'.

The cloister had too low a basement, and was inundated with water.

They told this matter to the Blessed One,
f
I allow you O Bhikkhus, to make it with a high basement.'

The facing of the basement fell in.

'I allow you, O Bhikkhus, the use of facing of three Kinds—brick

facing, stone facing, and wooden facing.'

They found difficulty in getting up into it.

1 'I allow you, O Bhikkhus, the use of stairs of three kinds—brick

stairs, stone stairs,, and wooden stairs.'

As they were going up them, they fell off.

'I allow you, O Bhikkhus, the use of a balustrade.' Now at that

time the Bhikkhus, when walking up and down in the cloister,

fell down.

They told this matter to the Blessed One.

'I allow you, O Bhikkhus, to provide a railing for the cloister.

Whatever we may think of the particular incident referred to in the

above passage, it testifies to the rigidity of the Buddhist canon lav/, and

abundantly illustrates the principle that there was very little scope

for individual discretion,' and in all things small and great, the monks

had to abide by the specific laws laid down by the illustrious Buddha.
*

I 4. We may next take into consideration the organisation which

successfully maintained this stern discipline fn the church. It is

apparent that in the earlier days the word of the great Buddha was

law, and his supreme authority, the main guiding factor of the brother-

hood- This, however, could not be a permanent arrangement, mainly
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for two reasons. In the fiirist place, the church had gtfaduafliy extended

over a stretch of country too big to be ameiable to the personal

administration of a single raaan, and secondly, provision had to be maife

fqr, the management of the fraternity when the great Buddha would

be no more. A distinct organisition was therefore slowly evolved, and

although it was long before it attained the maturity, its first and

important stages are clearly traceable during the life-time of the Buddha.

In one respect, however, the old order continued The Buddha

regained the only lawgiver, even after his death. Indeed it was the

cardinal principle of the Buddhist church that none but the founder

of the sect could make laws fot the fraternity. The others might

explain and expound them, but could formulate no new laws themsel-

ves. The idea seems to hiave been developed at a very early period,

and, according to traditional account, the principle was finally establi-

shed by a formal resolution of the Samgha at the councill of Rajagpiha.

The great Buddha spoke to Ananda.. "When I am gone, Ananda, let

the Samgha, if it should wish, revoke all the lesser and minor precepts.

"When the permission thus accorded to the brotherhood was taken into

consideration by the council at kajagriha, opinions differed widely on

the interpretation of the minor and lesse.' precepts. Thereupon, on

thfemotion of Miha Kassapa, the council 'resolved to adhere to all the

precepts as laid down in the Bu idha^s lifetime 30
, 'not ordaining what

his not been ordained, and not revoking what has been ordained/ sl

The Budllhist church consisted, at first, oi two parts : the various

local Samghas or the ommuniGy of monks, and /the great Buddha co1-

ordinating them as a centra! authority. Any central organisation

rep-resenting the various local communities was remarkable by iti

absence. The defeojts pf the system were obvious and were experienced

even in the life-time of the Buddha, This is well illustrated by the in-

cidents that took place at Kosiarnbi in the Ghositarama ( M. V. X. 1-5 ).

There the local Samgha pronounced 'expulsion' agaJBst a paiticular

Bhikkhu. , The partisans of the latter defended his conduct and ranged

themselves agaitjst the decision. As soon as the news reached the

Buddha he exclaimed, "The Bhikkhu Samgha is divided! the Bhikkhu

Samgha is divided" and betook himself to the contending parties. He.

tried .to -compose their differences but was met with the reply "Lord,

may the Blessed Que, -the king of Truth, be patient ! Lord, may ithe

Blessed One quietly enjoy the bliss he has obtained already in this

life I The responsibility for these altercations and contentions, for this

.disunion and quarrel will rest wjth us alone." Again, and again the

(30) S. B.E.XIp. 112. (.31) C.V.XI.i,^ ,

~~
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great Buddha tried tr> bring them to their sense but he always met With

"the (same reply, and in disgust left the place.

''The incident vividly exhibits the merit as well as the defect of the

system. The local autonomy conceded to the Bhikkhus was no doubt

a healthy feature and must have contributed in a great degree to the

force and vitality of the whole organisation. The deplorable weakness

of the central authority was, however, such, that ft had no means to

enforce its decisions upon the constituent parts, even when such exer-

cise of- authority was thought desirable for the benefit of the Church.

Any one with a common degree of prudence, and foresight could not

fail to <per.ceive
: in it the seels of the decline.and downfall of the great

Church, *

.... With the death of the great Buddha, even this vestige of central

authority passed away. The great Reformer did not nominate any of

his disciples as his successor 3a nor was any arrangement made for

a definite organisation to take, his' place. The result was that the

whole SBuddlhist church was practically divided Into a number of Inde-

pendent local corporations. It is true that these bodies were not Is-

olated water-tight compartments ; for any member of a local com-

munity could freely pass into another simply by Ghange of his residence.

It is also true that th: general assembly of the monks, such as met qn

four historic occasions at RJjagyiha, Vatea-tf Pataliputra and Kashmir

served, to some extent, as the central and controlling authority. But

for purposes ofregular co-ordination, the first could be of .very little

practical importance and the second was merely a desperate attempt

tOuBemedy the defects of the constitution, and could, by itsvery nature,

bsiitesorted to: only in extreme and. exceptional cases.

The inscriptions faithfully reflect this double aspect of the Buddhfct

church. Thus while some of them record gifts to the local or a special

cofflrmnnity of monks ( Lud. Noj. 1123, 987, 1018, 1099, noo, 1,105,

rJrj24, 1125, 1126, 117S, 1248, iaSc ), others explicitly refer to the whole

Buddhist fraternity ( Samghasa chatudiaasa ) as the object of , their gift

(Lud.'Nos. 1133, 1 127, 1137, 1 139, Ir4o 1146, 5, 998, 999, 1006, 1007,

1016, 1020, 1024, 1 106, 1 127, 1131, ;6ab, 64a
;
Gupta Ins. Nos, 5, 62,).

-,(.32) According to Kern the Buddha had designed Kaffyag^ the Great as his

successor but the following speech attributed to,the Master in the Mahaparinibbana-

Sutta is more to the point : "It may be, Ananda, that in some of you the thought

may'Srise, "The word of the Master is ended, we hatfe no teacher more |" But it is

not thus Anarida that you should regard . it. The truths
:
and the rules of the Qrder

v&iiich iiiave set' forth and laidvdown for you .all,; let .thereafter I am gone, be tht

Teacher to you. ( S. B. E. XI. p 112)
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It ii quite clear, therefore, that the idea of the one universal Bud-

dhist church was never absent from the popular mind although we must

admit that the local communities were the only real entities for all

practical purposes. It is thus obvious that in order to -understand the

organisation of the Buddhist church we need only study the constitution

of these local bodies.

The local corporations were governed on strictly democratic

principles. The general assembly of the monks constituted the

sovereign authority and the procedure of its meetings was laid down

with minute exactness. ( M. V. IX. 3. )

In the first place, all the fully ordained Bhikkhus in a community

were membeVs of the assembly Every one of them, unless incapacitated

for some offence by way of penalty, had a right to vote. No meeting

was legal unless all the members entitled to vote were either present,

or, being absent, formally declared their consent 83
. A minimum number

of members that must be present in order that the act may be legal,

or, in other words, the rules of a quorum are laid down in M. V IX. 4.

The number varied for different classes of official acts. Thus there

were some acts which could be done by only four, while others required

the presence of no less than twenty persons. Any member present

might protest if he thougnt that the constitution of the assembly was

in any way irregular.

The assembly having duly met, the mover had first to 'announce

to the assembled Bhikkhus the resolution he was going to propose ; this

announcement was called riatti- After the natti followed the question

( kammavacha ) put to the Bhikkhus present if they approved the

resolution. The qusstion wis put either once or three times 5 in the

first case we have a nattidutiya kamma ; in the second case a natti-

chatuttha kamma 84
. Minute regulations were laid down as to what

acts fell respectively under the first and second categories. Any devia-

tion from this stereotyped form was liable to make the official act

invalid. Thus we have in M. V. IX. 3. 3 : "If one performs, O Bhikkhus,

a riatti dutiya act with one Natti, and does not proclaim a kammavacha,

such an act is unlawful. If one performs, O Bhikkhus a Nattidutiya

act with two «attis and does not proclaim a kammavacha with

one kammavacha and does not propose a natti with two kamma-
vachas and does not propose a natti, such an act is unlawful."

( 38 ) The formal consent of the absent members Was called 'chhanda.*

. ( 34 ) S. B. E* Vol. XIII. P. 169 F. N. ( 2 ). For the practical illustration of

this form see the ceremony of ordination on p. 127 above.
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After thfc resolution was formally put before the sarftgha once or

thrice, as the case might be, it was automatically passed; if the members
present kept silent. In case any one spoke against it and there was

a difference of opinion, the decision of the majority prevailed. Regular

vo fes were taken, and a taker of the votes was formally appointed by

the saifogha for this purpose ( C. V IV. 9 ).

In case the matter of dispute was grave and complicated, it could

be referred to another, local community in which there was a larger

number of Bhikkhus. The procedure ef doing this is described

in detail in 0, V. IV. 14. 17 ff. The community, to which the

matter was thus referred, first asked for, and obtained, a guarantee

that their decision would be accepted as final. Then they proceeded

to consider the subject in very much the same way as described above.

If the matter was a complicated one and pointless speeches were uttered

in course of discussion they could refer it to a small committee 35
. Only

the Bhikkhus ofhighest reoute were selected for these committees

and their appointment was made by a formal act of the Order. If

the committee were unable to come to any decision about the question,

they handed it back to the saingha which settled it by the votes of

the majority.

Although the votes of the majority generally decided the disputed

points, the Buddhist texts make it abundantly clear that the binding

,
force of this general principle was not uniformly recognised. Thus

we are told in 0. V. IV. 10. 1, that the taking of votes is invalid

when the taker of votes knows that those whose opinions are not in

* accordance with law will be, or may probably be, in the majority.

Again, there were secret methods of taking votes and "if the taker

of vote9 ascertained that those whose opinion was against the

Dhamma were in the majority, he was to reject the vote as wrongly

taken." ( C. V. IV. 14. 26 ). it is difficult to explain these deviations

from the general democratic tendency of the regulations. The texts

are quite silent on the point as to how the matter was to be decided

if the decision of the majority were rejected, and on the whole there

hangs a mystery about these regulations which it is at present impossi-

ble to clear up,

The local corporation of monks carried on the necessary secular

business of the monastery through the agency tf a number of officers

appointed by it in due form. The names and number of these officers

naturally varied in different places, but the most important among

( 35 ) The reference to committee seems to have been a well established prac-

tice. It was resorted to in the council of VaiSall ( C. V, XII. 2. 7 ).
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them were :—<l) the distributor of food, Including fruits and rice

gruel, (2) the keeper of stores, (3) the regulator of the lodgings, (4)

the recipient of robes, (5) the distributor of robes, (6) the keeper of

ram-cloaks and bathing clothes, (7) the keeper of alms-bowls and (8)

the superintendent of the gardeners, 36 The officers were of course

selected from amongst the brethren, ahd only'the most eminent among

them were entrusted with these important charges.

The local corporation had extensive authority over the individuaii

monks and could visit their offences with various degrees of punishment

such as (•) Tajjaniya kamma (act of rebuke), ( 2 ) the Nissiya kararaa

(putting under tutelage ), (3) Pabbajaniya kamma (act of banishment),

(4) Patifaraniya kamma (act rf making amends to the laity ), and

(5) Ukkhepaniya kamma (act of suspension). A detailed account of the

offences deserving one or other of these punishments, and the way in

which they were imposed, is given in the first Khandhaka of Chujla-

Vagqa. Besides these, there was the system of probation and penance

(Parivasa and Manatta) which is described in minute detail in the second

and third Khandhakas. Above all there was the act of expulsion from

the Community, the highest punishment contemplated by the Buddhisj:

canon, and the offences involving this extreme measure are given in

the Pafajtka Section of the Patimokkha.

The nuns ( Bh'kkhUnls ) formed a distinct community fa the

Buddhist church. They had their own sariigha which was guided by

the same rules and regulations as that of the monks. The Bhikkhuni

sariigha was, however, for all practical purposes
i
subordinated t,o, the

Bhikkhu Sariigha. The .ordination of a new Bhikkhuni, although

carried on in the Bhikkhuni sariigha in exactly the same way as that »f

a Bhikkhu in the Bhikkhu sariigha, had to be confirmed by 'the latter,

The general tendency of the Buddhist canonical law was to assjgn a

distinctly inferior position to the Bhikkhnis, as the great Buddha was

of opinion that their admission into the Buddhist church was calculated

to destroy its purity. Many safeguards were devised to avert this evil

but the essential principles guiding the corporation of monks were

equally applicable in the case of that of the nuns. It appears from

Buddha's reply to Ananda in C. V. X. 3. t'.iat other religious sects also

admitted women in their fraternity 3̂ .

§ 5. The foregoing account of the Buddhist chur h is calculated

to give a fair idea of the corporate character of the institution. I propose,

( 36 ) Cf. Kern- Manual p. 83.

( 37 ) For the details of /he Bhikkhuni sariigha cf. C. V. x. and the Bhikkhuni

I atimokkha.
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• r"
sect,"°n, to dwell upon some .special features, of, the orga-

nisation whjch bring, out this characteristic, in a more vivJcl manner. .

?

In the first place I would draw attention to the feet already ..notice?*

above, that the individual in the Buddhist church, was mefsged.in the.

corporation, The individual had absolutely, no, freedom o^.his own,
and his life, even to the minutest detail ofit, was regulated by a se

y
of ordinances enforced by the

;
corporation. A few specimens, may be

quoted below just to give .an idea of tbeiwhole thing :—

( i ) Whatsoever Bhikkhu who is not sick, shall, desiring to. warm
himself, kindle a fire, or . have a fire kindled, without

;

cause sufficient

thereto that is a Pachittiya (an offence , requiring expiation ) ( S,,B.

t: 'xi ii'. p. 44). ",

''''"

. .
.

V"

;

(ii) Whatsoever Bhikkhu shall baths at intervals, of less. than, halt a

month, except on the proper occasion— that is a Pachittiya ( ibidjj,

(iiijL In case people should offer a Bhikkhu, who has gone to -some

house to take as much as he. £hoser.,of their sweetmeats and cakes,

that Bhikkhu, should he so wish, may accept two or $hree b,OKj$j/uU<

If he should accept more than that—that is a pachittiya (,ib.id p.. 39, ).

(iv) Whatsoever Bhikkhu shall have a rug or mat .made. with, silk;

in it— that is a Pachittiya offence involving forfeiture (ibid P. 24).

(v) When a Bhikkhu has had a new rug jinade, he should use, it

for six years. If he should have another .new rug ma^e within .the

,

six years, whether he has got rid, or has. not.got rid.of the, former, One,
:

—unless with the permission of the. Bhikkhus— tha^ is a Pachittiya,

offence involving forfeiture 3*.
(

,. ,ri
.,"

i,t

'.

The same relation between the individual, and the cprporatiprj
f
;is^j

brought, out. by the general presumption in, the Buddhist canon Ipw

that everything belongs to the Samgha and not to any individual monk,,,

and that the latter can only possess that which has hsen specifically

allotted to him. Thus it is a general rule that a Bhikkhu can possess

only one bowl at a time and he can exchange it for
r
a new one only

when it has been broken In at least five places. Now if any Bhikkhu

got a new. bowl in violation of the above rule, that bowj was forfeited

to the samgha and
.
given to the BhikkhUj who had the worst bowl

.

S9
.

Again, as a general rule, the Bhikkhus could not possess gold or silver,,

C 38 ) The Vibhanga explains by a story, why the last clause was added. "A

ick monk was asked by his relatives to come home, that they might nurse him. He
answered that he was too ill to carry his rug, could not get on without one, arid

could not have a new one made' within six years. Then the Blessed one established

this exception to- the' general rule'" (ibid- P. 25 and footnote ).

:

"

(39') S. B- E. XIII. p. 27

18
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and if any of them should receive it or get some one to receive It for

him, or allow it to be kept in deposit for him, he had to give it up for

the use oftHe^ community. *° Even when things were allowed to a

Bhikkhu for personal use, they were considered as the property ,of the

Samgha. « It is perfectly in keeping with this doctrine that on the

death of ai Bhikkhu, the Samgha became the owner of his property ( M.

V. Villi 27. 3).

"On the death of a Bhikkhu. O Bhikkhus/the Samgha becomes the

owner of his bowl and of his robes. But, now, those who wait upon

the sick are of much service, I prescribe, Bhikkhus, that the set of

robes and the bowl are to be assigned by the Samgha to them who

have waited upon the sick. And whatever little property or. small

supply ofaBhikkhu's requisites there may be, that is to be divided

by the Samgha that are present there ;

!

but whatever large quantity

of property and large supply of a Bbikkhu's requisites there may be,

that is not to be given away and not to be apportioned, but to belong

to the Samgha of the four directions, those who have come in,

and thos^e who have not."

The communistic theory of property is also beautifully illustrated

by the following sto'ry

.

**Now at that time the Bhikkhus who dwelt in a certain country

residence, hot far frOm Savatthi, were worried by having constantly to

provide sleeping accommodation for travelliDg'Bhikkhus who came in

( from country places
!

).' "And those Bhikkhus thought: '[ This being

so, ] let us hand over all the sleeping accommodation which is the

property of the Samgha to one ( of us ), and let us use it as belonging

to him.' And they [did so ].

Then the Incoming Bhikkhus said to them : 'Prepare, Sirs, sleeping

accommodation for us.'

'There are no beds, Sirs, belonging. to the Saihgha. We have given

them all away to one of us.'

'What, Sirs f Have you then made away with property beIongirig'"to

the Samgha f
' '^

'That is so, Sirs.'
r,!

The moderate Bhikkhus murmured, &c, and told the matter to the

Blessed One.
T

*

'" i ^

( 40 ) Ibid p. 26 and footnote.

(41) "No Bhikkhu had a separate personal ownership over his robes,
;; thou?h

nominally given to him for hiS own. use,, and really his- own subject to the rules, they

were, technically speaking, the property of the wliole Sajhgha" (Ibid p. 18 f.
:
n. 1 ).
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'Is it true, O Bhikkhus, as they say, that Bhikkhus make away with
Saihgha property J'

'It is true, Lord,'

Then the Blessed one rebuked them, &, and said to the Bhikkhus :

'These five things, O Bhikkhus, are untransferable, and are not to

be deposed of either by the Samgha, or by a company of two or three

Bhikkhus ( a Gana ), or Ly a sfngle individual. And what are the five f
A park ( irama ), or the site for a park—this is the first, untransferable

thing, that cannot be dispjsed of by the Saihgha,_or by a Gana, or by
an individual. If it be disposed of, such disposal is void ; and whoso-

ever has disposed of it, is guilty of a thulla'chchaya. A Vihara or the

site for a Vihara—
:
this is the second, &c ( as before ). A bed, or a

chair, or a bolster, or a pillow—this is the third, &c. A brass vessel, or

a brass jar, or a brass pot, or a brass vase, or a razor, or an axe, or a
hatchet, or a hoe, or a spade—this is the fourth, &c. ' Creepers, or

bamboos, or munja, or babbaja grass, or common grass, or clay, or

things made of wood, or crockery—this is the. fifth, &c ( as before,

down to ) thullachchaya.' ( C. V. VI-15 ),'

Thus it was that the individual member could occasionally

realise the idea of- the larger brotherhood. In view of the fact

that there was no central organisation of thei Buddhist church, these

peculiar theories and practices alone could enable a member to

realise that the various local corporations were merely the parts of a

larger one^ If a monk 6f Kashmir, in course of .his travels, could

claim by right, a bed at night in a cDnvent at
" Pataliputra, he

would certainly have realised the idea of the greater corporation such

as nothing else would have enabled him to do.

Several institutions in the Buddhist church constantly kept alive

-the corporate Reeling in the minds of the members. The regular

assembly of the local Bhikkhus may be mentioned first.. It was at first

ordaioed that the Bhikkhus should assemble and recite the Dhamma
on the eighth, fourteenth and fifteenth day of each half-month ' (M V.
II. 1. 3 ). On one of the last two days tlook place the 'Uposatha* service

and the recitation of Patimokkha ( M.' V. II. 3. 2, 3 5 ii, 4. 2 ). This

was looked upon as very important' and elaborate regulations were laid

down for fairly conducting the cerembriy.

The service was to be held by the complete fraternity of a locality,

Fpr this purpose a local area was clearly defined 42 with reference to

(41) If no specific boundary was determined, the boundary of the village or

the town where the Bhikkhus dwelt was accepted a"s the boundary for the
:Uposatha

service. ( Bt V. 11. 12 7 ).
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boundaries, by a formal act of.the Order. The area was not, to be tod

large, nor was ft to consist of such natural obstacles, as a big river

without any regular communication between the two,sides by means of

ferry
(
boats etc ^ These precautions were evidently taken to ensure the

"possibility of. the attendance of a^l the members. There was to be only

or.e 'Uposatha' service, on a particular, day proclaimed beforehand, and

on a fixed spot arranged for the purpose.

When the brethren had assembled together, the Patimqkkha was

recited iS by. a learned competent Bhikkhu with t,he
r

.formal sanction of

the assembly ( M. V. 7r. 3. 3 ). As the recitation proceeded} and at;,the

end of the'jdescription of each class of offences, the questionwas put, to

the assembled brethren whether they were pure with regard t,o it, -The

ques|io'n was" repsated thrice, and. if the assembly remained silent, :
the

recitation Was continued : for the silence was tanta mount to a declara-

fion ofinnocence (*M
;;y. 1,1. 3). On the other hand if any of the

Bhikkhus present was guilty of any of these offences he had ,to cqnfess

his guilt and was treated according to the rules and regulations. After

the recitation of Patimokkha was finished, various topics connected with

the, church were discussed in the assembly ( M.V.I I. 15. 5— 1.1 ) and

sometimes-even official acts were.performed. (M. V. II. 23). Usually

the eldest Bhikkhu was the master of the ceremony but in case he was

ignorarft and unable to recite the Patimokkha. the Bhikkhu, who was

most learned and competent tqpk his. place. In case all the Bhikkhus

of a particular, locality were ignorant they had to send instantly one

Bhikkh^p the. .neighbouring, con^rouoity w,^th
1
instruct! ns to come

back after having learnt the
t Patimokkha abridged or in its fulkextent.

tfh| failed to do this the Bhikkhus had all to go to a neighbouring,

community to, hold the .Uposatha service, and, the, recital of the

Patimokkha,

The presence pf all the members in the ceremony was specially

insisted upon. If any one was. absent on account of sickness he, had-i to

charge, another Bhikkhu with his 'parisuddhi' i. e. with the solemn <le-

claration that he was, pure from the offences . specified in the Patimok-

kha.'. He had also to declare afcthg same time his consent to |he; acts

to.be performed rin^he assembly (M. V, ii. 23 ). If the sick Bhikkhu

did not succeed inlfonveying this, parisuddhi, he had to be carried to.the

assembly on his bed or his chair. If the nurses of the sick man thought

that by removing him his sickness would , increase, or he wo;uld die,
, ,)> '-•••

-
'" i'' '

'"' *" ''
LI _J •''••

'

'
-"

'

'

(43); /The Patimokkha ( a classified catalogue oT various offences and their appro-

priate punishment ) was usually recite^ in its full.extent but it conld be abridged in,

times afaahge'r't M.'V. 11. 15. ).
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then' the Whole Samgha had to go to the sick-man and hold Uposatha

there. But in no case were they to hold the ceremony with incomplete

bongregitidtt. Similarly if a Bhikkhu was sei&ed by his relations or

fcfogs,robbers etc. on the Uposatha day, the Bhi'kkhus had at ''first to

try to have him temporarily released for joining the Uposatha service.

If they did^not succeed, they were to request them to take the Bhikkhu

outside the boundary during the Uposatha ceremony so "that the

congregation might be technically 1 complete. Failirg in this, they

should rather stop the Uposatha ceremony altogether than hold it with

an incomplete congregation. Again, if a Bhikkhu turned mad, he was

first to be! granted 'ummattakasammuti' ( ;. e. the mad man's leave ) by

a formal act of the Order before the Uposatha ceremony could be held

without him. This insistence on'the presence of all the members and thi

mutual confession of guilt must be looked upon as indicative of, and no

doubt greatly conducive to, the corporate spirit of the Buddhist monks**.

The VasSa or the residence^ during the rainy' season was another

institution calculated to develop the corporate spirit among the

Buddhist monks. It was ordained that for three months during the

rainy seasonvevery year, commencing either from the day after the

full moon. of A,hadha, or a month after that date, the monks had to

live in a settled residence *s. DuHngvthis .period, they could not leave

their pjajqe of /residence) ^except in cases of emergency, specified in

detail in M. V. III. Thus, far- threes months, a number of Bhikkhus

lived ifcogethei- in mutual amity arid concord. We get a glimpse of it'

from. -the foliowiflghShort account of the life; led by a group of Bhikkhus :

HJig who eame back first from the- village, from his alms-pilgrimage,

prepared seats, got water fat washing the feet, a foot stoolyanda*

towel, cleaned, the slopi^asin,an«tgot-j't ready and put there (water to )

drink and foods. He who came back last from the village, from' his

alms-pilgrimage, a,te,if fch<yre{ jvajS any ffood left ("from the dinner of

the other Bhikkhus ) and i£he djeffred ^do so ; and if he did not

desire ( to eat ), threw it awa^ ajt a ..gl^ce^M from grass or poured it

away into water in which na living things were ; put. away the water

for washing the feet, the foot-stool, arid the towel ; cleaned the slap-basin

and put it away, put the water and the food away and swept the

diking^oom,^c.''(J^"V, Pt?S\l)> .,'.'•,.

A'tthe'endc-f the Vassal-esidepce the assembled Bhikkhus held the

ceremony of P'avarana, iri which 'every Bhikkhu present invited -the

Saiitgha to charge him with any offence they thought him guilty of—
(44) This account is tak^fronjiM. V. ,11. •-, • - '>

.

~7 :

'

( 45 ) Usually, ;tbie, monks trayelted from place to. place during the rest of the
ear.

*
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an offence which they saw, or heardof, or.sfcspe^Jsd—sojhat he might

atone for it 46
.

-•,

i . - • •/,- i

.'Immediately after the Pavarartin'the robes belonging to i the local

Sarhgha were .distributed among, 'fts members;- This was known

as : the Kathina cerfcmony., The 'Kathinai^ literally i.ftard* was

the stock qf otton provided by the faithful to be made up into

rohas'for the use of the Sam»ha during the ensuing! year. By a

formal act of tha Order ajBhikkhu-Was placed id charge of dyeing

and sewing these clothes. When the new robes were ready for wear,

he chose one for himself and pointed >out the> remaining robes to the

^hikkhus there present; specifying^ which he. thought fit for the

elder and which for the younger members of the Order. Finally

he called upon the' Sarhgha for their formal approval of his procedure.

On the receipt of such approval the Bhikkhus took possession of their

respective robes, and the ceremony came to an end *"
.

§ 6. The Buddhist fraternity, of which a short-sketch has been

given above, may be looked upon as a type of the religious' corpora-

tions in ancient India. The Jain^fraternity, the only- other religious

corporation of which some detailed account is known' to us, clearly

belqngs to this type 13
. Of the rest we possess very little- definite

infoimation. There can, however, be ' scarcely any doubt that these

religious corporations were always an important factor ta&nciefltTndiaii

society. It has been already demonstrated that 'there were many 'such

corporations at the time when Buddhism arose. Their continued

existence in later times is proved b^ the Dbarmislistras and inscriptions.

Thus the passage from Yajaavalkya quoted fa p\ 18. above, refers to

the 'irrsfe'or heterodox religious sects in layingdewh rules and regula-

tions for the corporation. The corporation' of *he 'Pashandis'Is also

expressly referred to in the Narada Simhita in *he following passages:—

"uTOfaf^mTfNi %fa: ^*ro *wr i

«wg^R«n^% ^f^i^tr?*'%
e
fr*i it

*\%\ WW*' TT3TT 3*f *WN% rWI if* (x. I>).

An inscription of the second century A. P. records a gift to

the corporation'-"( parshad ) of the Charakas, probably 'a certain

special category of Brahmanical*. ascetics' (Ep.,ind. VIII p. 7g.) 49

while another refers to the holy assembly of the Aparajitas ( Lud, No.

( 46 ) For dhe details and formalities of the ceremony ell M. V. IV.

( 47 ) S. B. E. Vol. XVII. pp. 148—162 and footnotes/''
?-'

( 48 ) Considerations of space forbid a detailed ac'cdurft of the f
Jairia Church.'

( 49 ) Aiso cf. the dedicatory cave inscriptions of Asoka and Dasaratha.



CORPORATE ACTIVITIES IN SOCIAL LIFE.

' §
'

i. The corporate activities of the ancient Indians were most

remarkably manifested In their social life, and they were carried'

to a degree of perfection which is unknown elsewhere in the 'world;

The institution variously known as vama, jati or caste, is the concrete

expression of thosefectivities, andI Represents in its latest development,

the highest form 1

of Social corporation known to history. It is not my
rjbject here to trace the origin! and development of the caste sys 'em

as a whole^ for that js'iob' big a subject and requires separate treat-

ment by itself. I shbuld 'rather coVifirie 'myself to those essential features

alone which make,the term corporation applicable to it, and bring out

more prominently 'the corporate character of the institution.

'

§ £. WfDla) begin from the earliest period of Indian history'

known to us, viz, that represented by the Rigveda. The question has

often bekn discussed whether the caste system was known to the people

of that age. The views of antiquarians differ much on this question.

Aufrecht, Benfey, M. Miiller, Stbir, Roth, Weber and Zimmer were of

opinion that the later Brahmanical social organisation was unknown to

thVVedic people.
; The view was endorsed by Seiart, Macdonell, Von '

SehWeder arid Kaegf. On the other hand Haug, Kern and Ludwig1

maintain opposite 'views" and they have been supported by Oldenberg

and GeldneV * , It wtiuld be Of rJ6 use to consider In detail the argu-'

ments advanced by 'each, but we*rnay1eka
!

mitte the facts so far as they

have been elu'cfdated by these schdlars.
"

'There Is cinry one passage in Rigveda, the celebrated Punnha Sukta,

which refers
J
tb the division of Society intd'fbur classes. The Sukta is,

however, admittedly delate ortgln and"cannot therefore be accepted as

an evidence of the earliest period.
J"

^fhere are, however, so'me 'grounds

for the belief fhat thelfo'ur, classes were hot unknown to the earliest

Ihdo-Aryans
1

,'

1

,The earliest Iranian society was divided into four classes

(plshtrasj'correspondirig to those described in the Piiriisha Sukta. Thus

the Athravas tpr'ests) wc-uid[correspond to the, Br., the Rathaesthas

( warriors )' to ihe Kh.', ^fte Vastriyas- Fshotiyants ( chief of family ) to
i.

'. < ; .-
• 'o " tor; '.: ?«••-.- >'

'..
'.-' •>>

* Thefollow.i;iig,^t>ljiiiey|ationisare- usjed in -thjs chapter. , Br. = Biahmana, Kh=

Ksfeatmya»KVa:=s=V*i^i Sm^^iSr if,They are, not changed even in the plural :

nup*berJ..o>c,- .. rr, ,sh .... .>>)>. h>>,*i<-i ......
, . A*

( i) For a summary of these views Cf. A. U p. :j$6 and V- LJI- PA 2.47 ff.
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the Va. and the Huitis ( labourers ) to the Su. * There is some force in

Ludwig's argument ; that as |tjie tetjgfous Sde%sx
cojfltsahT«S<t}fH HhegRigveda

reach back to the time when the Iranians and the Aryans lived together'

we have a right to take the social ideas also as representative of the

same period ; that if we admit the absence of similar class distinctions

in the age of Rigveda, we are bound. Jo, presume that the jAi$ans,

originally had the distinctions. in their sQcjfity:,,suhsequently IpSjtJt ami
had built them up again at some future period *-., .,,,-. r . ._,.„;, <

. It may thus be admitted that the four-fold social .division conternpla-.

ted by the Purusha Sukta was know
t
p in the age pf the Rjgveda..- There,

is, however, nothing to show that the four classes formed. anything

approaching to four castes. Every people in an advanced state of

civilisation may be. differentiated into, the four ( or possibly ,more )

elements. The English peop^ej for example, _ may be divided ; Into the

clergy, the noble, the middle class, and the , labourers.:. There is no

evidence to show that the general divi^on pf the people into four classes

in the age of Rigveda was more rigid than that prevailing in, England,

the hereditary nobles in the Jatter forming a suitable counterpart to

the more or less hereditary priest-hopd. in .the former. Jt may be atgued,.

that in the case of India the later literature shows these classes as

rigid castes, and in the absence of.any, proof to the contrary, we might

postulate the same with regard ,tcj
k
the age of Rigveda.^ • Apaijt,

from the illogical nature, of the , st.a^ment-. itself, the. example of ^he

Iranian spciety clearly proves that the .
class distinctions mentioned

above do not connote any casfe. distinctions, and, what, is more .im-

portant, that they do not even. necessarily lead to the latter. .... , v ,

Let us next examine the point whether, and if so, .how far these,

classes partook of the nature, of corporations. Now we can speak of cor-

poration only when thereJs some Hn^ by which a class of peopU is .tied,

together, whether it be of. profession," social^ status or something .else.
f

Now there is absolutely no. evidence, that any of the^fpur classes qf,

which the existence may be infetred from $e. hymns of Rigveda ever,

formed a professional group or social unit. Exceptions may indeed be

taken to the case of Br. and Su. It may be argued that the priest-hood

already formed a profession ( Mulr-S, T. I. $$$ ) and that the' §u\ or,

Dasas formed a distinct ethnic group; In the first case, however, there
,

...i ' - - (" - : v.
- - 7 Si.'i .I,,,',: l <...' ; • ': ,v.

is nothing to show that the profession was the monopoly of a particular

(2) cf. Ludwig-Der Rigveda HLp. 243-4 :Se<Aft-'C)aste p. i4off.' -^ • i .

( 3 ) Der Rigveda III. 244. There-is KcrtJe'ver nttt questiori tff:
,;

tho" "tlassett-utiter-

schiede die auf der geburt beruhten" as Ludwig presumes, cf. Senart-Caste p. 142 :

Spiegel, Eran, Alterihumsk, }1, p. '55I ffJ
•
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(

e class, of oso-ple, or that thosp.who adopted it formed <apy

organised social group or groups by themselves. In the latter case,

although the §u. or, Dasas, were, ethnically distinct frqm^he A*y>as,

there is no reason to suppose, that they w<?re a homogeneous race, being

composed, as they were, of.various aboriginal races, whom the Aryans

had to -con front in .their Indian settlements. Itfljay be broadly asserted

therefore^, that although there were several classes among the , Aryans }

in the early Vedic period there was /lot.yet any question of^caste 4
,, , :

§ 3. We may next take into., consideration the late,r Yedicage^-f

Weber, who has made a, special study^ of the data regarding caste

contained in these sources, is of opinion that the caste systep was fully,

developed during this period, and that we find here the system which ^

was afterwards idealised in Manu's c,ode, although he is constrained

to admit that some laxity in the system is observable, here apd

there B
. That this view of the development of the caste system is erro-

neous is now generally recognised 6 .'Without going into this question .

in detail we shall separately discuss the cases of Br. Kh. Va. and Su..

just to find out to~ what extent any of those partook of a corporate

character.

Brahmana—The pretension of the Br. has no doubt reached a high

point. Already in Kausi, they are called Gods and Gods of (iods (p, 3s)
7

,

They are even held to be identical with Brahma ( p. 3j ). They alone

can take things offered in a sacrifice. They have a rjght to ,elaim four

privileges viz. (r) Arena (veneration ), (2) Dana ( present, gifts etc ),

(3) Ajyeyata ( freedom from oppression ) and (4) Abadhyata ( im-

munity from capital punishment ). They have also four" duties .viz.

(1) Brahmanyam ( purity of blood ), (2) Pratirapacharya ( proper way of.

living ), (3) Yas'ah ( fame through the study of Veda etc
), (4) Lokapakti

(intellectual and religious training of the people, as teacher, sacrificial

priest and purohita )
8

.

These duties and privileges belong to no other class of people, at

least as a body and as such the Br. must be looked upon as a distinct

privileged class. There were besides speeial rules and regulations

prescribed for thexonduct of a Br- such as that,

(1) h,e should not carry arms ( p. 96 ) ( Kaus". 93, I04 ).

- '-<.;.' '
;

^

r '-
;

\ •.'.-tr-'

(4) Senart'-Castes p. 149 ff.

1
(5) 'ind. Stud. Vol. X. P. 2.

"
(6) Hopkins-Caste pp. 2, 108.

(7) These pages refer to Ind. Stud. Vol. X. ''':'
• . ; 'i.

(8) Ind.-Stud. X. 41. For detailed account of each of ths above privileges and™-

duties see Ibidpp. 41-160.
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(a) he should not Speak in a vulgar tongue (
p'. 9I ). (S.P.Br.

3,2,1,24),

(3) he should initiate his son at a particular age (p.101),

(4) he should observe the rules laid down for taking food, :

(5) he should observe Brahmacharya ( chastity ) ( p. 102 ).

The violation of these rules was meted With punishment in the

form of penance, and sometimes it even led to the exclusion from the

Brahmanic fold. The 'out-cast', however, could get back into his society

by performing some penances, (p. 102)

It is thus quite clear that the Br. already possessed a corporate

character. It behoves us next to take into consideration the nature of

this corporation.

The first thing that strikes anybody is that the corporation is in the

making, and that a conscious attempt is visible to make it more and

more perfect. In the first place, what is the basis of the corporation ?

The group of people who were collectively called Br. was not bound

together by ties of birth. There is absolutely nothing to show that,

as In later days, none but th 2 son of a Br, could bslong to the class.

Rules were indeed laid down that no body could serva as a priest

who could not prove his descent from three ( according to Kaus\ Sutra )

or ten ( according to Laty. ) generations of rishis ( p. 70 ). But these

very rules prove distinctly that the unbroken descent in a Br. line was

as yet an ideal and not an actuality. It further shows the conscious

attempt towards a closer corporation to which I have referre d above.

We have, however, not to depend upon negative proof alone to

establish our thesis. Authentic ancient texts repeatedly declare that it

is knowledge, not descent, that makes a Brahman. Thus we learn from

S. P. Br 1 1, 6, 2, 10, that Janaka became a Brahman through the

teachings of Yajnavalkya. Ts. ( 6, 6, 1, 4 ) declares "jz$ g- smPff

MCfWM sft Wt ^Fl" 'He who his learning is the Brahman rishi. Again

we have in Kath. 30, I, and Maitr. 48. 1 ; 107, 9.

^<r^ <%fm*{ ^*j * fqm * fornix: 11"

"What do you ask about Br. father, what do you ask about Br.

mother ? Since one v/ho knows the Veda is the father, the grand father".

These and similar passages indicate that knowledge . was looked

upon as the primary qualification, and heredity counted for little

in the recognition of a person as Brahman *>
.

( 9 ) Und so wird denn auch sonst noch mehrfach das Wissen allein als weseat-

lich, die Abkunft uberhaupt als ganz unwesentlich bezeichnet ( Ind. stud, p, 7o ),
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if then the Brahmanhood depended upon the knowledge and learn*

ng mainly requisite for Vedic worship,there must have been some specific

method by which it was obtained. The method is fortunately referred

to in KausS, 55 from which we learn that the Teacher had the power to

confer 'arsheyam' or Brahmanhood upon his student, I0 apparently if

he were inclined to ailopt the profession of a priest, and had, in the

opjnjon of the teaclu r, capacity required for the same. This is beauti-

fully illustrated by a passage in Ait. Br. (VII-19), quoted by Muir

( S, T. I. p, 368 ). We are told that sacrifice fled from the Kb. Va< and

Su. and approached to Brahman. Wherefore now also sacrifice

depends upon Brahman, upon the Brahrnans. Kshattra then followed

Brahman, and said, 'invite me C too to participate ) in this sacrifice.

Brahman replied, 'so be it : then laying aside thy own implements

[ bow, arrows etc ] approach the sacrifice with . the implements of

Brahman, in the form of Brahman, and. having become Brahman.

Kshattra rejoined, 'Be it so', and laying aside its own implements,

approached the sacrifice with those ofBrahman, in the form of Brahman

and having become Brahman.
,
therefore, now also a Kshattriya when

sacrificing, laying aside his own implemeats, approaches, the sacrifice

with those of Brahman, in the form of Brahman, and having become

Brahman." There was thus no inherent distinction between Kshattra

and Brahman, and the one might be changed for. the other by a change

in the mode of life and profession. The same idea also occurs in Ait.

Br. VII, 23 1 j "He, a king, vyrhen consecrated O^mm *.) enters into the

condition of a Brahman", and also in S. P. Br, ( III, 2, i, 39 ff ). On
the authority of these and other texts Weber concludes : "Thus every

Rajanya and ValSya becomes, through the consecration for sacrifice

(^qT )a Brahman during its continuance, and is addressed as such/'

( p. 17 ). Again we have in S. P. Br. (XIII. 4, 1, 3 ) : "whosoever

sacrifices, does so after having as it were become a Br." So too

Katyayana says in his. slrauta sutra vi, 4, i2 : "The word Brahmana

is to be addressed, to a VaUya and a , Rajanya also," on which the

commentator annotates : "The formula 'This Br. has been consecrated'

is to be used at the sacrifice of a Va. and a Rajanya also ; and not the

words 'this Rajanya, or this Vaiiya, has b;en consecrated,' ( cf. Muir S.

T. p, 369 and f, p.

)

The passage in Kau£. 55 thus gives a probable clue to the basis of

corporation which we have been trying to discover. It is the know-

ledge and deportment requisite for priestly function and the Br.

society in those days may thus be said to be a guild of priests. As

r ( 10 ) For various details in collection with it cf. Ind. Stud. x. pp. 7172.
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hew members could be admitted to a craft-guild only by some

"orescribed method ( see ante p. i6. ) so one could be initiated into this
(-"

. , * .
> .-.->.-.

. .
guild of priests' only after an approved term of apprenticeship with a

faster. This is expressly acknowledged by the Sutra writers. Thus

Apastafrvba1 says that "he [ the ^charya ] causes him (the pupil) to

be born ("a second time) by ( imparting to him ) sacred learning"

( S. B. E. H. p. 3 ) : also, that "this ( second ) birth is the best ;'•

''The -father and the mother produce the body only," (Ibid),

Again, orie "whose father and grandfather have not been initiated ( and

his two ancestors ) are called slayers of the Brahman. Intercourse,

eating and intermarriage with them should be avoided ;" (Ibid. p. 5).

•'No religious rite can be performed by a ( child ) before he has been

"gift with the' sacred girdle, since he is on a level with a Sudra before

Bis(he
rw ) birth from the Veda' (Ibid p. io ). Initiation, not birth,

•was thiis the real claim to B&hmanhbod, .*

^We here get a rational explanation of those ^elaborate ceremonies
r
whi6h;Ve

!

giJlat'ed the relatioh of a teacher and* a student. The an.alogy

with thV guild may be carried a step further. As many of these guilds

(like those of weavers, barbers, potters and oil-millers ) had ultimately

"developed into 'castes', so the *giilld of the priests' also ended in the

'BrShrhan caste'. We come across those craft- guilds in ancient time,

"arid their representatives, forming so many 'castes,' in modern day's.

Tt*w6uldT5e as rfiuch consonant to reason to say, that the membership

^tof the primitive guilds depended "upon birth, as to predicate the same

of the ancie'nt'Br. class,

"' It is necessary that we should divest our mind of prejudices and
;guard ourselves' against aissbcfatiflg modern ideas with the old state

ofthirigs, The "angle of vision'- also requires to. be changed a lilile.

W£ are accustomed to say that the 'Br. alone could be priest, they

aldne. could" teach the Vedas,' whereas' v^e should rather say that they

alone were Br. who possessed a khbwledge of the Veda and 'coulcl

perform the fucetion of' a priest. One was "a Br.' because he was a

Vedic scholar and a priest, and not the vice versa, Again, the Br.

6f those days did not confine their Activities to
1

the function of a priest

aloriei '-As wehav& seen, sortie of them were fiqhters 4:00, and it is

certain that many also followed other professions. But the prohibitibh

tb earry arms, which we find in Kau^, is probably a typical example
of *he gradual restriction in this respect. Here again we find that

conscious attempt towards makirig the corporation a closer one to

which reference has already been made.

"The 'corporation of priests" had not as yet developed that social



^clusiveness which is the chief characteristic of their descendants,

They freely married among all classes of people and took wives^ even.

. fjromthe Su. The marriage with Su, was indeed looked upon with

. disfavour, as is evidenced by Gobh. 3, 2, 42, &, and, among others,

.the,story of Vatsa, but it was not positively forbidden (pp. 73-74).

^A/^er considering everything Weber concluded that there was in those

\,days no hard and fast rule regarding that 'purity of blood,' about

.which so many injunctions and prohibitions have been laid down, in

?
later days

,

n
.

>; /the corporation of priests was thus not a close or rigid one. We
find indeed conscious attempts to make it so, but the regulations laid

?
down for the purpose sat lightly upon the members, and were not

enforced" with any amount of rigour. Slight penances only were

imposed for any breach of customary duties, and although continued,

neglect e;f the same led to the expulsion from the ' corporation, the

, means of re-admission to i t were in many cases extremely feasible 18

I have all along used the expression "corporation or guild of priests,."

It would perhaps be more correct to say "corporations or guilds of

priests". For we cannot very well believe that, all the Br. in

different parts of the country formed only one corporation. Although

there must have been some general similarity in their aims, pursuits,

and manner of living, - the more coherent organisation could embrace

only a limited section. As a matter of fact we hear of various

schools of Br. at this period, such as the Yajuryedis, MjLdhyandjns,

Maitrayanis, Rigvedis, Apastambas , Apastamba % Hiranyake^s &C.

These very names indicate that the differentiating factors were con-

nected with the Vedic authorities relied upon by them and' this in

a manner corroborrates what I have stated above regarding the basis

of' these corporations; viz. that it is not, birth but the -knowledge

required by a priest. The divisions of the Brahmans according to

Sakha and .Charana also lead to the similar conclusions.

.

.

-•.-
' -r '

. ; ;- rt~

. rii(
t
M;^ ."'*Aus denrGesagten erhelt bereits im AllgerneiHeiT, dass in Beziigr'auf die

spates so .specielleii Verbofe, wfelche die Reinhaltung des Geschleehtgs-zum Zie^e

hab,en, in der, alterep Ihase der hier in .
Rede

,
stshenden ; Teriode wohl nqchrkeine

feste Norm bestanden.haben kann." ( Ind. Stud. X. R. 75 )

"(12) ' Thus Webe* remarks after a detailed discussion of these regulations. "Wie

tfi'e Nichtachtung von Speiseverboten und sinde'ren dgl. Anordriungen fti 'Ganien

nur mit Ieiehten Bussen belegt, die Wiederaufnahme in deri Brahmanischen Verband

auch nach langer Versaumniss derselben nieht unschwer zu .erreichen war, so sind

auch bei anderen Gelegenheiten die Anforderungen zur WiederherstsJIung der.jges*

torten Eeinheit ausserst mllde" ( Ind. Stud, p. 102 ),
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The Kshatlriyas :—The various texts quoted by Weber under the

heading '"Verhaltniss der beiden obersten Kasten" ( Ind. St., X. pp.

26-35 ) leave no doubt that the Kb. 'too had formed'a class by them-

selves. They are frequently mentioned along with the Br. as having

enjoyed special rights and privileges apart from all other classes. They

no doubt represented the nobility, the descendants of the ancient

tribal chiefs, but there is no reason to suppose that their rank

was a closed one, or that there was any social exclusiveness

about them. Ties of rank no doubt invested them with a corporate

character, but the corporation, like that of the Br., was not yet a

rigid one. They developed side by side with the Br., and, as we shall

see later on, maintained for long a contest for supremacy with the latter.

As the development of these two classes run on almost parallel lines

it is not necessary to treat the case of the Kh. Separately in detail.

The VafSyas :—The Va. represents the mass of the people at large

from which the two upper classes were recruited ls
. Sundry regula*

tions are laid down to mark the distinctions of the two upper classes

from them. A few of them may be quoted below as types.

( 1 ) In a sacrificial place, a Br. is addressed with 'Ehi', and a

Va. and a Kh. with agahi and §drava ( S. P. Br. I. 1. 4. 12 ). *

(2) The Br. can marry three wives, the Kh. two, and the Va...

only one ( p. 21 ).

( 3 ) The age for beginning the student life is respectively 8, 1 1,

end 12 for Br. Kh. and Va ( Ibid ).

( 4 ) The savitri of a Br. is a gayatrl, that of a Kh, a trisbtubh,

that of Va„ a jagati ( p. 22 ).

( 5 ) The upanayana ceremony of a Br. takes place in spring, that

of a Kh. in summer, and that of a Va, in autumn ( p. 22 ).

( 6 ) The Br. Kh, and Va. students utter the word 'bhavant' respec-

tively at the beginning, middle, and end of their speech, while begging

for alms ( 22 ).

( 7 ) White, red; and yellow grounds are respectively the buildiag

spots of Br. Kh. and Va.

(8) Different materials are prescribed for the upper garment the

holy girdle ( mekhala ), and the staff of the Br., Kh. and Va. students.

These and other similar distinctive characteristics had probably no
more objective reality than the assumption that Br. Kh. and Va. were
respectively of white, red and yellow ,. colour (according to other

( 18 ) Cf. S. T. Br. 11, 2, 7, 16 ; 12, 7, 3, 8
; also, Oldenberg in Z. D. M.

Vol. 51. p. 280,, Senart-Castes. p. 153. and Fick. p. 163.
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authorities Va and Kh. are respectively white and dark ! )
u

( p. 10 ).

They no doubt betray an attempt on the part of the Brahmanlcal

writers to erect barriers between tha three classes but they at the same

time clearly prove that the existing distinctions were not very strong.

But although theVa. were theoretically and no doubt, to a great extent,

practically differentiated from the Br. and the Kh., there is no reason

to suppose that they ever formed a homogeneous group. They were too

large in number and too varied in the nature of their component parts

to maintain a corporate character ; and although they were distingui-

shed from the Su. by birth, they remained a conglomeration of different

groups of people following different professions and different rules of

life. It is only in later periods that these groups developed a corporate

character, and this will be discussed later on.

The Stidras—The contrast between Arya and Dasa of the

previous period is replaced by that between Arya and Sudra during

the period under review ( for the expressions clearly bringing out the

contrast and an account of the symbolical struggle between Sudra

and Arya, see Ind. Stud< X. P. 5 ff. ). Disti >ct attempfs are

observable for accentuating the points of difference between

the two. It is claimed that the Su. have no right to approach the

sacred fire ( ie. perform sacrifice) or read the sacred texts, (p. n).

There are however passages in the early texts which clearly assert

these rights (p. 12 ). The commentator remarks that in these passages

the Su. is to be taken in the sense of rathikara. This restricted conno-

tation of the word Su., as Weber remarks, is merely of secondary origin

and an evidence of the attempt to which I have just alluded. Again

the Su. are denied the rite of burning the dead body. The ancient

texts, however, have laid down the measurements of the tumulii,

respectively for Br., Kh., Va,, and Su. The scholiasts not only explain

It away by similar argument viz that only the Rathakara is to be

understood here, but soaae of them even proceed a step further and

boldly assert that the measurement of the tumulus for the Su. is given

merely as 'Parimana prasangat' ! I have already referred to the fact

that'a marriage alliance with the Su. was gradually being looked upon

with disfavour.

( 14 ) This is conclusively proved ( if such proofs were necessary ) by the follow-

ing passages of Apastamba, where, after describing the different materials fit in to bo

used by Br. Kh. and Va, he says I ''some declare, without any reference to caste, that

the staff of a student should be made of the wood of a tree ( that is fit to be used at

the sacrifice) "
( S. B. E. II. p. 9 ). Again "the skin of a sheep is fit to be worn by

jjH, castes" ( Ibid p. 10. )• ,'
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. These, things point to a growing cleavage between the Aryas includ-

ing„Br. Kh. and Va. on the one hand and the Su. on the other. But
r

tjie entire
(

Arya folk had as little clainvto a corporate character as the

motley group of people designated as the s"u,dras. , .,

,§4.* The social barriers between the Ar5ansandthe Su. ,however

went, on increasing in the succeeding centuries. First
#
as regards food;

It is, laid down^in Apastamba, ( S. B. E. II. p. 104 ) that "gudras may'

prepare,the food [ of a householder which, is used at the Visvadeya

ceremoay ] und,er,t,he superintendence of men of the first three, castes."^

It
r
fs.expressly stated that 'such food is fit for the gods' and was eajerj

'by the husband,and wife, the master and the mistress, of the. family.'

The fact shows that there was a time when the Br. freely took the, food,

given by the Su. But then we find in thexsame text such injunctions^

as tollows :~"Aceording to some, (food offered by people) of any

caste, who follow the laws prescribed for them, except that of

S^dras, may be . eaten" ( Ibid p. 67 ) (
1B

). A remnant of the old'
;

practice may however be seen in Ga. XVII. ( Ibid p. 265 ) according,

to which "If the means for sustaining life cannot (be procured ) other-,

wise, (they may be accepted ) from a Sudra," These injunctions show

the gradual steps by which a rigid line was drawn between the Br,

and Su. What was jfally and fteely allowed at first, is only . conceded

on emergent occasions, there being manifest a general tendency to

gradually stop it altogether. The theory of the impurity of

touch also gradually gained ground. Thus Ap. says "If during his.

(^Brahman's ) meal a Sudra touches him ( then he shall leave off

eating )" ( Ibid p. 61 ). Again, "what has been brought (be it touched

or not ) by an impure Su. must not be eaten" ( p 60.).- It is also

lalddown in Ga. that a Snataka "shall not sip water that is offered by

a,Su." ( Ibid p. zzo ).

Secondly as regards marriage. As we have seen above such.

marriage was not positively forbidden, but generally looked upon with

disfavour. Positive disqualifications were however gradually
. attached

tfllit. 'On& w,hose only wife was a Su.iemale' was not to be fed 'on

the occasion of a funeral oblation ( Sraddha ) ( Ga. XV. 19. S. B, E,
II. p. 258 ). According to the same authority, son by a Su. wife is

"to receive only a provision for maintenance ( out of the estate ) of a
Br, deceased without ( other ) male issue. At last such marriage was
forbidden altogether. Says VasSishtha :

' Some declare ( that twice born men may marry ) even a

female of the Sudra caste like those ( other wives ) [ Br. Eh. Va. ],?

( 15 ) For similar Injunctions cf. M. IV, 211 ^VaSishtha XIV,'41 V. XLI, 13-14."
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W|[tjipu.t (the recitation of ) Vedic texts. Let him not act thus. Eo$
in consequence of such ( a marriage ), the degradation of the fam%
certainly issues, and after death the loss of heaven/' ( S. B. E

e

Vol. XIV, pp. 5-6) ,.'->

;

Manu also .goes on in the same strain : "A £udra woman is

not. mentioned., even in any (ancient) story as the wife 18 ofo

Brahman or of a Kshatriya, though they lived In the (greatest) distress.

Tw,ic@born men who, In ^helr folly, wed wives of the low ( Su. )

caste, soon degrade their families and their children to the state ,of

$$dras,

"According to Atri and to ( Gautama ), the son of Utathya, he

who weds a 3udra woman becomes an outcast, according to' Saunaka;

Qn the birth of a son, and according to Bhyigu, he who has ( malej

offspring from a ( Sudra female ).
17 A Brahman who takes a 3udra

wife to his bed, will (after death) sink Into hell; if he begets a 1

child by her, he will lose the rank of a Brahman. The manes and

the gods will not eat the ( offerings ) of that man who perform^

the rites In honour of. the gods, of the manes, and of guests, chiefly with

a ( Sudra wife's ) assistance, and such ( a man ) will not go to heaven

For rfim who drinks the moisture of a ilfldra's lips, who is tainted

by her breath, and who begets a son on her, no expiation is prescribed*

(S. B E. Vol. XXV. pp.>8-;c> ).

, The Br. thus erected an Impassable barrier between themselves and

the $3. Marriage with the latter, and the food prepared by them we^e.

alike forbidden, and even their very touch was looked upon as Impure.

The social excluslveness, to which the Br. thus committed themselves, *

carried fhem still further, until by extending the barriers further and

further they converted themselves into that rigid corporation which we

now see before our eyes. The same principles oi exclusiveness by which,

they were altogether separated from the Sudras were gradually exten-

ded to other classes of people ( Including Kh. and Va. ), till they looked

upon themselves as a unique type of men and asserted the bold principle

"fhat it is birth alone that makes a Br., and no people of any other class

has access to it." We shall therefore next take into consideration this

important factor that ultimately led to the crowning success of, the Br.

§ 5. The doctrine that birth alone makes one a Br. is one of slow;

grnwth. There is no trace of any such doctrine in either the Veda pr the,

(16) The translator, adds within bracket 'first' before this Word. There is;

however, no authority for this in the text itself. *

,"(*.I7)' The word 'alone? is added by the. translator but there is no authorityfm
this in the text.

20
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Brahmans, and, as we have seen above, some texts distinctly assert that

it was learning not birth that was the really determining factor. How1 '

Ideas changed in this respect may be best ilhistrateH by comparing'

the two stories of Vtevamitra and Janaka, with] that of Matanga. It

Is related in ancient literature, how ViSvsmitra and Janaka, though

originally belonging to the Raj anya class became Bf. by means of aus-

terities and learning ( for details see Muir S. T. vol. i pp. 337-433 ).

The story of Matanga ( ibid p. 440 ff ) Is, however, expressly designed

to show the futility of all attempts, however great, by people of other

classes to become a Brahman. In course of the story Indra is made to

say "that a Chandala can only become a Sudra in a thousand births, a

Sudra a Vafeya after a period thirty times as long, a Vateya a Rajanya'

after a period sixty times the length, a Rajanya a Brahman after a'

period of sixty times the duration and so on." Muir comments upon

this passage as follows ;

"The assertion here made of the impossibility of a Kshattriya be-

coming a Brahman until he has passed through a long series of births is

of course in flagrant contradiction with the stories of Visvamitra, Vlfa-

havya and others ," ''

The doctrine was gradually extended and it was asserted that both

the parents must be Br, in order that the issue ' may belong to that

class. It Is difficult to realise how the existence of mixed marriage

was compatible with the doctrine. For what would be the condition of

the child whose father is Br. and the mother a Kh ? The' theoretical

text books have of course no difficulty in answering such questions.'

They postulate a new caste for him as they do for the issue of each

conceivable kind of mixed marriage ( cf. Ga. IV, 16 etc ). Such fancifuf

theories do not, however, bear the scrutiny of evidence. The Yavanas,

for example, are held out as the offspring of a Kh. father and Su.

mother ( Ga IV. 21 ),

The truth is, that in this respect too, there was gradual growth of

Brahmanic pretensions. A verse in Mhb. declares that the son of a

Br, is a Br. even though the mother b3 a Kh. or a Va. ( XIII,

47—17 ). But we find in Manusamhita ( x. 6 ) that 'sons, begotten by

'

twice born'men on wives of the next lower castes, they declare to be

similar ( to their|fathers, but ) blamed on account of the fault inherent

m their mothers" ( S. B. E, XXV, X. 6 ). This was then the first step

in the evolution of the theory which ultimately denied the rank of the

father to such^children., The curious m .inner in which these Brahmanic :

pretensions were gradually established is best illustrated by Ga- IV. 22,

23. The full purport of these passages, as explained by the comrnen-'
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iators, may be quoted in extenso ( S B. E. II. p. 199 ). "If si savarni,

female, born of the Kh. wife of a Br. is married to a Br., and her female

descendants dowrfto the seventh likewise, then the offspring which that

seventh female descendant bears to her Br. husband is equal in caste

to a Br. In like manner, if a savama male, the son of a Br. and his

Kh. wife, again marries a Kh. wife, and his male descendants down to

the seventh likewise, then the offspring of that seventh male descendant

is. equal in caste to a Kh. The same principle must be applied to the

offspring of Kh. and wives of the Va. caste, as well as to Va. and wives

of the Su caste/' Ga. says also that, according to other teachers, such

changes of caste take. place in the fifth generation- This process of

the change of caste whereby a Su. attains the rank of a Br., and a Br.

sinks to the levd of a Su., is also referred to in M. X. 64—65.

Here then we have a complete cycle of the stages of evolution.

There can be no doubt that at first the issue of a Br. and a Kh, Va., or

§u. female, was looked upon as Br.-, then his position became lower

though he still retained the rank
;
gradually this was altogether denied,

although a reversion to it was possible for his ( or her ). descendants,

if fortified by Br, blood for five generations. The limit was next extended

to seven, and the final step was reached when this provision, was omitted

altogether. Thus the gradual establishment of the two coordinate

doctrines viz. (1) that none hut the son of a Br. can belong to, that

class, and (2) that none but the son of a Br. father and Br. mother can

become a Br. ultimately led to the establishment of a rigid social

corporation wheh can be properly termed the Brahman Jati (caste).

§6. It is extremely fortunate that we have a note of time in thia

gradual process of evolution of the Br. caste, The cinonical text

books of the Buddhists, the Pali Tripijakas, throw interesting sidelight

on this, question and we have means of determining approximately the

age when they were written. I shall therefore next consider in some

detail, the bearings of this literature upon the point at issue. It will

be well to begin with a short summary of the important texts.

t, Jatakas ;— I. The long Introduction to Bhaddasala Jataka

relates the story how the king of Kosala was married to Vasabha-

kbattiya, daughter of a Sakya noble by a slave woman, and when the

facts came to be known, the queen and.her son were degraded from their

rank- The king reported this matter to the great Buddha when he

came to the palace, whereupon the latter said :

- "The SSkyas have done wrong, O great king ! If. they gave any

ope, they ought to have given a girl of their own blood. But, O king

this I say •• VasabhakhattiyS. is a king's daughter, and in the house of
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a noble king she has received the ceremonial sprinkling
1

;
Vfdadafeha,

too, was begotten by a noble king. Wise men of old have said, what

matters the mother'* birth ? The birth of the father Is the measure :
w

and to a poor wife, a picker of sticks; they gave the position of queen

consort ; and the son born of her obtained the- sovereignty of Benares-,

twelve leagues in extent, and became King KafthavahaftaF, the wood-

Carrier". ( The story is told in detail in Jat No 7, 1. 1 3 3- ff ).

"When the king of Kosala heard thisspeech he was pleased
;
and

saying to himself, "the father's birth is the measure of the man/' he

ftgain gave mother and son the treatment suited to them1*.

' ' II. The Introduction to Kumfiaasapinda Jataka relates how Mallika-,

trie daughter of the chief of the garland-makers of Savatthi, was made

the chief queen of the King of Kosala (III, 405 ).

Iir. It is narrated in Uddalaka Jataka ( IV, 293 ) how a Br, the

chaplain of the King of Benares, fell in love with a Hght-skirts, arid a son

Uddalaka was born to them, The boy, when grownup, visited his

father, and as soon as the latter was convinced of his identity by

means of the seal-ring he gave icr his mother, he acknowledged

Uddtlaka to be a Br. and got him appointed as a chaplain under him.

'<- TV. (a) It is narrated fn Matanga Jataka how sixteefi thousand

Brahraans were put out of caste by tht other Brahmans for having

tasrfed'the leavings of a Chandala ( Jat. IV, 388 ) ( cf also Satadhamma

jataka 11. 82-ff ),

l-
: (b) It is related in Chitta-Sambhttta Jataka ( IV 3c, o-ff) how two

ladles—one a merchant's daughter and the other a chaplain's—came

acrois two Cha^dalas while going out of the city gate. "This is an evil

omen to see !" they said, and after washing their eyes with perfumed

water, they returned back. The multitude belaboured the two Chan*

daias and did them much misery and mischief. ( cf. also the first por-

fiofr of Matanga-Jataka IV. 876 ),
? '

H; The Sutras : V. Ambafthasutta :
l0

( Dlgha Nikaya No 3 ).

Ambatfha a young Br. visits Gotama and puts on the claim, that

of the four castes, the three, Kh., Va-
f
and Su., are attendants to wait

on the Br. Buldha curbs the pride of the haughty Br. by

reminding him that the Kitishuayana clan to which he belonged, was

descended from a slave woman of- a Kh. king. We are told that the

slave-girl's son had become a great Rishi and married the 'daughter of

the Kb. king.

( 18 ) Cf. Mhb. Anus'asana parva Ch. 47 vs. 17. ( 19 ) Jat. Vol. IV. pp. 147-148.

: ( 2o / The following summary of this stitta is taken from Copleston's Bud*

dhism p. 145 ff.
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'•" Gotama then asked Ambattha, "If a man is the son of a Kh. by a

Br. -woman, will he get seat and water among Br.?" "He will." "And
be admitted to share their dish and bowl?" "Yes" "Will they admit

hfm as a student of the Mantras f "Yes.* "Will they give him their

daughters ?• 'Yes.' Will Kh. anoint him to Kh.'rank f 'No.- "Why f
^Because he is not born ( of their caste ) on the mother's side"'

; "Will

the son of a Br. by a Kh, woman be received to ' seat and water, bowl

arid dish among Br. f "Yes." "Will they admit him as a Student ?" "Yes"

*Give him their women ?' "Yes." "Will Khattiyas anoint him ?' "No."

*WHy j" Because he is not born ( of their caste ) on the father's side"
;

• -""Then; Ambattha," says Gautama, "whether you look at it from tHie

woman's sideor from the man's, the Kh. are hfgher and the Br, lower.

Take the" case of a Br. who is expelled in disgrace by his fellow Brah-

mans; wilt Br. receive ' him 6r eat with him, or teach him?" "No."

Will they give him their women ?" "No:" But if a
1

Kh. is expelled by

Kh. will Br. receive him feed him, and teach him ?" "Yes." "Give him

their daughter?" "Yes." "Then even when a Kh. is in the utmost

disgrace the Kh. are the superiors and the Br. the inferiors?" It

was a Br., Ambaftha, who uttered the verse :

*-' 'The Khattiya is best among those who reckon family. But the

mSin of perfect cdnduct and knowledge is best among gods and then."

Arid this, I think, Ambatfha, is very well said." •'

' -VI, The Assalayana Slitta 2i
( Majjhimi Nikaya No. 93).

It opens by describing how a number of Brahmans at SfbVdtthi

were trying to find some one who could controvert the opinion put

forward by Gotama, that all the four castes were equally pure. In

their difficulty they apply to a young and distinguished scholar, named

Assalayana, whom they think equal to the contest. Assalayana

goes to Gautama arid asks.

, -tfTWe' Brahmans, O Gotama, say thus ; 'The Brahmans are the best

caste (vayua ): every other cast^is inferior. The Br. are the white

effete ': every other caste is black. The Br. alone are pure • those who

are not Br, are not pure. The Br. arc the ( only ) real sons of BrahmS.,

Bo¥n from his mouth, sprung from Brahma, created by BraTimaT, heirs

bf Brahma. But what do you, sir, say about this ?"

*'Thefi the Buddha asks him whether the wives of the Brahrnarii

are no1

! subject to all the ills and disabilities of child-birth to which

btfitfer women are subject; Assalayana is obliged to confess that this

is so and that the Brahmans put forward their claims inspite of this.

.(21) The summary of thfs sutta, as given below, Is taken
r

from "Indian Budd*

kiim"by T. W; Rhys Davids ( Hibbert Lectures p. 51 ff)i
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The Buddha then, applying pur modern comparative method 01

inquiry, asks whether in adjacent countries such as Bactria or.Afgha-

nistan, there are not differences of colour similar to those between

the Brahmans and other castes, and yef; in those countries whether

slaves cannot b«come masters, and masters become slaves. Again

Assalayana confesses the fact and that the Brahmans put forward

their claims inspite of it.
,

Then Gotama goes on to ask : 'Will a murderer, if he be a Kh., Va
or a • Su. be born after death, when the body is dissolved, into some

unhappy state of misery and woe,, but not if he be a Br. ? Assalayana

replies that the Br. ii in this respect exactly on a par with the others.

Gotama elicits similar replies by putting the contrary case.

Thus, still questioning, Gotama points out how, whereas when a

mare is united with an ass, the offspring ia a mule, different from both

father and mother, the union of a Kh and a Br. or vice versa results in

offspring which resembles both the parents..

a
Finally Gotama asks the young Br. scholar : "To which of two

brothers, one an initiated student,and the other not, the Brahmans them-

selves would, on sacred and solemn occasions, give the precedence*?

"To the initiated , student" says Assalayana. "But if the initiated

student be of bad character, and evil habits, and the other be of good

character and virtuous habits", rejoins Gotama, .'.'to whom then will

the Brahmans themselves give the precedence ? "To the uninitiated"

is the reply. "But in the former answer you yourself, Assalayana",

says the Master, "have given up the pre-eminence of birth, and in the

latter, the pre-eminence of acquaintance with the sacred words., And
in doing so you yourself have acknowledged that purity of all the

castes which I proclaim."

VII. Vasetthasutta ( s. B. E. vol X. P, 108 ff ).

A dialogue arose between two young men,Bharadvaja and VJLseftha,

'How does one become a Brahmaua ?' Bharadvaja said : "When, one

is
f
noble by birth on both sides, on the mother's and on the father's

side, of pure conception up to the seventh generation of ancestors,, not

discarded and not reproached in point of birth, in this way one is a

Br." Vasetdia said "When one is virtuous and endowed with ( holy )

works, in this way he is a Br. Neither could convince his opponent

and so they agreed to refer the matter to Gautama Buddha.,, The
sum and substance of the lattqr's reply was that 'not by birth is one

a Brahmana, nor is one by birth no Brahmaija ; by work one is a Br,

by work one is no Br.
;
for whoever amongst men lives by cow-keeping

he Is a husbandman, not a Br, and whoever amongst men lives by ,
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performing household ceremonials-'-he is a sacrificer, not a Br, ( ancr

soon. The positive qualifications that make up a Br. are narrated in

stanzas 27-54 ). By a series of arguments Gautama also refuted the

notion that there was a difference of species between the castes.

VIII. In Kannakathala sutta ( No 90 of the Majjhima Nikaya )

the Buddha is represented as saying :

"There are these four castes—Kshatriyas, Brahmins, VaiSyas, and

fiodras. Of these four castes, two—the Kshatriyas and the Brahmins

are given precedence, to wit, in salutation, homage, obeisance and due1

ministry." ( J. R. A. S. 1894 P- 342 )<
' '

IX
t

In the Madhura sutta *2 Mahakachchana is asked the same

question as was put^o Buddha in the Assalayana sutta. He replies

that 'it is mere empty words to give it out among people that the

Brahmins are the best caste ( etc. the whole question is repeated word'

for word). The following five reasons are assigned by him to support
1

his view.

(a) If prosperity attended a Kshatriya he could engage in his

service any Kh. Br. Va. and Su. Similarly any rich man belonging to

any pf the other three classes could employ a Kh, Br. Va. or Su., and

all of them would be equally zealous In the services of their master-

irrespective of the caste to which he belongs.

(b) A Kh. addicted to taking life, given to rapine, licentious, lying,

slanderous, bitter of speech, frivolous of conversation, covetous, malevo-

lent, holding wrong views, would pass after death to a state of suffering

punishment—so would a Br., a Va, and a Su.

(c) A Kh. who abstains from the above vices would pass after

death to a state of happiness and to a celestial realm—so would a Br.

Va, and a Su.
J

(d) A Kh. who br«aks into houses or loots or commits burglary,

or becomes a highwayman or commits adultery, would be executed,

or burnt, or exiled or dealt with according to his deserts—so would be

a Br„ a Va. and a Su.

(e) A Kh. who becomes an ascetic would be treated with respect

by the public—so would a Br., a Va. and a Su.

After thus showing that the caste cannot affect in any way the

material success in life, the bliss and punishment hereafter, the judgr

ment of the Iawcourts, and the uniform veneration extended to the

ascetics, Mahakachchana winds up by saying : "If the case be so, are '

these four castes exactly equal, or not ? Or how does it strike you }'" '

( 23 ) For the text and franBlation of this sutta See J. E, A. S. 1894 P. 349 flf.
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• Hts royal, interlocutor, cp,uld] only., reply :—v'UncloubtedJy Kachchana,

if. (the case.be so. I perceive no difference between ,them"\ , .,

,The Buddhist texts quoted above leaye no doubt that although ..the.

theories ahou,t the equality pfr castes, and rational views about ^hjgjiejf,

and lower castes, were not e. tirely absent, the, practical ^distinpfion

between the Br., Kh., Va. and Su, was ajre.ady welLestablished^ though^

ty was not as rigid as obtains at the present day. The Brahman's

rank was not a close one, as No. V clearly contemplales the case pfa
r

Kh. bacpming a Br.2' It jlsnp doubt true that a proud claim has been, pu^
up for Kh. that nobody can belong to that caste who was not born fa, it

both on the father's and mother's side. But when we remembe^ the

djis;t;inct Kshatriya bias of the Buddhist writers, it yyjll probably be-.^n-

ceded that this had no more real existence than the similar claims p;uj

forward by the Br. Besides, it Js hopelessly in conflict with thejundar:

mental principle preached by Buddha tp the king of Kosala (No I) ;-^»>

"What matters the mother's birth? The birth of the father i§ tljp
;

measure." It appears quite clearly from this principle as wel} a? ^he

texts cited ahpve ( 'Mil, V ), that marriage among different classes was

in vogue, although several passages in the Jalakas show, that marriage

within one's.own caste was preferred : CujiR 'SHMlfa**}^ L&HlR*- J^*

Jat. Ill 422 , cf also similar expressions in Jat I. 199 ;
II, 191,235.;.

11193, 162; IV. 22. cf also the Introductory episodes to Asitabhu

JStaka ( II. 229 ) and Suvannamiga Jataka (III 182 f
1
. Oqe of the

great signs of the caste system is the restrictions, about taking food

touched by others; of this |there is no evidence in tfie Buddhist t«?t.s,
,

whatsoever, so far • at least as the upper classes are concerned. The
remarks of Fick, who has made a special study of the Jatakas from this

point of view, may be quoted in full. "Wenn wir uns daran erinnern,

-

welche Bedeutuog in religioner Irlinsicht zu «d'en Zejten das Mahl fir

die Arier gehabt hat, wie die Gemeinsamkeit der Nahrung stets , als

Susseres Zeichen der Gemeinschaft des BJutes gedient hat, so'erschejn$

es als naheliegend anzunehmen, dass dieser Grundsatz der Ausschlie-

( 23 ) To what extent the discovery of the Buddhist texts have contributed to

the enlargement of our views may be measured by contrasting tfie following statement

made by Rhys Davids in 1881, about the social condition of India at the rise of

Buddhism, with his views on the subject contained in 'Buddhist India' Chap IV;

"Intermarriages were no longer possible except between equal ranks. No Kshatriya

could any longer become a Brahman" ( Hibbert Lectures P, 24 ). The texts quoted
above unmistakably prove that the great Pali scholar was undoubtedly in error., cf >

J. Ei A. S. 1894. P. 343 f. n, I.

( 24,) .
These instances are cojlected by |;ick

((
pp. 34-35 V
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s'sung alles Unreirien ' voti' der Tischgemeibsc'ha'ft'' ails alter Zeit ttber-

nommen, vori der Familie auf die Kaste iibettrageri und hier' i\i

be&orfdsrer ScharfeausgebiWet worden sei. Doch darfnichit verschwiegen

werden, dass Spuren einef deilarti£en Aiisschliessung niedrigei' Per-

sonen von der Theilnahme am Mahle, wie wir sie irri' heutt'gen Indien

beobachten konnen, in' e'en' Jat'aka,
1

' wenn iifcerhaupt, nur ausserst

sparlich vorhanden 1 sind." (' Fick. pp.' 2930). The only instance

quoted by Fick !

is the refusal
1 of a ^akya chief to l take food with a

slave girl ( IV.' 144 ff). The J5,takas no doubt bear evidence td the!

fact 'that it 'was considered a great sin for a Br. to eat !

the' 'remains'

of a 1 Chandala's food ( Text no TV a ). They also show that ever! the

sfghtof a Chandala was looked upon as impure ( Text no IV b ). alth-

ough we are told in Matanga ' J&taka, that the 'merchant's daughter

who was offended by the sight of the Chaiidala ultimately became his

wife. It must ' be remembered, however, that this exceptional rigour

marks only the relation with Chandala and' there is absolutely nothing

to' show that there was any restriction about' food and touch so far as

regards the relations 6f other classes, including the Sudras.

'The distinguishing feature of the ' period Sterns, however, to 'have

been the struggle for ascendency' between the Kshatriyas and Brati^'

ma'ns( Cf. Texte V-iX ). The Brahminical texts are apt to lead to the'

inference that such struggle never existed and that the Brahman's claim

for supremacy was
1

allalbhg an undisputed fact «. The actuality of the

contest for su$rernacy'is,however, revealed bv some incidental references'

in ancient texts', which have ; been subjected to a : careful analysis'

by ftluir28. He had, however, to' depend libori Brahmanfcal texts alone

which cannot be expected to reveal the whole truth in art impartial'

mariner. The other side of the picture fi depicted in the Buddhist

texts,' where an undisputed supremacy is equally Claimed for the Kh.

This is evident from the text no 5 and ^ie fact that the Buddhist

aumors^ in enumerating the four castes, invariably mention' the' Kh.

before the Br. The Jaina texts fully
: corroborate 'tn'-v Buddhist'

authors in this respect. Thus we read in Kalpasutra 2V that it never'

has happened, nor will
1 happen 1 that' Arhats &« should :e borVi k

low families, mean families...,:, Or Brahmanical families.
!

Tn< dbnsequ-

eWcfe of Karman they might take the form of an embiyb- in the

womb of a Woman belonging to these families but they: are never'

i:

'(2$) Cf. the texts quoted by Weber in Ind. Stud. X. pp. 27-41.
"
(26 )" ^Muir SV'T. pp. 337-371-

( 27 ) S. B. E. Vol, XXII, pp. 225-226.

'

21
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brought forth by birth from such a womb—they are removed
to high aad noble families. The Sakra, the chief of kings and Gods
resolved therefore to cause the venerable ascetic Mahavira to be re-

moved from the womb of the Brahmani Devananda, and to be placed

as an embryo in the womb of the Kshatriy an* Trisala.

I have already admitted an amount of Kshatriya bias in the-

Buddhist writers and the same might also be said of the Jaina authors.

It would therefore be as unfair to accept their version without any

reserve as to fully admit all the Brahmanical pretensions recorded in

their own texts. On the other hand, the acknowledged partiality c£

the Buddhist and Jaina authors does not justify us in absolutely rejec-

ting their statements, for, on the same ground, the Brahmanical texts

must also be held to be unworthy of any credence. Rather the

Buddhist and Jaina authors stand in a more favourable light in this

comparison. They were ascetics who lived outside the pale qf society,

and were not in any way personally involved in the question of the

supremacy of caste. The Brahmanical writers on the other hand

were actually involved in the contest for supremacy 28
, upon the success

or failure of which depended, to a great extent, their position in the

world-. Their version was therefore liable to be more distorted and more

partial to their own claims. A comparison of the two classes of texts

thus leads to the inference that although both the Brahmans and the

Kshatriyas contended for supremacy, the claim of none of them was

universally recognised. The Buddhist texts, though upholding the

cause of the Kh., never hide the real facts, and nos V, VI^IIl and IX

broadly state the claims put up by the Br. The Brahmanical texts, as

a general rule, make no reference to the superiority of the Kh., but

some unguarded passages here and there betray the teal position.

Thus in Vajasaneya Samhita ( XXXVIII— 19 ), the Kh. are mentioned

before the Br., while Kath.#8,5, clearly states that the Kh. are superior

to the Br. ( Ind. stud. X. P. 30 ). According to S. P. Br. 'the Br/

followed in the train of a king' ( 1,2,3,2, ) and 'he was an object of

respect after the king' ( V, 4,2,7 ). A contest for supremacy between

the Br. and the Kh. is hinted at by a passage in Ait. Br. ( 7, 22 ), and

the enmity between the two is clearly referred to in Panchavims'a Br.

18,10,8 ( Ind, Stud. X, P. 28 ). Muir has also given in detail "sonie

legendary illustrations of the struggle which no doubt occurred in the

( 28 ) Unless, of course, it be maintained that they too were hermits, but of this

there is not asjgood evidence as in the case of the Buddhist and Jaina writers.^ But

evenjif itlbe so, it -merely proves the equality of their claims to be heard ; it does not

prove the supremacy of the Brahmanrcarwriters.



early ages of Hindu history between the Brahmans and the Ksha-

• ttriyas", ( S. T. I. P. 296 ff. ).

The Buddhist texts quoted above, Viz. the Introductory episodes

of the Jatakas and the Sutta texts, may be referred to fourth century

before Christ. It is quite clear therefore that at this period the Br., Kb.,

Va. and Su had not yet developed into those close corporations which

we understand by the term 'caste'- One of its essential factors had

indeed gained theoretical recognition Viz. that the 'caste of the father

determined the caste of the child/ but, as we have seen above, it was

still possible to pass from one caste into another* Then, the marriage

among different classes was still current, and there was no restriction

about taking food, so far at least as the three higher classes were con-

cerned. Last, but not of the least importance is the fact that the

day of the undoubted supremacy of the Brahmanas over all other

castes was not yet an established fact.-

§ 7. The struggle for supremacy was however destined to be over

at no distant date* Gradually but steadily the Brahmans asserted their

rights and prerogatives, till at last their pre-eminence was above all

dispute. We have no means to determine th# gradual stages of this

evolution as there is no independent testimony like that of the Buddhist

texts to check the Brahmanical authorities. It may however be safely

assumed, that the decline of Buddhism and the revival of Brahmanism

under the Guptas set the final seal to the supremacy of the Brahmanas.

Buddhism, as we have seen, identified itself with the Kshatriya claims

and its contest with Brahmanism served indirectly as a trial of strength

between the two contending parties. It is not the object of this

thesis to trace the causes which led to the debacle of Buddhism, but

" down it wen*, and carried along with it the party with which it was

associated, leaving the field to the triumphant victors.

A reminiscence of this struggle for supremacy seelns to have been

preserved in Talgunda Inscription of the 6th century A", D. 29 We are

- told that the Brahman MayuraSar/nan, the founder of the Kadamba
,! dynasty went to the city of the Pallava lords, eager to study thef

,ljwhole sacred lore. ''There enragedby a fierce quarrel with a Pallava

horseman ( he reflected ) ; 'Alas, that in this Kali age the Brahmans

should be so much feebler than the Kahatriyas ! For, if to one, who
has duly served his preceptor's family and earnestly studied his branch

of the Veda, the perfection in holiness depends on a king, what can

there be more painful than this,?' And so, with the hand dexterous

br4ngrasping:the.KuSa grass,, the fuel, the stones, the ladle, the melted

29 ) Ep. Ind. VIII. Tp. 31, 84.
~~

* "
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bujtter ayid the oblation-vessel, he unsheathed a flaming sword, eager

to ccrquer the earth". The remaining verses describe; how he defeated^

the Pallava fcrces and carved Gut a principality for himself.

The bitl^e was won and; the, citadel fell, into their hands. The

next move was to make it impreqnable by erecting strpng, barriers all

around it. T
(

h2 means were wjthin, easy rqach. They, had ,a eorpora-

jtion which could be converted, by a little modification, into, a rigid

and exclusive one, and they set themselves eagerly, to this task. The

resu't is what we see today. Marriage with, other castes was positively

forbidden arid, restrictions about food and .touch, completed tb.e

scheme. History once-more repeated, itself. The same means by. which

the proud Aryans erected a barrier between them and; the Stjdras were

successfully handled by one class of them to impose, upon the rest; a

permanent brand, of inferiority which differed only in degree from that

which fell to the lot of the Sudras.
, .

,
.
It-is difficult to, exactly determine the period when this social exclu-

siyenes,s
i

of the Brahmans were carried to perfection. Epigraphic

evidences seem to prove that the marriage between Brahmans and

other castes tqok placemen at a very laite period. Thus the Jodhpur

Inscription of Pratihara Bauka (
M ) which belongs to the latter, half

of th,e oth century A, D., narrates that the Brahman. Harichandra, the

.founder of the family, had married two wives, one a Brahman! and the

otherV Khatriya. The -issues, of the former became the Pratiliara

Brahmanas, and those of.the latter, the Pratihara Kshatriyas. Whatever

we might, think of this concrete case, it certainly proves the prevalence

of, such mixed marriages at the; time when . the inscription was

composed, For, no genealogist would have dared to explain the origin

of the family by a process which was altogether obsolete, in his days.

In southern India, top,.we find the same thing. The Talagunda Pillar

Inscription of K«,kustha Varman ( •?'
), which may be referred to about

the first hajf of the 6th century A<D. (
S2

) provjes that although the

Kadambas, to which family the ruler belonged, were Brahmans, be

married his daughter to. the Guptas. The Guptas were descended on

the mother's side, from the Vratya; Lichchhavis, and yet we find ,that

a ruler of the Kadamba family, possessed of the Brahmanic pretensions

to the fullest degree, gave his daughter in marriage ,to them against

the strictest injunctions of the Sastras. Further, we learn from an

inscription, at Ivani, that even so late as the loth century A. , D,

., (30) J. R. A. S. 1894 p. i-ff. (31) Ep.Ind.Vol. VIII p. 24 ff. ( 32 > Ibid
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EXyalamba.vboraof the, Kadamba family, was the chief queen •f.a
Nolambi Chief (»),! The, Nolambas, claimed descent from, the
Pajlavas

(
3*) who are referred to as Kshattriyas in, the -Talagunda

Inscription referred to above. These instances mly be held to indi-

cate that the social corporations of the Br, had. not reached the fipal

stage of development before, at any rate, the ioth century, A D. , ,

§8. I have already remarked ( p. 149) that the corporation of

Brahmans was, from the very beginning, subdivided into a number of

minofi corporations. When, learning, requisite for the functions of

priest, formed the basis of corporation, the groups *vere formed accord-

ing to. the specjial subjects of study. Whin birth took; the.
;

place of

learning,, there must have grown. .up .distinctions based upon locality.

Already, in the Jatakas we meet frequently with the term, 'Udichcha

BrahmanaVand phrases conveying distinct pride in the birth in such

a family ( J at. 11, 8,2-ff, 438 ff. ; I, 356 ff., 3;i-ff ). This was ,the fore-

runner of the later Kanauj, Gaud
);
Kankanasth and Tailanga Brahmans.

Wh,en minute regulations were established regarding food and marriage,

»H was inevitable that various other subdivisions would occur, based

on the- varying degrees in which they vyere obteryed by the different

sections of, tha people, These various factors have contributed

towards the formation of innumerable Brahman, corporations, and their

individual corporate, character is so perfect that it is not a little difficult

to find out that they- all belomgito one grapd corporation. Senart rightly

observes ; "Nous parlons couramment de la caste brahmanique ; c'est

les .'castes briilimaniqueS qu'il faudra.it dire. Nous enveloppons

dans un seul terme.generique ,des castes multiples qui ont
,
chaptine

Jeur individualize." , (.Les castes dans L'Inde p, 139 )

sfh §9- If even the Brahmans( ?5
), who fgrmed, comparatively speak-

;,-ing, ;
a more or .less j,definite group, could thus give rise to so many

i subjections which were practically so many ; castes except in name,

much more would we expect similar results from the Vais'yas arid

Sudras l( including the, elements of population which were at first

outside the; sphere of Aryan influence but gradually came within its

fjld). , ,,

1; I have already remarked that the Vaisyas, and Sudras never formed

1 any homogeneous people." ;
Distinct groups must, have already existed

(33) Ep. Ind. X. pp 61-62 (^4.) Ibjdp. 57. *

( 35 ) The Kshatriyas also must have been divided into similar groups, but it is

difficult to trace them at the present day. We have, however, such expressions as

'Brahma-Kshatriya, Karijata Kshatriya in the inscriptions' of the Sena kings of

Bengal*



Karmara

Kulala

Kaivarta

Ganaka f

Go pala

Takshan, Tashtri,

Dhaivara

Napita

Malaga

Vayitri

Surakara

Smith

Potter

Fisherman

Astrologer

Herdsman

Carpenter

Fisherman

Barber

Washerman

Weaver

Maker of sura

t i& j

arriong the ai irom the 'earliest period, and these ultimately developed

into classes or castes. The Vedic literature (
8S

) alone supplies 'the

name of a number of functional groups which correspond to recogni-

sed castes of the present day. A few of them may be quoted as types.

Functional Groups Recorded Modern Caste Occupation

in Vedic Literature (
37

)

Karmakara

Kumar
Kaivartta

Gaiiak

Go3,la

*Sutar

Dhivara

Napita

Dhopi

Tanti

Surl

It can be generally inferred that many of these had developed into

recognised classes even during the Vedic period. This is shown by such

patronymic forms as Dhaivara, descendant of a dhJvara. We have

already seen that many of them such as the smiths, the potters,' the

herdsmen, the carpenters and the weavers had their own guild drganfea*

tibns. There can be scarcely any doubt that these industrial organisa-

tions we're ultimately developed into social corporations
(

38
).

The ethnic factor also played an important part in the same direc-

tion. The Nishadas, for example, who are frequently mentioned as an

important tribe in the Vedic literature ( V. I. i. 454 ) are referred to

as a social corporation in Manusamhita ( X. 8 ). The tendency of the

political corporations to be gradually developed into social ones is best

shown By the example of the Sakyas of Kapilavastu, who formulated

distinct rules about food and marriage. ( cf. Introduction to Bhadda-

sala Jataka IV. i45 ). It is possibly, in similar ways that the Lichchha-

vis were ultimately developed into social corporations, for they 'are

undoubtedly mentioned as such in Manu ( X. 22 ). The examples of

the Gosai, and Bairagi of the present day show further that the

religious organisations, too, contributed *to the increase of j social

corporation?.

( 36 ) Specially cf. V. S, XVI, XXX. ( 87 ) The list is compiled from V.' I. 1 1.

pp. 58S-6.

( 38 ) cf* Oldenberg In 2. D, M. G. Vol. 51. p. 289.
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It ma,yr thus be- held that the vast number of social corporations of

tl^t -present day, were recruited from all sorts, of corporate organisations,

such; a,s industrial, tribal, political, and religious, It is impossible,

at,present to trace each of the existing castes to one or other of the

above organisations, and it would be an equally hopeless task to attempt

to determine, even approximately, the period when they had developed

as such from some pre-existing organisations.

It is, however, possible to indicate in a general way, the period when,

and, the manner in which, this metamorphosis gradually took place.

Thus we read in Vinaya Pitaka ( IV. p. 6 ff. Sutta-vibhanga Pachittiya

n, 2. )
: "^resTRtam *if% *rantf% *rHrefa : snf?raTfa

IWffil ifrCTlfq ^ififq W*ifa * * snfa im, ihnftsft,

*Ni ^r m\fH ^^^jt ^ 5nf?i i <ftai ira srifa <9wnii

"f%^* aim, % fatxrTfa, iffa^ faV ^9^3^ fovc( I

ifrC iTtr fW vnmnrfW.' fa^rrefW wm\* fort

*rg5i5)T?r' «fNsri' tffojff 'srfaffrarri, qrr* ^ta' ^m fW i

^TSffZS* im fort *^t tiisit fter 3*j ^ *n sriq^

*tfrtl «im* viot «rra" ^¥te?f *iqfoi?i' faftwrt' nn'
'

^^RZ3* 1W fW l" Similarly we have "^sj* sn*r eR^r"

^t^,^«R^' 9^HiV«5 *W' *" ^^33' llflf 3j4T Sfifa

Altera %c^i ) i"

As Oldenberg 89 has observed, the manner in which the categories of

'jati' are drawn up is a peculiar one. In the case of gotta, kamma

( 3,9 ) "Eine Andeutung, dass auch noch andere Falle der jati als niedrig oder

hqch anzjisehep sein konnten, wird nicht gegeben ; die betreffendon Moglichkeiten

vyerden pffenbar als erschojoft angesehen, vvodurch natiirlich die Existenz mittlerer

jatiyp, die'zwischen den hohen und niederen liegen, nicht geleugnet werden kann,"

(jZ. D. M. G. vol 51 p. 281 ). The existence of the 'middle caste' which Oldenberg heie

contemplates, evidently to save his theory that the Vaisyas and Sudras were also well

formed castes in those days, is doubtful. The Sudras, had they really formed a definite

caste likfi the examples. given, must have been mentioned among 'hlnajati, and 'the

krishi, Vanijyaand gpraksh,a' which are the.proper. functions of VaiSyas, would not
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srppa and the rest, a few actual examples are given, to which is added

the phrase "and others which are looked upon isWgh' and low mother
1

'"

countries". This significant' phrase is omitted only in the case ofjaff,''

wherefore we must conclude that the list, hete given, of the High and

low'jalis 'is exhaustive'.

'

! "' ,!
: " <l ''•> ""'> •-.-.. ;iv <>dfl

It will be seen from the above that only
1

the "Veiia, Chandlla,
!

NSs-*

hslda and Rathakara have coiie 'to form real caste groups'
lwhild

;

the

leather-workers, patters and other groups of handiworkrrien' have ''hot

yet undergone the change. Their sippa (handicraft), not jati, is st'ifl' their

distinguishing factor. As the Vinaya' texts, from which the above

quotation has been -made.have been generally referred to the 4th cdhturys

B. C. we may safely conclude that the metamorphosis of the ethnic
•

• '.. 1" ;"-] !
! [r» ;'.

;
,"' lily's?'.!-

(like Nishada and Pukkusa ) and industrial ( Rathakara, Vei>a etc )

groups into social corporations had indeed actually begun, 'but not made

much; progress, by that time. >-,,,>, .)•-.•>;>!••:•'
1

,>./>;<?' ~'\- ..-.>

S 10. The gradual formation.of these. castes, was,incQmpatib'e with

the Brahmanical theory that the Br., Kh., Va and Su. were the four

castes into wh'ch the society was divided. The existence of fhe"se
?new

castes could not "be ignored, -while, on the; other hand,, the Brahmans

could hardlymodify the orthodox—theory without stultifying them-

selves, ' Evidently something was fo bj done which would preserve their

theory 1 intact and at the same time take into'oohsidefatioft these' new

factors in society. ... i: . -^ ' ,,< ;, ;

The m<;ans by vvbjeh they h&ye ^aught , tp
;
achieve , this -end \$, the

theory of 'mixed.caste' which explains the .origin of every caste other

than the four recognised ones by a system of "cross-breeding.
lJThe

have been relegated to the, category of kar.naima,.. if (he latter really .formed a

distinct caste. Besides, it is hard 'to draw aline between middle' and the higher

or the lower caste. In any case it is certain that in different parts x>f the country, Hiany

of,them would be recognised as the one or the other, and the .saving clause wjiich

we find in connection with gotta, karntna. sippa etc. would also have occurred in

the case of the jati if any such middle caste really existed. It is true that the Buddhist

text* mention the four clashes Br., Kh. Va,, Su
(
—but then it should more properly be~

taken as generic names used for^he sake of convenience. It would have been' highly

inconvenient, if not impossible, if one had to mention in detail, Vena, RathaTtara,'

lukkusa and other motley groups, every time he had to refer to geheial ' divisions of

people. If Vaisya and Sadra are not supposed to have comprehended all the differ-

ent elements of population except the Br. and Kh., Buddha's conclusion ' abW the

'

equality of castes in eg. Assalayana Su'tta, must '

be supposed to' have left but 'of
'

consideration a number of castes. This is impossible from^he very nature of the'casei
'

wherefore we must take it, that while tlie Buddhist texts follow the' Brahmanicak'ories
'

jn mentioning Br., Kh., Va. and Su. they merely take these terms in a'geheric sense. (:1
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theory ismtt with irt the earliest Dharma Sutras < and its full' develop-

ment may be noticed;in Manu <". It would be an insult to the intelli-

gence of oay readers if I stop to explain the absurdity of the whole
thiag. It lies on its very face and he who runs may read it. Senart
rightly observes i "V explication des castes melees n'a jamais pu faire

illusion <& personae. Des impossibiHtes fhgrantes la jugect 42 ."' Jolly

also, remarks to the same.effect : "Am deutlichsten tragt das System.-

der-,Misohkasten ( samkara jati ) den stempel d^r Kunstlichkeit an der'

StiPDi" 13 ......

But although the theory' is absurd, and the syitem artificial to the

exjtr«me, it isf not wilhout great :historkal importance. It clearly indi-

cates in Ae first place, that the division of the Aryan society into :four"

cashes was, fdoni the-very bsginning] a theoretical one; that the/terms'

VaigyasnandlSudras comprehended a number of more or less distinct'^

groups of people which ultimately came ' to possess almost all the

characteristics, of the 'caste' ,< Secondly, it shows the anxious

desireionthepaitpfthe Brahmxn'cal aathors to extend the social system

thej^Jiad developed to all the varied elements of population in India. 44

,c Thi;s later' phase of the question deserves more than_a passing

notice, specially as it explains txrsome: extent the gradual evolution

of the industrial and various^ other groups into social corporations. It

hasjoften bseniasserted thai? the caste system was a natural evolution

from ^within. A full consideration- of the whole circumstances seems

to 'show,- however, that this statement requires to be qualified a great

deal. -Apart from the corporate instincts and the general trend of

Indian' intellect to introduce regular symmetry in every department

of-life, at least two powerful active elements may be distinguished

which have contributed towards the -development of these innumer-'

^able social corporations. These may be broadly classified as religious

and political.

-Tbe-Brahmanical texts are never tired of dilating upon the merits 1

to* be acquired by following the duties of one's own caste.
^ Thus we

firid in Apastamba ® : "In successive births men of the lower castes

(40) Ga. IV. 16 ff. (41) M, X. 8-ff. (42) Senart—castes p. 121.

( 43 ) Z. D. M. G. vol. 50. p. 1507.

.( 44 )" Says Oldenberg : "Wenn durch bestijtnmte Vermischungen eifl Vaideha, e'n

Magadha, durch andere ein Candala oder Ni;shada erzeugt werden soil, so sieht

natiirlich jeder, dass hier auf rein .fiktlvem-
;Wege die Entstehung von nichtarischen

und daneljenyauch .von entlegenen;, minder angesehenen arischen Volkern oder

Stammen an das Kastensystem angehangt wird" ( Z. D. M. G. vol, 5i, p. 277 ).

(45) Ap. II. 11. 10 ; al?p cf, 4p.
v
Hi ;?-3-

3?
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are born in the next higher one, if !they have fulfilled their duties*
}

also in Gautama 46
: "( Men of) the ( several ) castes and orders who

always liva according to their duty enjoy after' death the rewards of

their works ,&c ". Kautilya 47 lays down that ''the observance of

oaefs own dutyileads one to svarga and infinite bliss", while accord-?

ing to Manu 48 the people "will reach the most blessed state, if they

act according to the duties of the four castes in times of distress." On
the other hand the Dharma^astras predict, in an equally positive

manner, grave misfortunes in the life to come, for those who neglect

the duties of the 'caste/ "Tn successive births", says Apastamba49
, "men

of the higher castes are born in the next lower one*, if they neglect

their duties"; while according to Manu so a Br., Kh.,Va,andaSui become

respectively, for neglecting the duties of the 'caste!, an Ulkamukha

Preta who feeds on what has been vomitted, a Kataputdna Preta who

eats impure substances and corpses, a Maitrakshajyotika Preta who

feeds on pus, and a Kailasaka preta who feeds on moths.

The Brahmans, however, did not rely upon these injunctions alone

for the due preservation of caste laws. They armed the royal authori-

ty with specific powers to. enforce the Same. Thus Apastamba 51

enjoins upon a king to punish those who have transgressed the caste ;

laws, even by death. Gautama 52 also authorises the king to punish such

persons. Kautilya 5S maintains that the king shall never allow people to

swerve from their duties. Manu5* also lays down that "(The king) should

carefully compel VaisSyas and SStdras to perform the work (prescribe J )

for them ; for if those two ( castes ) swerved from their> duties, they

would throw this ( whole ) world into confusion." Similar injunctions

are laid down also in Vishnu55 and Yajfiavalkya 66 samhitas. The Sukra-

niti, too, states in the same strain ; ''Evety caste should practise the

duties that have been mentioned as belonging to it and that have been

practised by ancestors, and should otherwise be punished by kings"*7
.

.The execution of the Sudra Samvuka by Rama, as described in Ratna-

yaua may be cited as a typical instance . The Nasik cave Inscription:

of Gautaml Ealas'ri also supplies a concrete illustration of royal

interference in the caste regulations. There the list of king Gautami-

(46) Ga. XL 29. (47) ArthasHtstra Bk I. Ch. III. '(48) M. X. 130.

(49) Ap. II. 11. 11. (50) M. XII. 71-72.

(51) Ap, II. 10, 12-16; II, n. I-4.
;
alsdcf; Ap. IL 27, 18. (52) Ga. XI-31.

( 53 )
Artha Sastra Bk. I. Chap. IIir""( 54 ) Mi VIII, 418. ( 55 ) V. III. 2.

(56) Y.I. 360.
-.»••'

(57) Ch. IV,. sect. IV. 82-83. Translated' by Bibu Bihoy kumar Sarkar. \



putra's virtues includes the fact that 'he stopped- the contamination

of the four vamas.' sS

The caste regulations were thus enforced "upon the people by terror

of punishments both in this life as well as in the next- No wonder

then, that unlike other corporations such as political or iudustrial, the

social corporations have gradually attained more and more perfection

and have subsisted down to our own time. The sacrosanct character

attributed to the latter readily explains not only its rapid extension all

over the country but also its enduring tenacity and rigidity by means

of which it has long outlived the Srenis or Ganas, although all the three

had their origin in the Fame instincts.

§ n. We have now completed the history of that evolution which

ultimately resulted into the division of Indian people into a number

of more or less close and rigid social corporations. It now only remains

for me to add a few words regarding the nature and organisation of

these corporations.

The nature of these corporations is now a matter of general know-

ledge and there are reasons to believe that things have not changed

much, except in the lax" observation of rules in recent days. The

basis of the corporation was the tie of birth and Its chief binding

factors were a number of preseribecl regulations chiefly regarding

food, marriage and intercourse with the rest of the community, the

violation of which brought punishment upon the offender, varying,

in degrees, according to the measure of the guilt, from slight expiatory

ceremonies up to expulsion from the corporation , As many of these

corporations evolved out of industrial groups, distinctive occupations

also have come to be looked upon as belonging to their very nature-

It is permissible to doubt, however, whether they ever formed

a binding factor, far less the basis, of these social corporations.

In other words, it is probable, that, as in the present day, a

man might cease to follow the distinctive profession of his caste, or

.even adopt other professions, but would not have thereby lost his

caste„ He would continue to "belong to it so long as he followed the

prescribed regulations alluded to above. On the other hand he would

not be absolved from the guilt of violating these by consideration of the

fact that he faithfully performed his hereditary occupation. This is

proved by the oft-quoted passages in Manu ( III-151 ff) which show
that even the highest caste was quite indifferent to this aspect of the

system ; so much so, that the Brahmans followed even such occupations

( stf) Ep. Ind. VIII. pp. 60-61.
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as, maintaining shops, selling meats, lending money, tendting cattle,

and acting in a theatre, and still retained their casteSp.lt further appears

that they were not even locked upon, as Ji_volving any guilt, for they

are not included in the long list ,of offences involving expiatory ceremo-

nies s9
( M. XI. i-7 1 ). It is also ordained in Manu that one who is

unable to subsist by the peculiar occupations af his caste may follow

those, ordained for the lower ones. Thus a Br. coukl follow the

occupations of a Kh. and Va., the Kb., those of a ;Va.pand the latter,

those of a Su , while a Su. might, under similar circumstances, main-

tain himself by handicrafts 60
. These certainly point to a mobility of

industry and occupation which is hardly compatible . with the idea

that the latter formed the basis or even a bin.dirg factor of the social

corporation. Although it can not be denied that they maintained.to a

great extent, a fixity of occupation among a certain group of people, this

characteristic is to be attributed, not to the social corporations as , such,

but to the primitive industrial organisations out of which they

arose.

The ancient Dharmas'astras associate the .'castes' with other corpora-

tions 6l
. The organisation of these social corporations seems to have

been modelled on the same plan as was adopted by other corporations,

the, guilds for example: The subject has been fully c'ealt with in connec-

tion with the latter and need not be repeated here. The Gautama Dbarma-

Sutra (XI-2o) and Manu ( VI I [-41, 46 ) refer to : the authoritative

nature of the regulations laid down by the castes. They- served as one

.of the regular courts in the kingdom for the trial of offenders in

the first instance G2 and a sacred i character is also attributed to this

.class of corporation in the verse quoted on p. 13 ( footnote 2i ).

The most interesting thing, however, in this connection is the.

.fact, that we have, even at the present day, : reminiscence of the- old

jPrganisation. There is still the chief, the executive council, the assembly,

and the legal validity of t]je jurisdiction exercised by each of them. A
very interesting account of this organisation, as it obtaics at present;

( 59 ) It is indeed ordained in M, X. 92, that by ( selling ) .flesh a Br. at once
becomes an out-cast; but this rule can hardly be said to have been practically enforced

in view of M. III. 152.

( 60 ) M. X. 81-83, 98-99.

( 61 )
This is specially noticeable in Y. I. 361 "^^rrfn srTet>. *nftW JTOT^

,5ITsrq^i ^TT''— cf also Ga. XI.
:
M. VIII. 41, 219-221.

( 62 ) See quotations on pp. 23-24. The Wprd 'Kula' used in these passages means
only a subsection of caste.



t\i9S been furnished by Senar^( Gaste-pp? 73-88 ),,and/any one who goes

through it will not .fail to be struck with the ^similarity it displays

;tq the organisation of corporations in ancient India, such as I have

r j[;rie4;to depict in Chapter I.
, ,j

fu § 12. Besides the formation of caste-groups, the Corpora te^aqtivity

-i«Kas manifested in various other ways in sociaMife. As it is not- in

keeping with the purpose of this work to describe each of them, . in

fdetailj I shall merely refer to a few representative specimens.

.,,• First, in the matter of education, corporate activity, was manifest

^everywhere from the big establishments like Nalanda University down

L.to the humblest ^institution ina village. Thus 'we read In Losaka

Jataka (i. 234 ) how the villagers,a ppojated a teacher by paying his

. expenses and giving him a hut to live in. Similarly, imtowns like

Benares and Taxila, there were big establishments, mostly maintained

,by .public co-operation. Thusw,e r,ead in the same Jataka that the

.Bodhisatta was a teacher of world wide fame at Benares with' ftve

?
hu$dred young Brahmans to teach. "In those times < the Benares

;fp)k used to give day by day commpns of food, to poor lads and had

. them taught free." A very good example of the public co-operation

as well as the corporate character of the institution itself is furnished

-by .Tittirajataka ( III. 537 )., We'read that "a world-renowned pro-

fessor at Benares gave instruction in scienca to five hundred young

Brahmins. One day he thought, ffSo long.as I dwell here, I mee^ with

.hindrances to the religious life, and my pupils are not perfected in

.their studies. ;
I will retire into a forest home on the slopes of the

Himalayas and. carry on my teachings there.". He told his pupils,

and, bidding them bring sesame,
j
husked rice, oil,- garments and suyh

dike, he went into the forest and building a hut of leaves took up
;
his

.abode close by the highway. His pupils too each built a hut for him-

self. Their kinsfolk sent rice and the like, and the natives of the

country saying^ "A famous professor, they say, ,is,
;

Jiving in such and
such a place in the forest, and giving lessons in science," brought

.presents of rice, and the foresters also offered their gilt«, while a certain

man gave a milch cow and a calf, to supply them with milk." Similar

-corporate educational 'institutions are frequently referred to in the

<Jatafkas e. g. in IV. 391 ; I. 3i^,'402, 447, 463, 516 ; III. 122 j II. 48
;

V. 128, 457. The first two instances clearly j.rove that the students

had a common mess and lived as an organised corporate body under

the teacher, while the last three examples show that these institutions

were partly maintained iby honorariums paid byline sons of wealthy

members of the society. It is worthy of note thW not only religious
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treatises lfkeika ^tfas, ' buti various' se<ailar arts and sciences '< were

also Subjects of itfitfir iti
s

*h'«sf 'centres oF education 63
.

The account of tWJatakis is in 'entire agreement with the 'informa-

tion supplied by the Brahtnanical texts. The rules and regiilatidris

about the life of ar student in his teacher's house as laid down in

' the ancient Dharma^twts, fully harmonise with the corporate'chara-

' cter of the educational institutions as deduced from the Jataka stories.

There can be scarcely any doubt that institutions like the Univer-

sity of Nalanda had developed out of the system depicted in the

nTfti:ira Jataka: Their origin 'is probably to be referred to a very ancient

tp'eYiod. The BrihadSrsl§yakbpariishad |: refers to the 'Sarriiti of the

Panchalas' and the context proves that it was an educational institution.

From the ag& ofthe Upanishads down to the destruction of Na-

Ian da and Vikramas"iHl, many o'her universities had flourished in

India, but unfortunately we know very little of them. The biographer

Of Yuanchwang has preserved for us an account of the Nalanda Univer-

sity 6\ and this great corporation with ten thousand members

may justly be looked upon as one of the best specimens in the field

of education, arid one of the most fruitful achievements of the corporate

instincts of the ancient' Indian people!

. The Same instincts are also observable in lighter things, such as

^amusement and merry maMng, even from the remotest antiquity,

Zimmer 65 has shown how the Sabha in Vedie period served as "the

modern club-houses after the serious business was over. In the post-

Vedic period we come across an institution called 'Samaja* or 'Samajja'

which seems to have served similar functions. It is clear* from C. V.

V. 2. 6, and Sigalovada Suttanta, m that besides dancing, singing and

mus-ic. something' like a dramatic performance ( akkhana )
in

, and

'SeVobatic and ma'gicaF feats were included in the programme of these

^popular institutions. That these were regularly held at some definite

places follow quite clearly' from sotrie passages in Jaina 69 and Bfahma
1

-

nical texts 7°. '- ;;i ''' '" v '-'-'" " :

44— ^-r-^ : •—

i

i-i
; —

,

; ( 63 ) Fick p. 130-ff
; J: A.S. B. 1916 p. 17 ff.

.^(64) Life qf, Hiuen-Tsiang Translated, by Beal pp. (105-113. cf. also WatterS-
Orj-Yuanchwang vol., II .pp., 164^69. I-tsing's,.account translated by J. Takakusu pp. 65,

'86,'
1,45,, 154, 177-78.' ( 65 J A. L. p,' 172 &.'( (>6 ) Grimblpt's 'Sept Suttas Palis* p. 300,

' (67) cf. Buddhist Irid'ia.p. li£ (68)' Ibid.

( 69 )
'
'Samaja' is included in thelist of places which a Jaina monk is permitted

to vis ;
t ( Jacobi^ Jaina Sutras II.'p. 177 ).

:'
,;

( 70 ) Bhishma includes 'Sara&ja'
. in the listiof localities where a foreig-ri spy is

to^el90^edfor.,Cl^tipar
(
vach.;,6f, y.II. ), ;ov/ p'ul ./' .Kt\nr.
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These social gatherings were known in later times as 'GoshfhV »

which has been described in some detail by Vltsyayana 72
. This

resembled very much the modern institution called. club. It took

place it) a definite house where people used to meet in the evening to

amuse themselves with music, dancing, drinking, and various discourses

on literature and arts. Sometimes there were garden parti.es.and drinking

bout in a member's residence. These- institutions were apparently

meant for healthy amusement and relaxation, and care was taken that

they may not be converted into too learned or vulgar assemblies.

This is q*uite clear from the following :

*\msffw^w snaiiTf Button i

The next verse shows that due safeguards were taken to prevent

them from being reduced to centres of jealousy or hatred.

It appears from the use of the word ^r *^raftr*ft that the more res-

pectable Goshthis, like the modern clubs, laid down rules and

regulations for the guidance of members.

There was another aspect of these, institutions. V&tsy ayana advises

the villagers to start a 'GoshtW in imitation of the citizens, so that

they might not only amuse the pe^le ( by music, dramatic perfor-

mances etc. ), but also assist them in their undertakings, and render

various other benefits to them 73
. It is apparent, therefore, that the

corporate character of the institution was also utilised for various

services of public utility.

Indeed this was an inportant feature of the corporate life in ancient

India. The passages quoted above ( pp. 59- 60 ) from Arthas'astra

clearly indicate how men in those days were in the habit of doing

work for the common good. The following account of the activity of

thirty villagers under the guidance of Bodhisatta may be looked upon

(71) Amarakosha gives 'Samajya' as one «f the synonyms of Goshthi. This

seems to be the Sanskrit form of Tali 'Samajja'. Thus Coshtkl represents the

'Samajjas' of the Pali books in more tham one seate. The popular character of.

these institutions is quite apparent from the derivations of the two words. Thus

according to Kshlrasvamin "^jrgrf*rT ffRPfJWt WT^STT'', "mf[ ^Tl^ffiq-

( 72 ) Kamasutra chap. IV. P. 47 ff, ( Chowkhamba Edition ).

(73) "wTn^snfr 3»£t§ ^ ^reis?*r ^rgipffta^ vmtcWW (p. s;)



as a\typfeaHllustraUQn .of the- spirit which charac,terlsed the people-' of

ancient India.

"These thirty m«n were, led by , the, Bc4$satta to become like-,,

minded with himself
}
he established them in the Fiye Commandments,;,

and -thenceforth used to go about with them dping good works. An&j;
they, too, doing good works, always in the.Bodhisatta's company, used:r,

to get up early and sally forth, with razors and axes and clubs m r!

their'hands. With their, clubs thy used to roll .out of the way all,,

stones that lay on the four highways and other, roads of the. village.;,;;

the trees that would strike .against then,axles of chariots, th*y ctUji

down ; rough places they made smooth ; causeways they built ; dug

water tanks and built a half; they showed charity and' kept the Com-

mandments. In this wised id*thi&Jdy of? the'villagers generally abide by

thfenBodhisitta's teachings and keep the Commandmerjts;"j(Jat*-i, 199)

In course of the story we are told that<the.men -built * large public;:

hall and wanted a pinnacle* to .put on \t, They foundit in the possession

of a lady, but could not 'buy it of her for any money. "If you will

make me a partner in the' good wcMP,rsald T
sh^, **? -WilfgfVe it you for

nothing." Consenting,/they tosfethe pinnacle and completed, thgir, haJJ.

This episode exhibits: more Vividly than anythtag e
t
lse the corporate.;

feelings which inspired men and women alike in ancient India. -. .»
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